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Résumé : 

La régénération est un mode de développement qui, suite à un stress 

physique permet de reformer à l’identique des structures biologiques initialement 

développée au cours de l’embryogénèse. De plus, ce phénomène, plus ou moins 

développé en fonction des organismes, est néanmoins répandu chez les 

métazoaires, suggérant ainsi une origine monophylogénique. D’où l’hypothèse d’un 

lien étroit entre la régénération et l’embryogénèse. En me basant sur cette, pendant 

ma thèse hypothèse j’ai employé comme modèle, l’anémone de mer Nematostella 

vectensis. Ce modèle cnidaire offre l’opportunité unique de comparer la régénération 

d’un corps entier, dite extrême, à l’embryogénèse et ainsi étudier leurs liens au 

niveau moléculaire. Initialement établie en tant que modèle d’embryologie 

permettant d’étudier l’évolution des réseaux de régulation génétique (RRG) 

orchestrant les moments clé de l’embryogénèse. Nematostella se développe 

aujourd’hui en tant que modèle d’étude de la régénération extrême. 

Au cours de ma thèse, j’ai tout d’abord participé à caractérisation tissulaire et 

cellulaire de la régénération de ce modèle afin d’établir un répertoire de référence 

des étapes clés. En employant ce répertoire et le criblage de 80 d’inhibiteurs de 

kinase, j’ai pu identifier plusieurs voies de signalisation régissant différentes étapes 

de la régénération, impliquant les MAPKs, JNK et ERK ainsi que plusieurs 

récepteurs de facteurs de croissances. Etant donné que ERK a également été décrit 

dans le processus de gastrulation chez Nematostella, j’ai contribué à l’établissement 

de son RRG associé. C’est donc en me basant sur ce RRG et une base de donnée 

transcriptomic complète de la régénération de ce modèle, que j’ai pu ainsi établir le 

RRG en aval de ERK associé à la régénération. Par cette approche j’ai pu 

démontrer la relation au niveau moléculaire entre ces processus développementaux 

et surtout identifier des aspects spécifiques à la régénération. 
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Title: Gene regulatory network downstream of MAPKS orchestrating embryogenesis 

and regeneration of the sea anemone, Nematostella vectensis 

 

Abstract: 

 Regeneration is a developmental process that allows to regrow missing 

structures initially developed during embryogenesis, in response to injury. Although 

the ability to regenerate can be more or less dramatic depending on the organism, it 

is widely spread among metazoan, suggesting a monophyletic origin and a tight link 

with embryogenesis. Based on this hypothesis, I used during my thesis the sea 

anemone Nematostella vectensis, a cnidarian model offering the unique opportunity 

to compare whole body regeneration and embryogenesis in the same organisms and 

investigate the molecular relationship of these developmental trajectories. In fact, 

Nematostella was established as an embryonic model to study the evolution of gene 

regulatory network (GRN) underlying key developmental stages e.g. gastrulation. 

More recently it has also become an emerging model to study whole body 

regeneration. 

I started my thesis by participating in a careful tissular and molecular 

characterization of the hallmarks of Nematostella regeneration in order to establish a 

comprehensive regeneration time line. By taking advantage of this information, I 

performed a kinase inhibitors screen of close to 80 compounds and identified several 

signaling pathways, including the MAPK ERK, JNK and growth factor receptor 

pathways, that regulate various steps of regeneration in Nematostella. As I was also 

involved in describing the ERG dependent gene regulatory network (GRN) 

underlying embryogenesis, I combined latter information with novel regeneration 

transcriptomic data to establish the ERK dependent GRN underlying regeneration. 

By this approach I was able to highlight the relationship between these 

developmental processes at the molecular level and especially identify regeneration-

specific elements. 
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Introduction	overview	

Regeneration is a fascinating process and through the introduction of my 

thesis I will provide you with a general overview of the current knowledge and 

questions in the filed. I will start from the history of regeneration and proceed to the 

cellular and molecular knowledge. In particular, I will emphasize on the kinase 

signaling pathways and their roles in orchestrating regeneration in the major 

regeneration models including vertebrates and invertebrates. Thereafter, I introduce 

the notion of gene regulatory networks, which I employed to understand the relation 

between two developmental trajectories of embryogenesis and regeneration. This is 

a century old question that is based on the observation that the end goal of these 

two trajectories is identical, i.e. a fully functional organism. As the final outcome is 

identical, it was hypothesized that the embryonic program is reused during 

regeneration. In order to address this historical question, I exclusively worked on the 

cnidarian model Nematostella vectensis that offers the unique opportunity to 

compare these two processes at the gene regulatory level within the same organism. 
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Introduction	

1 The multiple aspects of regeneration 

Regeneration is a developmental process allowing one organism to regrow a 

severed structure after injury. This ability has been observed in many different 

animals and contexts, naturally raising a certain amount of questions. In the following 

paragraph I will be describing the emergence of the regeneration field of study, the 

evolutionary aspects of regeneration, the knowledge acquired at the cellular levels 

and the animal models that have been developed to investigate this developmental 

trait. 

1.1 The history of regeneration 

The ability to regrow missing biological structures has fascinated mankind 

since ancient Greek mythology. For example, the second task of Heracles was to kill 

the nine-headed Learnean Hydra, but from every cut head, two others would regrow. 

Another myth about regeneration is the punishment of the titan Prometheus for 

stealing fire from the gods and give it to humanity. Zeus then condemned immortal 

Prometheus to have his eternally replenishing liver eaten every day by eagles. But 

these myths are not only legends. In fact, the cnidarian Hydra regenerates its head 

within a few days and human liver can indeed regenerate when injured. In addition, a 

large amount of other cases of regeneration can be observed in nature, such as the 

lizard’s ability to regenerate its tail. Systematic research in the field of regenerative 

biology started almost three centuries ago. The first documented case of 

regeneration came from the naturalist Réaumur on crayfish (1712) followed by 

others such as Trembley on Hydra (1744), Bonnet on fresh water worms (1745) and 
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Spallanzani on Salamander and earthworm (1768). The early descriptive work of 

regeneration was based upon detailed morphological observation leading to setting 

up the first general principle of regeneration and biology in general. For instance, 

Bonnet, by studying worm regeneration, described that low temperature slows 

regeneration and he also tested the limits of head regeneration versus tail 

regeneration (Morgan 1901). Spallanzani, studied the life stage dependency of 

regeneration through regeneration experiments on tadpole tails, showing decreasing 

capacity as development proceeds. He also studied the effect of food on the 

regenerative ability of salamanders, and observed that starvation would induce a 

decrease in body size without affecting limb regenerating. These experiments set the 

course for the contemporary field of regeneration, trying to understand the “units” 

underlying the process of regeneration, from which arose fundamental questions 

such as: How is the injury signal integrated to trigger the regeneration response? 

How do “old” and “new” cells organize themself? (Brockes and Kumar 2008). In 

order to shed light on these questions, the fascination with regeneration pushed the 

field to explore this capacity in many different organisms. As Trembley wrote “I felt 

that nature is too vast, and too little known, for us to decide without temerity that this 

or that property is not found in one or another class of organized body” (Morgan 

1901). 

In the following section, I will present the distribution of the regenerative ability 

across the metazoan tree of live, keeping in mind the simple definition of 

regeneration I presented at the beginning of this section. 

1.2 Phylogenetic distribution of regeneration 

In order to understand the distribution of regeneration in the animal kingdom 

we must consider whether regeneration has evolved independently several times or 
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rather if regeneration is a monophyletic trait lost during the evolution of some species 

(Goss 1992). The french scientist Réaumur (1742) argued that the natural selection 

or regeneration could be explained by the “liability to injury”, meaning that the 

regeneration trait has emerged in organism resorting to autotomy e.g lezard tail, 

crayfish limbs, grasshoper legs... But there are other animals, which don’t employ 

autotomy and yet still possess extensive regeneration capacity such as the zebrafish 

for example (which I will present in section 1.4.1). However there is increasing 

evidence that regeneration was most probably lost over time and that this was 

shaped by a multiplicity of ecological factors (Bely and Nyberg 2010). Another 

argument to support this theory is the phylogenetic distribution of regeneration in the 

animal kingdom (Fig. 1). This developmental process has been extensively 

investigated in many different multicellular organisms, from basal metazoan lineages 

including Placozoa, Poriferan, Ctenophora, and Cnidaria, to chordates. In basal 

metazoan lineages regeneration is a common feature; in fact they can all perform 

whole body regeneration (Fig.1A). As organismal complexity increases, however, 

this capacity of reforming a whole organism through regeneration is less common. 

Instead, less extreme forms of regeneration that occur at different levels are 

observed (Fig.1B) (which I will describe in following section) and some organisms 

including birds cannot regenerate (Bely and Nyberg 2010). The fact that 

regeneration is present in a plethora of contexts i.e. various clade and different 

structures (e.g. limb or organ) (Fig. 2) implies that this feature is not a simple 

regrowth happening the same way in each context. Therefore, the attempt to find 

conserved traits to support the hypothesis of the monophyletic origin of regeneration 

requires identifying comparable points. For every regenerative event follows a 

conserved sequence of occurrences, wound healing, the mobilization of “building 
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units”, and the re-organization of the regenerated structure or morphogenesis 

(Tiozzo and Copley 2015). In some case these “building units” have been identified 

as stem cells (Lai and Aboobaker 2018). 

 

Figure 1: 

 

Phylogenetic distribution of regeneration across (a) the Metazoa and (b) the Chordata. 
‘Presence of regeneration’ indicates that at least one well-substantiated report exists for regeneration 
in that taxon and does not imply that all species in that taxon can regenerate. ‘Absence of 
regeneration’ indicates that there is at least one well-substantiated report for the lack of regeneration 
in that taxon (and none indicating the presence of regeneration). We define ‘whole-body regeneration’ 
as the potential to regenerate every part of the body (although not necessarily simultaneously or from 
a tiny fragment). The ability to regenerate the primary body axis is scored independently for each 
taxon and does not assume homology of body axes across or within phyla. (Bely and Nyberg 2010) 
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1.3 Regeneration levels and cellular processes 

As I mentioned in the previous section regeneration can be limited to certain 

extent depending on the organism (Bely and Nyberg 2010). Indeed, regeneration 

can be observed from simple cell regeneration to the reformation of a whole 

organism (Fig. 2). In every level, cells are the units of animal regeneration. But they 

can also regenerate their own structures as it is the case during axon regeneration 

(Huebner and Strittmatter 2009). On another level, an epithelium such as the 

epidermis can also regenerate (Yokoyama et al. 2011; Seifert et al. 2012). This is in 

opposition to scaring after which an epithelium is no longer organized in layers and 

cannot regenerate anymore (Wynn 2008). The following level of complexity in terms 

of organization is organ regeneration. The complexity is reflected by the need to 

rebuild multiple cell types with specific function and integrate a correct patterning for 

morphogenesis. For example, zebrafish heart regeneration requires new epicardial, 

endocardial and vascular cells that have to rearrange properly to recover the full 

functionality of the heart (Jopling et al. 2010; Kikuchi et al. 2011; Kikuchi et al. 2010; 

Itou et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2014) . The next level is limb regeneration. In this context 

the complexity is apparent in that the replenishment of cells requires cell types from 

different embryonic layers and even from different types of tissue (soft and 

hard)(Currie et al. 2016; McCusker, Bryant, and Gardiner 2015). Additionally, the 

organization has to be tightly orchestrated to fully restore the entire panel of limb 

movements. Finally, some organisms are capable of extreme regeneration since 

they are endowed with the capacity of rebuilding a whole organism from pieces of 

tissue, thus encompassing all the previously cited levels of regeneration.  
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Figure 2: 

Regeneration at different levels of biological organization. A particular species might regenerate 
at all, none, or just a subset of these levels. Functional links between regenerative processes at 
successive levels are probable, but it remains unclear which aspects of regeneration are homologous 
across levels. Colony-level regeneration’, as seen in colonial animals such as corals and ascidians, 
occurs through asexual reproduction rather than through regeneration of individuals and thus is not 
included here. Dashed red lines indicate amputation planes; solid red lines indicate wound surfaces; 
and blue fill indicates regenerated body parts (Bely and Nyberg 2010) 

 

These different levels of regeneration will make use of various cellular 

processes carefully orchestrated for the sake of rebuilding parts and regaining 

functionality. Following injury, a stereotypic sequence of events takes place and 

initiates the proper cellular programs; wound sensing, wound healing and regrowth 

(Brockes and Kumar 2008). Injury sensing is the earliest step of regeneration and 

how the organism perceives it in order to trigger the regeneration program is still a 

pending questions. There are many potential signals to be investigated, chemical or 

physical. For instance bioelectricity has been investigated to ben an important signal 

in amphibians (D. S. Adams, Masi, and Levin 2007; Levin 2009; Levin 2007) and 

among the chemicals identified in wound sensing there are the reactive-oxygen 
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species (ROS) (Gauron et al. 2013), cytokines (Niethammer 2016) and also Mitogen-

activated protein kinases (MAPK), which get phosphorylated in response to injury 

(Mori et al. 2002). Aside triggering regeneration, the detection of injury is in a more 

general manner a means to prevent vital body fluid (e.g blood) leakage. For 

instance, the first biological response to such insults is the formation of clots when 

the vascular system is damaged. This is the case in zebrafish heart regeneration 

(Jopling et al. 2010), newt limb regeneration (Repesh and Oberpriller 1980),	 or 

mouse liver regeneration (Kopec et al. 2017). The clots are composed of fibrin and 

platelets, which act as a plug at the injury sites (Xu et al. 2012). Interestingly, in the 

vicinity of clots in a regeneration permissive context, proliferation, one of the cellular 

hallmarks of regeneration, has been reported. This was discovered to be associated 

with the activation of thrombin, known to be involved in clots formation (Wolberg and 

Campbell 2008). Indeed, even in a clot-free context such as lens regeneration, it has 

been demonstrated that the transient activation of thrombin is leading to the 

proliferation of epithelial cells (Imokawa, Simon, and Brockes 2004; Imokawa and 

Brockes 2003). The same observation was also made during liver regeneration, 

where the critical signal for cell proliferation is released by activated platelet through 

a thrombin-dependent mechanism (Lesurtel et al. 2006). Beside the formation of 

clots, blood also transports the immune cells. Thus, the inflammatory response could 

be intuitively linked to wound sensing. In some cases however this can actually be a 

hindrance for regeneration if it promotes scaring (Mescher and Neff 2005a). By 

contrast, in a regenerative context the immune response has been described to be 

an important player. In fact, macrophages are important to modulate and initiate the 

regenerative response after injury (Godwin, Pinto, and Rosenthal 2013) and 
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inflammation is also important to promote cell proliferation(Kyritsis et al. 2012); (de 

Preux Charles et al. 2016) 

The steps following wound sensing are wound healing and the regrowth of 

biological structures, both of which are closely overlapping. In order to re-develop 

missing structures, proliferation is a major hallmark yielding in new cells that 

originate from various sources depending on the regenerative context (Fig. 3). For 

instance, epithelial regeneration will rely on lineage-restricted progenitors (Fig 3A), 

which are stem cell capable to proliferate to renew their population and replenish the 

damaged tissue (Takeo, Lee, and Ito 2015). On the next level of regeneration in 

organ/limb reformation, new cells originate from multiple sources (Fig. 3B); adult 

stem cells e.g. the satellite cells in salamander muscle regeneration (Morrison et al. 

2006), pre-existing cells that will de-differentiate to proliferate e.g. cardiomyocytes in 

zebrafish heart regeneration (Jopling et al. 2010) or transdifferentiate to recover 

another cell type e.g. frog lens regeneration (Henry et al. 2013). During whole body 

regeneration, such as the one observed in invertebrates, regeneration involves 

species specific multi-potent stem cells (Fig. 3C) such as the i-cells in Hydra (Bosch 

and David 1987) or the neoblasts in planarians (Wagner, Wang, and Reddien 2011). 

This short overview of the different levels of regeneration and the multiple 

source of cells supporting the regeneration, stresses the necessity to develop a 

variety of model systems to study the diversity of regeneration, which I will review in 

the following section.	
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Figure 3: 

 

Sources for new cells in regeneration A. Different lineage-restricted progenitor cells (stem cell 
types are depicted) that each produce different differentiated cells. Each different tissue separately 
generates or harbors a restricted stem cell. These stem cells together can reconstitute the three 
different tissues, while any individual on its own is not sufficient to do so. B. Top) stem cells self-
renew and produce one or more differentiated cells. Middle) dedifferentiation is the process by which 
a cell loses differentiated character to produce a progenitor cell that can divide to produce more 
differentiated cells. Bottom) transdifferentiation involves the change of one cell type into others. This 
could occur without division, or following de-differentiation of one cell type into a progenitor for 
additional cell types. C. A pluripotent progenitor cell (a stem cell is depicted) produces differentiated 
progenitor cells spanning multiple germ layers. There could exist multiple, and/or self-renewing 
intermediates along different lineage paths. (Derived from (Tanaka and Reddien 2011)) 

  

B) C)
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1.4 Notable regeneration model systems 

Since the early days of regeneration research, many organisms across the 

entire metazoan tree of life, from sponges to vertebrates have been studied over the 

last century. Among them, several models stand out and have been established in 

the research community, the zebrafish Danio rerio, several urodele amphibian 

models such as the newt Nophtalamus viridescens or the axolotl Abistoma 

mexicanum. These models cover the structural levels of regeneration. Concerning 

whole body regeneration models, there are the historical models such as planarians 

and the fresh water polyp Hydra. Based on these extensively studied (in-)vertebrate 

models that I will recapitulate the major findings on regeneration in the upcoming 

section, starting by covering structural regeneration and finishing with whole-body 

regeneration. 

1.4.1 Zebrafish 

The zebrafish Danio rerio is found in rivers surrounding East India. It was 

developed as a research model in the 1970s in order to apply genetic analysis to 

vertebrate development (Streisinger et al. 1986). Indeed this model has an external 

development, transparent embryos, and a relatively short generation time (2-4month 

(Lawrence et al. 2012)). Over the last decade extensive resources, reported in the 

Zfin database (https://zfin.org (Howe et al. 2013)), have been developed to 

investigate the developmental processes of embryogenesis or regeneration. Indeed, 

aside its amenability as an embryonic model, the zebrafish can regenerate several 

structures such as its fins but also various organs like the heart, the central nervous 

system and the eye lens, which I will be covering in this section. Thus, the zebrafish 

is a valuable model to study vertebrate regeneration (Poss et al. 2000; Poss 2007; 

Gemberling et al. 2013). 
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Figure 4: 

 

Photography of an adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) and the main structures studied during 
regeneration.  

(https://www.uni-ulm.de/med/med-biomolbio/research-groups/weidinger/research-weidinger-lab/) 

 

1.4.1.1 Zebrafish fin 

The investigation of structural regeneration using this model has generally 

been focused on the regeneration of the caudal fin (Fig. 5A). The caudal fin has a 

symmetrical shape forming two lobes separated by a cleft. It is composed of 

segments of dermal bone rays and lined with specific cells called osteoblast(Tu and 

Johnson 2011). After amputation, each ray is capable of regenerating independently. 

However in the case of a transection spanning multiple rays their regeneration is 

synchronized to restore both size and shape of the caudal fin (Pfefferli and 

Jaźwińska 2015). 
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Figure 5: 

 

The regeneration process of the caudal fin in zebrafish (A) Time-lapse imaging of 
the same fin during the regeneration process at 27#C. Uncut, the original f in prior to 
amputation presents a bi-lobed morphology. At 1 dpa, white tissue above the 
amputation consists of the wound epidermis and a few blastema cells. At 3 dpa, a 
white excrescence above the amputation plane contains the blastema, which, despite 
its uniform appearance, exhibits subdivisions at the cellular and molecular level. At 6 
dpa, the outgrowth extends very rapidly; the white tissue is maintained at the fin 
margin, while the proximal outgrowth starts to display bone structures and 
pigmentation, which are the macroscopic markers of t issue redifferentiation. At 12 dpa, 
f in regeneration is at its advanced stage. At 20 dpa, the size of the fin nearly reaches 
its original size and pattern. The white margin of t issue remains at the tip for 
homeostatic growth/regeneration. (B) Higher magnifications of the fin surface at the 
position of amputation (white dashed line) at the respective time points are indicated in 
the upper panel (A). (C) The milestones of the fin regeneration process. Scale bars: 
(A) 1000 µm; (B) 200 µm (Pfefferli and Ja!wi"ska 2015) 
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Zebrafish fin regeneration comprises four stages (Fig. 5B). The first stage 

following amputation is wound healing where epidermal cells migrate to cover the 

stump (Poleo et al. 2001) (Fig. 5C 0dpa). During the second stage, there is a 

thickening of the covering epidermis (Fig. 5C, 1dpa), which is associated with the 

migration of fibroblasts and osteoblasts that originate from the bone ray segment 

proximal to the stump. Thirdly, mesenchymal cells proliferate below the epidermis 

covering the stump, giving rise to a blastema (Fig 5C, 1-3dpa). The profiles of the 

cells composing the blastema have been characterized with modern genetic fate 

mapping, highlighting a mosaic aspect of the blastema composed of unipotent stem 

cells (Tu and Johnson 2011). During zebrafish fin regeneration the osteoblasts will 

renew their population by de-differentiating for the sake of proliferation and later re-

differentiate (Knopf et al. 2011). The same is valid for other cell type such as 

endothelium, epidermis and fibroblast, exhibiting a lineage restriction(Tu and 

Johnson 2011). Finally during the fourth and last stage, the blastema differentiates to 

reform the fin structure while the distal cells continue dividing to support the 

outgrowth (Poss et al. 2000) (Fig. 5C, 5-20dpa). 

1.4.1.2 Zebrafish heart 

The heart is composed of two types of chambers; the atrium where the blood 

flows into the heart and the ventricle responsible for expulsing the blood out of the 

heart. While mammalians posses two of each (left and right), the zebrafish heart is 

only made of one atrium and one ventricle (González-Rosa, Burns, and Burns 2017) 

(Fig. 6). A muscular wall supports the contractile function of the heart. The inside of 

the wall is known as the myocardium majorly composed of myocytes but also blood 

vessels and nerves. The inner part of the wall is covered by a layer of endothelial 
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cells, called the endocardium, while a layer of mesothelial cells, called the 

epicardium, covers the exterior part.	

 

 

Figure 6: 

 

Diagram of zebrafish heart regeneration. Resection of the ventricular apex (0dpa). Clot formation, 
expansion of activated epicardium cells by 3 dpa (black dots). Fibrin deposit, activated epicardial cells 
begin to surround and invade the wound, proliferation of myocardial progenitor cells and first layers of 
new muscle a of By 7 dpa. To coordinate these epicardial and myocardial events, regenerating 
myocardium synthesizes Fgf17b and possibly other factors with the potential to recruit Fgfr2/Fgfr4-
presenting epicardial cells. Epicardial-derived cells undergo EMT in response and vascularize the 
regenerate (green dots). Presence of new coronary vasculature by 14 dpa. Extends progenitor cell 
activity and facilitates restoration and expansion of the ventricular wall (stage 2) (Lepilina et al. 2006) 
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Multiple types of injury models have been developed for heart regeneration 

studies including surgical resection, cryo-injury, and genetic ablation. The surgical 

resection of the ventricular apex allows the investigation of the strict regeneration 

capacity of the heart, by monitoring the re-formation of heart morphology (Poss 

2007). The cryoinjury is a way to mimic a myocardial infarction (González-Rosa et al. 

2011; Chablais et al. 2011) and the inducible genetic ablation, which produces a 

massive injury by removing 60% of the cardiomyocytes, reproduces an end-stages 

heart failure (J. Wang et al. 2011). Even though there are multiple types of injury, the 

regeneration process still occurs in a similar fashion (Gemberling et al. 2013). 

Nevertheless, surgical resection represents the most complete case of regeneration. 

During surgical resection, the fist response to wounding is the formation of a clot 

(Fig. 6, Day3). This event is followed by the activation of the epicardium, which leads 

to the proliferation of de-differentiated cardiomyocytes that starts to cover the wound 

(Jopling et al. 2010; Kikuchi et al. 2010) (Fig. 6, Day3). In a similar manner, 

endocardium regeneration also recruits pre-existing endocardial cells (Zhao et al. 

2014). Aside from the proliferation of de-differentiated cardiomyocyte, another critical 

step of regeneration is the migration of cardiomyocytes to the wound site (Itou et al. 

2012) (Fig. 6, Day3). Then, epicardial cells start to proliferate, surround the 

regenerating wound and later act as a source of vascular support (Kikuchi et al. 

2011) (Fig. 6, Day7). At this point the myocardium is already electrically coupled with 

the existing muscle and regeneration is achieved by the dissolution of the clot (Raya 

et al. 2003) (Fig. 6, Day30-60).  
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1.4.1.3 Zebrafish central nervous system 

The zebrafish central nervous system (CNS) is composed of five distinct 

regions: i) olfactory bulb (OB), ii) dorsal telencephalon (DT), iii) optic tectum (OT), iv) 

cerebellum (CE) and v) spinal cord (SC) (Kroehne et al. 2011) (Fig. 7A). Beside the 

neurons, which are the functional unit of the CNS, there are also glial cells acting as 

a support for the neurons. There are four types of glial cells in the CNS, 

oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, ependymal cells, and the microglia. They are not only 

important for the maintenance of the neurons but they have also been described to 

be important for the regenerative process of the CNS, as reviewed in the following 

paragraph. 

Figure 7:  

 

Zebrafish brain morphology and key events of regeneration in  adult zebrafish telencephalon. 
A. Injury experiment, insertion of a canula into the telencephalon of an adult zebrafish causes a lesion 
canal (L) (dorsal view; OB, olfactory bulb; DT, dorsal telencephalon; OT, optic tectum: Ce, 
cerebellum; SC, spinal cord). B. Cross-sections in DT, neural progenitor containing ventricular zone 
(VZ, green). periventricular zone (PVZ, red, one or two cell diameters adjacent to the VZ). The 
uninjured central parenchyma (blue). (C) Resident microglia, invading leukocytes and ventricular 
radial glia enter a phase of reactive proliferation from 4 hpl to 14 dpl. (D) From 3 to 14 dpl, radial glia 
proliferation and neurogenesis (reactive neurogenesis). Migration of the newborn neuroblasts from 
the VZ towards the lesion. (E) From 21 to 100 dpl, newly generated mature and active neurons within 
the lesion site in the parenchyma and in the PVZ (Kroehne et al. 2011). 

C) D) E)
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The zebrafish brain is composed of several progenitor cell niches, while adult 

mammals posses a restricted neurogenic area located in the ventricular zone of the 

telencephalon, (Kizil et al. 2012). Hence the zebrafish progenitor zones in the 

telencephalon, especially in the ventricular zone, are the most studied niches in the 

context of regeneration (Kizil et al. 2012) (Fig. 7B). In order to investigate 

regenerative capacity of the brain region a stab-lesion protocol has been developed 

(Kroehne et al. 2011; Schmidt et al. 2014) (Fig. 7A). The fist response after injury is 

an acute inflammatory reaction and an important proliferation of glial cells. Later 

during the regenerative process these glial cells function as a neuronal progenitor 

population (Kroehne et al. 2011) (Fig. 7C-D) 

As part of the CNS the spinal cord regeneration was also investigated by 

using spinal section as an injury protocol. Like zebrafish brain regeneration, spinal 

cord regeneration is supported by the proliferation of glial cells (Goldshmit et al. 

2012). The new glial cells will adopt a bipolar morphology to bridge the gap of the 

spinal cord section. The bridge formed is thereafter used for new axons to reach the 

opposite side and consolidate the glial bridge (Goldshmit et al. 2012). But in 

comparison to zebrafish brain regeneration where the proliferating glial cells also 

serve as progenitors, in the case of spinal regeneration these cells are participating 

to the replenishment of motor neurons (Becker et al. 1997; Reimer et al. 2008; 

Ohnmacht et al. 2016).  
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1.4.2 Urodele 

Among the vertebrate models used to study regeneration, the class of 

amphibians contains highly regenerative species, such as the salamander (urodele) 

and Xenopus (anura). Between the two, urodeles are the champions of limb 

regeneration among vertebrates. More precisely, the axolotl, the newt and the 

salamander are the most extensively studied models. 

 

Figure 8:  

 

Widely used urodele models in regeneration  

https:/ / fr . jarathana.nl/vissen/tropische-zoetwatervissen/krabben-kreeften-garnalen/pleurodeles-

waltl-tr iton-de-waltl-m.html ;ht tp: / /www.wikiwand.com/fr /Salamandridae; 

ht tps:/ /www.facebook.com/pg/%E9%A6%99%E6%B8%AF%E5%A2%A8%E8%A5%BF%E5%93%A5%E8%A

0%91%E8%9E%88-%E5%85%AD%E8%A7%92%E6%81%90%E9%BE%8D-1467557290171064/posts/  

1.4.2.1 Urodele limb 

Typically, experiments on limb regeneration are carried out on the forelimb. 

The vertebrate forelimb is composed of three segments: the humerus, attached to 

the shoulders, the ulna and the radius that form the second segment and the carpal 

together with the digits that form the third segment. During regeneration 

experiments, amputation is executed at the end of the humerus, right before the 

elbow (Fig. 9). In the response to injury, the stump is covered by nearby 

keratinocytes that expand in volume to form the wound epidermis (Tanner et al. 

2009), unlike zebrafish fin regeneration that relies on cell migration to cover the 

Ambystoma mexicanum Pleurodeles walii Nopththalamus viridescens
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stump (Poleo et al. 2001). Although limb regeneration also requires the formation of 

a blastema, the way for achieving proper reformation of the missing limb is different. 

It has been shown in axolotl that a nerve supply is needed for keratinocytes to 

undergo de-differentiation (Stocum 2011) and subsequently recruit dermal cells to 

initiate the formation of the blastema (Endo et al. 2007; Satoh et al. 2008; McCusker, 

Bryant, and Gardiner 2015). The formation of the blastema relies on a bulk of 

proliferating mesenchymal cells that originate partially from the de-differentiation of 

fibroblasts, but also from muscle cell progenitors that support the regeneration of 

different structures (Nacu et al. 2016; McCusker, Bryant, and Gardiner 2015) (Fig. 

9). 

 

Figure 9: 

 

Urodele limb regeneration, e.g axolotl (A) Live images of the time course of l imb 
blastema development showing an intact l imb and 1 day, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 21, 25, 
and 31 days post amputation. (B) The key steps in the regenerative process are 
highlighted during blastema development. Wound healing and formation of the wound 
epithelium. Innervation of the wound epithelium. Formation of the apical epithelial cap. 
Innitiation of blastema formation. Blstema growth by proliferation of undifferentiated 
cells and finaly the onset of differentiation. (McCusker, Bryant, and Gardiner 2015) 

 

d1 d7 d9 d11 d13 d15 d17 d21 d25 d31
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1.4.2.2 Urodele heart 

The urodele heart is composed of an atrium and a ventricle much like the 

zebrafish heart (Cano-Martínez et al. 2010). Not only they are morphologically 

similar, but the urodele heart also possesses regenerative capacity (J. Oberpriller 

1971; J. O. Oberpriller and Oberpriller 1974). Unfortunately the regenerative process 

of the axolotl heart has not been studied yet as thoroughly as is it was done for the 

zebrafish. Nevertheless, recent studies have confirmed the absence of scaring after 

injury and also the activation of cardiomyocyte proliferation (Cano-Martínez et al. 

2010). Thus, this first study highlights, potential common strategies with the 

zebrafish model. 

1.4.2.3 Urodele lens 

Newt eyes have essentially the same structure as any vertebrates. The 

posterior end optic nerve connects the retina to the CNS. The retina tissue is what 

makes the majority of the eye structure and ends with the dorsal and ventral iris on 

the anterior end. Both, ventral and dorsal, parts are converging to the middle and 

connect with the lens. The lens it self is composed of multiple layers of lens fibers 

cells (Bassnett, Shi, and Vrensen 2011). Finally the eyes are separated from the 

outside by the cornea. 

Figure 10: 

 

Diagram of len’s Wolfian regeneration from the dorsal iris (gray), the regenerating lens is in 
red. (http://www.mun.ca/biology/desmid/brian/BIOL3530/DB_13/fig13_3.jpg) 
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Unlike other injuries there is no wound healing process reported for lens 

removal. There are two strategies adopted for lens regeneration, which differs 

between amphibians. The best described process, is the newt’s Wolfian lens 

regeneration (Henry and Tsonis 2010) (Fig. 10). Upon removal of the lens, there is a 

dedifferentiation event from the pigment cells that are located on the dorsal iris. 

These undifferentiated cells loose their characteristic pigmentation and re-enter the 

cell cycle. Thereafter following proliferation, the cells undergo trans-differentitation 

into lens fiber cells to regenerate a new lens (Henry and Tsonis 2010). The way 

pigment epithelial cells regenerate the lens is one of the striking examples of trans-

differentiation during regeneration. 

1.4.2.4 Urodele CNS 

The brain of salamander has restricted neurogenic niches that are located in 

the ventricular zone (Joven and Simon 2018; Parish et al. 2007). Although, 

neurogenic niches are also present in other vertebrate, only salamanders are able to 

regenerate after spinal transection at any axial level (Holtzer 1952; Holtzer 1951; 

Piatt 1955). 

Injury experiments of spinal cord transection are performed on the tail of adult 

Salamander (Chernoff et al. 2002; Piatt 1955). There, the first step of regeneration is 

the activation of neighboring ependymal cells that will infiltrate that gap and form an 

ependymal bridge on which ependymal cells will proliferate (Butler and Ward 1967) 

This bridge will also act as a support for the axonal projections to reach the other 

edge (Butler and Ward 1967). In the context of tail amputation in larvae, the same 

process has also been reported. 
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Beside the spinal cord regeneration, CNS regeneration has also been 

explored in the axolotl brain regeneration, after the extirpation of the middle one-third 

of the telencephalon hemisphere (Kirsche 1983). Regeneration is accomplished by 

mitotic division of progenitors from the ventricular zone (Kirsche 1983) and results in 

reforming a similar morphology as the uninjured hemisphere (Kirsche 1983). Overall, 

although the salamander has a more restricted regenerative capacity of the CNS 

compared to zebrafish, the cellular strategies employed appear similar. 

1.4.3 Planarian 

Planarians are flatworms belonging to the Platyhelminthes phylum (Fig. 1) 

and include both, terrestrial or aquatic species (Campos et al. 1998). Many 

naturalists have reported their regenerative capacity during the eighteenth century 

and systematic studies have been performed since the nineteenth century (Elliott 

and Sánchez Alvarado 2013). As a triploblastic animal, planarians develop from 

three germ layers, ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm. At the anterior extremity 

they posses two sensory organs linked to the nervous system (Fig. 11B). Their 

diffuse nervous system is composed of two cephalic ganglia connected to two 

ventral longitudinal cords (Reddien and Sánchez Alvarado 2004). Their digestive 

system is quite rudimental and is made of an extensible pharynx, acting as a mouth 

and an anus at the same time. The pharynx is connected to three digestive branches 

(one anterior and two posterior) (Fig. 11B), the triclad, which is at the origin of their 

order name (Tricladita). They rely on three different types of muscles, longitudinal, 

diagonal and circular for mobility (Fig. 11C). Finally, the space between all these 

various structures is filled by mesenchyme, referred as parachyma (Reddien and 

Sánchez Alvarado 2004) (Fig. 11C). While planarians in general are capable of 

sexual reproduction as cross-fertilizing hermaphrodites, the main regeneration model 
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reproduce exclusively asexually via transverse fission and thus, is amenable for 

clonal culturing. The main species used for whole-body regeneration studies are 

Schmidtea mediterranea and Dugesia japonica (Rink 2013). 

 

 

Figure 11:  

 

Planarian anatomy. A) focus on the kidney-like organ of planarian, B) general anatomy and C) 
transversal cut above the pharynx. 
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During regeneration experiments, the first response to injury reported was a 

strong muscular response at the amputation site to minimize the loss of cells 

(Newmark and Sánchez Alvarado 2002) (Fig. 12). Muscle contraction is followed by 

the production of mucus by specialized cells, called rhabdites, in order to cover the 

wound. Then a thin layer of epithelium spreads without proliferation, to covers the 

wound to achieve wound healing (Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark 1998) (Wagner, 

Wang, and Reddien 2011) (Fig. 12B). The regeneration process relies on a 

population of stem cells specific to planarians called neoblast, which are generally 

defined as dividing cells that participate in the homeostasis of the tissue in a non-

regenerative context. Among these stem cells a sub-population of multipotent 

neoblast is capable of replacing any cell type called clonogenic neoblast (Wagner, 

Wang, and Reddien 2011) (Fig. 12B). During regeneration, neoblasts will migrate to 

the wound and abundantly proliferate (Salo and Baguna 1989; Wenemoser and 

Reddien 2010) (Fig. 12B). Subsequently, this burst of proliferation results in the 

formation of a mesenchymal bud called the blastema, the base of whole body 

regeneration of planarians (Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark 1998). 
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Figure 12: 

 

Regeneration phase in planarian. A. Head regeneration in S. mediterranea after transverse 
amputation (t-cut). B. After the wound response (1h-6h), Pre-patterning and noeblast recruitment (6h-
12h). Neoblast proliferation and blastema formation (12h-48h). Blastema development (48h-72h). 
Neoblast differentiation (12h-120h) (adapted from (Gentile, Cebrià, and Bartscherer 2011) 
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1.4.4 Hydra 

This hydrozoan fresh water polyp is part of the cnidarian phylum composed of 

diploblastic animals, which are the sister taxon of bilaterians. In terms of phylogeny it 

is closest to the model I worked on during my PhD, the anthozoan cnidarian 

Nematostella vectensis (Fig. 1). The Hydra polyp is composed of two epithelial cell 

layers, the endoderm lining the inside and the ectoderm facing the outside. An 

extracellular matrix and and the acellular mesoglea separate the two layers. The 

head is composed of a crown of tentacles surrounding the mouth. The opposite side 

of the head is called the food and allows the polyp to attach firmly on a substrate 

(Fig. 13A). The extreme regeneration capacity of Hydra was first discovered by the 

naturalist Abraham Trembley (1710 – 1784). He is the author of the first detailed 

scientific report on its regenerative capacity and his work has been followed-up 

centuries later with the re-emergence of the field of regeneration (Galliot and Schmid 

2002). Basically if Hydra is cut in half the head will regrow a foot and vice versa in 

approximately in 4 to 5 days. But it is also the only organisms with sponges that is 

able to reform itself from cell aggregates after a complete dissociation(Custodio et al. 

1998) (Technau et al. 2000). Unlike other regenerating organisms, Hydra can 

regenerate in the absence of proliferating cells utilizing only existing cells. From this 

particular regeneration strategy arose term “morphallaxis” (Bosch 2007). Together, 

these regenerative features make Hydra a unique model of regeneration. Although 

Hydra culture are mainly based on clonal populations (Bosch 2007), it is also 

amenable for transgenesis but with a limited access to embryonic material (Wittlieb 

et al. 2006). 
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Figure 13: 

 

Stem cells in Hydra A) Scheme of the stem cell compartment in Hydra. B) The major cell types in 
Hydra. Stem cell lineages are colored, with derivatives of the interstitial cell lineage in gray. (C) The 
three independent stem cell systems in Hydra. Both epithelial cell lineages represent unipotent stem 
cells whereas interstitial stem cells exhibit multipotent features, as they are able to differentiate into 
various derivatives. diff, differen- tiation ecto, ectoderm; ECM, extracellular matrix; ecto epi, 
ectodermal epithelial cell; endo, endoderm; endo epi, endodermal epithelial cell; gld, gland cell; i-cell, 
interstitial stem cell; nv, nerve cell; nem, nematocyte.(adapted from (Boehm et al. 2012)) 

 

Regeneration of Hydra starts by a rapid wound healing characterized by a 

reorganization of the epithelium at the amputation site (Bibb and Campbell 1973), 

where the endodermal epithelial cells display unexpected mobility (Takaku, 

Hariyama, and Fujisawa 2005). Three stem cell populations support the reformation 

of head structures during Hydra regeneration (Fig. 13B): lineage restricted 

progenitors of ectoderm and endoderm (David and Plotnick 1980; Smid and Tardent 

1986) and the specific Hydra stem cells, called interstitial stem cells (i-cells), capable 

of self-renewal that give rise to neurons, nematocytes, secretory cells and gametes 

(Bosch and David 1987) (Fig. 13C). 
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Overall, this review of the main regeneration models was aimed to cover a 

large spectrum of regeneration strategies. Nevertheless common cellular processes 

have also been teased out from these comparisons. These provide additional 

evidence of the conservation of regeneration mechanisms and support the 

monophyletic origin of this developmental phenomenon. Thus, investigating the 

signaling pathways orchestrating this diversity of regeneration strategies will 

potentially lead to a more insightful understanding of the molecular underpinnings 

driving regeneration and its evolution. 

2 Orchestrating regeneration through phosphorylation 

Kinases represent a family of phosphorylating enzymes that will activate or 

inhibit other proteins and are important for signal transduction. As such they are 

involved in the majority of signaling pathways (Bardwell and Shah 2006). These 

enzymes are found at every sub-cellular location including the cell membrane where 

they act as receptors. In the presence of their ligand they recruit cytoplasmic proteins 

to the cell membrane to transduce the external signal into the cell (Fig. 14). The 

external signal is either directed towards structural components of the cell for a direct 

physical response or directly to the nucleus where it activates a genetic program. In 

order to convey this information inside the cell, kinases are organized as a 

phosphorylation cascade, with an effector at the end of the pathway, e.g. a 

transcription factor for a genetic response. 
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Figure 14:  

 

General overview of MAPK signaling (Roberts and Der 2007) 

 

 Among the large diversity of signaling pathways, the mitogen-activated 

kinases (MAPK) family has been described in all eukaryotic cells, ranging from yeast 

to animals (Gustin et al. 1998; M. Li, Liu, and Zhang 2011). In the animal kingdom 

this protein family is implicated in a plethora of cellular process (e.g. proliferation, 

differentiation, migration), hence their implication in development (F. Zhang et al. 

2002). MAPK signaling forms a cascade of three kinases. The MAPKKK or MAP3 

kinase is the first to be activated by small G protein responsible for sensing the 

activation of receptors such as receptors associated with kinase activity (RTK), G 

protein coupled receptors or directly by changes between the extracellular 

environment and the intracellular environment. The MAPKKK will in turn activates a 
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MAPKK or MAP2 kinase by phosphorylation, which will finally activate in the same 

manner the last member of the cascade, the MAPK. This kinase is responsible to 

transmit the external signal to an effector protein (Pearson et al. 2001) (Fig. 14). 

The mammalian MAPK family contains 22 members, among which we can 

distinguish three evolutionary conserved cascades of MAPK: extracellular signal 

regulated kinase (ERK) pathways, p38 pathways, and c-jun NH2-terminal kinase 

(JNK) pathways (Fig. 14). Those MAPKs signaling have evolved to transmit different 

types of signals. The MAPKs ERK1 and ERK2 have been described to be 

downstream of MAPKK, MEK1, or MEK2, which in turn are known to be activated by 

the MAPKKKs Raf, Mps or TPL2 (REF). The p38 and JNK family of MAPK are also 

known as stress activated protein kinases and are involved in adaptation to stress. 

Both families share most of their upstream MAPKKK including MEKK, ASK, TAK, 

MLK and TPL2, but the MAPKK, MKK4 and MKK7 are specific to JNK activation 

while MKK3 and MKK6 are generally specific to P38 (REFs). Conversely, the 

activation of effector proteins is not strictly straightforward. In order to induce an 

adapted response from the cells, the MAPK modules signal to a combination of 

specific or common substrates to generate multiple outputs (Schaeffer and Weber 

1999). Overall the MAPK pathways have been reported to be involved in a plethora 

of cellular processes e.g. migration, division, and differentiation which are early 

cellular responses involved in regeneration. 

 Many MAPKs have been shown to be important for various context of 

regeneration. For example ERK has been shown to direct blastema formation in 

vertebrates and invertebrates, such as zebrafish (Vargas et al. 2011), axolotl 

(Makanae et al. 2013) and planarian (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011). I will 

discuss this more in detail below. 
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2.1 MAPK signaling during regeneration 

2.1.1 ERK 

The role of the vertebrate MAPK ERK during regeneration has been 

described in several contexts. For instance, it is active and required for zebrafish fin 

(Varga et al. 2014) and heart regeneration (P. Han et al. 2014; P. Liu and Zhong 

2017). In fin regeneration the inhibition of ERK impairs blastema formation (Varga et 

al. 2014), while in heart regeneration, ERK has multiple roles. After injury pERK is 

localized at the injury site and its activation increases during the first days of 

regeneration (P. Liu and Zhong 2017). The knockdown of the MAPKK MEK 

(activator of ERK) results in a failure of regeneration and in fibrosis, implicating this 

pathway in the wound healing process (P. Liu and Zhong 2017). Besides wound 

healing, MEK/ERK also regulates the proliferation of cardiomyocytes essential for 

heart regeneration (P. Liu and Zhong 2017). This contrasts with regeneration of 

urodeles, where ERK has only been described during limb regeneration where it is 

involved with the blastema formation (Makanae et al. 2013).	

In invertebrate whole body regeneration like the one observed in Planarian, 

ERK is rapidly activated after bisection (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011)	and 

forms a decreasing gradient from head to tail, promoting the orientation of head 

regeneration (Goodman et al. 2009; Umesono et al. 2013). In this context, the 

activation of ERK1/2 is required for specialized stem cells, termed neoblasts, to exit 

their proliferative state and differentiate into multiple cell lineage.	There is a negative 

feedback loop between the MAPK phosphatase-related gene, mkpA and ERK1/2 

necessary for proper neoblast differentiation. This is also true for tail and pharyngeal 

regeneration (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011; Agata et al. 2014; Umesono et 

al. 2013). Inhibition of ERK1/2 does not only keep the neoblast from differentiating 
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but it also impairs blastema formation, which is suspected to be linked to a default of 

the neoblast migration program (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011). These 

studies of the role of ERK during planarian head regeneration highlight a dual role of 

this MAPK during blastema formation and neoblast differentiation.  

In the freshwater hydroid Hydra, ERK plays a central role during head 

development (Arvizu, Aguilera, and Salgado 2006). Interestingly, this kinase is also 

involved in head regeneration since the inhibition of ERK by pharmaceutical drugs 

completely blocks head reformation (Manuel et al. 2006). Similarly to planarian 

regeneration, the response to injury, is marked by a strong and rapid 

phosphorylation of ERK 1/2 which is correlated to an important upregulation of both 

mRNA and protein level (González-Rosa et al. 2011; Petersen et al. 2015).	 This 

rapid response has been shown to be mediated by several pathways such as PKC, 

STK and	PI3K to coordinate head regeneration (Manuel et al. 2006). Moreover at the 

cellular level other studies have demonstrated that the early activation of ERK1/2 is 

required to trigger apoptosis, which in turn will induce compensatory proliferation 

necessary for head regeneration (Kaloulis et al. 2004; Chera et al. 2011). 

Here I’ve discussed a variety of roles for ERK during both vertebrate and 

invertebrate regeneration. Strikingly, ERK is mainly involved in the injury response 

as a conserved signal in regenerative context (Owlarn et al. 2017) and in regulating 

cell proliferation in general. 

2.1.2 JNK 

The MAPK JNK is described as stress-associated kinase. In zebrafish fin 

regeneration, JNK is activated by reactive oxygen species, a by-product of the injury 

response, which in turn induces cell proliferation (Gauron et al. 2013). This MAPK is 

also is involved in blastema formation, where it is required specifically for 
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regeneration-dependent cell proliferation, in contrast to homeostatic proliferation that 

occurs in fin growth independently of JNK (Ishida et al. 2010). This regeneration-

dependent cell proliferation is mediated by the phosphorylation of multiple Jun 

effectors, such as JunbI. JunbI has been shown to be important for the maintenance 

of blastema while the phosphorylation of Junb is required to regulate gene 

expression in epidermal cells (Ishida et al. 2010). Surprisingly, JNK hasn’t been 

investigated yet in the context of urodele regeneration. 

In invertebrates, like planarians, JNK is important for wound healing (Tasaki, 

Shibata, Sakurai, et al. 2011) and the regulation of injury response genes including 

egrl1 and runt1 (Almuedo-Castillo et al. 2014). Besides wound healing, JNK is also 

required for regeneration at the anterior (Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et al. 2011; 

Almuedo-Castillo et al. 2014) and posterior poles (Almuedo-Castillo et al. 2014; 

Tejada-Romero et al. 2015). During anterior regeneration, JNK is activated during 

formation of the post-blastema zone regrouping the proliferating neoblast, thus 

supporting blastema growth (Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et al. 2011). JNK also plays 

an essential role in regulating neoblast cell cycle by controlling the S-phase/M-phase 

transition (Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et al. 2011), by modulation of the G2-phase 

(Almuedo-Castillo et al. 2014). During posterior regeneration it has been shown that 

the MAPK cascade composed of MAKK hem (MKK7), the MAPK JNK and the 

transcription factor Junl-1 is required for tail regeneration, through activation of the 

Wnt pathway (Tejada-Romero et al. 2015) 

Despite an obvious candidate to investigate in the presence of an injury, JNK 

pathway was only briefly investigated during Hydra regeneration (Philipp et al. 2009). 

In homeostatic tissue, NvJnk is expressed in nematocytes (cnidarians-specific cells), 

where it is co-expressed with nematocyte-differentiation genes, including HvZic and 
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HvNowa. These observations suggest an involvement of JNK during nematocytes 

differentiation during homeostasis (Philipp, Holstein, and Hobmayer 2005). The 

expression of putative effectors of JNK, HvFos-like and HvJun are upregulated after 

head amputation, according to transcriptomic data (Petersen et al. 2015). Upon 

inhibition of JNK by SP600125, this treatment induces a delay of tentacles 

regeneration (Philipp et al. 2009), potentially mediated by cJun phosphorylation 

(Philipp et al. 2009). 

While several studies in different organisms including zebrafish and planarian 

have indeed described a role for JNK during regeneration this has not been tested in 

other regeneration models including Hydra. This disparity thus warrants further study 

of this molecule in different contexts. 

2.1.3 p38 

The MAPK p38, like JNK, has been characterized in stress conditions (Obata, 

Brown, and Yaffe 2000). Unlike ERK and JNK, there are relatively few vertebrate 

studies on p38 and regeneration. During zebrafish heart regeneration, inhibition of 

p38 doesn’t impair the regeneration process (Jopling et al. 2012). This is in contrast 

to the constitutive activation of p38 by MKK6, which inhibits proliferation of 

cardiomyocytes, thus impairing regeneration (Jopling et al. 2012). In a similar 

manner, p38 inhibition by SD203580 in urodele primary myocell cultures, induces 

cell proliferation by promoting de-differentiation (W.-H. Kim et al. 2012). Altogether 

these studies of p38 in zebrafish and urodele strongly suggest that p38 is a common 

negative regulator of cell proliferation. To support this, similar effects on cell 

proliferation have been reported in other non-regenerative contexts. For instance, 

during mouse heart development, while cardiomyocytes are actively proliferating, the 

inappropriate activation p38 prevents this process (Engel et al. 2005). Meanwhile in 
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post-embryonic development, when cardiomyocytes are no longer proliferating, p38 

inhibition recapitulates their proliferating behavior (Engel et al. 2005). 

In Hydra and planarian, few study have investigated this p38. In one planarian 

regeneration study, the authors used the p38 inhibitor, SB203580, which showed no 

effect on regeneration, thus concluding that p38 was not implicated in this process 

(Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011). In Hydra, p38 hasn’t been investigated, 

and is absent from the transcriptomic and phosphoproteomic analysis of Hydra injury 

response and regeneration (Petersen et al. 2015). 

Overall, in contrast to ERK and JNK, p38 is potentially a negative regulator of 

regeneration by blocking proliferation. The MAPK kinase family regulates various 

cellular processes in different regeneration contexts and has comparable roles even 

in distant model systems from vertebrates to invertebrates (Table 1). These 

implications of MAPK during regeneration are part of the reasons I focussed on this 

family of kinases, to investigate whole body regeneration in Nematostella. 

  



Table 1: MAPK implication during regeneration
Kinase Model Level of regeneration Role References

ERK Zebrafish Fin regeneration Blastema formation Varga et al. 2014

Heart regeneration Wound healing Liu et al. 2017

Cardiomyocyte proliferation Han et al.2014, Liu et al. 2017

Axolotl Lim regeneraiton Blastema formation Makanae et al. 2013

Planarian Whole body regeneration response to injury Tasaki et al. 2011

oral/aboral axis

Goodman et al. 2009; Nishimura et al. 2012; Umesono et al. 

2013

neoblast differentitation Tasaki et al. 2011; Umesono et al. 2013; Umesono et al. 2014

Blastema formation Tasaki et al. 2011

Hydra Whole body regeneration response to injury Manuel et al.2006; Petersen et al. 2015

apoptosis‐dependent proliferaiton kaloulis et al. 2005; Chera et al. 2011

JNK Zebrafish Fin regeneration Injury response Gauron et al. 2013

Regeneration‐specific proliferation Ishida et al.2010

Bastema formation Ishida et al.2010

Axolotl ‐ ‐ ‐

Planarian whole‐body regeneration Apoptosis‐response to injury Almuedo‐castillo et al. 2014

modeulate proliferation Almuedo‐castillo et al. 2014; Tasaki et al. 2011b

Blastema formation Tasaki et al. 2011b

Posterior regeneration Romero et al. 2015

Hydra ‐ ‐ ‐
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2.2 Growth factor signaling 

Intercellular signaling is fundamental to the coordination necessary for 

developmental processes including embryogenesis and regeneration. One notable 

receptor/ligand family involved in such cell-cell communication, are the Receptor 

Tyrosine Kinases (RTK) also known as growth factors receptors (GFR) (Marshall 

1995; van der Geer, Hunter, and Lindberg 1994; Lemmon and Schlessinger 2010). 

There are six families of GFR, the fibroblast growth factors receptors (FGFR) 

(Bertrand, Iwema, and Escriva 2014), the epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR) 

(Earp, Calvo, and Sartor 2003), the vascular endothelial growth factor receptors 

(VEGFR) (Clauss 2000) the platelet-derived growth factor receptors (PDGFR) 

(Fredriksson, Li, and Eriksson 2004), the insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGFR) 

(T. E. Adams et al. 2000) and NGFR (Trk) (Meakin and Shooter 1992; Wiesmann et 

al. 1999). GFR membrane receptors are composed of three parts: each subunit has 

a single hydrophobic transmembrane domain, an extracellular N-terminal region, and 

an intracellular C-terminal region (Hubbard 1999) (Fig. 15). The extracellular N-

terminal region is characterized by conserved structures such as immunoglobulin-

like or epidermal growth factor-like domains, fibronectin type III repeats, or cysteine-

rich regions. The N-terminal region determines the specificity of each family of RTKs 

and confers to the receptor its ligand specificity (e.g. growth factors, cytokines, and 

hormones). The intracellular C-terminal region presents the highest level of 

conservation and includes the catalytic domain responsible for the kinase activity of 

these receptors, thus, GFR have been classified according to this domain (Hanks 

and Hunter 1995). Mechanistically, it is the binding of a ligand to the extracellular 

domain of the receptor that will induce the dimerization of the GFR, allowing their 
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activation by auto-phosphorylation. Upon activation, a substrate is phosphorylated to 

initiate the intracellular signaling cascade (Lemmon and Schlessinger 2010). 

 

Figure 15: 

 

Human growth factor receptors structure  

(from  (Lemmon and Schlessinger 2010)) 

 

2.2.1 Fibroblast growth factor pathway 

The FGFR family appears early in animal evolution and were present in the 

common eumetazoan ancestor of Cnidaria and Bilateria (Bertrand, Iwema, and 

Escriva 2014; Rebscher et al. 2009). This GFR family of is well known to control key 

functions like cell and tissue movement, proliferation, differentiation, branching 
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morphogenesis and boundary formation (Affolter, Zeller, and Caussinus 2009; 

Kadam et al. 2009; Klingseisen et al. 2009)). 

In zebrafish fin regeneration, the ligands Fgf24 and Fgf20a have been 

described to be involved in blastema formation and have been proposed to link the 

Fgfr1 receptor (Simões et al. 2014). Also the ligand Fgf20a and the receptor Fgfr1, 

were found expressed in the caudal fin blastema (Poss et al. 2000; Whitehead et al. 

2005). Further studies have linked the Fgf pathway with blastema formation, since its 

inhibition lead to the failure of blastema formation (Poss et al. 2000). More precisely 

Fgfr1 was shown to be essential for cell proliferation during blastema formation (Y. 

Lee et al. 2005). During heart regeneration, Fgfr1 plays an important role as well. 

When Fgfr1 is knocked-down, heart regeneration fails and results in the formation of 

a scar (Lepilina et al. 2006). Other members of the Fgf pathway have also been 

described during heart regeneration, including the ligand Fgf17b which is expressed 

in the cardiomyocyte in response to injury, while the expression of the receptors 

Fgfr2 and Fgfr4 are only detected seven days later at the apical edge (Lepilina et al. 

2006). During spinal cord regeneration, another set of Fgf pathway members have 

been implicated. In response to injury the expression of the ligand Fgf2, Fgf3 and 

Fgf8a is upregulated in association with the upregulation of Fgfr2 expression 

(Goldshmit et al. 2012). These data show that depending on the regeneration 

context, different sets of ligand and receptors of the Fgf pathway are expressed and 

associated to proliferation, migration different cellular behavior (Goldshmit et al. 

2012). 

Studies of urodele regeneration also display much evidence for the 

involvement of the Fgf pathway. It was known since the late 90’s that this pathway 

controls the mitotic activity of salamander limb regeneration (Mescher and 
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Gospodarowicz 1979). Later it was reported that many Fgf ligand genes are 

expressed in this context e.g fgf2, fgf4, fgf8 and fgf10 (Christensen et al.2001; 

Christensen et al.2002; Han et al. 2001; Nacu et al. 2016; Makanae et al. 2014). 

Moreover, denervation experiments have shown that nerve cells serve as a source 

of Fgf ligands (Han et al. 2001; Mullen et al. 1996; Makanae et al. 2013; Makanae et 

al. 2014). However, the Fgf pathway is only able to initiate blastema formation 

through Fgf2 and Fgf8 and needs other factors to complete limb regeneration 

(Makanae et al. 2016). As for central nervous system (CNS) regeneration there is 

evidence of Fgf pathway involvement, given the upregulation of Fgf1 and Fgf4 

expression in ependymal cells after spinal cord transection (Fahmy and Moftah 

2010; F. Zhang et al. 2002; F Zhang et al. 2000). Similarly, in zebrafish, there is a 

differential expression of Fgf ligand according to the regenerative context, even 

though it is still lacking information about the implicated receptors. 

In the planarian genome, two Fgf receptors, Fgfr1 and Fgfr2 have been 

identified (Cebrià et al. 2002). The receptor Fgfr1 has also been described to be 

expressed in the forming blastema, specifically accumulating in either brain or 

pharynx forming cells (Ogawa et al. 2002). There is a third Fgfr-like found in the 

planarian genome called Noudarake (Nkd). NKd lacks the kinase intracellular 

domain, thus potentially acting as a dominant-negative of Fgfr. When Ndk is 

knocked-down, the effect is ectopic brain formation in homeostatic tissue and 

regeneration alike (Cebrià et al. 2002). Similar to Hydra there is no evidence of a 

specific involvement of Fgf pathway in head regeneration (Agata and Umesono 

2008). 
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In Hydra, despite being largely studied as a model of whole-body 

regeneration, the evidence of the involvement of the FGF pathway is scarce. The 

sole receptor described until now is the Fgfr-like receptor HvKringelchen, shown to 

be involved in the asexual reproduction process of Hydra (Sudhop 2004). Among the 

putative ligands of this Fgfr-like, there are only four of them (Krishnapati and 

Ghaskadbi 2013; Lange et al. 2014): HvFgfa, HvFgfc and HvFgfe that are expressed 

in the entire polyp, while HvFgff is expressed in all terminal region including the tip of 

the tentacles, foot and base of buds (Lange et al. 2014). Since the discovery of these 

ligands, there are no direct studies of this pathway during regeneration. 

 Despite many vertebrate regeneration studies highlighting the 

importance of Fgf pathways in the initiation of the blastema as well as being a 

conserved pathway in multicellular organisms, the role of the Fgf pathways during 

invertebrate whole-body regeneration is as yet largely unstudied. 

2.2.2 Epidermal growth factor pathway 

The Epidermal growth factor pathway (Egf) is also highly conserved during 

evolution. The Egf receptor (Egfr) is found in virtually all metazoa, from sponges to 

mammals, with the only exception being the cnidarians (D'Aniello et al. 2008). The 

vertebrates posses four class of receptors: Egfr (or ErbB1, HER1), ErbB2 (HER2, 

p185, neu) ErbB3 (or HER3, p160) and ErbB4 (or HER4), which function by 

dimerization (homo- or hetero-dimerization) upon ligand fixation. This family of 

receptors can bind multiple types of ligand besides the putative EGF, such as TGF-

α, heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (HB-EGF), amphiregulin (AR), betacelllulin 

(BTC), epiregulin (EPR), epigen and neuregulin (NRG) (Harris, Chung, and Coffey 

2003; Laisney et al. 2010).	
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The EGFR pathway has been described to be important for regeneration of 

the zebrafish tail (Rojas-Muñoz et al. 2009), heart (Gemberling et al. 2015) and 

retina (Wan et al. 2012). During tail regeneration of Zebrafish embryos, erb2 

expression is activated at the injury site (Rojas-Muñoz et al. 2009). Furthermore, 

inhibition of EGFR by D168393 and AG1478 provokes a drop in cell proliferation and 

blocks regeneration. This finding was confirmed in Erb2 and Erb3 mutant knockouts 

(Rojas-Muñoz et al. 2009). In a similar manner, during heart regeneration, the 

inhibition of EGFR by AG1478 treatment reduces cardiomyocyte proliferation. Also, 

upon injury the expression of nrg1 is upregulated in cardiomyocytes proliferating and 

its overexpression enhances cardiomyocyte mitotic activity (Gemberling et al. 2015). 

Moreover ngr1 is also co-expressed with its putative receptors erb2 and erb3 

(Gemberling et al. 2015), suggesting a control of proliferation by Erb2 and Erb3 

receptors associated with Ngr1 ligand. In retina regeneration, EGFR pathway is also 

important for the control of proliferation and it is mediated by the ligand Hb-EGF and 

the MAPK ERK (Wan, Ramachandran, and Goldman 2012). Altogether these data 

highlight a common role of EGF pathway on activating proliferation in response to 

injury. 

In urodele limb regeneration, inhibition of ErbB2 by Mutrinib resulted in an 

aberrant collagen deposit, suggesting impaired wound healing (Farkas et al. 2016). 

Interestingly, another study has shown the interaction between EGFRs and MAPK 

ERK pathway regulating the expression of matrix metalloproteinase 9, necessary for 

extracellular matrix remodeling during salamander limb regeneration(Vinarsky et al. 

2005; Satoh et al. 2008). While, ErbB2 inhibition also decreased proliferation during 

the blastema formation, nrg-1 was also described to be expressed in proliferating 
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cells in the blastema, thus suggesting that Nrg-1 is signaling through ErbB2 to 

activate cell proliferation in the blastema (Farkas et al. 2016). 

The planarian genome encodes for six EGFRs and nine putative EGF ligands, 

eight EGF-like ligands and one NRG. In homeostatic tissue, the distribution of their 

expression profiles forms various pattern in the organism (Barberán et al. 2016). 

Overall ligands are mainly expressed in mature differentiated cells, while receptors 

are mostly expressed in sub-classes of neoblasts (Wagner, Wang, and Reddien 

2011; Scimone et al. 2014). In regeneration, three EGFR have been well described. 

In 2011 Fraguas et al., described smed-egfr-3 generally expressed in neoblasts and 

that RNAi mediated knock-down led to impaired regeneration. Although, blastema 

formation wasn’t affected, regeneration couldn’t proceed normally, implying the 

requirement of smed-egfr-3 for blastema cell differentiation (Fraguas, Barberán, and 

Cebrià 2011). Interestingly, a previous study has shown that ERK inhibition 

phenocopies the knockdown of smed-egfr3 (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011). 

Moreover, knockdown of smed-egfr-3 also prevents phophorylation of ERK (Fraguas 

et al. 2017) suggesting that the control of differentiation by smed-egfr-3 is mediated 

by ERK signaling. Similarly, the disruption of smed-egfr-1 by RNAi, also leads to an 

abnormal regeneration of the digestive system, with an impaired differentiation step. 

In this context, the control of mitotic activity and proper differentiation of the gut was 

proposed to be mediated by the receptor smed-EGFR-1 and the lignad smed-NGR-1 

(Barberán, Martín-Durán, and Cebrià 2016; Lei et al. 2016). As such, when both are 

disrupted, it leads to neoblasts hyper-proliferation causing an accumulation of 

progenitor cells in the mesenchyme (Barberán, Martín-Durán, and Cebrià 2016). The 

gene expression of smed-egfr-5 and smed-egf-6 is also described to be linked to the 

differentiation process of planarian specific cells, called flame cells (Fraguas, 
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Barberán, and Cebrià 2011; Barberán, Martín-Durán, and Cebrià 2016), which have 

kidney-like function. Overall, the EGFR pathway plays an important role in the 

differentiation of neoblasts during regeneration. 

Curiously the Egf pathway appears to have different roles in vertebrates and 

invertebrates. During vertebrate regeneration Egf pathway is activating cell 

proliferation, contrasting with invertebrate regeneration, during which the Egf 

pathway is regulating cell differentiation. 

2.2.3 Vascular endothelial growth factor and Plateled-derived growth factor 

pathways 

In contrast to Fgf and Egf pathways the vascular endothelial growth factor 

(Vegf) and the platelet-derived growth factor (Pdgf) pathways are less conserved 

evolutionarily. These two pathways are mostly described in vertebrates, notably the 

Vegf pathway was named according to its effect on vascular endothelial cells during 

vasculogenesis (the formation of the circulatory system) and angiogenesis (the 

growth of blood vessels from pre-existing vasculature). Likewise, the name of PDGF 

was attributed to the induction of cell growth by factors released from activated-

platelets. Even thought, the discovery of these pathways was tightly connected to 

blood vessel formation they have also been described to play important roles during 

regenerative processes as reviewed below. 

In Zebrafish, Vegf pathways has been described during fin regeneration 

(Bayliss et al. 2006; Khatib et al. 2010) and heart regeneration (Marín-Juez et al. 

2016), while the Pdgf pathway has been described during heart regeneration (Lien et 

al. 2006; J. Kim et al. 2010). In the case of fin regeneration, the gene ligands vegf-a 

and vegf-c  are expressed in the regenerating tips (Bayliss et al. 2006; Khatib et al. 

2010) co-localizing with expression of the blastema marker msx alongside the 
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expression of vegfr-2 receptor (Bayliss et al. 2006). Curiously, the treatment with 

Vegfr inhibitor PTK787 doesn’t block fin regeneration but only impair re-

vascularization of the reforming fin, which matches the loss of vegfr-2 expression 

(Bayliss et al. 2006). Therefore, suggesting that Vegf pathway is specifically required 

for regenerating the vascular system of the re-growing fin. In a similar manner, vegf-

c is also expressed in response to injury during heart regeneration (Lien et al. 2006), 

alongside vegf-aa (Marín-Juez et al. 2016). Interestingly, Vegf-aa mutants are 

unable to regenerate properly after heart injury, which is linked to a reduced 

proliferation and a disorganized re-vascularization (Marín-Juez et al. 2016). 

Therefore, showing the involvement of Vegf pathway in regenerating the vascular 

system. 

The Pdgf pathway is also implicated during heart regeneration of zebrafish, 

where the expression of the ligand pdgf-a and pdgf-b is upregulated in response to 

injury alongside the expression of the receptor pdgfr-alpha. In contrast to the Vegf 

pathway, inhibition of PDGFR by AG1296 does not affect re-vascularization but 

instead it decreases cardiomycytes proliferation (Lien et al. 2006). 

In Urodeles, the Vegf pathway and the Pdgf pathways have been respectively 

investigated in tail and limb regeneration (Ritenour and Dickie 2017; Currie et al. 

2016). In comparison to zebrafish, the Vegf pathway has surprisingly a similar role in 

Urodel tail regeneration. The treatment with the Vegfr inhibitor PTK787 doesn’t 

prevent tail regeneration but only the re-vascularisation (Ritenour and Dickie 2017). 

While the Pdgf pathway, during limb regeneration controls the blastema formation by 

promoting fibroblast migration (Currie et al. 2016). 

In invertebrates genome instead of PDGF receptor (PDGFR) or VEGF 

receptors (VEGFR) but a single family related to both have been characterized in 
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Caenorhabtidis elegans and Drosophyla, known as Pvr (D'Aniello et al. 2008). In the 

genome of the cnidarian Nematostella there is a variant of this family, which has 

been described as PDVEGFR-like (D'Aniello et al. 2008). Although, this family has 

been presented as a member of VEGFR in Hydra (Reddy, Bidaye, and Ghaskadbi 

2011) and in the jellyfish species Podocoryne carnea (Seipel et al. 2004). 

Nevertheless, in Hydra this pathway is thought to be important for regeneration, 

since its inhibition impairs the regenerative ability (Krishnapati and Ghaskadbi 2013). 

Besides Hydra, the VEGF pathway has also been described in the regeneration 

process of peripheral circulatory system of the ascidian Botryllus schlosseri (Tiozzo 

et al. 2008). However, none of the PDGF or VEGF pathways have been described 

yet during the planarian regeneration process. 

The genomic differences between vertebrates and invertebrates concerning 

the Vegf and Pdgf pathway make comparisons more difficult. Nevertheless, in 

vertebrates the Vegf pathway displays strong conservation of its role during 

regeneration. 

2.2.4 Insulin-like growth factor receptor 

The Insulin-like growth factor receptor (Igfr) is different than the Insulin 

receptor involved in glycemia regulation and binds to IGF-1 or IGF-2 (Boucher, 

Tseng, and Kahn 2010; T. E. Adams et al. 2000). This family is conserved among 

vertebrates (LeRoith et al. 1993; Hernández-Sánchez et al. 2008), while in 

invertebrate, only an Igfr-like has been described in Drosophila (LeRoith et al. 1993). 

In zebrafish fin regeneration the Igf pathways is activated in response to injury 

(Chablais and Jaźwińska 2010). In fact, the ligand igfb2 is upregulated in the forming 

blastema and the receptor IGFR is phosphorylated in the wound epidermis covering 

the forming bastema (Chablais and Jaźwińska 2010). Chablais et al., have shown 
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that the inhibition of Igfr with NVP-AEW541 or NVP-ADW742 blocked blastema 

formation and was linked to a decrease in cells proliferation and an increase of 

apoptosis in the wound epidermis. Knockdown of igfb2 by small inhibitory molecules 

called morpholinos, phenocopies this effect. The authors have thus concluded that 

the ligand Igfb2 is required IGFR signaling activation in the wound epidermis to 

regulate the blastema formation. In heart regeneration, the Igf pathway also plays an 

important role. Huan et al. have shown that igf2 expression is activated at the injury 

site and inhibition of IGFR with NVP-AEW541 blocked regeneration (Huang et al. 

2013). The authors have confirmed this phenotype with the over-expression of a 

dominant-negative Igf1ra, in which case wound healing resulted in the formation of a 

scar and a decrease of cardiomyocytes proliferation. Therefore, these two studies 

suggest a conservation of Igf pathway role in controlling proliferation during zebrafish 

regeneration. 

While in heart regeneration context of Urodele, aside from the upregulation of 

igfr expression at injury site, there are no further information about its role in the 

regeneration process (Godwin et al. 2017).	 As for invertebrate regeneration, Igfr 

have been described in Nematostella (D'Aniello et al. 2008; Steinmetz et al. 2017) 

but there still no evidence of its link with regeneration. 

2.2.5 The nerve growth factor receptor 

The nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR) (Meakin and Shooter 1992; 

Wiesmann et al. 1999) has been described in vertebrate nervous system 

development but hasn’t been yet identified among invertebrates (van Kesteren et al. 

1998). While in a regenerative context, such as in the zebrafish heart regeneration, 

the only available data come from a heart failure model in which NGF restores heart 

failure by promoting cardiomyocytes proliferation (Lam et al. 2012). In Urodele, NGF 
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has been shown to promote axonal regeneration of the optic nerve (Turner and 

Glaze 1977; Glaze and Turner 1978). Although evidence of an Ngf pathway 

requirement for regeneration is scarce, it seems nevertheless to be important for 

vertebrate regeneration. 

 

This overview of the implication of kinases in various regeneration contexts is 

the basis of my PhD work concerning the identification of signaling pathway 

orchestrating the regeneration of Nematostella. Indeed, here I have assembled a 

body of evidence that according to the specific regeneration context, either 

vertebrate or invertebrate, show there are many commonalities concerning the 

regulation of general cellular processes, such as wound healing, proliferation or 

differentiation (Table 1 & 2). But the identification of signaling pathway during the 

regeneration of Nematostella is only one part of my whole PhD, which is to compare 

embryogenesis to the regeneration at the gene regulatory network (GRN). Therefore, 

in the up-coming section I will introduce the problematic of my work and the basis of 

GRN investigation. 

  



Table 2: Gowth factor receptors  implication in regeneration
Kinase Model Type of regeneration Role References

FGFR Zebrafish Fin regeneration Blastema formation Simoes et al. 2014; Poss et al. 2000; Whitehead et al. 2005

Proliferation in the blastema Lee et al. 2005; Lepilina et al. 2006

Heart regeneration Injury response Lepilina et al. 2006

Wound healing Lepilina et al. 2006

Spinal cord regeneration Injury response Goldsmith et al. 2012

Cell proliferation Goldsmith et al. 2012

Cell migration Goldsmith et al. 2012

Urodele Limb regeneration Cell proliferation Mescher and Gospodarowicz 1979

Blastema formation Han et al. 2011; Nacu et al. 2016; Makanae et al. 2016

Spinal cord regeneration Injury response Fahmy et al. 2010; Zhang et al.2002

Planaria Whole‐body regeneration Involved in CNS reformation Cebria et al. 2002

Hydra ‐ ‐ ‐

Zebrafish Fin regeneration Respose to injury Rojas‐munoz et al. 2009

Cell proliferation Rojas‐munoz et al. 2009

Heat regeneration Cardyomyocyte proliferaiton Gemberling et al. 2015

Salamander Limb regeneration Nerve dependent‐cell proliferation Brockes and Kintner 1986

ECM remodeling/wound healing yang et al. 1999; Vinarsky et al. 2005; Satoh et al. 2008, Farkas 

et al. 2016

Cell proliferation Wang et al. 2000; Farkas et al., 2016

Planaria Whole‐body regeneration Neoblast differentiation Fraguas et al. 2011; Barberan et al., 2016

Neoblast proliferation Lei et al. 2016



Table 2: Gowth factor receptors  implication in regeneration

Kinase Model Type of regeneration Role References

Vegfr zebrafish fin regeneration re‐vascularisation Bayliss et al. 2006

heart regeneration response to injury Lien et al. 2006; Marin‐juez et al. 2016

re‐vascularisation Marin‐juez et al. 2016

urodele tail regeneration re‐vascularisation Ritenour et al. 2017

Pdgfr zebrafish heart regeneration response to injury Lien et al.2006

cardiomyocytes proliferation Lien et al.2006

urodele limb regeneration fibroblast migration Currie et al. 2016

Pdvegfr‐like Hydra whole‐body regeneration Krishnapati et al. 2013

Igfr zebrafish fin regeneration blastema formation Chablais et al. 2010

Cell proliferation Chablais et al. 2010

Inhibition of apoptosis Chablais et al. 2010

heart regeneration response to injury Huan et al. 2013

wound healing Huan et al. 2013

cardiomyocyte proliferation Huan et al. 2013

Ngfr zebrafish heart regeneration cardiomyocytes proliferation Lam et al. 2012
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3 Embryogenesis and Regeneration 

An historical question in regeneration biology is the relationship between 

embryonic development and regeneration (Morgan 1901). This question arose from 

the observation that the exact same structures initially developed during 

embryogenesis, are reformed during regeneration (would it make sense to cite the 

paper from Vervoort here?) .  

Since the re-emergence of regeneration in life sciences, several studies have 

attempted to address this question using primarily the above-mentioned regeneration 

models. Early experiments in axolotl clearly demonstrated that developing limb bud 

and regenerating limb blastema reciprocally recapitulate each other patterning of 

limb development (Muneoka and Bryant 1982; Muneoka and Bryant 1984). As such, 

a majority of the studies support the idea of a shared activation of candidate gene 

expression between the two developmental trajectories. These comes from studies 

in newt, (Imokawa et al. 1997), axolotl (Gardiner and Bryant 1996; Carlson et al. 

2001) and Xenopus limbs (Wang & Beck 2014), chicken elbow joint (Özpolat et al. 

2012), Xenopus lens (Malloch et al. 2009) and organs such as the zebrafish liver 

(Sadler et al. 2007) and Mouse pancreas (Jensen et al. 2005). However, another 

study has identified genes that are specific to nerve development but not nerve 

regeneration in Drosophila (Binari, Lewis, and Kucenas 2013). And again other 

studies have identified genes that are specifically expressed during regeneration in 

axolotl (Gardiner et al. 1995) and zebrafish (Millimaki, Sweet, and Riley 2010). 

From this overview of studies that primarily compares single candidate genes 

or genes sets, it becomes apparent that the general question about the relationship 

between embryogenesis and regeneration warrants further attention. These 

approaches have been proven limited, especially since embryonic development and 
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regeneration are triggered by different signals; fertilization of a totipotent egg or the 

injury that activates a coordinated stress response in a predefined cellular 

environment (i.e differentiated tissues) but essentially there is a temporal barrier for 

such comparative study. 

In this regard, unbiased and/or large scale approaches such as intra-specific 

comparative transcriptomics or gene regulatory network studies are required to 

provide additional insight into this question and enable us to decipher the genetic 

logic that is activated specifically in response to injury. 

4 Development from a gene regulatory network 

perspective 

Development is a series of events, which continuously increases the 

complexity of organismal structures until a homeostatic state is achieved. Therefore, 

development is structured as a hierarchy, meaning that one domain will give rise to 

more specified domains and so on, thus increasing its spatial resolution and 

functionality. To illustrate this hierarchy, in tripoblastic organisms the three germ 

layers, ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm are not segregated until the gastrulation 

after a long series of cell fate decisions (DAVIDSON 2006). Indeed during the 

blastula stages preceding gastrulation, these germ layers are specified long before 

they give rise to endodermal, ectodermal and mesodermal structures (Fig. 16A), 

indeed the endomesoderm GRN is uptstream the endormal and mesodermal GRN 

(Fig. 16B). The genetic program supporting this development is encoded in the 

genome, but the expression of genes in the right time and place implies a structured 

regulatory system responsible for tightly tuning their expression. 
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Figure 16: 

 

Germ layer specification diagram. A) Hypothetic example of a gastrulation event. B) 
Associated expression domain. 

 

 This regulatory system will also define the functionality and territorial 

specification, thus establishing the regulatory state represented by all genes 

expressed in a precise domain at a given time including transcription factors, 

signaling molecules and other effector genes (Peter 2017). The regulation of gene 

expression depends on two elements: a specific DNA sequence in the genome 

called a cis-element, participating to the regulation of promoter activity by recruiting 

trans-elements, which are genes that encode transcription factors or co-factors, that 

will bind to specific cis-elements. Depending on their combinations with other trans-

elements and interactions with cis-elements, a gene promoter can be activated or 

silenced turning on or off gene expression. This association of cis- and trans-

elements that modulate a gene’s expression is called a cis-regulatory module (CRM) 

(DAVIDSON 2006). Therefore, the specific spatial and temporal expression of a 
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gene will depend on a combination of different CRMs. At a biological process level, 

several CRMs are associated to define a next regulatory-state, which is the 

fundamental driver of cell fate specifications and virtually all developmental 

processes. To illustrate this notion, in the example above concerning germ layer 

specification, the regulatory state of the endomesoderm, will proceed to define and 

give rise to the regulatory states of the segregated endoderm and mesoderm (Fig. 

16B). Thus these regulatory states represent a causal link between the genome and 

gene expression which drive a biological processes, such as embryogenesis or 

regeneration and the summation of these states is what we term a gene regulatory 

network (GRN). 

4.1 Topological model of GRN 

The topological model of a GRN is a way to graphically represent the causal 

link between genomic information and spatially organized patterns. Each gene is 

represented by its CRM and the links forming the network are represented by the 

gene products interacting with another CRMs. For example the expression of a 

transcription factor, will bind to another CRM and subsequently activate the 

expression of that gene. Besides transcription factors, signaling molecules are also 

part of a GRN model, in order to visualize the communication between cells (Fig. 17. 

Overall the topological model contains all the possible interactions simplified as 

inputs and outputs (Fig. 17).  
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Figure 17:  

 

Gene regulatory networks explain developmental processes of cell specification over time. 
Top row is a schematic of embryonic development, bottom row is a schematic of a GRN that leads to 
specification of different territories. (a) A maternal input is localized asymmetrically in the egg and will 
activate a specific gene network in the only the cells that inherit this input. (b/c) Additional 
transcription factors are activated by the initial factors forming hierarchical networks. Signaling from 
adjacent cells can also affect the transcription of factors in “green” territory. (d) Differentiation genes 
are finally expressed only in the red territory because the temporal and spatial co‐ordinates were 
appropriately coded by the upstream network (Hinman and Cheatle Jarvela 2014) 

 

The linkages described in the model reveal different topologies in the network 

including auto regulatory loops where a gene can drive it’s own expression; double 

negative gates where a repressor inhibits another repressor thus permitting a cell 

fate decision in a precise territory; and specification batteries that trigger cell fate 

commitment; just to name a few. 
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4.2 Experimental approach to establish a topological model 

Establishing a GRN requires three fundamental steps: 1) Identification of the 

gene expression states; 2) Deriving genetic interactions, and 3) identifying the 

individual cis-regulatory modules (CRM)s in a gene. 

The first step in establishing a GRN map is to define the regulatory state, 

which often means identifying genes expressed in the system of interest. This gene 

identification can be performed either by a candidate approach through qPCR or by 

using high-throughput technologies including, microarrays or RNA sequencing. This 

first step provides temporal expression information fundamental to a GRN. 

Thereafter, spatial expression can be surmised and this is traditionally performed by 

using in situ hybridization and now more commonly using single-cell RNA 

sequencing, in which gene expression can be directly linked to cell/tissue identity 

(Cao et al. 2017). This provides us with a map of gene expression from a spatio-

temporal point of view. 

Once expression states are known, the regulatory interactions must be 

defined. This can be achieved several ways including by a perturbation assay such 

as using a drug to disrupt a biological process and comparing the expression of 

genes in control and perturbed conditions to identify differentially expressed genes: 

those which are up-regulated or down-regulated. There are multiple perturbation 

strategies, including the knockout (KO) approach to generate a genetic null allele of 

a gene. Other methods include knockdown (KD) approaches, which disrupt mRNA 

translation or protein function. For instance, to interfere with mRNA translation, there 

are several tools available such as morpholino anti sense oligonucleotide (Draper, 

Morcos, and Kimmel 2001). This can be designed to interfere with RNA splicing by 

designing a morpholino complementary to a splicing site. Therefore, introducing 
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inappropriate, missed or cryptic splice patterns that inhibit protein function. A 

morpholino can also be designed to prevent the translation machinery by binding to 

the transcription initiation site. Other methods of gene expression perturbation 

depend on the organism and the presence of the RNA interference machinery 

(Hammond 2005): short hairpin RNA, small interfering RNA, micro RNA or Piwi 

interacting RNA approach can be use to direct the target gene mRNA toward the 

RNA interference machinery (Rao et al. 2009; Nandety et al. 2015). Interfering with 

RNA translation can also be complemented by perturbing the protein function 

through the introduction of a truncated form of a protein of interest i.e a dominant-

negative form that will titrate the wild type function (Herskowitz 1987). The 

introduction of a dominant-negative form can be provided in various ways such as 

direct injection of the encoding mRNA, delivery of an expression plasmid, by 

transfection or soaking introducing recombinant plasmids via pre-soaked beads. In 

opposition to the KO approach, KD strategies induce only partial perturbations, thus 

combining them is essential to clarify the interpretation of the effects. 

Overall, the choice of the strategy will be dictated by the model system and its 

amenability for functional studies but it also depends on the biological process 

investigated. For instance, all the strategies described in this section, are adaptable 

for embryology. In comparison, studying post-embryonic process such as 

regeneration, includes more intricate strategies, including inducible perturbation (KO 

or KD) requiring genome editing, which is more and more accessible with 

CRISPR/Cas9 technology (Doudna and Charpentier 2014). 

After a perturbation strategy is optimized, we can perform a differential gene 

expression experiment. The gene of interest is inhibited and the potential 

downstream targets expression is measured by quantitative real time PCR (QPCR), 
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RNAseq. This will assess the type regulation exert by the gene of interest, including 

activator or inhibitor according to the downstream target. The level of expression 

measurement is integrated by a spatial analysis of the perturbation, to define a lost, 

restriction or expansion of expression domain. These quantitative and qualitative 

measurements will provide us with a map of the regulatory interaction between 

genes. 

 The final step of establishing a GRN to acquire the full depth of 

complexity of a genetic program is to identify the genomic sequence composing the 

CRM, which includes a cis-regulation assay. There are multiple approaches for 

resolving this part, which unfortunately still present many weak points. By its nature, 

identifying regulatory sequence is no easy task, since a regulatory sequence can be 

either upstream or downstream of a promoter and the genetic distances between 

them can be extremely variable. The fastest way to overcome this feature is to 

employ high throughput technology, such as Chip-seq (Park 2009), which can 

identify a panel of cis-elements bound by a transcription factor of interest. 

Nevertheless, such high throughput method still require experimental confirmation, 

such as reporter constructs where candidate CRMs are linked to a minimal promoter 

and fluorescent reporter, then serially mutated to identify the specific genetic 

sequences responsible for expression (Smith 2008). 

Mapping the interactions between the genes during a biological process of 

interest and establishing a GRN, enables to understand the logic underlying the 

deployment of genome information. For instance, the comparative approach, 

between GRN across evolution has lead to the identification of a conserved circuit of 

genes called “kernel”, underpinning the endoderm specification across echinoderm 

and vertebrates (W.-F. Tseng et al. 2011; Davidson 2011). While, in my case I will 
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employ the GRN logic to investigate the relationship between two developmental 

processes in the same organism: embryogenesis and regeneration. And to do so, I 

took advantage of the biological features of the cnidarian Nematostella vectensis. 

5 The cnidarian model system Nematostella vectensis 

5.1 Cnidaria taxon in evo-devo 

The Cnidaria taxon is well accepted as the sister taxon of bilaterians. They 

are characterized by the presence of stinging cells, nematocytes, which are found 

only in cnidarians. This taxon is divided into two clades, the Anthozoa and the 

Medusozoa. The former is composed of Scleractinians and Actinarians (broadly 

known as corals and sea anemones) while the latter contain the Hydrozoans, the 

Scyphozoans, and the Cubozoans (also known as jellyfish) (Fig. 18). Their body plan 

presents a radial symmetry and they develop from only two germ layers, the 

endomesoderm and the ectoderm, as opposed to the three germs layers of 

bilaterians (endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm). They are also devoid of any 

central nervous system and instead they exhibit a diffuse nervous system, called a 

nerve net (Arendt, Tosches, and Marlow 2016). These distinguishing features have 

attracted the attention of developmental biologist from the evo-devo field. Indeed the 

study of the cnidaria taxon offers the opportunity to investigate the emergence of the 

bilaterian developmental program and its underlying genetic toolkit (Technau and 

Steele 2011).  
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Figure 18:  

 

Bilaterian and cnidarian phyolgenies. (A) Metazoan phylogeny, highlighting the pivotal position of 
cnidarians as the sister group to extant bilaterian animals. The position of Ctenophora and Porifera 
(sponges) outside the Bilateria remains controversial (as indicated by dashed lines). (B) Cnidarian 
phylogeny showing the relationships between the main lineages based on recently published data 
(Leclère and Röttinger 2016) 

 

While retaining a simple anatomy, advances in molecular biology, especially 

high-throughput technologies, have enabled the investigation of genetic programs 

underlying cnidarian development (Petersen et al. 2015; Stewart et al. 2017; Warner 

et al. 2018; Sebé-Pedrós et al. 2018),Warner et al, in submission). For instance the 

Wnt pathway is known to be involved in a plethora of developmental process among 

many taxa including animal vegetal axis formation in bilaterians. In cnidarians, the 

Wnt pathway is implicated in the initiation of the blastopore, thus highlighting the 
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homology between the oral-aboral axis of cnidarians to the animal-vegetal axis of 

bilaterians (P. N. Lee et al. 2006; Kusserow et al. 2005). Another example of a 

conserved axial patterning developmental pathway is the BMP signaling pathway, 

which is implicated in the dorso-ventral axis establishment in bilateria and has also 

been described during cnidarian embryonic development (Genikhovich et al. 2015). 

Despite the absence of dorso-ventral axis in cnidarians, this pathway is 

asymmetrically expressed similarly to bilaterians (Genikhovich et al. 2015). 

Additionally, as diploblastic organisms, cnidarians have also been used a model to 

investigated the evolution of segregation between endoderm and mesoderm (P. N. 

Lee et al. 2007; Wikramanayake et al. 2003; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; 

Wijesena, Simmons, and Martindale 2017). 

 Altogether, these various field of study: nervous system development, axis 

patterning, and germ layer specification clearly demonstrate how the usefulness of 

cnidarians models for the investigation of evolution developmental processes in 

bilaterians. 

5.2 The anthozoan Nematostella vectensis 

Among cnidarians, the anthozoan Nematostella vectensis has been studied 

and cultured in laboratories since the early 90’s (Hand and Uhlinger 1992). Indeed 

the ease of access to its embryonic material places Nematostella as an important 

embryonic model in comparison to hydrozoan and medusozoan models where the 

embryonic material was not always accessible for laboratory studies. Nevertheless, 

this has changed since the development of novel cnidarian models such as Clytia 

(Momose and Houliston 2007; Momose, Derelle, and Houliston 2008). 
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Figure 19: 

 

Cnidarian model system Nematostella vectensis. A. Photographs illustrating the general anatomy 
of adult (left) and juvenile (right) Nematostella oriented with the oral region to the top and aboral 
region to the bottom. Red dotted lines indicate the future amputation region to the top and aboral 
region to the bottom. Right panel is a close-up confocal stack images from nuclei DAPI staining. From 
top to bottom: tentacle; pharynx; mesenteries and physa regions. An asterisk (*) indicates the mouth 
opening. Orange and blue arrowheads indicate the gastrodermal and ectodermal epithelia, 
respectively. B) Life cycle of Nematostella representing asexual (left cycle) and sexual (right cycle) 
reproduction. C) Image of nuclei (DAPI - cyan) and actin (Phalloidin - white) staining representing 
Nematostella embryonic stages from the zygote stage to the primary polyp stage. * indicates the 
future oral opening. ten, tentacles; ph, pharynx; m, mesenteries. (Amiel et al. 
2015);http://thenode.biologists.com/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-cnidarian-lab/lablife/;www.kahikai.org

 

The natural habitats of Nematostella are brackish estuaries and this sea 

anemone can be found on the coasts of the United Kingdom and north-eastern 

coasts of North American (Ref). The adult displays a simple morphology, composed 

of two tissue layers, the ectoderm and the gastroderm (also known as the endoderm 

or the endomesoderm) separated by an acellular matrix called the mesoglea. A 

crown of tentacles is located at the anterior pole of the body column where it 

surrounds the mouth, which itself is the most anterior part of the pharynx which 

forms the only opening between the external environment and the gastric cavity. 

Eight extensions of the pharynx termed mesenteries line the inside of the body 

A) B)

C)

egg mass
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column and are responsible for digestion, in addition to carrying the gonads 

(Extavour et al. 2005; Steinmetz et al. 2017). This model is easily cultured in the 

laboratory, and can be maintained in non-circulating 1/3 seawater between 16°C to 

22°C. Although Nematostella is capable of asexual reproduction through fission, they 

also reproduce sexually. Indeed when reaching sexual maturity, females will produce 

eggs that are embedded in a gelatinous mass. This is the only visible discrimination 

to males, which during spawning directly release sperm to the water (Darling et al. 

2005). Under laboratory conditions spawning is induced by multiple stimuli, light, 

feeding, and temperature shock (Stefanik, Friedman, and Finnerty 2013). 

Nematostella embryonic development is stereotypic, starting by symmetrical 

cell cleavages until a blastula develops (Fritzenwanker et al. 2007). From this stage 

the embryonic morphogenetic movements are initiated starting at gastrulation and 

proceed through invagination of the future endomesoderm, thus defining oral pole at 

the late blastula stage (Fig. 19C). Gastrulation (Fig. 19C), gives rise to the two germ 

layers: endomesoderm inside and ectorderm outside of the developing embryo (P. 

N. Lee et al. 2007; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2017). 

Thereafter, the pharynx will form from the blastopore, followed by the appearance of 

the first two mesenteries that are formed during the planula stage (Fig. 19C). After 

metamorphosis, the larva stops swimming, settles, and four tentacle buds develop at 

the oral pole during the primary polyp stage (Fig. 19C). From that point on, juveniles 

will slowly develop their tentacle crown and mesenteries until they reach the adult 

stage which exhibits eight mesenteries. In total the whole embryonic development 

occurs within a week at 22°C (Stefanik, Friedman, and Finnerty 2013). Since rearing 

Nematostella in artificial conditions is relatively simple, and one eggs mass contains 
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hundreds of eggs, it provides an easy access to biological material (Stefanik, 

Friedman, and Finnerty 2013). 

5.3 Nematostella vectensis a perfect model to compare embryogenesis 

and whole body regeneration 

As a model system in developmental biology, the genome of Nematostella 

has been sequenced and released in 2007 (Putnam 2007). With 450Mb it contains 

approximately 27,000 predicted genes with a surprisingly high degree of 

conservation to bilaterian gene sequences (Kusserow et al. 2005). Moreover the 

genome exhibits considerable stretch of sequences with conserved synteny and high 

conservation of intron-exon boundaries to vertebrate genomes (Putnam 2007). 

Many molecular tools have been adapted to study Nematostella development. 

Nematostella is amenable for microscopy studies due to its size and semi-

transparency of the embryos and juveniles. Thus, gene expression and protein 

localization studies are possible using in situ hybridization (Extavour et al. 2005; 

Genikhovich and Technau 2009) and immunohistochemistry (Extavour et al. 2005) 

respectively. Regarding functional studies, tools such morpholino based knockdowns 

(Magie, Pang, and Martindale 2005; Rentzsch et al. 2008; Layden, Boekhout, and 

Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2013), mRNA mis-expression (Wikramanayake et al. 

2003; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2013), and transgenic 

reporter lines are also available (Renfer et al. 2010). Moreover with the development 

of CRISPR/Cas9 technology in Nematostella, allows for targeted knockout and is 

now routinely used in this system (Ikmi et al. 2014; Servetnick et al. 2017; Wijesena, 

Simmons, and Martindale 2017). Finally, high throughput technology such as ChIP-

seq (Schwaiger et al. 2014), RNA-seq, (Tulin et al. 2013; Helm et al. 2013; Warner et 

al. 2018), and more recently single-cell RNA (Sebé-Pedrós et al. 2018) have been 
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adapted to Nematostella. This short listing of the toolkit for studying Nematostella, 

highlights the possibilities offered by this cnidarian model system to tackle a vast 

array of biological questions. 

5.4 Nematostella vectensis as an embryonic model system 

As previously discussed, Nematostella is a powerful model system for 

developmental biology studies, and it is used to investigate the evolutionary aspect 

of three major questions; axial patterning, mesoderm emergence and the 

development of the nervous system. 

5.4.1 Early Oral-aboral axis patterning 

Nematostella has been used to understand the relationship between the oral-

aboral axis and the bilaterian anterior-posterior axis (AP axis). In bilaterians, the 

anterior pole is defined by the presence of a centralized nervous system and the site 

of future oral structures. Since cnidarians lack any centralized nervous structure, the 

oral pole has been defined according to the presence of the mouth and by default 

the opposite side was designated as the aboral pole. 

The bilaterian hox genes have been used as markers of the AP axis in 

bilaterians but in Nematostella, despite having hox-like genes in its genome, there is 

no colinearity found with oral-aboral axis as opposed to the AP axis. Even though 

five anterior hox genes where found to be expressed in the pharynx during the 

planula stage (Finnerty et al. 2004) and two posterior hox genes where found to be 

expressed at the aboral pole (Finnerty et al. 2004). Yet the hox genes in 

Nematostella don’t clearly specify the relationship between the oral-aboral axis and 

the AP axis. Instead, it has been demonstrated that Nematostella hox-like genes 

(Anthox6a, Anthox8, Anthox1a, Gbx), are required during radial segmentation, 
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suggesting an ancestral role of Hox genes in body patterning and axial segmentation 

before the evolution of the bilaterian AP axis (He et al. 2018). 

Among other pathways investigated in Nematostella AP axis formation, the 

canonical Wnt / β-catenin (cWnt) pathway was an obvious candidate. Studies of 

cWnt pathway components during early embryonic development of Nematostella 

have shown the stabilization of β-catenin on one site of the 32-cell stage embryo 

(Wikramanayake et al. 2003; P. N. Lee et al. 2007). Subsequently, interference with 

this pathway, led to an abnormal endomesoderm specification and an abnormal 

pharynx (Wikramanayake et al. 2003; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) 

therefore implicating the cWnt pathway in oral patterning. Indeed, investigation of 

downstream targets of the cWnt pathway, involving β-catenin and the transcription 

factor Tcf, showed that, they are expressed in staggered domains on the oral half of 

the blastula and Tcf is important for pharynx formation (Röttinger, Dahlin, and 

Martindale 2012). On the other hand the aboral pole of Nematostella has been 

shown to be under the control of the transcription factor Six3/6 as a key regulator 

(Sinigaglia et al. 2013). When knocked down the aboral pole is progressively re-

specified into a more oral-like domain, indicated by the expansion of oral markers 

towards the aboral pole. Functional and expression data of oral patterning genes 

also suggest regulation from the oral pole (Sinigaglia et al. 2013). In summary, these 

data on Nematostella early oral-aboral patterning have highlighted conserved 

patterning genes and signaling pathways, playing similar role during bilaterians AP 

axis. Therefore the study of the GRN is necessary to reach a deeper understanding 

of this relationship. 
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5.4.2 The specification of germ layers in Nematostella vectensis 

During bilaterian embryonic development, gastrulation gives rise to the 

ectoderm and the endoderm. Meanwhile the mesoderm is positioned between the 

endoderm and the ectoderm usually by means of an epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition (EMT). While the epidermis will arise from the ectoderm, internal organs 

are derived from the endoderm. Interstitial structures such as muscles are developed 

from the mesoderm. Non-bilaterians such as the cnidarian Nematostella, only 

develop from two germ layers. In this context the endomesoderm never segregates 

into the endoderm and mesoderm. Yet the gastrodermis derived from the 

endomesoderm has a bifunctionality; nutrient intake and contraction through 

myoepithelial cells (Jahnel, Walzl, and Technau 2014). Moreover, Nematostella 

endomesoderm will also exhibit endodermal and mesodermal markers such as 

Nvotx (Mazza et al. 2007; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) and Nvgata 

respectively (Martindale, Pang, and Finnerty 2004). Taken altogether these 

observations suggest that the bilaterian endomesoderm genetic program shares 

some conserved features with that of cnidarians which potentially later evolved to 

segregate into endoderm and mesoderm. In order to gain novel insight into this 

hypothesis of segregation, researchers have investigated the GRN downstream of 

the cWnt pathway and the transcription factor Tcf according to its important role for 

patterning the presumptive endomesoderm of Nematostella (Röttinger, Dahlin, and 

Martindale 2012; Wikramanayake et al. 2003). By taking advantage of a microarray 

analysis, researchers have been able to identify 100 transcription factors and 

signaling molecules implicated in the specification of the endomesoderm. Moreover 

all the identified downstream targets of cWnt/Tcf are expressed at the oral pole, 

hence their link to the future internalized endomesoderm (Röttinger, Dahlin, and 
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Martindale 2012). Such an approach has enabled the establishment of the first GRN 

framework underlying endomesoderm specification in Nematostella. Furthermore, 

the genes NvfoxA, NvBra and NvOtx (A, B and C) have been identified in the 

presumptive endomesoderm of Nematostella (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 

2012; Wijesena, Simmons, and Martindale 2017), which is comparable to the 

bilaterian endomesoderm specification sub network composed of Nvblimp1, Nvotx, 

Nvbra, NvfoxA and NvgataE (Hinman, Nguyen, and Davidson 2007) suggesting a 

potential conservation. Since the cWnt pathway is on of the earliest developmental 

signals to be activated during Nematostella embryogenesis, it is believed to be the 

most upstream input of endomesoderm specification. But interestingly members of 

the Fgf/Erk pathway are also part of the GRN, thus suggesting a possible 

involvement of this pathway during the specification of this germ layer (Röttinger, 

Dahlin, and Martindale 2012). Overall we can hypothesize that the bilaterian 

endomesodermal GRN derives from the cnidarians endomesoderm GRN. 

5.4.3 Neurogenesis during Nematostella vectensis embryogenesis 

The nervous system of Nematostella is comprised of a nerve net, spreading 

from both the ectoderm and the gastroderm, unlike bilaterian’s highly structured 

nervous system (Marlow et al. 2009; Nakanishi et al. 2012). Expression of the 

earliest neuronal markers is reported to occur during the late blastula stage, before 

gastrulation, and exhibit a salt and pepper expression pattern (Marlow et al. 2009; 

Richards and Rentzsch 2015). The transcription factors NvSoxB2, NvAth-like and 

NvAshA (homologue of achaete-scute), known to be bilaterian proneuronal genes, 

are among the best candidate genes to drive Nematostella neurogenesis (Marlow et 

al. 2009; Nakanishi et al. 2012; Richards and Rentzsch 2015; Layden, Boekhout, 

and Martindale 2012). The genes NvanthoRFamide and Nvelav1 are used as 
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general markers of neuronal cell population (Layden, Boekhout, and Martindale 

2012; Richards and Rentzsch 2014). 

During Nematostella embryonic development, the first neuronal markers to be 

expressed are NvsoxB2 and Nvath-like expressed in proliferative cells (Richards and 

Rentzsch 2015; Richards and Rentzsch 2014), thus suspected to be makers of 

neuronal progenitors, in comparison NvashA and Nvelav1 are expressed in post-

mitotic cells (Marlow et al. 2009; Nakanishi et al. 2012; Richards and Rentzsch 2015; 

Layden, Boekhout, and Martindale 2012). Indeed when NvsoxB2 or Nvath-like are 

knockeddown the expression of both NvashA and Nvelav1 are lost (Richards and 

Rentzsch 2015; Richards and Rentzsch 2014). 

These findings thus give an overview of a neurogenic program during 

Nematostella embryogenesis and additional work has shown that the Notch signaling 

negatively regulate neurogenesis (Marlow et al. 2012; Layden and Martindale 2014). 

Yet the signaling pathway initiating the neurogenic program is still to be discovered. 

Overall, building a complete GRN underlying the neurogenesis of Nematostella will 

bring the opportunity to understand the relation with the bilaterian neurogenic 

program. 

5.5 The extreme regeneration capacity of Nematostella vectensis 

On top of being capable of sexual reproduction Nematostella can also 

reproduce asexually through a process of physal pinching (Reitzel et al. 2007) during 

which adults autonomously separate themselves from their most aboral structure 

termed the physa (Fig. 19A). Thereafter from the remaining piece of tissue a new 

individual arises, demonstrating a natural regenerative capacity. The mechanism 

behind the initiation of physal pinching remains unknown. Nevertheless the same 

regeneration events occur after the external stress of bisection, justifying the rise of 
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Nematostella in the field of regeneration, as a model of whole body regeneration 

(Darling et al. 2005). 

Following bisection, Nematostella is capable of bidirectional regeneration, its 

physa will regenerate the oral half while the head will regenerate the aboral half 

(Darling et al. 2005; Reitzel et al. 2007; Schaffer et al. 2016). Therefore as a model 

system for developmental biology this sea anemone offers the unique opportunity to 

compare embryogenesis to whole body regeneration within the same animal. In 

opposition, well-established regeneration models, including Hydra and planarians, in 

which the access to embryonic material is less abundant (Martin et al. 1997; 

Wagner, Wang, and Reddien 2011). Conversely, traditional models in embryology 

such as drosophila, Xenopus or mouse display limited regenerative capacity. 

Zebrafish is a classical regeneration and embryonic model but is unable to perform 

whole body regeneration. 

A first attempt of describing, the hallmarks of oral regeneration of isolated 

physa from adult Nematostella physal pinching has been published recently 

(Bossert, Dunn, and Thomsen 2013). The authors have reported five distinct 

morphological stages: stage 0, the open wound; stage 1, wound closed; stage 2, 

arching of the oral tissue; stage 3, appearance of tentacle buds; stage 4, 

mesenteries rearrangement; stage 5, complete reformation of the head (Bossert, 

Dunn, and Thomsen 2013). Despite being based solely on morphological 

observations, this staging system has illustrated a stereotypical progression of 

Nematostella oral regeneration. 

 Nematostella wound healing has been investigated after puncture of 

the body column (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). In response to 

injury, the first cellular event reported was the presence of apoptotic cells followed by 
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actin enrichment around the puncture whole, two hours after injury. In terms of 

timing, wound closure was achieved in six hours, with almost no apoptotic cells left 

at the wound site (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). 

The vast majority of regeneration processes rely on cell proliferation to 

support replacement of lost structures (Tanaka and Reddien 2011), also witnessed 

during Nematostella regeneration following bisection (Passamaneck and Martindale 

2012). As a matter of fact, in less than 24 hours, an accumulation of proliferative 

cells is observed at the amputation site, in the gastroderm, ectoderm and most oral 

side of the mesenteries (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). This accumulation is 

then followed by a burst of proliferation, reasonably hypothesized to support the 

reformation of the head and tentacles (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). Since 

the inhibition of proliferation blocks head regeneration, these results validate the 

importance of cell proliferation for the reconstruction of oral structures in 

Nematostella (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). 

At the molecular level very little is known about the genes and signaling 

pathways orchestrating Nematostella regeneration in comparison to embryogenesis. 

The first effort to identify genes involved in oral regeneration was focused on 

NvotxC, Nvfox and NvHox-like genes (Burton and Finnerty 2009), known to be 

expressed during embryogenesis (Martindale, Pang, and Finnerty 2004; Mazza et al. 

2007; Finnerty et al. 2004)). Interestingly these embryonic genes seems to be re-

expressed also during head regeneration even though the characterization of their 

expression profile by in situ hybridization have to be refined (Burton and Finnerty 

2009). Nevertheless, these observations support a molecular relationship between 

Nematostella embryogenesis and regeneration. Moreover signaling pathways such 

as cWnt have also been implicated during regeneration (Trevino et al. 2011). 
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Following bisection and upon activation of this pathway using a pharmaceutical 

treatment, cWnt induces ectopic developmental axis leading to a multiple head 

phenotype. These studies confirm a deep relationship between the embryonic 

program and that of regeneration, given the fact that the cWnt pathway is also 

important for the specification of the oral domain during early steps of embryonic 

development (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012). Finally, during investigations 

of the wound healing process, the MAPK ERK has been shown to be implicated in 

the wound healing process and more generally for the whole regeneration process 

(DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). By using a microarray analysis after 

inhibition of MEK during the wound healing process this study has therefore provided 

for the first time a list of potential downstream targets of the MAPK ERK, and thus a 

starting point to build the GRN underlying wound healing.  
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6 Overview of my work 

During my PhD I took advantage of the emerging regeneration model Nematostella 

vectensis to answer four main questions: 

 

- What are the role and downstream GRN of MAPK ERK signaling during 

embryogenesis? 

- What defines and characterizes the different steps of Nematostella regeneration? 

- What are the signaling pathways orchestrating the different steps of regeneration? 

- Is there a reuse of the embryonic program during whole body regeneration? 

 

Nematostella has been used for over a decade to investigate the evolution of 

the genetic program underlying various aspects of embryonic and larval 

development. In particular, one study that studied in detail the role of cWNT 

signaling, has laid down the framework to decipher the GRN underlying 

endomesoderm specification prior to the onset of gastrulation (Röttinger, Dahlin, and 

Martindale 2012). As part of my PhD I worked on improving and extending this initial 

GRN and analyze the embryonic role and downstream targets of the MAPK 

MEK/ERK/Erg signaling pathway. This work yielded in the description of a global 

embryonic gene regulatory network highlighting the role MEK/ERK/Erg in axis 

patterning, germ layer specification and neurogenesis (Article 1, Article 2 - (Layden 

et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017)). Importantly, this study laid down the bases for the 

GRN level comparison of embryogenesis and regeneration that consisted in my 

overall aim of my PhD (see below).   
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Although the regenerative capacity of Nematostella was known since 1995 

(Hand and Uhlinger 1992), only a few studies have characterized this feature. 

Unfortunately, these studies differed in their experimental approaches (age, 

dissection type, temperature) making it difficult to define particular hallmarks of 

regeneration. Thus, in another aspect of my PhD, I participated in a detailed 

morphological and basic cellular and molecular characterization of oral regeneration 

in Nematostella. This study enabled us to describe precise hallmarks of regeneration 

and develop tools to assess in vivo the morpholigical and cellular phenotypes of 

perturbation experiments (Article 3 - (Amiel et al. 2015)).  

In addition, at the beginning of my PhD, very little information was available 

about the molecular mechanisms involved in the regenerative process in 

Nematostella. In order to gain molecular insight, I participated in a lab wide effort to 

establish a regeneration transcriptome covering the whole process of regeneration. 

These data, combined with existing and novel embryonic RNAseq data were 

implemented in a in-house developed public database that allows user to 

simultaneously visualize temporal embryonic and regeneration gene expression of 

their gene of interest (NvERTx.kahikai.org, Article 4 -(Warner et al. 2018)). 

Importantly, these transcriptomic resources played a major role in a global bio-

informatics comparison of embryogenesis and regeneration that revealed that 

regeneration is only a partial re-activation of the embryonic program. In addition, this 

study revealed the existence of "regeneration-specific" genes and suggested that 

embryonic genes that are redeployed during regeneration are re-wired and 

interconnected with regeneration specific elements (Article 5 - Warner et al in 

submission).  
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While I was involved at various degrees in the above-mentioned studies (my 

contributions are addressed at the beginning of each result section), the main focus 

of my PhD was the comparison between embryogenesis and regeneration at the 

GRN level. I thus combined the findings and tools developed in the studies I was 

involved in, to focus on the role of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration in 

Nematostella and decipher the underlying gene regulatory network. This work 

allowed me to i) identify a potential analogous role of MEK/ERK in launching 

morphogenesis during embryogenesis and regeneration and ii) functionally show 

that the embryonic program is partially redeployed, re-wired and connected to 

regeneration specific genes in order to reform lost body parts (Article 6 - Johnston et 

al. (a), in prep). 

 

Finally, I initiated a kinase inhibitor screen in order to provide a global 

overview of potential signaling cascades involved in controlling the various phases of 

regeneration described in our first study on regeneration. This approach led me to 

identify several kinases that appear to be involved in orchestrating regeneration. In 

particular, I focused on investigating another MAPK, the stress-induced JNK and its 

role during the whole body regeneration process. This study enabled me to highlight 

a specific requirement of JNK that controls regeneration-specific proliferation at the 

onset of Nematostella regeneration (Article 7 – Johnston et al. (b), in prep). 

 

Taken altogether, my PhD work has participated in establishing a novel whole 

body regeneration model, enabling me to address a historical question in the field 

and study the relationship between embryogenesis and regeneration at the gene 

regulatory network level.   
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Results	

Chapter 1: The GRN underlying MEK/ERK signaling 

during Nematostella embryogenesis 

This first chapter of the results section is constituted of two papers, 

concerning Nematostella embryogenesis. The overall aim of these related studies 

was to improve the resolution of the embryonic Nematostella GRN and in particular 

to decipher the roles and downstream targets of MEK/ERK signaling as well as its 

transcriptional effector, NvErg.  

The downstream targets of MEK/ERK were identified using a genome wide 

microarray that served as a crucial support for both studies. The specific aim 

in(Layden et al. 2016) (2nd author, Article 1) was to decipher the neurogenic GRN 

downstream of MEK/ERK that gives rise to different neuronal cell types. As such I 

participated in the spatio-temporal characterization of the putative neuronal 

MEK/ERK targets that was used to establish the neurogenic GRN enabling us to 

identify specific neuronal population sub-networks. 

In (Amiel et al. 2017) (co-first author, Article 2) the study was dedicated to 

decipher the specific roles of MEK/ERK signaling in germ layer specification and 

axial patterning prior to the onset of gastrulation. I participated in the spatio-temporal 

characterization of the MEK/ERK targets, performed a phylogenetic analysis of the 

Ets transcription factor family in Nematostella and participated in performing the 

experiments enabling us to determine that NvErg is one of the transcriptional 

effectors of a bipolar MEK/ERK GRN network signaling required germ layer 

specification and axial patterning. 
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Overall my input in these studies allowed us to laydown a global embryonic 

gene regulatory network that highlights the inputs of MEK/ERK signaling and that 

was crucial to compare embryogenesis and regeneration in Nematostella at the GRN 

level 

 

Article 1: Layden, M. J., Johnston, H., Amiel, A. R., Havrilak, J., Steinworth, B., 

Chock, T., et al. (2016a). MAPK signaling is necessary for neurogenesis in 

Nematostella vectensis. BMC Biology, 1–19. doi:10.1186/s12915-016-0282-1 

 

Article 2: Amiel, A. R. *, Johnston, H.*, Chock, T., Dahlin, P., Iglesias, M., Layden, 

M., et al. (2017). A bipolar role of the transcription factor ERG for cnidarian germ 

layer formation and apical domain patterning. Developmental Biology. 

doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2017.08.015 

 

(*) shared authorship 
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RESEARCH ARTICLE Open Access

MAPK signaling is necessary for
neurogenesis in Nematostella vectensis
Michael J. Layden1*, Hereroa Johnston3, Aldine R. Amiel3, Jamie Havrilak1, Bailey Steinworth2, Taylor Chock2,

Eric Röttinger3 and Mark Q. Martindale2*

Abstract

Background: The nerve net of Nematostella is generated using a conserved cascade of neurogenic transcription

factors. For example, NvashA, a homolog of the achaete-scute family of basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors, is

necessary and sufficient to specify a subset of embryonic neurons. However, positive regulators required for the

expression of neurogenic transcription factors remain poorly understood.

Results: We show that treatment with the MEK/MAPK inhibitor U0126 severely reduces the expression of known

neurogenic genes, Nvath-like, NvsoxB(2), and NvashA, and known markers of differentiated neurons, suggesting that

MAPK signaling is necessary for neural development. Interestingly, ectopic NvashA fails to rescue the expression of

neural markers in U0126-treated animals. Double fluorescence in situ hybridization and transgenic analysis

confirmed that NvashA targets represent both unique and overlapping populations of neurons. Finally, we used a

genome-wide microarray to identify additional patterning genes downstream of MAPK that might contribute to

neurogenesis. We identified 18 likely neural transcription factors, and surprisingly identified ~40 signaling genes

and transcription factors that are expressed in either the aboral domain or animal pole that gives rise to the

endomesoderm at late blastula stages.

Conclusions: Together, our data suggest that MAPK is a key early regulator of neurogenesis, and that it is likely

required at multiple steps. Initially, MAPK promotes neurogenesis by positively regulating expression of NvsoxB(2),

Nvath-like, and NvashA. However, we also found that MAPK is necessary for the activity of the neurogenic

transcription factor NvashA. Our forward molecular approach provided insight about the mechanisms of

embryonic neurogenesis. For instance, NvashA suppression of Nvath-like suggests that inhibition of progenitor

identity is an active process in newly born neurons, and we show that downstream targets of NvashA reflect

multiple neural subtypes rather than a uniform neural fate. Lastly, analysis of the MAPK targets in the early

embryo suggests that MAPK signaling is critical not only to neurogenesis, but also endomesoderm formation

and aboral patterning.

Background

Cnidarians (e.g., corals, sea anemones, and “jellyfish”)

are the closest group of animals to the Bilateria (all bilat-

erally symmetrical animals such as vertebrates, flies, and

nematodes), and are thus an important taxon to under-

stand the origin and evolution of complex traits such as

nervous systems [1]. Nematostella vectensis is a proven

cnidarian model because it is easy to maintain in

laboratory culture, its genome is sequenced and anno-

tated, and multiple tools exist for functional genetic

approaches [1–6].

The Nematostella nervous system comprises endoder-

mal and ectodermal nerve nets [7, 8]. Neuronal cell bodies

are arranged in a “salt-and-pepper pattern” such that indi-

vidual neurons are scattered amongst non-neural cell

types. Differentiating neurons are first detected in the late

blastula stage before invagination of the presumptive

endodermal plate [7, 9]. Salt-and-pepper expression of

both NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-like (also called Nvarp3) are

the earliest known neurally expressed genes and they

define proliferative neural progenitor cells [9, 10]. Shortly
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after Nvath-like and NvsoxB(2) are detected, expression of

post mitotic neural markers such as NvashA and Nvelav1

is detected [7–9, 11]. Nvelav1 is broadly expressed in a

large number of neurons, though it is still unclear if it is a

pan-neuronal marker in Nematostella [8]. Morpholino

(MO)-mediated knockdown of either NvsoxB(2) or Nvath-

like results in a loss of expression of both Nvelav1 and the

neural subtype marker NvashA [9, 10]. NvashA is

expressed in a smaller number of developing neurons at

embryonic stages [11]. Functional characterization of Nva-

shA clearly demonstrated that it is necessary and sufficient

to promote expression of the neural marker Nvelav1 and

a number of putative neural subtype markers [11]. Based

on previous work, a reasonable model for Nematostella

neurogenesis is that Notch activity selects Nvath-like +

NvsoxB(2) + neural progenitors from a pool of naïve cells;

daughters of those progenitor cells express additional

neurogenic genes such as NvashA, which in turn promote

expression of post mitotic markers such as Nvelav1 and

neural subtype markers [1]. However, the upstream in-

ductive mechanisms responsible for initiating neurogenic

cascades in Nematostella remain elusive, as do the mo-

lecular programs that give rise to NvashA-independent

neural subtypes during neurogenesis.

FGF, Wnt, BMP, and Mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK) signaling cascades regulate neural induction in

multiple species [12–17]. FGF, Wnt, and MAPK all pro-

mote neural development in other species [12–14, 16],

whereas BMP activity is best known for its role in sup-

pressing neural induction of the forming central nervous

systems of model systems [14, 15, 18]. In Nematostella

the role of these signaling pathways during neural induc-

tion is unclear. Disruption of Wnt signaling does result

in neural phenotypes. However, the phenotypes are at-

tributable to disrupted axial patterning [19–21]. Neural

phenotypes resulting from loss and gain of BMP activity

are complicated in that either manipulation results in

loss of neurons, and neural phenotypes are restricted to

larval stages [22, 23]. FGF-mediated MAPK signaling is

one of many ways to initiate a receptor tyrosine kinase

(RTK) cascade. Investigation of FGF signaling in Nema-

tostella has primarily focused on its role in apical organ

formation, and no broad neural phenotypes are reported,

with the caveat that the current array of neural markers

did not exist at the time of the initial study [24]. To date,

the impact of MAPK signaling on neurogenesis has not

been reported in Nematostella.

RTK signaling cascades are characterized by a series of

kinases that are activated by upstream kinase and in turn

activate a downstream kinase. Near the end of the cas-

cade, activated MEK kinase phosphorylates ERK, which

can translocate to the nucleus to phosphorylate and acti-

vate a number of transcription factors. Multiple RTK

signaling cascades converge on MEK. For example, in

Nematostella, FGF signaling controls apical organ for-

mation at larval stages, and pharmacological inhibition

of MEK is able to phenocopy gene-specific MO-

mediated knockdown of the FGF-receptor NvfgfRa [24].

The number of MAPK-like pathways that could be act-

ing to regulate neural development in Nematostella is

large. There are at least 12 FGF-like ligands and two

FGF receptors in the Nematostella genome [2, 25]. Two

ligands and one receptor (Nvfgfa1, Nvfgfa2, NvfgfRa) are

expressed in the vegetal hemisphere/apical domain, the

ligand Nvfgf8 is expressed in the animal hemisphere and

its descendants, and the receptor NvfgfRb in derivatives

of both poles [24–26]. There are at least 25 additional

receptors (Johnston & Röttinger, unpublished) that

could activate MEK/ERK signaling in Nematostella. Be-

cause the number of possible RTKs is relatively high,

one strategy to better understand how these genes might

be acting to regulate neurogenesis is to inhibit MEK.

Thus, a number of possible signaling pathways can be

simultaneously disrupted to determine if MAPK signal-

ing contributes to neural development.

Here we use U0126, a potent and specific inhibitor of

MEK [27], to test if MAPK signaling plays a role in

neurogenesis, and to determine if we can use this disrup-

tion to identify other putative neural genes in the early

embryo. We show that treatment with U0126 reduces

expression of Nvath-like, NvsoxB(2), NvashA, and post-

mitotic neural markers. Loss of embryonic neurogenesis

following U0126 treatment cannot be rescued by NvashA,

suggesting U0126 treatment desensitizes embryonic cells

from responding to proneural cues. We performed a

genome-wide expression array to identify new MEK

downstream targets, enabling us to characterize 18 novel

salt-and-pepper-expressed genes. We tested the role of

the putative FGF receptor NvfgfRa, which was the most

likely candidate pathway disrupted by U0126 in regards to

neural marker expression. However, we found no evidence

suggesting that NvfgfRa signaling regulates neurogenesis

or any of the salt-and-pepper genes identified in the

U0126 microarray. We also investigated the relationship

of these novel salt-and-pepper genes with NvashA-

dependent neurogenesis. We confirmed one positive and

one negative target of NvashA, Nvvsx-like and Nvath-like

respectively. Lastly, we expanded our study to gain insight

into whether NvashA regulated one or multiple neuronal

subtypes. Using transgenic animals and double fluorescent

mRNA in situ hybridization, we confirmed that NvashA

regulates at least two distinct neural subtypes; however,

based on its expression pattern at later developmental

stages [11], this number is likely much higher. Addition-

ally, the identification of ~80 genes that are expressed in

the presumptive endomesoderm and aboral pole suggests

that MAPK signaling plays a key role in multiple aspects

of Nematostella embryogenesis. Taken together, our data
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and previously published results allow us to incorporate

MEK, a key regulator, in a preliminary gene regulatory

network describing embryonic NvashA-dependent neuro-

genesis, and provided us with a list of additional likely

neurogenic genes, aboral genes, and endomesodermal

genes for future studies.

Results

Determining ideal dose of U0126 to inhibit MEK inhibition

To determine the most effective concentration of U0126

to use for our analyses, we treated fertilized zygotes with

increasing concentrations of U0126 and analyzed expres-

sion of the previously described U0126 target Nvfgfa1 as

well as two markers of the animal hemisphere, Nvspro-

uty and Nvbra [24, 25, 28, 29] (Fig. 1). Nvsprouty was

expressed throughout a central domain at the animal

pole in the presumptive endoderm (Fig. 1a, whereas

Nvbra was expressed in a central ring surrounding the

future endodermal tissue (Fig. 1h). These two additional

markers were chosen because we observed gastrulation

failures in preliminary tests of the U0126 compound on

early embryos and, in bilaterians, expression of sprouty

homologs is downstream of FGF signaling (Fig. 2) [30].

U0126 treatments of 1–10 μM reduced Nvsprouty ex-

pression, but had little to no impact on the expression of

Nvfgfa1 or Nvbra (Fig. 1a–d, g–j, m–p; Additional file 1:

Table S1). However, at a concentration of 15 μM, both

Nvfgfa1 and Nvsprouty were undetectable in U0126-

treated animals (Fig. 1e, q; Additional file 1: Table S1).

Interestingly, treatment with 15 μM U0126 induced ec-

topic Nvbra expression within the endoderm-forming

central domain (Fig. 1k, l), suggesting that MEK signaling

actively represses Nvbra in the most central endoderm-

forming domain. Based on the ectopic expression of

Nvbra in the central domain as well as the complete in-

hibition of Nvsprouty and Nvfgfa1 expression in 15 μM

treatments (Fig. 1e, k, q; Additional file 1: Table S1), we

concluded that 15 μM of U0126 is an effective dose, and it

is unlikely phenotypes are due to toxicity.

Inhibition of MEK prevents ERK phosphorylation and

gastrulation

To ensure U0126 treatment is inhibiting MEK, we

screened embryos treated with either dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) as a control or U0126 for the presence of phos-

phorylated ERK (pERK) (Fig. 2) [31]. pERK staining in

controls was detected at low levels in most cells of the

blastula, but was enriched in the presumptive endoderm

cells that undergo invagination (Fig. 2a). In U0126 treat-

ments, a positive pERK signal above the general ectoder-

mal staining was not detected (Fig. 2f ). We further

analyzed the morphological phenotypes induced by the

Fig. 1 Dose-dependent effects of the MEK inhibitor U0126 on embryonic gene expression. Control blastula stages at 24 hours post fertilization

(a, g, m) and embryos treated with increasing concentrations of U0126 (b–f, h–l, n–r). In situ hybridization on blastula stages using Nvsprouty

(a–f), Nvbrachyury (g–l), or NvfgfA1 (m–r) antisense probes. All images are lateral views with the presumptive endomesoderm (animal pole, future

oral pole) to the top. The insets correspond to animal pole views. Numbers in lower left corner correspond to the number of animals with

phenotype pictured / total number of animals assayed
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disruption of ERK signaling and observed that treated

embryos dramatically failed to gastrulate and form a gut

(Fig. 2g–j) compared to control embryos (Fig. 2b–e).

NvashA, Nvath-like, and NvsoxB(2) are globally

downregulated in U0126-treated embryos

We next tested if U0126 treatment would disrupt ex-

pression of the known neural genes. We treated embryos

with U0126 and scored for expression of known neural

genes NvashA, Nvath-like, and NvsoxB(2) (Fig. 3).

mRNA in situ hybridization on U0126-treated and con-

trol animals during early gastrula stages [24 hours post

fertilization (hpf ) at 17 °C] (Fig. 3) revealed that all three

genes—NvashA, NvsoxB(2), and Nvath-like—were glo-

bally reduced in U0126-treated animals (Fig. 3). How-

ever, they did not all display the same sensitivity to

U0126. Nvath-like expression was undetectable in 82 %

and NvashA expression was undetectable in 96 % of

U0126-treated embryos (Fig. 3A, C). NvsoxB2 expression

was dramatically reduced, both in terms of the number

of cells expressing it and in the level of expression

(Fig. 3B), but expression was detectable in many more

embryos than observed for either NvashA or Nvath-like.

Interestingly, we identified NvsoxB(2) as being mater-

nally expressed using the SeaBase database of transcrip-

tomes (Additional file 2: Figure S1) [32–34]. To address

whether or not U0126 might have a more severe impact

on NvsoxB(2), we treated animals at late gastrula stages

for 24 hours with U0126 or DMSO control. We

observed that NvsoxB(2) expression was not detectable

in 87 % of U0126-treated cells (Additional file 3: Figure

S2A). We also observed a strong reduction in NvashA

expression in animals treated with U0126 for 24 hours

after completion of gastrulation (Additional file 3: Figure

S2B). These data suggest that the earliest known

neurogenic transcription factors are globally reduced

in U0126-treated animals, which indicates that neuro-

genesis is disrupted by U0126.

NvashA misexpression fails to rescue neurogenesis in

U0126-treated animals

To test if U0126 treatment impacted neurogenesis,

treated animals were allowed to develop until a time

equivalent to the late gastrula stage and screened for ex-

pression of the broadly expressed neural marker Nvelav1

and previously identified NvashA neural target genes by

mRNA in situ hybridization. U0126 treatment dramatic-

ally reduced expression of neural markers, such that they

were essentially undetectable (Fig. 4). Two exceptions were

NvLWamide-like (PrtID# 242283, http://genome.jgi.doe.-

gov/Nemve1/Nemve1.home.html) and NvanthoRFamide,

which showed staining in a few cells (Fig. 4A’, 4H’), but both

were reduced compared to control DMSO-treated animals.

We conclude that treatment with U0126 results in a nearly

complete loss of embryonic neural marker expression.

We next aimed to determine if loss of neural markers in

U0126-treated animals could be rescued by misexpression

of neurogenic transcription factors. NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-

Fig. 2 U0126 blocks ERK activation, endomesoderm formation, and gastrulation. a–e Control embryos. f–j U0126-treated embryos. a, f Confocal

z-sections using anti-phospho-ERK (cyan) to visualize activated ERK. The gray dotted lines indicate the outline of the embryo and yellow arrows

the accumulation of phosphorylated ERK (pERK)-positive cells above background levels. b–e, g–j Confocal z-sections using phalloidin (green) to

show f-actin filaments and propidium iodide (red) to visualize the nuclei. a, b, f, g Blastula stages [24 hours post fertilization (hpf)]. c, h Late gastrula

stages (48 hpf). d, i Early planula (72 hpf). e, j Late planula (96 hpf). All images are lateral views with the animal/oral pole to the top. The insets in a and

f correspond to animal pole views. Ratios in g–j indicate the number of embryos displaying the phenotype shown in the image to the total number

of analyzed embryos
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like act upstream of NvashA, both have much broader

roles than NvashA in neurogenesis, and both are

expressed in neural progenitor cells [9, 10]. However, mis-

expression phenotypes are not reported for either of these

genes. We were also concerned that over-activation of

progenitor cell markers could result in a loss of neural

markers due to an inability to transition from an undiffer-

entiated to a differentiated state [35]. Thus, observing no

rescue with misexpression of either NvsoxB(2) or Nvath-

like could represent a false negative neural phenotype.

NvashA is expressed in differentiated cells, and misexpres-

sion of NvashA has already been shown to be sufficient to

induce ectopic neural marker expression [9, 11]. We

injected in vitro transcribed NvashA:venus mRNA and

treated animals with U0126. Surprisingly, we observed no

rescue of the neural markers (Fig. 4A"–H”). To ensure that

NvashA:venus behaves as previously reported [6, 11], we

treated animals injected with NvashA:venus mRNA with

U0126. High levels of NvAshA:Venus were still detectable

and localized to the nucleus (Additional file 4: Figure S3).

We conclude that NvashA is not sufficient to rescue

neural marker expression in U0126-treated animals.

The failure of NvashA to rescue U0126-induced loss of

neurogenesis might be a consequence of the reduced

NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-like expression in U0126-treated

animals. To address this hypotheses we took advantage

of the previous observation that NvashA restores neural

marker expression lost in animals with hyperactivated

Notch signaling even though NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-like

remain strongly downregulated [36]. To compare the

downregulation of NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-like induced by

hyperactivation of Notch to the downregulation ob-

served in U0126-treated animals, we performed mRNA

in situ hybridization experiments in NvnotchICD:venus-

injected animals (Additional file 3: Figure S2). Injection

of NvnotchICD:venus mRNA resulted in 83 % of animals

showing no or weak NvsoxB(2) expression and 88 % of

animals showing no Nvath-like expression (Additional

file 3: Figure S2). Both genes were more severely reduced

in NvnotchICD:venus-injected animals than they had

been in U0126-treated animals (compare Fig. 3A, B to

Additional file 3: Figure S2A, B). Taken together with

previous reports that NvashA rescues neuronal loss

induced by Notch hyperactivity without increasing

NvsoxB(2) or Nvath-like expression, we argue that

U0126 disrupts neurogenesis in two ways. It inhibits the

expression of the neurogenic transcription factors

Nvath-like, NvsoxB(2), and NvashA, and it disrupts a yet

unknown pathway that is also required for NvashA to

promote neural fates.

Fig. 3 U0126 treatment results in a global decrease in neurogenic transcription factors. mRNA in situ expression of Nvath-like (A), NvsoxB(2) (B),

and NvashA (C) in control embryos treated with in 1/3× artificial seawater (ASW) with 0.1 % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Expression of Nvath-like

(A’), NvsoxB(2) (B’), and NvashA (C’) in animals treated with 15 μm U0126 in 1/3× ASW with 0.1 % DMSO. Embryos were classified and quantified

as the percent having normal expression, weak expression, or no expression. Refer to key in figure for classification of phenotypes. The

phenotypic class with the highest percentage of embryos is indicated. All embryo images are of early gastrula stage. The main figure

panels are ectodermal focal planes of lateral views with the presumptive oral side to the left. The insets show deeper focal planes used

to confirm embryonic stage
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NvashA target genes likely represent multiple distinct

neuronal subtypes

We wanted to confirm that NvashA regulates multiple

neuronal subtypes. Although NvashA is expressed in a

subset of the nervous system, subtle differences in the

expression domains of NvashA targets suggests that they

describe distinct neural subtypes [11]. To test if NvashA

regulates distinct neural subtypes we performed double

fluorescent in situ hybridizations and created stable

meganuclease-mediated transgenic reporters for two of

the NvashA targets using an approximately 2000-base-

pair genomic region immediately upstream of the start

codon for both genes to drive expression of mCherry

fluorescent protein (Fig. 5) [37]. We chose NvLWamide-

like (PrtID# 242283) (Fig. 5a, b) and Nvserum amyloid

A-like (PrtID# 239910) (Fig. 5a, c) because these genes

represent NvashA targets with overlapping but slightly

different expression patterns during development, and

both genes were strongly downregulated in the U0126

microarray (see below; Additional file 5: Table S2,

Additional file 6: Table S3). Both genes were expressed

broadly throughout the aboral region of the embryo, but

the NvLWamide-like expression domain extended more

orally and encompassed a larger domain than that of

Fig. 4 NvashA is insufficient to rescue neuronal loss resulting from U0126 treatment. mRNA in situ expression of each gene is indicated in control

embryos raised in 1/3× artificial seawater (ASW) with 0.1 % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (A–H), compared to embryos treated with 15 μm U0126 in

1/3× ASW with 0.1 % DMSO (A’–H’), and compared to embryos injected with NvashA:venus mRNA and treated with 15 μm U0126 in 1/3× ASW

with 0.1 % DMSO (A”–H”). Genes are referred to by either name or protein ID number used in the Nematostella genome database v1.0 (http://

genome.jgi.doe.gov/Nemve1/Nemve1.home.html). Embryos were classified and quantified as the percent having normal expression, weak

expression, or no expression. The phenotypic class with the highest percentage of embryos is indicated. Treatment with U0126 strongly reduced

all neural gene expression (compare A’–H’ with A–H). Misexpression of NvashA in U0126-treated animals was not sufficient to rescue neuronal

loss induced by U0126 treatment (compare A”–H” to both A–H and A’–H’). All animals in panels A–G, A’–G’, and A–-G” are aboral ectodermal

focal planes of 48 hours post fertilization embryos (late gastrula stage). Embryos in panels H, H’, and H” are a lateral view with oral side facing

towards the left
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Nvserum amyloid A-like (Fig. 5a) [11]. NvLWamide-like

was expressed in more cells than Nvserum amyloid A-like

(Fig. 5a). Double fluorescent mRNA in situ hybridizations

revealed that many of the Nvserum amyloid A-like ex-

pressing neurons (Fig. 5a, red) were also positive for

NvLWamide-like (Fig. 5a, green). However, there were

many examples of NvLWamide-like-only-positive cells

and few examples of Nvserum amyloid A-like-only-posi-

tive cells (Fig. 5a). Thus, it is likely that there are at least

three molecularly distinct neural subtypes that require

NvashA for development.

We next compared the neurons labeled in each trans-

gene to determine if the neurite projections from

Nvserum amyloid A-like and NvLWamide-like neurons

are similar or distinct. Although there were a number of

neurons with similar neurites that projected along the

oral–aboral axis in each transgene (Fig. 5b, c, yellow

arrows), each transgene also labeled neurons with

distinct morphologies (Fig. 5b, c, white and pink arrows,

respectively). Consistent with the mRNA in situ

hybridization results, the NvLWamide-like::mCherry

labeled more cells than NvSerum Amyloid A-

like::mCherry (compare Fig. 5b and c). Interestingly,

there were distinct cell types present in each line [for

example, NvLWamide-like::mCherry was expressed in

ectodermal cells that had three neurites extending from

the soma (Fig. 5b, white arrow), and NvSerum Amyloid

A-like had unique neurons with neurites that extended

out of either side of the soma and projected orally to

form U-shaped neurons (Fig. 5c, pink arrow)] that could

be reproducibly identified in individual transgenic ani-

mals. Although more extensive characterization is re-

quired for each of these transgenic lines, the fact that

NvashA targets have distinct expression patterns and

that neurons described by the transgenes of two Nva-

shA targets display distinct morphologies support the

conclusion that NvashA regulates multiple neuronal

subtypes.

Fig. 5 NvashA regulates multiple neuronal subtypes. Shown are three-dimensional projections of two juvenile polyps shown with the oral side

towards the top of the image. a Double fluorescent in situ hybridization of NvLWamide-like (red) and Nvserum amyloid A-like (green) in a late

gastrula stage embryo. b The transgenic line for NvLWamide::mcherry expression is shown. Neural soma and neurites are observed throughout the

body column and tentacles. Ectodermal neurons with three projections are observed in the body column (white arrow), which are not

found in the other transgenic line. c The transgenic line for Nvserum amyloid A-like::mcherry is shown. There are many fewer neurons

compared to NvLWamide::mcherry, but characteristic neurons are present. The U-shaped neuron that has two orally projecting neurites

(pink arrow) is specific to this transgenic line. Both lines have neurons that are located just over the mesenteries and send projections orally and

aborally in neural tracts overlaying the mesenteries (yellow arrows). In all images, asterisks indicate relative position of mouth
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Identification of 100 genes downregulated and 22 genes

upregulated by U0126 treatments

To determine if U0126 regulates other potential neuro-

genic genes and to identify novel targets of MEK signal-

ing, we applied a forward molecular approach using a

genome-wide expression microarray. Zygotes were

treated with U0126 or DMSO until late blastula stage.

At that point mRNA was extracted and used to generate

labeled cDNA, which was hybridized to a custom ex-

pression microarray (Nimblegen, Inc.) that represents

24,021 predicted N. vectensis gene models [28]. The

Pearson’s correlation factor between biological replicates

was mediocre (0.69), however, 926 genes were signifi-

cantly (P < 0.05) upregulated and 1176 genes were sig-

nificantly (P < 0.05) downregulated in U0126-treated

embryos (Additional file 6: Table S3). Because our focus

was to identify early embryonic patterning events, we

screened the lists of genes to identify transcription fac-

tors, signaling molecules, and signaling modulators. This

resulted in the identification of 100 genes that were

downregulated and 22 genes that were upregulated by

U0126 (Additional file 7: Table S4; Additional file 8:

Table S5 [2, 7, 9, 11, 19, 24, 26, 28, 38–57]). Out of the

122 selected genes, the vast majority (86/122) possess

strong orthology with members of various families of

transcription factors (i.e., forkhead, pointed, homeodo-

main). Twenty-seven genes potentially encode ligands,

modulators, or receptors of signaling pathways (i.e.,

Wnts), and nine genes show similarities with adhesion

molecules, metalloproteases, or RNA binding proteins

with described developmental functions in bilaterians

(i.e., Ncam, Tolloid, Vasa) (Additional file 6: Table S3).

To distinguish between previously published genes and

newly identified ones, we used the best Blast Hit identifi-

cation followed by “-like”. Thus, with the exception of

Nvhes-like and Nvath-like [9, 51], all gene names con-

taining “-like” designate gene products described for the

first time in this study.

Identification of putative neural genes

Neural genes are predicted to have a salt-and-pepper ex-

pression pattern, and thus determining the expression

pattern of the 122 target genes would identify which

genes exhibit salt-and-pepper expression associated with

neural genes. We performed whole mount in situ hy-

bridizations in the developing embryo at blastula stages

(24 hpf ) and at the end of gastrulation (48 hpf, Fig. 6).

We excluded 16 genes because their expression patterns

are already described at the blastula stage, but we did in-

clude genes whose early expression patterns had not yet

been described (Nvgata, for example [23]). We were able

to obtain clones for 98 of the remaining 106 genes and

synthesized anti-sense probes. All original publications

corresponding to a given gene (sequence identification

and/or gene expression pattern) can be found in

Additional file 7: Table S4 and Additional file 8: Table

S5. Our in situ screen revealed reproducible patterns for

60 of the 98 genes we screened. Patterns could be

grouped into one of three categories: (1) genes expressed

in the animal hemisphere/presumptive endomesoderm

of the blastula (24/98) (Additional file 9: Figure S4); (2)

genes expressed in the vegetal hemisphere/aboral domain

of the blastula (18/98) (Additional file 9: Figure S4); and

(3) genes with the characteristic salt-and-pepper pattern

consistent with being neural genes (18/98) (Fig. 6). We

found no link between genes that are expressed broadly in

the animal and vegetal hemispheres and neurogenesis,

and thus will not discuss these genes further here.

Genes expressed in individual cells throughout the ectoderm

The 18 genes expressed in individual cells of the pre-

sumptive ectoderm at the blastula stage or in ectodermal

body wall at the end of gastrulation were Nvsox2,

Nvpea-like3, Nvcoup-like1 (also called NR-like 12), Nv-

coup-like2 (also called NR-like 13) [55], Nvelav-like,

NvemxLX, Nvhd145, Nvtailless-like, Nvvsx-like, Nvgfi-

like, Nvsox10-like, Nvhes-like3, Nvfoxq2-like3, NvfoxD3-

like, Nvdkk-like3, Nvvegef-like1, Nvhox2, and Nvhd052

(Fig. 6). Eight genes (Nvelav-like, NvemxLX, Nvtailless-

like, Nvgfi-like, Nvdkk3-like3, Nvvegf-like1, and

Nvhox2 and Nvhd052 we did not detect localized expres-

sion prior to the onset of gastrulation (Fig. 6E,F,N,P,Za-

Zd). Six genes (Nvpea3-like, Nvcoup-like1, Nvvsx-like,

Nvsox10-like, Nvhes-like3, and Nvfoxq2-like3) were

expressed in 5–15 cells (Fig. 6B, C, O, Q, R, Y). For four

genes (Nvsox2, Nvcoup-like2, Nvhd145, and NvfoxD3-like),

more than 15 cells were stained throughout the presump-

tive ectoderm at the blastula stage (Fig. 6A, D, M, Z).

At the end of gastrulation, we observed gene expres-

sion for all above-mentioned genes in individual cells

(Fig. 6G–L, S–X, Ze–Zj, Zl). However, the localization

and number of stained cells varied considerably. The

only gene that appeared to be expressed in individual

cells throughout the entire ectoderm (pharyngeal ecto-

derm, oral ectoderm, body wall ectoderm, sub-apical

pole, and apical pole) was Nvhes-like3 (Fig. 6X), which is

reminiscent of a previously reported gene, NvashA

[11, 51]. Nvsox2 and Nvcoup-like1 (Fig. 6G, I) were

also expressed in a salt-and-pepper manner through-

out all ectodermal domains, except the pharyngeal

ectoderm. The largest group of genes (Nvcoup-like2,

Nvelav-like, NvemxLX, Nvhd145, Nvtailless-like, and

Nvvsx-like) was detected in the body wall ectodermal

as well as the sub-apical and apical domains (Fig. 6J,

K, L, S, T, U). Cells expressing NvfoxD3-like and

Nvdkk3-like3 (Fig. 6Zf, Zg) were detected in the oral

and body wall ectoderm as well as the sub-apical pole

domains; however, Nvsox10-like, Nvfoxq2-like3, and
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Nvvegf-like were only detected in the body wall ecto-

derm and sup-apical domain (Fig. 6W, Ze, Zh). The

genes with the most restricted expression domain

were Nvpea3-like, Nvgfi-like, and Nvhox2, which

were expressed in individual cells either within a cir-

cumferential territory (Fig. 6H, V) or in a patch

within the body wall ectoderm (Fig. 6Zi), respect-

ively. The variable expression patterns suggest that

many of these genes are putatively expressed in dis-

tinct subsets of neurons, while a few broadly

expressed genes might play larger roles during neural

development.

Fig. 6 U0126 targets expressed in individual cells throughout the ectoderm. Wild type salt-and-pepper gene expression analysis by in situ hybridization

of genes differentially regulated by U0126 treatments. All animals are either blastula [24 hours post fertilization (hpf) – A–F, M–R, Y-Zd] or gastrula

(48 hpf – G–L, S–X, Ze–Zj) stages. All images are lateral views with the animal pole to the top. The insets correspond to surface views. Antisense

probes used as indicated. Green stars in Zd and Zj indicate that this gene was upregulated under U0126 conditions. All other genes were downregulated
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Temporal gene expression analysis of salt-and-pepper genes

In situ hybridization provides crucial spatial information

about gene expression but cannot be used quantitatively

to determine the presence of maternal transcripts or

zygotic upregulation of a given gene. However, this in-

formation is crucial for the design of functional studies,

to predict potential genetic interactions, and to build

gene regulatory networks [28]. In order to determine the

temporal deployment of putative neural genes during

early embryogenesis, we performed fine-scale quantita-

tive reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) on RNA/

cDNA that was sampled from unfertilized eggs and

every 2–4 h during embryogenesis up to the late gastrula

stage (48 hpf) Additional file 10: Figure S5. We analyzed

21 salt-and-pepper genes identified both in this and in

previous studies, including the known neural genes such

as Nvath-like and NvashA [9, 11]. Five salt-and-pepper

genes (Nvfoxq2-like3, Nvcoup-like2, Nvelav-like, NvpaxA,

and Nvvegf-like1) were detectable in zygotes, indicating

that they are maternal genes (Additional file 11: Figure

S6). However, it is not yet clear what the significance of

these genes is because none of these genes have broad

expression patterns that might indicate a key early role

for them in neurogenesis. The majority of salt-and-

pepper genes, including the known neural regulators

Nvath-like and NvashA, are not components of the ma-

ternally contributed mRNAs, which suggests that the

earliest neural fates are induced in the embryo. As a

group, the salt-and-pepper genes display a similar tem-

poral deployment. The earliest zygotically regulated

genes are Nvath-like (8–10 hpf ), followed by Nvhes3

(10–12 hpf), NvfoxD3, Nvsox10-like (12–14 hpf),

Nvfoxq2-like3, and Nvsox2 (16–18 hpf), and then the

bulk of genes (12/21) are upregulated at either 18–20

hpf (Nvcoup-like1, Nvcoup-like2, Nvgfi-like, Nvhd145,

Nvtailless-like, Nvvsx-like, and Nvelav-like) or 20–24 hpf

(Nvdkk-like3, Nvpea3-like, NvpaxA, Nvgcm, and Nva-

shA). Our temporal analysis demonstrated two key as-

pects. Nvath-like, which is the first neural gene to

respond to treatment with DAPT and is thought to be

the earliest acting neural gene [9], is in fact upregulated

prior to other known neural genes. Second, the salt-and-

pepper genes all showed strong upregulation between 10

and 24 hpf. The upregulation of genes is continuous in

that different genes are upregulated at different times

throughout the 10–24 hpf window. This argues that

once salt-and-pepper gene expression is initiated there

is a steady increase in the expression of distinct salt-

and-pepper genes. Additionally, temporal differences

in expression might reflect a hierarchal organization

for their functions. The later concept is supported by

the observation that Nvath-like (an upstream neural

regulator) is detected much earlier than NvashA,

which is expressed in differentiated neurons [9].

NvFGFRa does not regulate salt-and-pepper gene expression

in the embryo

ERK-mediated FGF signaling can be inhibited by treat-

ment with U0126 in Nematostella [24], and the NvfgfRa

receptor is expressed broadly in the embryonic ecto-

derm, which makes it a likely candidate responsible for

the U0126 neural phenotype and/or responsible for

regulating some of the newly identified salt-and-pepper

genes. We tested if NvfgfRa might have an early neural

phenotype by injecting the previously described NvfgfRa

MO into embryos [24] and scoring for changes in

Nvath-like, NvashA, and the other 19 genes with salt-

and-pepper gene expression identified in the U0126

microarray. qPCR analysis comparing control MO and

NvfgrRa MO revealed that none of the salt-and-pepper

genes responded to changes in NvfgfRa levels (Fig. 7).

These data suggest NvFgfra signaling is not the U0126

target responsible for the loss of salt-and-pepper

expressed genes in the early gastrula. However, there is a

maternal contribution of Nvfgfra signaling genes [24].

To confirm that this FGF signaling was unlikely the

source of the neural phenotype, we allowed morphant

animals to grow to 48 hpf at 17 °C. In parallel, we

allowed wild-type animals to grow until 24 hpf, when

they are approximately at the late blastula/early gastrula

stage. Animals were then treated with U0126 from 24 to

48 hpf. This treatment regimen allows for the maternal

action of FGF components, thus mimicking a potential

flaw in the Nvfgfra morphant approach. qPCR analysis

of NvashA and Nvfgfra (a target of Nvfgfra MO [24])

demonstrated that Nvfgfra MO effectively inhibited

known targets, but not NvashA (Additional file 12:

Figure S7B). We saw similar results with SU5402

treatment (Additional file 12: Figure S7B). However,

U0126 treatment resulted in a strong reduction in all

genes assayed (Additional file 12: Figure S7). These

data argue that FGF signaling is not the source of the

neural phenotype. Thus, although the neural pheno-

type observed in U0126-treated animals is robust, it

is still unclear what signaling pathway(s) targeted by

U0126 regulates salt-and-pepper gene expression in

the embryonic ectoderm.

NvashA regulates a small subset of the salt-and-pepper

genes

We next wondered if NvashA acted to regulate any of

the U0126 target genes. Based on the role of proneural

genes in other animals we hypothesized that NvashA

might act upstream of or suppress expression of subsets

of the salt-and-pepper expressed U0126 targets. NvashA

was knocked down or overexpressed using the previ-

ously described NvashA translation blocking MO and in

vitro synthesized NvashA:venus mRNA [11]. We assayed

U0126 salt-and-pepper target expression by qPCR after
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disruption of NvashA and confirmed any genes that

showed a response to NvashA disruption by mRNA in

situ hybridization (Fig. 8). We included six control genes.

Four negative controls (Nvfgfra, Nvsfrp1/5-like, Nvsix3/6,

and NvotxC) represented broadly expressed regional pat-

terning genes unlikely to respond to changes in NvashA

function [19, 24, 54]. Two positive control genes, NvLWa-

mide-like (PrtID# 242283) and canalicular multispecific

anion transporter (PrtID# 12533), are both confirmed

positive targets of NvashA [11] and were both also down-

regulated in the U0126 array (Additional file 5: Table S2).

We first assayed for positive targets of NvashA. Over-

expression of NvashA increased the expression of Nvvsx-

like, Nvgfi-like, Nvcoup-like1, Nvsox2, and Nvtailless-like

(Fig. 8a, light gray bars). However, Nvvsx-like expression

was weakly upregulated following injection of NvashA:-

venus mRNA (Fig. 8a light grey bars; Fig. 8d), but Nvvsx-

like was the only upregulated gene that decreased after

NvashA knockdown by MO injection (Fig. 8a, dark gray

bars; Fig. 8b). These data argue that NvashA is necessary

and sufficient for the expression of Nvvsx-like

(Fig. 8a–d). NvashA was sufficient but not necessary

to regulate Nvtailless-like in the early gastrula. Over-

expression of NvashA increased the expression of

Nvtailless-like (Fig. 8a, light gray bars). However,

Nvtailless expression was not dependent on NvashA,

as its expression level was not decreased in NvashA

morphants (Fig. 8a, dark gray bars). Nvgfi-like,

Nvcoup-like1, and Nvsox2 also all showed increases in

expression following injection of NvashA mRNA

(Fig. 8a, light gray bars). However, injection of NvashA

MO also resulted in increased expression of all three

genes (Fig. 8a, dark gray bars). Because reciprocal pheno-

types are not observed between mRNA-injected and MO-

injected animals, and both morphant and overexpression

phenotypes were similar, it is unclear if changes in expres-

sion of Nvcoup-like1, Nvsox2, and Nvgfi-like reflect normal

NvashA activity. Thus, we exclude these genes as targets

of NvashA until NvashA mutant analysis can confirm that

they are downstream of NvashA in the early gastrula. We

conclude that Nvvsx-like is a positive target of NvashA.

We next investigated the 10 genes, Nvath-like,

NvemxLx, Nvhes-like3, Nvsox10-like, NvpaxA, Nvgcm,

Nvgfi-like, Nvhd145, Nvcoup-like2, and Nvelav1, that dis-

played changes in expression consistent with being puta-

tive negative targets of NvashA. Nvhd145 and Nvcoup-

like2 expression was reduced in NvashA-overexpressing

animals, but no change in either gene was observed in

NvashA morphants (Fig. 8a; Additional file 4: Figure S3).

These data suggest that although NvashA is sufficient to

suppress Nvhd145 and Nvcoup-like2, it does not likely

regulate these genes during embryonic stages. Nvath-

like, NvemxLx, Nvhes-like3, Nvsox10-like, NvpaxA,

Nvgcm, Nvgfi-like, and Nvelav1 showed increased ex-

pression at early gastrula stages in NvashA morphant

animals (Fig. 8a, light gray bars), which suggests that

they might be negative targets of NvashA. Only Nvath-

like and NvemxLx showed reciprocal changes in expres-

sion in NvashA gain and loss of function (Fig. 8a, dark

gray bars versus light gray bars). We were only able to

confirm the changes in Nvath-like expression by mRNA

in situ hybridization (Fig. 8e–g). In situ hybridizations

with the NvemxLx probe on wild-type embryos often

took >2 weeks to develop, and even then it was only de-

tectable in very few cells and in only a few of the ani-

mals, arguing that it is expressed at low levels and that

mRNA in situ hybridization is not sensitive enough to

verify this gene. Relative expression strength can be

Fig. 7 NvfgfRa does not regulate U0126-dependent salt-and-pepper gene expression. Relative fold change calculated from quantitative polymerase

chain reaction analysis of triplicate injections of the NvfgfRa morpholino (MO) or a control MO is graphed. Broadly expressed genes, Nvsfrp1/5, NvotxC,

and NvfgfRa, are included as controls. The remaining genes are the salt-and-pepper expressed genes identified by the U0126 microarray. The red box

indicates a region (1.5× to −1.5× fold change) that was defined as the cut off for a significant change in expression. Error bars represent standard error
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inferred by the qT value obtained for any given gene

during qPCR analysis. Essentially, qT values above 35

are often associated with genes that are not expressed.

We consistently obtained qT values of 32–33 for

NvemxLx, arguing that it is in fact very weakly

expressed. Although we could not confirm NvemxLx by

mRNA in situ hybridization, it is likely a negative target

of NvashA because it reproducibly showed reciprocal

changes in expression in response to an increase or de-

crease in NvashA function (Fig. 8a). The remaining puta-

tive negative targets did not show reduced expression

levels in NvashA:venus mRNA-injected animals, and

with exception to Nvsox10-like, their increased expres-

sion in NvashA morphant animals could not be con-

firmed by mRNA in situ hybridization (Additional file

13: Figure S8; data not shown). The increased expression

of Nvelav1 in NvashA morphants was somewhat surpris-

ing, because it has already been shown to be a positive

target of NvashA when assayed at later stages [11, 36].

However, NvashA only regulates a subset of Nvelav1-

positive neurons [9–11], and thus we suspect that Nva-

shA does not play a significant, if any, role in Nvelav1

regulation at this early time point. We conclude that

Nvath-like, NvemxLX, and Nvsox10-like are normally

Fig. 8 NvashA regulates a subset of U0126-dependent salt-and-pepper expressed genes. a Relative fold change calculated from quantitative

polymerase chain reaction analysis of triplicate injections of the NvashA morpholino (MO) versus a control MO (dark gray bars), or NvashA:venus-injected

versus control venus-injected animals (light gray bars). Broadly expressed NvfgfRa, Nvsfrp1/5, Nvsix3/6, and NvotxC regional patterning genes

were included as controls. Two positive control genes, 12533 and 242283, are included. The remaining genes are the salt-and-pepper

expressed genes identified by the U0126 microarray. The red box indicates a region between 1.5× and −1.5× fold change that corresponds to an

insignificant change in expression. The reciprocal phenotypes observed in NvashA MO and NvashA:venus mRNA-injected animals for Nvvsx-like (b–d)

and Nvath-like (e–g) were confirmed by mRNA in situ hybridization. Embryos were classified and quantified as the percent having normal expression,

weak expression, or no expression. The phenotypic class with the highest percentage of embryos is indicated. All embryo images are at the early

gastrula stage. All images are ectodermal focal planes of aboral views. Error bars represent standard error
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suppressed by NvashA at embryonic stages, and that

NvashA is sufficient to suppress expression of Nvath-like

and NvemxLX but not Nvsox10-like.

Discussion

Preliminary gene regulatory network and model describing

NvashA-dependent neurogenesis in the embryonic

ectoderm

Based on previous observations and data presented here,

we propose a model for and preliminary gene regulatory

network describing NvashA-dependent neurogenesis in

the early embryonic ectoderm of Nematostella (Fig. 9a,

b). Based on U0126 phenotypes, we hypothesize that

one or more not yet identified kinase signaling cas-

cade(s) acting through MEK provides a global cue that is

necessary for neural fates. It is not yet clear if all cells

are competent to respond to this cue. However, it ap-

pears that the number of competent cells is greater than

the number of cells that become neuralized, because evi-

dence suggests that Notch signaling integrates the global

cue to restrict a subset of cells to become Nvath-like-

and NvsoxB(2)-positive neural progenitor cells (Fig. 9).

Interestingly, we saw no evidence that either Nvnotch or

Nvdelta were affected by U0126 treatment (Additional

file 5: Table S2), which suggests that the refining activity

of Nvnotch is independently controlled. It is not clear

which, if either, transcription factor [Nvath-like or

NvsoxB(2)] is nearer the top of the neural cascade.

NvsoxB(2) is expressed maternally (Additional file 2: Fig-

ure S1), and both genes appear to be upregulated at ap-

proximately the same time in normal development

(Additional file 2: Figure S1; Additional file 10: Figure

S5). However, increased Nvath-like expression accumu-

lates before NvsoxB(2) increases in animals with inhib-

ited Notch activity [9]. Additionally, NvsoxB(2) and

NvashA co-expression can be observed in post-mitotic

cells, whereas Nvath-like and NvashA double-positive cells

are never observed [9]. Post-mitotic neurons do not ap-

pear to express Nvath-like and they lose NvsoxB2 expres-

sion. Lineage-specific pro-differentiation neural markers

such as NvashA are not expressed until post-mitotic

stages. The observation that NvashA suppresses Nvath-

like expression suggests that one of its functions is to in-

hibit neural progenitor identity. This is contrary to re-

ported interactions for Nvath-like and NvashA [9].

However, the previous study assessed phenotypes at later

time points, and thus cannot account for potential pheno-

types arising due to sustained loss of a key neurogenic

gene causing system-wide defects. Here we look closer at

the onset of neurogenesis, which provides less time for

potential nonspecific phenotypes to arise. Certainly

further efforts are needed to clarify this point. Nva-

shA also promotes the expression of distinct individ-

ual neuronal subtype markers. The mechanism by

which subtype markers are regulated is still unclear,

but it is likely that regionally expressed oral–aboral

patterning genes and the temporal window in which

neural progenitors/neurons are born likely contribute

to neural patterning [11, 19, 21].

It is not clear how only a subset of the NvsoxB(2) and

Nvath-like double-positive cells give rise to NvashA-ex-

pressing cells. NvsoxB(2), Nvath-like, and NvashA ex-

pression do not appear to be restricted to a distinct

spatial domain [9, 11, 41]. One hypothesis is that pro-

genitors give rise to different daughter cells with distinct

identities, and that NvashA defines one such identity.

This idea would be consistent with temporal patterning

observed for neural progenitor lineages in Drosophila

[58]. Alternatively, the time and position at which a pro-

genitor is born might determine its identity and sub-

sequently the identity of the neurons it generates [59,

60]. Regardless, functional studies support a much

broader role for the progenitor marker NvsoxB(2), and

suggest that some additional mechanism is acting to re-

strict NvashA expression to a subset of the NvsoxB(2)-

positive progenitors.

Additional putative neural genes identified here

We have identified 18 new genes expressed early (in late

blastula/early gastrula) stages that are candidate neural

regulators or neural subtype markers. The earliest

expressed gene in our temporal analysis was Nvath-like,

which had been previously identified as an early-acting

neurogenic gene. Two genes turned on slightly after

Nvath-like were Nvhes3-like and NvfoxD3-like. Previous

studies suggest that Nvhes3-like is not sufficient to regu-

late neurogenesis at this stage, but it cannot yet be ruled

out as a neural regulator because efficient Nvhes3-like

knockdowns are not yet reported [36]. The next two

genes to be expressed were Nvsox2 and Nvfoxq2-like.

Again, the broad expression of Nvsox2 was similar to

that of NvfoxD3-like and suggests that it may act broadly

to regulate neurogenesis. Nvfoxq2-like genes displayed

limited expression in the aboral region, suggesting their

neurogenic potential is limited to neurons arising from

that domain. The late-onset genes displayed both broad

and restricted expression patterns, suggesting that at

least some of these genes have roles regulating distinct

neural subtypes. This is supported by the inclusion of

NvashA as a late-onset gene. However, it must be noted

that neurogenesis in Nematostella is a continuous

process and late onset alone is not sufficient to suggest

that a gene acts at the later steps in neurogenesis. Re-

gardless, we have identified a number of putative neural

genes, and future work will allow us to both determine

which genes are definitively neural, and where each gene

fits into the regulatory networks describing the earliest

born neural subtypes in Nematostella.
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Fig. 9 Model of NvashA-dependent embryonic neurogenesis. a Model describing NvashA-dependent neurogenesis at early gastrula stage. Boxes

represent indicted cell types. Solid regulatory lines represent published observations, and dashed lines represent likely regulatory interactions.

b Biotapestry diagram of GRN
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Neural induction in Nematostella

MAPK/MEK activity is required for the expression of

key neural progenitor markers, suggesting that it might

be a component of neural induction in Nematostella.

Loss of neurogenesis following treatment with U0126

implies that a positive neurogenic cue is disrupted by

U0126 treatment. It is tempting to speculate that FGF

signaling may be responsible for neural induction, be-

cause FGF is a positive regulator of neural induction

during vertebrate development [15] and MEK activity

has been described to be downstream of FGF signaling in

other systems. However, we report no phenotype when

the broadly expressed NvfgfRa receptor was knocked

down (Fig. 7). However, we still suspect that some MAPK

signaling through MEK is necessary for neurogenesis. α–

phospho-Erk staining was detected throughout the embry-

onic ectoderm, and this staining was reduced in U0126-

treated animals (Fig. 2). Recently, MAPK signaling was

shown to positively promote neurogenesis in salamander

animal cap explants, in part by inhibiting BMP responsive-

ness due to decreased smad1 expression [13]. However,

expression of the putative neural marker Nvgata is not

sensitive to the level of Nvbmp2/4 in Nematostella gas-

trula [23]. Thus, the potential mechanism by which

MAPK/MEK signaling promotes neural fates is not yet

understood in Nematostella.

Possibly multiple neural inductive events during

Nematostella neurogenesis

Multiple observations raise the hypothesis that distinct

mechanisms may be necessary for neurogenesis in differ-

ent spatiotemporal windows in Nematostella. First,

Nvbmp2/4 does not appear to impact neurogenesis at

early embryonic stages, but expression of neural markers

such as Nvelav1 and NvashA are sensitive to the levels

of Nvbmp2/4 and Nvbmp5/8 in planulae [22, 23]. Sec-

ond, NvashA was not detected in U0126-treated em-

bryos at early gastrula stages, but animals that were

allowed to continue developing in the presence of

U0126 begin to show NvashA expression, albeit in very

few cells (Additional file 12: Figure S7). Third, very few

NvLWamide-positive and NvanthoRFamide-positive cells

were able to form in U0126-treated animals, which sug-

gests that a subset of NvLWamide and NvanthoRFamide

neurons may be U0126-independent. The potential for

multiple neural programs acting in Nematostella suggest

that efforts to isolate specific neurons born in unique

spatiotemporal windows as well developing conditional

alleles to investigate later time points in isolation will im-

prove our understanding of neurogenesis in Nematostella.

Patterning genes identified in the UO126 microarray

In addition to the genes with a neural-like expression

pattern, our forward molecular approach identified ~40

genes downstream of MEK that were expressed at the

animal pole, including genes expressed in the presump-

tive endomesoderm and genes expressed at the aboral

pole. These data suggest that MAPK acts broadly in the

embryo to regulate germ layer specification as well as re-

gional identities associated with axial patterning. UO126

treatment has been reported to suppress formation of

the apical tuft at the aboral pole of the larva, likely via

inhibition of NvFGFRa-mediated MAPK signaling [24,

26]. However, early embryonic patterning of the aboral

domain has been largely understudied, and preliminary

data suggest that distinct mechanisms act at early (em-

bryonic) and late (larval) stages of aboral patterning [19].

Additional FGF receptors and ligands are detected in the

oral domain of Nematostella, suggesting that FGF-

mediated MAPK signaling normally regulates U0126 tar-

gets identified that display oral/animal pole expression

[25]. However, targeted gene-specific knockdowns will

be important to further determine exact mechanisms by

which MEK activity impacts aboral and/or germ layer

specification.

Conclusions

Our data indicate MAPK signaling is necessary for

neurogenesis in the embryonic ectoderm of Nematos-

tella. Our work also built upon previous observations to

improve our understanding of the molecular mecha-

nisms underlying cnidarian neurogenesis and described

two transgenes that describe distinct neural subtypes in

Nematostella. Lastly, we identified ~120 signaling mole-

cules and transcription factors that act downstream of

MEK in MAPK signaling. Future characterization of the

genes will provide critical cues about the early pat-

terning mechanisms acting during Nematostella devel-

opment, which will be important to allow improved

understanding about the origin and evolution of

neurogenesis, axial patterning, and endomesoderm

specification.

Methods
Culture and spawning of Nematostella vectensis

Adult Nematostella were cultivated either at the Kewalo

Marine Laboratory/PBRC of the University of Hawaii

(USA), the Whitney Laboratory for Marine Bioscience of

the University of Florida (USA), the Institute for

Research on Cancer and Aging of the University of

Nice-Sophia-Antipolis (FRA), or Lehigh University

(USA) according to the protocol described in [45]. Males

and females were kept in separate glass bowls (250 ml)

in 1/3× seawater (salinity: 12 pp) [5] at 17 °C in the dark

and water was changed weekly. Animals were fed three/

four times a week with pieces of oysters or brine

shrimps. Manipulating the light cycle induced spawning

and oocytes and sperm were collected separately [4].
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The gelatinous mass around the eggs was removed with

4 % L-Cystein in 1/3× seawater before fertilization and

then washed three times with 1/3× seawater. For the

simultaneous development of the embryos, all oocytes

were fertilized in glass dishes at the same time with

0.5 ml of diluted sperm. Fertilized eggs were kept in dark

in filtered 1/3× seawater at 17 °C until the desired stage.

U0126 and SU5402 treatments

The MEK (U0126, Sigma, # U120) and FGF (SU5402,

Sigma, # SML0443) antagonists were dissolved at a stock

concentration of 10 mM in DMSO and added at to 1/3×

filtered seawater to generate final concentrations as indi-

cated. For SU5402, analysis was done at a final concen-

tration of 20 μM, and for U0126 most experiments were

conducted at a final concentration of 15 μM. Unless in-

dicated, embryos were treated with the drug directly

after fertilization and kept in the dark at 17 °C. If

needed, U0126 was replaced every 24 h with fresh solu-

tions to maintain activity. Treatments were compared to

DMSO-treated control embryos. Embryos were fixed for

in situ hybridization and morphological analysis at in-

dicated stages. mRNA of embryos was extracted 24

hpf (late blastula stage) from two distinct biological

replicates for microarray analysis.

RNA extraction, quantitative PCR, and microarray analysis

RNA extraction, qPCR, and microarray analysis were

performed following protocols described in [46]. RNA

for qPCR and microarray analysis was isolated with Tri-

Pure (Roche, #11667157001) or TRIzol (Invitrogen,

#15596-026) according to the manufacturer's instruc-

tions, and genomic contamination removed using

RNase-free DNase (Qiagen, #79254) for 15 min at 37 °C.

The total amount of RNA was quantified with a Nano-

Drop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and

the quality analyzed with a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent

Technologies Inc.). To generate cDNA, 1 μg of total

RNA was used with the Advantage RT-PCR kit (Clon-

tech, #639506) for qPCR analysis. For the fine-scale tem-

poral analysis, total RNA was extracted from the

following stages (in hpf ): 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,

20, 24, 28, 32, 40, and 48. qPCR analysis using a Light-

Cycler 480 (Roche) utilizing LightCycler 480 SYBR

Green 1 Master mix (Roche, #04887352001) was carried

out as described previously [11]. Efficiencies for each

gene-specific primer pair was determined using a five-

fold serial dilution series and only primers with an effi-

ciency ranging from 1.8 to 2.15 were used for further

analysis (Additional file 14: Table S6). The housekeeping

genes Nvactin and/or Nvgadph were used to normalize

relative fold changes between control and manipulated

embryos. Each qPCR analysis was repeated on at least

three independent biological replicates and changes were

analyzed using a Student’s t test. Microarray analysis was

conducted by sending 20 μg of total RNA (RIN value

>8) to NimbleGen (Iceland) for further cDNA synthesis,

labeling, and array hybridization. Two replicates were

sent for each control and U0126-treated animals were

sent. The 4-plex microarray (72,000 features) is an

oligonucleotide-based chip version, custom designed and

produced by NimbleGen Systems (Roche). Array data

are available from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/ex-

periments/E-MTAB-4831/. Gene expression levels were

normalized in the Nimblescan software according to

[47, 48] and fold changes calculated by comparing ex-

pression values from control and treated embryos.

Array results were screened based on the provided

genome annotations assigned to each array spotID. If

no clear blast hit or gene information was assigned to

the prediction gene model from the Joint Genome In-

stitute, we retrieved the genomic sequences from

http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Nemve1/Nemve1.home.html

for the given gene and performed manual BLAST

(BLASTX) searches [49] against the NCBI database to

determine the nature of the predicted gene product.

All sequences from genes of interest have been used

for BLAST analysis to confirm their nature and to

determine previously published genes.

In situ hybridization, pERK, actin, and nuclear staining

Previously described gene sequences were used to sub-

clone into pGemT (Promega, #A3600) from mixed stage

cDNA. All other sequences used in this study were iso-

lated in the course of a microarray analysis. Genome pre-

dictions as well as expressed sequence tag sequence

information were combined to design primers (Additional

file 15: Table S7) that allowed the amplification and clon-

ing of genes between 0.5 kb and 2 kb as described above.

Accession numbers for all analyzed genes in this study

can be found in Additional file 6: Table S3 and Additional

file 7: Table S4. Embryo fixation, probe synthesis, and in

situ hybridization were performed as previously described

[42]. The MegaScript Transcription Kit (Ambion) was

used to synthesize 0.5–2 kb digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled

(Roche, #11573152910) riboprobes. Hybridization of ribo-

probes (1 ng/μl) was carried out at 62 °C in 50 % formam-

ide hybe buffer and visualization of the labeled probe was

performed using NBT/BCIP as a substrate for the alkaline

phosphatase-conjugated anti-DIG antibody (Roche,

#11093274910). To analyze embryonic and larval morph-

ology, we used Biodipy FL Phallacidin (Molecular Probes/

Invitrogen, #B607) and propidium iodide (Sigma, #81845)

to stain f-actin and the cell nuclei respectively as described

previously [61]. To analyze embryonic localization of acti-

vated ERK, we used a monoclonal antibody that recog-

nizes a phosphorylated epitope of the activated form of

ERK [Phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204);
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Cell Signaling, # 4370)]. Antibodies were diluted at 1:200

in blocking solution (PBT (Phosphate Buffered Saline +

0.1 % Tween) + 10 % normal goat serum) overnight at 4 °

C. Following six washes in PBT, embryos were incubated

with the secondary antibody (anti-rabbit Ig), and diluted

at 1:250 for at least 4 h to overnight at 4 °C on a

shaking rocker. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was

used for washes between antibodies. Specimens were

mounted in 80 % glycerol.

Imaging

In situ hybridization images were taken on either a Zeiss

AxioScop 2 mounted with an Axiocam camera triggered

by Axiovision software (Carl Zeiss), a Zeiss Axio Imager

A2 mounted with a Canon 6D triggered by Canon pro-

fessional software, or a Nikon NTi using a Nikon DS-

Ri2 color camera and the Elements software (Nikon). All

expression patterns described here have been submitted

to Kahi Kai, a comparative invertebrate gene expression

database [62] hosted at http://www.kahikai.org/

index.php?content=genes. Scoring of treatment pheno-

types was performed on either a Zeiss Z-1 Axio imager

or a Zeiss Axio Imager A2 microscope and confocal im-

aging was conducted on either a Zeiss LSM710 or Zeiss

LSM Exciter microscope running the LSM ZEN software

(Carl Zeiss). Fluorescent images were false-colored. The

fluorescent channels were merged using ImageJ (http://

rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) and cropped to final size in Photo-

shop Cs6 (Adobe Inc.). Confocal images for Fig. 5 were

processed using Imaris 8.1 (Bitplane).

Microinjection of mRNA and morpholinos

NvashA:venus or venus mRNA was injected into em-

bryos at 150 ng/μl as previously described [6, 11, 36].

Antisense translation blocking MO against Nvfgfra [24]

and NvashA [11] (GeneTools Inc.; Philomath, OR, USA)

and a control MO (5′ AATAAAAAGAATGCCCCCT-

CACCTCT 3′) with no known targets in the predicted

Nematostella genome were injected at 1 mM

concentrations.

Transgenic strain generation

To generate transgenic animals we amplified genomic

DNA from position Scaffold21: 1349994-1347681 for

Nv239910 (serum amyloid A-like) and from Scaffold60:

1049346-1046951 for Nv242283 (NvLWamide-like).

Numbers correspond to genomic positions available in

the Nematostella genome version 1.0 http://genome.jgi.-

doe.gov/Nemve1/Nemve1.home.html. We cloned each

fragment into the pNvT vector in front of the mcherry

coding sequence as previously reported [37]. Animals

were injected as previously reported [37], and stable F1

lines were identified by screening for fluorescence and

outcrossing to wild-type animals.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Table S1. Dose-dependent effects of U0126 on

Nvsprouty, Nvbrachyury, and Nv-fgfA1 expression. Dose-dependent effects

of U0126 analyzed by in situ hybridization. Analyzed U0126 concentration

as indicated in Row 1 and number of embryos with phenotype scored

based on expansion/reduction of the domain of expression as indicated

in the column on the right. (XLS 33 kb)

Additional file 2: Figure S1. Summary of NvsoxB(2) RNA-seq data. Plot

used data obtained from [33] from two duplicate RNA-seq data sets that

generated transcriptomes over the first 19 hpf. Black trace shows average

of two replicates. (JPG 471 kb)

Additional file 3: Figure S2. Changes in NvashA, Nvath-like, and

NvsoxB2 expression following drug treatments or in with increased Notch

activity. mRNA in situ hybridization for NvsoxB(2) (A) and NvashA (B) in

DMSO-treated control animals grown to early planula stages (48 hpf at

22 °C). NvsoxB(2) (A’) and NvashA (B’) expression in same stage animal

treated with U0126 from 24 to 48 hpf or treated with SU5402 from 24 to

48 hpf (B”). mRNA in situ expression of Nvath-like (C) and NvsoxB(2) (D) in

control embryos injected with the venus mRNA. Expression of Nvath-like

(C’) and NvsoxB(2) (D’) in animals injected with NvnotchICD:venus (the

intracellular domain of the Notch receptor), which has been previously

shown to hyperactivate Notch signaling. Embryos were classified and

quantified as the percent having normal expression, weak expression, or

no expression. The phenotypic class with the highest percentage of embryos

is indicated. In C and D, the main figure panels are ectodermal focal planes,

and insets show deeper focal planes used to confirm embryonic stage. All

images are of lateral views with the oral side to the left. (TIF 34682 kb)

Additional file 4: Figure S3. NvAshA:Venus localization in U0126-

treated animals. NvAshA:Venus protein was detected at high levels and

with strong nuclear localization in U0126-treated animals. (TIF 16187 kb)

Additional file 5: Table S2. Array data for NvsoxB(2), Nvnotch, Nvdelta,

and neural genes used for transgenes or controls in qPCR experiments.

(XLSX 38 kb)

Additional file 6: Table S3. Genes with at least a 2-fold change after

U0126 treatments based on our array analysis. (XLSX 3983 kb)

Additional file 7: Table S4. Selection of 22 genes upregulated after

U0126 treatment. Selected genes that were significantly (P < 0.05) at least

2-fold upregulated by U0126 treatments. SpotID was the genome protein

model ID (JGI) used for the array design. The gene name is based on the

best BLAST hit and if available the previously published name(s) is used.

Abbreviations are indicated in the table legend at the bottom. References

are included in the main text. (XLSX 27 kb)

Additional file 8: Table S5. Selection of 100 genes downregulated

after U0126 treatments. Selected genes that were significantly (P < 0.05) at

least 2-fold downregulated by U0126 treatments. SpotID was the genome

protein model ID (JGI) used for the array design. The gene name is based

on the best BLAST hit and if available the previously published name(s) is

used. Color code and abbreviations are indicated in the table legend at the

bottom. References are included in the main text. (XLSX 37 kb)

Additional file 9: Figure S4. Summary of animal hemisphere and

aboral expression genes identified by U0126 array. mRNA in situ patterns

are included in a manuscript currently in preparation. (PDF 39 kb)

Additional file 10: Figure S5. Gene expression analyzed by

quantitative polymerase chain reaction. Salt-and-pepper expressed genes

as represented in Fig. 6. High-density gene expression profiles are

represented by charts for all genes expressed at the blastula stage

[24 hours post fertilization (hpf)] and/or gastrula stage (48 hpf) analyzed

in this study. The y-axis indicates the relative fold change compared to

unfertilized eggs. The x-axis indicates developmental time in hpf. Gene

names as indicated in the top left corner and the Cp value in unfertilized

eggs is indicated in the top right corner of each panel and was used to

determine the presence of maternal transcripts in Fig. 6 (Cp > 34.00). Cp

corresponds to the crossing point, also known as the cycle threshold (Ct)

value. (PDF 599 kb)

Additional file 11: Figure S6. Summary temporal gene expression

analysis. Summarized results of the temporal high density profiling (qPCR)
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used to determine the presence of maternal transcripts and significant

zygotic upregulation of a given gene expressed in individual cells of the

ectoderm. n.d. Not determined. *Genes that have been identified and

their spatial blastula and gastrula expression patterns characterized

elsewhere (see Additional file 6: Table S3, Additional file 7: Table S4 and

Additional file 8: Table S5). (PDF 62 kb)

Additional file 12: Figure S7. NvashA expression in animals with varied

regiments of U0126 treatment. (A) NvashA expression in control animals,

or in animals treated with U0126 continuously for 48 hours, or from 24 to

48 hpf. Unlike early stages when no NvashA expression could be

detected (Fig. 3), NvashA expression was ultimately detected in U0126-

treated animals by 48 hpf. Treatment with U0126 from 24 to 48 hpf

reduced NvashA expression, but NvashA could be detected in many cells,

albeit at reduced levels. (B) Levels of NvashA and Nvfgfa1 as detected by

qPCR at late gastrula stage (48 hpf at 17 °C) in animals injected with the

Nvfgfra MO or treated with U0126 or SU5402 from 24 to 48 hpf. Relative

expression levels are compared to control MO- or DMSO-treated animals

respectively. The red box defines 1.5 to −1.5 fold change region. Error

bars are standard error. (TIF 11166 kb)

Additional file 13: Figure S8. NvashA regulation of target genes in the

embryonic ectoderm. Gene expression in NvashA morphants (A–C),

control morpholino (D–F), and NvashA mRNA injected (G, H).

Quantification below each image represents percent of embryos in each

phenotypic class (see key in figure). All images except C and F are aboral

views. C and F are oral views. Embryos were classified and quantified as

the percent having normal expression, weak expression, or no

expression.. The phenotypic class with the highest percentage of

embryos is indicated. (TIF 21122 kb)

Additional file 14: Table S6. Primer pairs used in this study for qPCR

analysis. (XLS 53 kb)

Additional file 15: Table S7. Primer pairs used in this study for gene

cloning. (XLS 73 kb)
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A B S T R A C T

Germ layer formation and axial patterning are biological processes that are tightly linked during embryonic

development of most metazoans. In addition to canonical WNT, it has been proposed that ERK-MAPK signaling

is involved in specifying oral as well as aboral territories in cnidarians. However, the effector and the molecular

mechanism underlying latter phenomenon is unknown. By screening for potential effectors of ERK-MAPK

signaling in both domains, we identified a member of the ETS family of transcription factors, Nverg that is bi-

polarily expressed prior to gastrulation. We further describe the crucial role of NvERG for gastrulation,

endomesoderm as well as apical domain formation. The molecular characterization of the obtained NvERG

knock-down phenotype using previously described as well as novel potential downstream targets, provides

evidence that a single transcription factor, NvERG, simultaneously controls expression of two different sets of

downstream targets, leading to two different embryonic gene regulatory networks (GRNs) in opposite poles of

the developing embryo. We also highlight the molecular interaction of cWNT and MEK/ERK/ERG signaling

that provides novel insight into the embryonic axial organization of Nematostella, and show a cWNT repressive

role of MEK/ERK/ERG signaling in segregating the endomesoderm in two sub-domains, while a common

input of both pathways is required for proper apical domain formation. Taking together, we build the first

blueprint for a global cnidarian embryonic GRN that is the foundation for additional gene specific studies

addressing the evolution of embryonic and larval development.

1. Introduction

Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) induced ERK signaling plays a

crucial role in various aspects of mesoderm formation and coordinating

cell movements in bilaterian animals (Schulte-Merker and Smith,

1995; Burdine et al., 1997; Draper et al., 2003; Röttinger et al.,

2004, 2008, 2015; Stathopoulos et al., 2004; Yasuo and Hudson, 2007;

Ota et al., 2009; Bertrand et al., 2011; Green et al., 2013). FGFs bind to

FGF Receptors (FGFRs) that are part of the RTK (Receptor Tyrosine

Kinase) family, in order to activate an intracellular MAP Kinase (RAS/

MEK/ERK) signaling cascade leading to the phosphorylation of

transcription factors and thus the repression or activation of down-

stream targets (Bertrand et al., 2014). Well known transcriptional

regulators whose activity can be controlled by MEK/ERK signaling,

belong to the ETS domain containing family of transcription factors

(Selvaraj et al., 2015).

Cnidarians are the extant sister group to all bilaterians and their

phylogenetic position makes them very interesting for understanding

the evolution of biological novelties (Martindale and Hejnol, 2009;

Technau and Steele, 2011; Layden et al., 2016a). One intensely used

cnidarian model is the anthozoan sea anemone Nematostella vectensis

that can easily be cultured and manipulated under laboratory condi-

tions and for which functional genomic tools are well established

(Layden et al., 2016a, 2013; Hand and Uhlinger, 1992; Darling et al.,

2005; Putnam et al., 2007; Ikmi et al., 2014). Based on the sequenced

Nematostella genome (Putnam et al., 2007), 15 putative FGF ligands

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2017.08.015
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and three potential receptors have been identified (Matus et al., 2007;

Rentzsch et al., 2008) with the spatial expression patterns reported for

three ligands and two receptors (Matus et al., 2007; Rentzsch et al.,

2008; Röttinger et al., 2012). Two ligands and one receptor (NvfgfA1,

NvfgfA2, NvfgfrA) are expressed in the vegetal hemisphere/apical

domain, the ligand Nvfgf8 is expressed in the animal hemisphere and

its descendants, and the receptor NvfgfrB in derivatives of both poles.

Interestingly, Nvsprouty, a well described downstream target and

modulator of FGF signaling (Hacohen et al., 1998; Casci et al., 1999;

Kramer et al., 1999), is also expressed in both extremities of the

developing embryo/larvae (Matus et al., 2007). Only based on these

expression patterns, FGF signaling has been suggested to play a role in

gastrulation and neural development (Matus et al., 2007). However,

the importance of the FGF pathway has so far only been analyzed at

late stages of development and shown to be crucial for apical organ

formation and metamorphosis (Rentzsch et al., 2008; Sinigaglia et al.,

2013, 2014).

The vegetal pole of cnidarian embryos gives rise to the apical organ,

characterized by an apical tuft, a group of long cilia, at the aboral most

part of the planula larvae (Hand and Uhlinger, 1992; Rentzsch et al.,

2008; Martindale et al., 2004). Recent studies have shown that a gene

regulatory module involving the transcription factor Six3/6, FGF

signaling as well as Frizzled 5/8, that potentially signals through ß-

catenin, is required to specify and pattern the apical domain, form the

apical tuft and subsequently allow the process of metamorphosis into a

sessile juvenile (Rentzsch et al., 2008; Sinigaglia et al., 2013, 2014;

Leclère et al., 2016). Unfortunately, little is known about the role of

MEK/ERK signaling in the specification of the apical domain prior to

the onset of gastrulation.

Cnidarians are so-called diploblastic animals that, although they

possess the genetic toolkit involved in bilaterian mesoderm formation,

lack a true mesodermal germ layer (Röttinger et al., 2012; Martindale

et al., 2004; Technau and Scholz, 2003). A precise embryonic cell

lineage analysis has yet to be performed in cnidarians due to the lack of

a stereotyped cleavage program but existing labeling experiments

clearly indicate that derivatives of cells from the animal hemisphere

in Nematostella gives rise to the epitheliomuscular gut, the pharynx

and the mouth of the planula larva (Lee et al., 2007; Fritzenwanker

et al., 2007). In a previous study, we have defined three gene

expression domains within the animal hemisphere of the blastula prior

to the onset of gastrulation; the central domain, the central ring and the

external ring that appears to give rise to the gut (bodywall endomeso-

derm), pharynx and mouth respectively (Röttinger et al., 2012). This

work also showed that canonical WNT signaling (cWnt) is required for

proper gene expression within all three domains, in particular for genes

expressed within the central ring domain and normal pharynx forma-

tion (Röttinger et al., 2012). Interestingly, cWnt/TCF represses ex-

pression of the potential FGF ligand, fgf8A, in the central ring (animal

hemisphere) restricting its expression to the central domain, suggest-

ing a role of FGF induced ERK/MAPK signaling in endomesoderm

formation (Röttinger et al., 2012). However, a recent study that focuses

on the role of ERK/MAPK signaling in the initiation of the neurogenic

program in Nematostella development, suggest that FGFR might not

be the (sole) activator of this pathway in the presumptive endomeso-

derm (Layden et al., 2016b). The same authors have also shown that

pharmacologically inhibition of ERK/MAPK signaling using U0126, a

potent inhibitor of the ERK activating kinase MEK (Davies et al., 2000;

DeSilva et al., 1998), after fertilization blocks gastrulation and en-

domesoderm formation (Layden et al., 2016b). As this treatment

perturbs gene expression within the animal hemisphere as well as

the apical domain, this further suggests a dual role of this pathway in

germ layer formation and axial patterning (Layden et al., 2016b). In

addition, by using a genome wide expression array approach, the

authors have identified a large set of putative downstream targets of

this pathway of which only the genes potentially involved in neurogen-

esis have been reported (Layden et al., 2016b).

In this study, we present the spatio-temporal expression of NvERG,

a member of the ETS family of transcription factors that is expressed in

both, the central domain of the animal hemisphere as well as in the

apical domain of the vegetal hemisphere. Inhibition of NvERG

phenocopies the effects of disrupting MEK/ERK signaling, causing

the failure of gastrulation and endomesoderm formation as well as the

perturbation of apical tuft development. Fine scale temporal and

spatial gene expression analysis of genes identified in a differential

genome wide expression array comparing DMSO (control) and U0126

treated embryos (Layden et al., 2016b) enabled us to describe 39

potential downstream targets of this pathway that are expressed in the

presumptive endomesoderm as well as in the apical domain. Finally,

molecular analysis of the resulting phenotype in NvERG morphants,

highlights its crucial role for setting up the gene regulatory networks

(GRNs) underlying endomesoderm forming within the central domain

as well as apical domain patterning. Interestingly, we functionally

confirmed a computational prediction (Abdol et al., 2017) that NvERG

negatively regulates Nvbra expression in the central domain, in order

to restrict its expression in the central ring. This work enables us today

to draw a global blueprint of genetic interactions governing specifica-

tion, patterning and morphogenic events underlying embryonic devel-

opment of Nematostella.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Culture and spawning of Nematostella vectensis

Adult Nematostella were cultivated either at the Kewalo Marine

Laboratory/PBRC of the University of Hawaii (USA), the Whitney

Laboratory for Marine Bioscience of the University of Florida (USA) or

the Institute for Research on Cancer and Aging of the University of

Nice-Sophia-Antipolis (FRA). Culture and spawning/fertilization was

performed according to the protocol described in (Röttinger et al.,

2012). Fertilized eggs were kept in dark in filtered 1/3 seawater at

16 °C until the desired stage.

2.2. RNA Extraction and quantitative PCR (qPCR)

RNA Extraction and quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed

following protocols described in (Röttinger et al., 2012): For the fine

scale temporal analysis total RNA was extracted from the following

stages (in hours post fertilization, hpf): 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,

20, 24, 28, 32, 40, 48. For the molecular phenotype analysis, total

RNA was extracted 24hpf. Samples were obtained from three

biological replicates and performed in three technical replicates.

qPCR analysis using a LightCycler 480 (Roche) utilizing LightCycler

480 SYBR Green 1 Master mix (Roche, #04887352001) was carried out

as described previously (Layden et al., 2012). The full list of qPCR

primer pairs and their efficiency used in this study can be found in

Table S2 or (Layden et al., 2016b). The houskeeping genes Nvactin

and/or Nvgadph were used to normalize relative fold changes between

control and manipulated embryos and each qPCR analysis was

repeated on independent biological replicates.

2.3. In situ hybridization, actin and nuclear staining

Previously described gene sequences were used to sub-clone into

pGemT (Promega, #A3600) from mixed stage cDNA. All other

sequences used in this study were isolated in the course of a microarray

analysis (Layden et al., 2016b). Genome predictions as well as EST
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sequence information were combined to design primer pairs (Table S3,

(Layden et al., 2016b)) that allow the amplification and cloning of

genes between 05.kb and 2 kb. PCR amplified cDNA fragments,

corresponding to partial or full-length sequences of the gene of interest,

have been cloned into pGEMT vectors (Promega, #1360). T7 and SP6

primers have been used to amplify the insert and subsequently used for

anti-sense probe synthesis using either the T7 or SP6 promoters

(Ambion, #AM1330, #AM1333). Probe integrity was validated by

RNA electrophoresis and presented expression patterns observed in

at least three independent experiments. Accession numbers for all

analyzed genes in this study can be found in Layden et al. (2016b) as

well as in Table S4, S5. Embryo fixation, probe synthesis and in situ

hybridization were performed as previously described (Röttinger et al.,

2012; Martindale et al., 2004). To analyze embryonic and larval

morphology, we used Biodipy FL Phallacidin (Molecular Probes/

Invitrogen, #B607), propidium iodide (Sigma, #81845) and an anti-

acetylated tubulin antibody (Sigma, #T6793), to stain f-actin, the cell

nuclei and the apical tuft respectively following the protocols described

previously (Magie et al., 2007).

2.4. Nomenclature

Nomenclature of the newly identified genes follows the approach

used in (Röttinger et al., 2012). To distinguish between previously

published genes, and newly identified putative TFs and signaling

molecules, we used the best Blast Hit identification, followed by ‘‘- like’’

to designate the newly identified gene sequences. While ‘‘Blast hit’’

approaches can be used to provide a general idea of the protein

family, a detailed phylogenetic analysis is required to better resolve

these gene orthologies, especially when paralogy issues or when

multiple gene predictions are present for one gene family.

2.5. cDNA construction, MO-NvERG design and microinjection

cDNA constructs encoding the wild type ORF (NvERG) and a

dominant negative form (NvERG-DB1) of NvERG, were generated by

PCR using the following primers:

NvERG_FWD 5′ATGTATGGTTTAAGTTCAGAATC-3′

NvERG-DB1_FWD 5′-ATGTTCAATGCCAGCCCGATG-3′

NvERG_REV 5′GGCGTAGTAGGTCATACTGGC-3′

The reverse primer used in combination with both forward primers

was lacking the stop codon for fusion with a C-terminal Venus

fluorescent tag. All cDNA constructs were cloned, linearized and

transcribed according to (Layden et al., 2013; Röttinger et al., 2012).

mRNAs were injected in zygotes at final concentrations of 0.2–0.5 mg/

ml. A splice blocking morpholino antisense oligonucleotide (Gene Tools)

was designed (MO-NvERG 5′-CTTACTTTTTCTCAAGAC-

GCACAGA-3′) to target the exon3-intron3 boundary of NvERG and

used from 0.3 to 0.9 mMwithout noticeable toxicity. A control MO (MO-

CTRL 5′- AGAGGAAGAATAACATACCCTGTCC-3′ (35)) was also in-

jected at a concentration of 0,9 mM. Animals were sorted after

injection to eliminate the un-injected animals as indicated by the lack

of fluorescence.Microinjections were carried out as described in (Layden

et al., 2013; Röttinger et al., 2012) and the following primers used to test

the splice-blocking efficiency of the MO (Fig. 1):

NvERG_Mosplice_FWD 5′-ACCAAAGAACACGTTCGCCAGTGGA-3′,

NvEtsA_Mosplice_REV 5′ATCGCAAACCCCCAGGCTCTCC-3′

2.6. Imaging

in situ hybridization images were taken on either a Zeiss AxioScop 2

or a Zeiss Axio Imager A2 mounted with an Axiocam camera triggered

by Axiovision software (Carl Zeiss). All expression patterns described

here have been submitted to Kahi Kai, a comparative invertebrate gene

expression database (Ormestad et al., 2011) hosted at http://www.ka-

hikai.org/index.php?content=genes. Scoring of treatment phenotypes

was performed on either a Zeiss Z-1 Axio imager or a Zeiss Axio Imager

A2 microscope and confocal imaging was conducted on either a Zeiss

LSM710 or Zeiss LSM Exciter microscope running the LSM ZEN

software (Carl Zeiss). Fluorescent images were false-colored, the

fluorescent channels merged using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/

) and cropped to final size in Photoshop Cs6 (Adobe Inc.).

3. Results

3.1. Nverg is expressed in the central and the apical domains

In recent reports from Nematostella, genes belonging to the family

of ETS transcription factors have been identified and reported

(Röttinger et al., 2012; Layden et al., 2016b). However, the entire

complement of this transcription factor family in cnidarians is cur-

rently unknown. We have identified 12 genes that encode proteins

predicted to contain an ETS DNA binding domain defining this family

of transcription factors. A phylogenetic analysis of those factors has

revealed that Nematostella possess members of 8 out of 11 ETS sub-

familes (Fig. 1Aa, Fig. S1) (Laudet et al., 1993, 1999). We have further

analyzed their spatio-temporal expression at late blastula stages and

observed clear expression patterns for 3 genes (Nvets-likeA (previously

called NvelkA-like (Röttinger et al., 2012)), Nvpea3 (previously called

Nvpea3-like (Layden et al., 2016b)) and Nverg. Nvets-likeA was

identified to respond to over-activated canonical Wnt signaling (1-

azakenpaullone treatments) and is expressed in the central domain

(Röttinger et al., 2012). Nvpea3, identified to be downstream of ERK/

MAPK signaling (U0126 treatments) is expressed in individual cells of

a circumferential territory within the ectodermal body wall (Layden

et al., 2016b). One gene that retained our particular attention was

Nverg, whose transcripts were detected in a bi-polar manner within the

central as well as the apical domains of the late blastula/very early

gastrula (Fig. 1Ad,Ae). While it is only detected in the central domain

at blastula stages (Fig. 1Ad, inset), the apical expression appears

progressively when the animal regions flattens prior to its invagina-

tion (Fig. 1Ad, Ae). At later stages this gene was expressed within the

forming mouth opening, the gastrodermis as well as the apical pole

(Fig. 1Af). Interestingly, this gene has not been previously identified in

any of the microarray studies analyzing the effects of blocking FGF

signaling in the apical domain (Sinigaglia et al., 2014) or general ERK/

MAPK inhibition (Layden et al., 2016b), suggesting that it may have

been missed or that its activity might be regulated by post-transcrip-

tional modifications. Fine-scale qPCR analysis of Nverg temporal gene

expression revealed that it is maternally expressed and that the onset of

zygotic expression occurs between 12 and 14 h post fertilization (hpf, at

17 C, Fig. 1Ab).

3.2. Inhibition of NvERG prevents formation of the gut and perturbs

the genesis of the apical tuft

In order to block activity of NvERG during Nematostella develop-

ment, we used a splice blocking morpholino (MO-NvERG) targeting

exon three of this gene and thus creating a truncated version of the

protein that is lacking the DNA binding domain (Fig. 1Ba).

Microinjecting increasing concentrations of MO-NvERG into oocytes

followed up by PCR revealed that MO-NvERG injection at 0.9 mM

causes drastic splice defects (Fig. 1Bb). We further analyzed the

morphological phenotypes induced by the disruption of NvERG func-

tion and observed that MO-NvERG morphants entirely failed to

gastrulate and form a gut (Fig. 1Cf-h) compared to control embryos
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(Fig. 1Cb-d). This resulting phenotype can be the direct consequence of

the absence of morphogenetic movements required for gastrulation or

indirectly, caused by the lack of bodywall endomesoderm that becomes

the future gut. In addition, MO-NvERG also perturbs the formation of

the apical tuft (Fig. 1Ch) as revealed by acetylated tubulin staining

(Rentzsch et al., 2008). In order to confirm the specificity of MO-
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NvERG, we performed a rescue experiment by overexpressing mRNA

encoding a wild-type, Venus tagged version of NvERG after MO-

NvERG injection, and observed that gastrulation movements are

restored in the majority of analyzed embryos (Fig. S2A-G). A control

rescue experiment using TomatoNLSmRNA instead of NvERG: Venus,

failed to rescue the phenotype (Fig. S2D,H), showing that the rescued

phenotype is NvERG specific. We also microinjected a dominant

negative form of NvERG (NvERG-DB) that is lacking the transactiva-

tion domain in the N-terminus of the protein (Pourtier-Manzanedo

et al., 2003). While not as efficient as MO-NvERG, injection of NvERG-

DB caused i) severe perturbations of gut formation and gastrulation

movements (that appear to recover partially during later embryonic

development) and ii) the perturbation of apical tuft development

(Fig. 1i-l). All together these experiments show that NvERG is required

for gut formation and participates in apical tuft genesis. Interestingly,

this loss of NvERG function in Nematostella causes a phenotype that is

strikingly similar to the one described from blocking ERK/MAPK

signaling using U0126 (Layden et al., 2016b), supporting the idea that

NvERG might be one of the effectors of ERK/MAPK signaling in the

animal as well as the vegetal hemispheres.

3.3. Differential expression of ERK/MAPK targets along the animal-

vegetal axis

A previous study has reported the differentially expressed genes

identified in a genome-wide expression array comparing DMSO treated

controls with U0126 treated blastula stages (Layden et al., 2016b). The

spatial expression pattern presented in this study were focused on

genes that were expressed in individual cells and that might be involved

in early neurogenesis in Nematostella (Layden et al., 2016b). However,

our in situ hybridization screen also revealed genes that were specifi-

cally expressed in the animal or vegetal hemispheres at blastula stages

(24hpf) and at the end of gastrulation (48hpf) (Figs. 2 and 3). While we

focused on newly identified genes, we included previously published

genes in our analysis to either obtain additional spatial information

(e.g. Nvgata (Martindale et al., 2004)) or because their expression

domains had not been characterized during the initial period of our

analysis (e.g. Nvsix3/6, Nvfoxq2a (Sinigaglia et al., 2013), Nvsfrp1

(Sinigaglia et al., 2014) and Nvfz5/8 (Leclère et al., 2016)). All original

publications corresponding to a given gene (sequence identification

and/or gene expression pattern) can be found in (Layden et al., 2016b),

Tables S4 and S5.

3.4. Genes expressed within the animal hemisphere (endomesoderm)

We observed 24 localized expression patterns within the animal

hemisphere (Nvmae-like, Nvbmp1-like, Nvmeis-like, Nvsix4/5,

Nvrunt, Nvperlecan-like, Nvkielin-like, NvfosB-like, Nvtbx1, Nvfox1,

NvpdgfR-like, Nvret-like2, Nvfgfr-like, Nvpou-like1, Nvpou-like2,

Nvk50-5, Nvgata, NveHand-like, Nvfz1-like, Nvtbx20-like, Nvmusk-

like, NvephrinB-like, Nvhd058, Nvhes-like2, Fig. 2). While some genes

were only faintly detected (e.g. Nvtbx1, Nvfox1 (Fig. 2O,P)), only one

gene, Nvk50-5 was not detected at the blastula stage (but was by the

gastrula stage)(Fig. 2Zb). However, among the 23 genes that displayed

localized gene expression within the animal hemisphere at the blastula

stage (24hpf @17 °C), only Nvhes-like2 was detected in the central ring

(Fig. 2Zp). All other analyzed genes were expressed in the central

domain prior to the onset of gastrulation (Nvmae-like, Nvbmp1-like,

Nvmeis-like, Nvsix4/5, Nvrunt, Nvperlecan-like, Nvkielin-like,

NvfosB-like, Nvtbx1, Nvfox1, Nvpdgfr-like, Nvret-like2, Nvfgfr-like,

Nvpou-like1, Nvpou-like2, Nvgata, NveHand-like, Nvfz1-like,

Nvtbx20-like2, Nvmusk-like, NvephrinB-like, Nvhd058, Fig. 2A-

F,M,O,Q,R,Y,Za,Zc,Zd,Zk-Zo).

However, at the end of gastrulation (48hpf at 17 °C), the expression

domains of the same set of genes are not only restricted to a single

domain as seen at the blastula stage, but are expressed in at least five

distinct territories (Fig. 2G-L,S-X,Ze,Zj,Zq-Zv). Only Nvgata is ex-

pressed in individual cells within the ectoderm (Fig. 2Zi) confirming a

previous description (Martindale et al., 2004). Six genes, NvfosB-like,

Nvhes-like2, Nvmae-like, runt, Nvk50-5 and NvephrinB-like are

expressed only within the oral ectoderm (Fig. 2T,Zh,K,Zh,Zt). Nvmeis

is expressed in the oral ectoderm, pharyngeal ectoderm, as well as

pharyngeal and body wall endomesoderm (Fig. 2I). Transcripts of

Nvmusk-like are only detected in the pharyngeal ectoderm (Fig. 2Zs)

and expression of Nvtbx20-like2 only in the pharyngeal endomesoderm

(Fig. 2Zr). Nvbmp1-like, Nvsix4/5, Nvperlecan-like, Nvkielin-like,

Nvtbx1-like, Nvfox1, Nvpdgfr-like, Nvret-like2, Nvfgfr-like, Nvpou-

like1, Nvpou-like2, NveHand-like, Nvfz1-like, Nvhd058, transcripts

are clearly detected in body wall endomesoderm and potentially also in

the pharyngeal endomesoderm (Fig. 2H,J,L,Fig. 2H,J,L,S,U,V,W-

,X,Ze,Zf,Zg,Zj,Zq,Zu,U,V,W,X,Ze,Zf,Zg,Zj,Zq,Zu).

3.5. Genes expressed within the ectoderm/apical domain

Our in situ hybridization screen also revealed expression patterns of

15 genes in continuous territories within the ectoderm/apical domain

(Nvdkk124, Nvsfrp1/5, Nvc-myc-like, Nvtolloid-like, Nvlhx6,

Nvhd146, NvfoxD1, Nvsix3/6, Nvhmx3-like, Nvfoxq2a, Nvfz5/8,

Nvax1, Nvrx3-like, Nvsp8/9-like, Nvwnt7B, Fig. 3). At the blastula

stage, we observed very restricted expression of Nvdkk124, Nvc-myc-

like and Nvlhx6 towards the vegetal most part of the embryo

(Fig. 3A,C,E) and broader expression within the apical domain of

Nvsfrp1/5, Nvtolloid-like, Nvhd146. NvfoxD1, Nvsix3/6, Nvhmx3,

Nvfoxq2, Nvfz5/8 and Nvax1 (Fig. 3B,D,F,M-R). While we did not

observe localized expression prior to gastrulation for Nvrx3-like

(Fig. 3Y) transcripts of Nvsp8/9-like were detected in a circumferential

ring (Fig. 3Z) and those of NvWnt7B faintly throughout the entire

blastula but lacking a territory that appears to correspond to the central

domain (Fig. 3Za).

Of the twelve genes that were exclusively expressed within the

Fig. 1. NvErg is required for endomesoderm formation, gastrulation and participates in apical tuft development. (A) Identification of NvErg and analysis of its spatiotemporal

expression. (Aa) Excerpt of the phylogenetic analysis of the ETS transcription factor complement in Nematostella, indicating the existence of NvERG and NvETS1 orthologs in

cnidarians. The full analysis can be found in Fig. S1. To the right of the tree, the bars indicated the protein domain organization of either the human representative (Hs, greyed out

rectangles) of the subfamily as well as the protein domain organization of the Nematostella ortholog (Nv). Green rectangles indicate the Pointed domain, black rectangles the ETS

domain. (Ab) Temporal expression of Nverg analyzed by qPCR during embryonic development of the first 48 h post fertilization. The y-axis indicates relative fold changes compared to

fertilized eggs. (Ac-Af) Spatial (in situ hybridization) expression of Nverg at early (Ac) and late (Ad) blastula, mid (Ae) and late (Af) gastrula stages. Orientation of blastula stages was

determined by the thickening of the animal pole prior to its invagination that was observable in certain embryos of a given batch at the analyzed time point. Animal pole to the top

and vegetal pole to the bottom. The black bar in the upper right corner of Ac-Af indicates the scale bars: 50 µm (Ba) Schematic representation of the genomic organization of NvERG,

and the recognition site of MO-NvERG and the position of the PCR primers to verify the efficiency of the splice blocking morpholino. (Bb) Splice blocking efficiency of MO-NvERG

analyzed by RT-PCR at increasing concentrations of MO-NvERG injected embryos. (Bc) Schematic representation of the protein structure of the various tools used in Fig. 1C and Fig. S2.

(C) Morphological effects of inhibiting NvERG function during early Nematostella development. (Ca-Cd) Control embryos injected with MO-CTRL, (Ce-Ch) embryos injected with MO-

NvERG or (Ci-Cl) mRNA encoding a dominant negative version of NvERG (NvERG-DB1) at 24 (Ca, Ce,Ci, late blastula), 48 (Cb, Cf,Cj, late gastrula), 72 (Cc, Cg,Ck, early planula) and 96

(Cd, Ch,Cl, late planula) hpf. All images are lateral views with the animal/oral pole to the top and confocal z-sections using phalloidin (green) to show f-actin filaments and propidium

iodide (red) to visualize the nuclei. The insets in (Cd, Ch, Ci) correspond to lateral views of embryos stained with acetylated tubulin to visualize the presence or absence of the apical tuft

(yellow arrow in Cd). The numbers in the insets indicate the number or embryos with the represented phenotype / total amount of analyzed animals.
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Fig. 2. MEK/ERK signaling targets expressed in the presumptive endomesoderm Wild-type endomesodermal gene expression analysis by in situ hybridization of genes differentially

regulated by U0126 treatments. All animals are either blastula (24hpf - A-F, M-R, Y-Zd, Zk-Zp) or gastrula (48hpf – G-L, S-X, Ze-Zj, Zq-Zv) stages. All images are lateral views with the

animal pole (presumptive endomesoderm) to the top. The insets correspond to animal pole views (A-G, I, K, M-R, T, Y-Zd, Zh, Zv, Zk-Zp) or optical cross-sections. Antisense probes used

as indicated at the top of each pair of embryos. Green stars in N, T and R, X indicate that these genes were upregulated under U0126 conditions. All other genes were downregulated.
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apical domain of the blastula stage, one can distinguish two groups of

genes based on their expression domains at the end of gastrulation

(48hpf). While transcripts of Nvlhx6, NvfoxD1, Nvfoxq2a and Nvfz5/8

are detected in a broader domain that appears to correspond to the

sub-apical as well as the apical pole domains

(Fig. 3K,Fig. 3K,S,V,W,V,W) expression of Nvdkk124, Nvsfrp1/5,

Nvc-myc-like, Nvtolloid-like, Nvhd146, Nvsix3/6, Nvhmx3-lik3 and

Nvax1 seem more restricted to only the apical pole

(Fig. 3G,H,I,J,L,T,U,X). Nvrx3-like is restricted to a region of the

gastrula stage that corresponds to the sub-apical pole domain

(Fig. 3Zb), while Nvsp8/9-like expression is localized in a broader

territory that spans the sub-apical pole and the body wall ectoderm

(Fig. 3Zc) and NvWnt7B within the bodywall ectoderm, the sub- as well

as the apical pole domains (Fig. 3Zd).

Of all gene expression patterns described here only NvfosB-like

(Fig. 2N,T) and Nvret-like2 (Fig. 2R,X) have been identified from the

set of genes that were up regulated after U0126 treatments (Layden

et al., 2016b). Thus, taken together these data strongly suggest that

functional ERK/MAPK signaling is crucial for specification and pat-

terning events throughout the entire embryo by the blastula stage.

Additional double in situ hybridization experiments are required to

fine-tune the precise boundaries of expression domains and the

relationships that may exist with neighboring domains.

3.6. Temporal gene expression of endomesodermal and ectodermal

genes

Spatial expression data, providing information about the presence of

maternal transcripts or zygotic upregulation of a given gene, is crucial for

the design of functional studies, to predict potential genetic interactions,

and build gene regulatory networks (Oliveri and Davidson, 2004). We thus

performed a fine scale RT-qPCR analysis (0-48hpf, every two hours) of 23

endomesodermal and 18 apical domain genes (Fig. 4C,D, Fig. S3). This set

of analyzed genes contains most of the genes characterized above (Figs. 2

Fig. 3. MEK/ERK signaling targets expressed in broad ectodermal domains. Wild type ectoderm gene expression analysis by in situ hybridization of genes downregulated by U0126

treatments. All animals are either blastula (24hpf-A-F, M-R, Y-Za) or gastrula (48hpf – G-L, S-X, Zb-Zd) stages. All images are lateral views with the animal pole to the top. All insets

correspond to vegetal pole / aboral views. Antisense probes used as indicated at the top of each pair of embryos.
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and 3) but for the sake of enhancing the current view of the endomeso-

dermal and ectodermal GRNs we also included genes whose ectodermal

expression patterns were previously reported (see Fig. 4C,D and Tables S4

and S5 in Layden et al.(2016b) for references).

From the 41 analyzed genes, the vast majority (68%; n=28/41)

were not expressed maternally (Cp value, corresponding to the cycle

number at detection threshold > 34.00), only one gene did not show

significant zygotic upregulation, while all remaining analyzed genes

were zygotically expressed before the onset of gastrulation (20-24hpf,

Fig. 4C,D). Within the endomesodermal genes (Fig. 4C), the first gene

zygotically upregulated was NvfosB-like (8-10hpf), followed a few

hours later first by Nvhes-like2, Nvmusk-like, Nvsix4/5 (12-14hpf),

then by NveHand-like, Nvpdgfr-like, Nvmae-like and Nvtbx20-like2

(16-18hpf). The vast majority (14/23) within this group of genes, are

zygotically upregulated either 18-20hpf (Nvfz1-like, Nvgata, Nvkielin-

like, Nvmeis, Nvpou-like1, Nvpou-like2, Nvrunt) or 20-24hpf

Fig. 4. High density gene expression profiling. (A, B) Schematic representation of stage-specific expression domains prior to, and after gastrulation movements. (C, D) Summarized

results of the temporal high density profiling (qPCR) used to determine the presence of maternal transcripts and significant zygotic up-regulation of a given gene expressed in (C)

endomesodermal, or (D) broad ectodermal domains (see Fig. S3 for details). The Cp value corresponds to the cycle number at detection threshold (crossing point). (hpf) hours post

fertilization. Visual keys used to describe the spatial expression domain determined by in situ hybridization at 24hpf or 48hpf same as in A, B. (n.d.) Not determined. (*) Indicate genes

that have been identified and their spatial blastula and gastrula expression patterns characterized elsewhere (see Tables S4 and S5 in Layden et al. (2016b) for references). However, to

include them into our GRNs we performed qPCRs also for these genes (i.e. fgfA1, fgfA2, ax1 etc…). (**) qPCR value from Röttinger et al. (2012).
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Fig. 5. Molecular phenotype analysis of Mo-NvERG injected embryos on genes expressed in the endomesoderm. (A) Changes in gene expression of 66 potential components of the

cnidarian endomesoderm GRN within the animal hemisphere after NvERG knock-down compared to control embryos analyzed by qPCR. Changes in gene expression are indicated as

relative fold changes compared to MO-CTRL injected embryos (x̅ ± sem, n = 3 per gene). The grey bar indicates no significant change in gene expression (−1.5,1.5). Information on the

iconography (stars and circles) are indicated below the graph. Gene expression domains at the blastula stage are the same as Fig. 4A. (B) Analysis of the molecular effects of NvERG

inhibition (G-K, Q-U, ZA-ZE) compared to control injections (B-F, L-P, V-Z) on endomesodermal gene expression analyzed by in situ hybridization. Antisense probes used as indicated in

the bottom left corner of each image (also valid for the corresponding inset). The red dashed circle in (V, Z) indicates the central ring expression of Nvbra showing extension of its

expression domain into the central domain. The numbers in the upper right corner indicates the ratio of embryos with perturbed gene expression to the total number of analyzed

embryos. All images are lateral views with the presumptive endomesoderm (animal pole) to the top. Insets are animal pole views.
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(Nvbmp1-like, Nvfgfr-like, Nvfox1, Nvhd058, Nvk50-5, Nvperlecan-

like, Nvtbx1-like). Interestingly, the general zygotic activation pattern

of the 18 genes expressed in the ectoderm (Fig. 4D) was earlier than

the other group of genes. In fact, Nvlhx6 was zygotically upregulated

4-6hpf, followed by Nvsp8/9-like, NvfgfA1, NvfgfrA (8-10hpf), Nvax1,

Nvfz5/8 (10-12hpf), Nvfoxq2a (12-14hpf), Nvhmx3-like, NvfgfA2,

Nvrx3-like and Nvsfrp1/5 (14-16hpf). While Nvdkk124, Nvhd146

and Nvsix3/6 are upregulated at 16-18hpf the last set of genes, Nvc-

myc-like, Nvtolloid-like, NvfoxD1 and NvWnt7b are zygotically regu-

lated between 18-20hpf and 20-24hpf respectively.

3.7. NvErg is required to specify the central domain within the

animal hemisphere

In order to identify downstream targets of NvERG required for

gastrulation, endomesoderm as well as apical domain formation, we

injected MO-NvERG into the fertilized egg and performed qPCR

analysis on genes expressed in distinct domains along the animal-

vegetal axis of the blastula stage (see Fig. 4A). Of the 47 genes

expressed in the central domain, 18 genes (Nvadmp-related, Nvfox1,

Nvrunt, Nvmae-like, Nvpou-like2, NvotxA, Nvret-like2, Nvgli,

Nvhd050, Nvtolloid, NvelkA-like, Nvkielin-like, Nvbmp1-like, Nvgsc,

NvotxB, Nvtbx1, Nvperlecan-like and NvotxC) were significantly

down-regulated (Fig. 5A). The only gene that is up-regulated in this

context is Nverg which might be caused by a stabilizing effect of the

morpholino targeting Nverg (Sinigaglia et al., 2013). In order to

confirm that NvERG-DB causes a similar phenotype than Mo-

NvERG even at the molecular levels, we performed qPCR analysis

on NvERG-DB injected embryos at 24hpf. In line with the milder

phenotype observed in latter animals at later developmental stages,

the downregulation of gene expression shows a similar trend but not

the same amplitude (Fig. S4). Genes that are expressed in both, the

central domain as well as the central ring, or only restricted to the

central, external or circumferential rings were not significantly affected

by NvERG down-regulation (Fig. 5A).

We have further analyzed the molecular effect of perturbing NvERG

function by in situ hybridization in order to confirm the qPCR data and

to gain additional spatial insight. Analyzing the spatial expression

patterns of central domain genes are in line with the qPCR data and

showed that nvsprouty, nvsix4/5 and nvmeis were unaffected in

NvERG morphants (Fig. 5B-D,G-I). Further in agreement with the

quantitative expression information, Nvbmp1-like, Nvperlecan-like,

NvotxA, NvotxB, NvotxC, Nvmae-like and Nvgli are no longer/faintly

detected in the majority of MO-NvERG injected embryos

(Fig. 5E,F,J,K, L-P, Q-U). A report using computational approaches

to predict gene interactions in Nematostella has suggested that NvERG

in the central domain might repress Nvbra in order to restrict its

expression to the central ring (Abdol et al., 2017). We therefore

analyzed central ring gene expression (Fig. 5V-Y,Z-ZC) in MO-

NvERG injected embryos, even though their expression levels didn’t

vary significantly in our qPCR assays. The in situ information obtained

for NvfoxB, NvwntA, Nvwnt8 (Fig. 5W‐Y, ZA‐ZC) were in line with the

qPCR data and revealed no variations in response to NvERG inhibition.

Interestingly though, Nvbra transcripts in NvERG morphants were

now also detected in the central domain as well as the central ring

(Fig. 5V,Z). The expanded expression domain of this gene highlights

the importance of NvERG not only to induce expression of central

domain genes, but also to repress specific gene expression in that

domain. Thus, NvERG is crucial for the segregation of the central

domain and central ring territories during early Nematostella devel-

opment.

3.8. NvERG is a key player of the apical domain gene regulatory

network

In addition to its expression in the central domain, Nverg transcripts

are also detected in the apical domain (Fig. 1Ad-Af) raising the question

about its role in patterning this territory. Quantitative molecular analysis of

15 genes expressed in the apical domain revealed that only five genes

(Nvsix3/6, Nvtolloid-like, Nvhd146 and NvfoxD1, NvfgfA2) are signifi-

cantly downregulated after MO-NvERG injection prior to the onset of

gastrulation (24hpf, Fig. 6A). Consistent with this result, spatial expres-

sion analysis revealed that no transcripts were detected in the apical

domain for Nvsix3/6, NvfoxD1, Nvhd146 and NvfgfA2 for the majority of

NvERGmorphants (Fig. 6A, G-I,K). Surprisingly, we also observed a visible

downregulation of Nvsfrp1/5 by in situ hybridization, although there was

no striking effect observed by qPCR (Fig. 6A, J). These effects of NvERG

down-regulation on genes expressed in the vegetal most domains are in line

with the bipolar gene expression of this gene. In addition, these data

suggest that the phenotype of MO-NvERG on apical tuft formation

(Fig. 2h) is a direct consequence of this knockdown, rather than an

indirect effect caused by the failure of gastrulation.

FGF/FGFR signaling and the transcription factor NvSix3/6 have

been shown to play a crucial role for apical domain patterning at the

end of gastrulation (Rentzsch et al., 2008; Sinigaglia et al., 2013).

However, no information is available concerning the roles of those

genes prior to the onset of gastrulation. In order to gain a better

understanding about the relationship between NvFGFRA, NvSix3/6

and NvERG, we inhibited NvFGFRA and NvSix3/6 using previously

described morpholinos (Rentzsch et al., 2008; Sinigaglia et al., 2013)

and analyzed gene expression of the same set of apical domain genes

(Fig. 6A, Q-U, Y-ZA) as for NvERG morphants. In NvSix3/6 morphant

early gastrula, only Nvlhx6 expression is affected (Fig. 6A, Y). However,

inhibition of NvFGFRA shows that expression of Nvlhx6, NvfgfA1,

NvfgfA2, Nvsix3/6, Nvhd146 and Nvsfrp1/5 is downregulated

(Fig. 6A). While in situ expression analysis clearly confirmed the loss

of NvfgfA2, Nvhd146, Nvlhx6 and Nvsfrp1/5 expression, the reduction

of Nvsix3/6 expression after blocking NvERG function seems subtle

(Fig. 6Q-U). The clear overlap of NvFGFRA and NvERG downstream

targets, strongly suggest that NvERG activity is partly mediated by

NvFGFRA/MAPK signaling in the apical domain. In addition, we have

assessed whether apical domain expression of Nverg is NvSix3/6 or

FgfrA dependent. While erg expression is not affected in Six3/6

morphants, the apical domain expression of erg is not detected

anymore in MO-FgfrA injected embryos, suggesting that apical erg

expression requires functional FgfrA signaling.

4. Discussion

4.1. The ETS gene family in Nematostella

The ETS family of genes is evolutionarily conserved (Laudet et al.,

1993, 1999; Degnan et al., 1993; Rizzo et al., 2006) and formed by

transcriptional regulators involved in various aspects of development,

differentiation, hormone responses and tumorgenesis (Röttinger et al.,

2004; Kiyota et al., 2007; Kataoka et al., 2011; Kar and Gutierrez-

Hartmann, 2013; Chen et al., 2013; Kawahara et al., 2015; Koh et al.,

2016; Peng et al., 2016; Rizzo et al., 2016). Our genome wide survey of

ETS transcription factors present in Nematostella revealed the pre-

sence of 12 members of this gene family (Fig S1). Nine of them belong

to eight out of the eleven described subfamilies (SPI, ESE, TEL, TCF,

ETS, ERG, ELG, PEA3). While we were not able to identify members of

the PDEF, ELF and ERF subfamilies, we identified three additional

genes (Nvets-like-A, Nvets-like-B and Nvets-like-C) that do not group

in neither of the subfamilies but are predicted to contain an ETS

domain (Fig S1). Expression information for Nvpea3, Nvets-likeA and

Nverg have been reported ((Röttinger et al., 2012; Layden et al.,

2016b), this study), however, additional work is needed to gain insight

into the spatial and temporal expression dynamics of those transcrip-

tion factors during cnidarian development.

The PDEF, ESE, TEL, ETS, ERG and ELG subfamilies in bilaterian

animals are characterized, in addition to the ETS domain, by the
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Fig. 6. Molecular phenotype analysis of MO-NvERG, MO-NvFGFRA and NvSix3/6 injected embryos on genes expressed in the apical domain. (A) Changes in gene expression of 15

potential components of the cnidarian apical domain GRN within the vegetal hemisphere after NvERG (blue), NvFGFRA (green) or NvSix3/6 (yellow) knock-downs compared to control

embryos analyzed by qPCR. Changes in gene expression are indicated as relative fold changes compared to MO-CTRL injected control embryos (x̅ ± sem, n = 3 per gene). The grey bar

indicates no significant change in gene expression (−1.5,1.5). Stars below the bars indicate significant variation. Analysis of the molecular effects of NvERG (G-K), NvFGFRA (Q-U) and

NvSix3/6 (Y-ZA) inhibition compared to control injections (B-F, L-P, V-X) on apical domain gene expression analyzed by in situ hybridization. Antisense probes used as indicated in the

bottom left corner of each image (also valid for the corresponding inset). The numbers in the upper right corner indicates the ratio of embryos with perturbed gene expression to the total

number of analyzed embryos. All images are lateral views with the presumptive endomesoderm (animal pole) to the top.
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presence of a Pointed domain that is involved in a series of complex

interactions with co-factors to modulate gene expression of down-

stream targets (Rizzo et al., 2006; Sharrocks, 2001; Gutierrez-

Hartmann et al., 2007). To our surprise, the only ETS gene product

in Nematostella predicted to possess a Pointed domain is NvERG (Fig

S1), suggesting a potential modulation of its transcriptional activity by

other Pointed domain containing proteins. Interestingly, one of the

downstream targets of MEK/ERK signaling and NvERG we identified is

NvMae-like, a Pointed domain containing protein described to regulate

transcriptional activity of YAN (Drosophila ortholog of TEL) and

Pointed (Drosophila ortholog of ETS-2) (Baker et al., 2001). Nvmae-

like is zygotically expressed in the central domain under the control of

NvERG suggesting that both proteins interact to potentiate transcrip-

tional activity in this territory and further enhance segregation of

specific domains within the animal domain.

4.2. A global gene regulatory network orchestrating specification and

patterning events of the early embryo

Our data show that MEK/ERK signaling upstream of the transcrip-

tion factor ERG is required during early embryogenesis in both

hemispheres of the blastula: in the animal pole for specifying endo-

mesoderm that probably lead indirectly to the observed failure of

gastrulation and gut formation; in the vegetal pole, for specifying the

apical domain and participating in apical tuft development. Thus, the

present spatial and temporal expression data combined with the

molecular characterization of NvERG specific knock-down experiments

enabled us i) to add new genes to the existing endomesoderm GRN

(Röttinger et al., 2012) in particular within the central domain of the

blastula stage (Fig. 7), ii) extend this GRN to genes involved in early

apical domain (ectoderm) specification at the same stage (Fig. 7), and

iii) draft a global GRN framework for body wall endomesoderm,

pharynx (endomesoderm and ectoderm), mouth, body wall ectoderm,

sub-apical and apical domains, including components of the

Nematostella nervous system (Fig. S5). In order to provide an up to

date view of the genetic interactions during Nematostella development,

the present networks (Fig. 7, Fig. S5) also include previously published

functional data (Röttinger et al., 2012; Layden et al., 2012), (Rentzsch

et al., 2008; Sinigaglia et al., 2013; Layden et al., 2016b, 2012;

Kumburegama et al., 2011a). In the current version, no claim about

direct genetic interactions is made, and additional experiments such as

cis-regulatory or CHIP-seq analysis are required.

The present results clearly show that NvERG is one of the main

transcription factors involved in this bi-polar activity and might be one

of the effectors of MEK/ERK signaling. In fact, MEK/ERK signaling is

known to control transcriptional activity (enhancer or repression) of ETS

transcription factors by phosphorylating specific residues (Röttinger

et al., 2004; Selvaraj et al., 2015; Hollenhorst, 2012; Huang et al., 2016).

Nverg appears not to be transcriptionally controlled by MEK/ERK

signaling as it was not identified as being one of the MEK/ERK

downstream targets (Layden et al., 2016b). Nonetheless, we identified

certain downstream targets of MEK/ERK (Layden et al., 2016b) that are

also controlled by NvERG (e.g. NvotxA, Fig. 5), suggesting a functional

control of NvERG by ERK/MEK signaling. Using a phosphorylation

motif prediction software (PhosphoMotif Finder, www.hprd.org), we

identified 196 potential Serine/Threonine Kinase/phosphatase motifs in

NvERG, 15 of which might be more prone to be sensitive to regulation

by ERK (Huang et al., 2016). However, a precise and systematic

approach is required to identify the residue(s) responsible for the

activation of ERG in Nematostella. Interestingly, we also observed that

a few genes (e.g. Nvsprouty) downstream of MEK/ERK signaling

(Layden et al., 2016b) are not sensitive to NvERG knock-down (Fig.

5), suggesting that other MEK/ERK transcriptional effectors are also

involved in initiating the embryonic GRN in Nematostella.

Fig. 7. Updated gene regulatory network orchestrating embryonic development in the cnidarian N. vectensis. Enhanced Biotapestry diagram (Longabaugh and Bolouri, 2006) of the

gene regulatory network describing the gene deployment at 24hpf and regulatory interactions of endomesodermal, ectodermal and neuronal genes identified in previous studies

(Röttinger et al., 2012; Leclère et al., 2016; Layden et al., 2016b, 2012; Yasuoka et al., 2009). No assumption on whether these interactions are direct or indirect is made. Solid lines

indicate functional evidence obtained by qPCR as well as in situ hybridization, dashed lines indicate evidence obtained only by qPCR. The colored boxes represent the spatial domains as

described in Fig. 4A. Genes inactivated by repression in a given territory are represented in light grey. Controversial results (Röttinger et al., 2012; Kumburegama et al., 2011b) about the

role of cWnt/TCF signaling onNvsnailA expression is indicated by a red dashed arrow. The same GRN, including non-connected genes that are expressed within the specific territories is

provided in Fig. S5. A first draft of the global GRN framework for body wall endomesoderm, pharynx (endomesoderm and ectoderm), mouth, body wall ectoderm, sub-apical and apical

domain including components of the Nematostella nervous system at the end of gastrulation (48 hpf) is provided in Figure S6.
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4.3. Relation between cWnt and ERK pathway in endomesoderm

specification

We have previously shown that cWNT controls expression of genes

in different domains within the animal hemisphere, with a predomi-

nant role for proper gene expression within the central ring domain

(Röttinger et al., 2012). In the present study, focusing only at the

animal hemisphere, we have identified and characterized genes down-

stream of MEK/ERK signaling that are primarily expressed in the

central domain at the blastula stage (Fig. 2). Among the genes down-

regulated by U0126 treatments for which previous expression patterns

have been reported, we can find genes expressed in the central domain

(Nvgli, Nvgsc, Nvhd50, Nvfix-like, NvotxA, NvotxB, NvotxC,

Nvsprouty, (Matus et al., 2007; Röttinger et al., 2012; Matus et al.,

2008; Matus et al., 2006a; Ryan et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2007;

Chourrout et al., 2006; Mazza et al., 2007)), in the central ring

(Nvbmp2/4, NvfoxA, Nvlmx, NvwntA, Nvwnt3, (Röttinger et al.,

2012; Martindale et al., 2004; Chourrout et al., 2006; Matus et al.,

2006b; Rentzsch et al., 2006; Fritzenwanker et al., 2004; Srivastava

et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2006; Kusserow et al., 2005)), in both central

ring and central domain (Nvnkd1-like, (Röttinger et al., 2012)) as well

as those just in the external ring (Nvlhx1, (Röttinger et al., 2012;

Yasuoka et al., 2009)). NvERG specific knockdown experiments show

that a large part of MEK/ERK downstream targets within the central

domain are also NvERG targets suggesting that within the central

domain, MEK/ERK signaling might be mediated via NvERG at the

transcriptional level. This in turn also suggests that in the other

domains of the animal hemisphere, MEK/ERK signaling is mediated

by other transcription factors that are yet to be identified.

Temporal qPCR data show that massive zygotic up-regulation of

genes within the animal hemisphere identified from the UO126 array

(Layden et al., 2016b) begins at about 16hpf (Fig. 4). Interestingly, a

temporal qPCR analysis obtained from genes downstream of cWNT

signaling show a similar massive zygotic up-regulation of genes but at

an earlier stage of development (prior to 14hpf) (Röttinger et al.,

2012). Thus, it appears that cWNT specifies a broad “endomesodermal”

domain within the animal hemisphere early during embryonic devel-

opment, and subsequently MEK/ERK signaling is activated to specify a

sub-domain (the central domain) to restrict cWNT activity to the

central ring domain. The fact that MEK/ERK and NvERG inhibition

expand expression of the cWNT target and central ring gene Nvbra

towards the central domain ((Layden et al., 2016b), Fig. 5) support the

idea that MEK/ERK/ERG signaling has a major impact on specifying

the central domain (the future gut) and preventing cWNT activity in

this domain.

Within the animal hemisphere at blastula stages, perturbing cWNT

signaling has a major impact on central ring gene expression (Röttinger

et al., 2012), while inhibiting MEK/ERK/ERG activity blocks expres-

sion of mainly central domain genes (Fig. 5). The role of cWNT

signaling on gastrulation movements has been addressed using differ-

ent approaches obtaining various degrees of phenotypes (Röttinger

et al., 2012; Leclère et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2007; Wikramanayake et al.,

2003; Kumburegama et al., 2011b). Nonetheless, the latest study

showed that by performing a morpholino-mediated inhibition of

Nvßcatenin, gastrulation was blocked (Leclère et al., 2016). The

present study shows that inhibition of ERG (Fig. 1) phenocopies

inhibition of MEK/ERK signaling (Layden et al., 2016b) by also

blocking (directly or indirectly) the invagination of the endomesoderm.

It would be of importance to decipher the precise mechanisms and the

molecular interplay between cWNT and MEK/ERK/ERG signaling in

governing morphogenetic movements of gastrulation in Nematostella.

4.4. Endomesoderm GRN evolution

Comparative gene regulatory analyses in echinoderm embryos, has

suggested the presence of an evolutionarily conserved network “kernel”

required for endomesoderm formation (Hinman et al., 2007). This

Kernel is composed of five transcription factors (bra, foxA, otx, blimp1

and gataE) that tightly interact via feedback loops and that severely

affect endomesoderm formation when individually knocked-down

(Hinman et al., 2007). Based on the observation that Nvblimp

orthologs appear not to be expressed prior to the end of gastrulation

(Martindale, unpublished) and that Nvgata transcripts were only

described in individual cells of the ectoderm (Martindale et al.,

2004), we have previously proposed that the cnidarians endomesoder-

mal kernel is only composed of NvfoxA, Nvbra and NvOtx (A,B and C)

(Röttinger et al., 2012). The present study, clearly shows that in

addition to its ectodermal expression during gastrulation (Martindale

et al., 2004) Nvgata transcripts are detected in the animal hemisphere

at the blastula stage, strongly suggesting that this gene could be part of

the cnidarian endomesoderm kernel. At the blastula stage Nvbra and

NvfoxA (both downstream of cWNT signaling (Röttinger et al., 2012))

are expressed in the central ring while Nvotx (A,B and C) and Nvgata

are expressed in the central domain. As NvERG is required to repress

Nvbra expression in the central domain ((Abdol et al., 2017), this

study), these observations foster the idea that rather than being a

general endomesoderm kernel connected by feedback loops, those

genes are required for the segregation of a central domain and a central

ring prior to the onset of gastrulation. A careful analysis of their spatial

expression during earlier developmental stages and importantly, func-

tional studies to decipher the precise genetic interactions between

those genes is required to better understand a evolutionary conserva-

tion of the endomesoderm kernel.

In sea urchins, MEK/ERK signaling, activated during later stages by

FGF/FGFR and VEGF/VEGFR (Röttinger et al., 2004, 2008;

Fernandez-Serra et al., 2004; Duloquin et al., 2007) is required for

mesoderm formation. Interestingly, ETS1 is activated in the primary

mesenchyme cells (PMC, mesoderm) by MEK/ERK and crucial for

ERG expression (http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#Veg-6–18-

NetworkDiagram), PMC ingression and differentiation into the specific

mesodermal lineage (Röttinger et al., 2004). On the other hand

echinoderm cWNT signaling is required to initiate the general en-

domesoderm GRN and drive endoderm specification once the meso-

derm specification program has been launched (Davidson et al., 2002a,

2002b). Our observations about i) cWNT initiating a broad endome-

soderm GRN with a particular emphasis on central ring domain

expression (Röttinger et al., 2012) and ii) MEK/ERK/ERG signaling

being required to repress central ring fate (Nvbra expression) and

specify the central domain illustrate the strong evolutionary conserva-

tion of this mechanism between cnidarians and echinoderms.

Cnidarians are described not to form a true mesodermal germ layer.

However, the expression of the classical mesodermal marker brachy-

ury (Herrmann et al., 1990) in the central ring, as well as the activation

of a MEK/ERK/ERG pathway (required for mesoderm formation in

bilaterians (Dorey and Amaya, 2010)) in the central domain, provide

additional compelling evidence that both domains together form sub-

regionalized territories of the cnidarian endomesoderm. Tissue track-

ing experiments using photo-convertible fluorescent proteins (Amiel

et al., 2015) are required to determine the fate of the central domain

and ring. It might also be important to carry out a precise physiological

analysis of the differentiated tissues that originated from the endome-

sodermal territory, to gain more insight in the evolutionary origin of

mesoderm in bilaterians.

4.5. Relationship between cWnt and MEK/ERK/ERG signaling in

patterning the apical domain

Several studies suggested a role of cWNT signaling in ectoderm

patterning, as ectopically activating or inhibiting cWNT (Röttinger et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2007; Wikramanayake et al., 2003; Kumburegama

et al., 2011b; Marlow et al., 2013), perturbs gene expression within the

body wall ectoderm and apical domain. In particular, inhibiting ßcat
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function causes the loss of Nvfgfa1, NvfoxQ2 and Nvsix3/6 expression

in the apical domain (Leclère et al., 2016). In a previous study, we

predominantly reported genes that were up-regulated following ectopic

cWnt activation (Röttinger et al., 2012). However, about 30 genes were

also downregulated under those conditions (Table S1). Interestingly, 14

out of the 30 identified genes are also down regulated after MEK/ERK

inhibition (Layden et al., 2016b). Among these 14 genes downregulated

following MEK/ERK inhibition, seven are expressed in the apical

domain (Nvtolloid-like, Nvsfrp1/5, Nvlhx6, Nvhmx3, Nvhd146,

NvfoxD1, Nvax1 (Fig. 3)), four in individual cells throughout the

ectoderm (Nvhd145, Nvgfi-like, Nvgcm, Nvcoup-like2 (Layden et al.,

2016b)) and two in derivatives of the animal pole (Nvhes-like2, Nvgsc

(Fig. 2, (Röttinger et al., 2012)). Inhibition of NvERG has no detectable

effect on genes expressed in the individual cells of the ectoderm (data

not shown) or Nvhes-like2 of the central ring (Fig. 5). However,

perturbing NvERG function clearly blocks Nvgsc expression in the

central domain (Fig. 5) and expression of Nvtolloid-like, Nvsfrp1/5,

Nvhmx3, Nvhd146 and NvfoxD1 (Fig. 6) within the apical domain.

These observations strongly support the idea of an antagonistic effect of

cWnt and MEK/ERK/ERG signaling in a specific set of genes and that

this signaling pathway interplay is crucial for patterning the apical

domain. Importantly though, Nvsix3/6 expression (a key regulator of

apical domain formation (28)) requires the combined activity of cWnt

(31) as well as MEK/ERK/ERG signaling further underlining the

complex interplay of these two pathways to pattern the cnidarian

embryonic body axis. Additional gene specific experiments as well as

cis-regulatory analysis of the above mentioned genes would shed further

light on the direct or indirect antagonistic effects of these two major

developmental signaling pathways for cnidarian embryogenesis.
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Chapter 2: Morphological, cellular and molecular 

characterization of Nematostella regeneration 

 

This second chapter is describing our efforts to characterize in detail the 

entire Nematostella regeneration at the morphological, tissular, cellular and global 

molecular levels.  

 

The first article (Amiel et al. 2015) (2nd author, Article 3) aimed at developing 

a detailed regeneration staging system and develop tools that serve as a common 

groundwork for future regeneration studies on this model. In this study, I developed 

the tool to characterize the global transcriptional activity (neo-, or hypertranscription) 

and participated in developing the bio-sorter as a mean to assess a specific 

metabolic state of the animals and the re-formation of the pharynx. 

 

The second article (Warner et al. 2018) (contributing author, Article 4) was 

aimed at developing regeneration specific transcriptomic resources as well as an 

open-access online tool to mine the extensive amount of data.  Personally, I was 

involved in the effort to provide sufficient material (> 21 000 dissected polyps) 

required to perform the RNAseq analysis for 16 time points of regeneration. 

Combined with existing and novel embryonic RNAseq data, this work finally resulted 

in a comprehensive comparative embryogenesis and regeneration transcriptomics 

database (nvertx.kahikai.org).  
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These resources were used in the third article (Warner et al in submission, 

contributing author, Article 5), to perform a unbiased large-scale comparative bio-

informatics analysis that highlighted that regeneration is a partial redeployment of 

regeneration, enabled us to identify regeneration specific genes and gene modules 

and predict that re-expressed embryonic genes are re-wired and connected to 

regeneration specific genes to reform lost body parts. Personally, I was involved in 

validating the spatial expression of certain genes. 

Taken together, in this chapter we developed the basic resources and tools to 

study the molecular mechanisms underlying whole body regeneration in 

Nematostella and laid down a hypothesis that I functionally validated in the last 

chapter. 

 

Article 3: Amiel, A., Johnston, H., Nedoncelle, K., Warner, J., Ferreira, S., & 

Röttinger, E. (2015). Characterization of Morphological and Cellular Events 

Underlying Oral Regeneration in the Sea Anemone, Nematostella vectensis. 

International Journal of Molecular Sciences, 16(12), 28449–28471. 

 

Article 4: Warner, J. F., Guerlais, V., Amiel, A. R., Johnston, H., Nedoncelle, K., & 

Röttinger, E. (2018). NvERTx: a gene expression database to compare 

embryogenesis and regeneration in the sea anemone Nematostella 

vectensis.Development, 145(10), dev162867. doi:10.1242/dev.162867 

 

Article 5: Jacob F. Warner, Aldine R. Amiel, Hereroa Johnston, and Eric Röttinger 

Regeneration is a partial redeployment of the embryonic gene network 

In submission  
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Abstract: Cnidarians, the extant sister group to bilateria, are well known for their impressive

regenerative capacity. The sea anemone Nematostella vectensis is a well-established system for

the study of development and evolution that is receiving increased attention for its regenerative

capacity. Nematostella is able to regrow missing body parts within five to six days after its

bisection, yet studies describing the morphological, cellular, and molecular events underlying this

process are sparse and very heterogeneous in their experimental approaches. In this study, we

lay down the basic framework to study oral regeneration in Nematostella vectensis. Using various

imaging and staining techniques we characterize in detail the morphological, cellular, and global

molecular events that define specific landmarks of this process. Furthermore, we describe in vivo

assays to evaluate wound healing success and the initiation of pharynx reformation. Using our

described landmarks for regeneration and in vivo assays, we analyze the effects of perturbing either

transcription or cellular proliferation on the regenerative process. Interestingly, neither one of these

experimental perturbations has major effects on wound closure, although they slightly delay or

partially block it. We further show that while the inhibition of transcription blocks regeneration in a

very early step, inhibiting cellular proliferation only affects later events such as pharynx reformation

and tentacle elongation.

Keywords: regeneration; wound healing; tissue tracking; marine invertebrate; sea anemone;

Nematostella vectensis

1. Introduction

Regeneration is the biological process that enables organisms to regrow missing body parts

after amputation. This fascinating phenomenon has intrigued naturalists and scientists for more than

300 years. Among the first animals in which regeneration has been described was the freshwater

polyp Hydra, a cnidarian that belongs to the group of hydrozoans. While regenerative potential

has since then been described in other groups of cnidarians (Anthozoa [1,2], Cubozoa [3], and

Scyphozoa [4]), the majority and most detailed cellular and molecular regeneration studies in this

phylum have been carried out using Hydrozoa (reviewed in [5,6]). These studies highlight variations

in the cellular mechanisms (e.g., cellular proliferation) underlying regeneration in different groups

of cnidarians (the hydrozoan Hydra vs. the anthozoan Nematostella [7]). They also demonstrate

variations within Hydrozoa (Hydra vs. Hydractinia [8]) and even within the same species; in Hydra,

for example, the regenerative mechanism varies depending on the amputation site [9]. Therefore,

Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2015, 16, 1–23; doi:10.3390/ijms161226100 www.mdpi.com/journal/ijms
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additional systems are required to determine whether common mechanisms govern regeneration

throughout Cnidaria and to understand the evolution of this process within the animal kingdom.

The majority of cnidarian species belong to the Anthozoa class (sea anemones and corals)

which diverges basally to their other cnidarian sister groups [10–12]. This places anthozoans at a

key phylogenetic position to understand the evolution of the regeneration process among Cnidaria.

Several anthozoans have been shown to display high regenerative capacities [1,2,13]. However, very

little is known about the cellular/molecular mechanisms that underlie this process in these animals.

The anthozoan sea anemone Nematostella vectensis (Nv) is a well-established system for the study of

embryonic and larval development [13–18]. Interestingly, it is also able to regrow half of its oral or

aboral body within five to seven days after bisection (Figure 1) [12,13].

 

Figure 1. General anatomy of adult and juvenile Nematostella vectensis. Photographs illustratingFigure 1. General anatomy of adult and juvenile Nematostella vectensis. Photographs illustrating the

adult (left) and juvenile (right) morphology of Nematostella; (a) Polyps are oriented toward the oral

region to the top and aboral region to the bottom. Red dotted lines indicate the future amputation site

for the following experiments of this study. (b–e) Close-up confocal stack images of the tentacle (b);

pharyngeal (c); mesenterial (along the body column) (d); or the physal (e) regions. Juvenile polyps

were stained with DAPI to label the nuclei (white staining). An asterisk (*) indicates the position of the

mouth. Orange and blue arrowheads indicate the gastrodermal and ectodermal epithelia, respectively.

ten, tentacles; pha, pharynx; m, mesenteries.

Nematostella is a diploblastic animal comprised of an outer ectodermal epithelium and an inner

gastrodermis that are separated by muscle fibers and the mesoglea (Supplementary Figure S1A,B).

The oral region consists of a pharynx and tentacles that surround the mouth opening. Freshly

metamorphosed juveniles possess four tentacles that are used to catch food that floats by, while

adult polyps have up to 16 [19]. The body column (or scapus) ends in its aboral-most region in a

structure that is called the physa (Figure 1; [20–22]). Inside the body cavity, internal structures termed

mesenteries stretch from the pharynx to the physa and correspond to the digestive and reproductive

organs of the animal (Figure 1). Two primary mesenteries are distinctly visible in juveniles, while

eight mesenteries that produce the germ cells are found in adult Nv (Figure 1) [23].
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Existing resources [24–27] as well as cellular and molecular tools developed by the Nematostella

community (reviewed in [28], Layden et al., submitted) have over the past few years increased the

interest to study regeneration in this cnidarian. However, studies describing the morphological,

cellular, and molecular events underlying this process are still sparse and very heterogeneous in

their experimental approaches [7,12,13,29–35]. In particular, different studies used (i) animals of

different ages (juveniles vs. adults); (ii) different amputation sites (sub-pharyngeal, supra-physa);

and (iii) isolated body parts were left to regenerate at different temperatures (between 15 and 27 ˝C).

The potential to regenerate into a functional organism appears to be similar between the different

body parts of an adult Nv [12]. The temperature aspect has recently been addressed by Bossert and

colleagues, who showed in a study describing a Nematostella staging system for the regenerating

adult isolated physa (NRSS) that the regeneration speed is temperature-dependent [30]. However,

no particular reason was mentioned for the choices of the above-mentioned criteria by the authors;

importantly, there is nothing currently known about the influence of age on the regenerative capacity

and/or cellular mechanism deployed by Nematostella to reform the missing body parts.

The majority of the studies on Nematostella regeneration have focused on oral regeneration

following sub-pharyngeal amputation. In our present study, we show that there are no

apparent differences in the cellular mechanisms underlying oral regeneration after sub-pharyngeal

regeneration in juveniles compared to adults. We further lay down the basic framework to study

oral regeneration in juvenile Nematostella by taking advantage of the ease of animal imaging at this

stage. We carefully analyze and describe morphological and cellular events that define specific

landmarks of regeneration. Additionally, we propose assays to assess wound healing success and

pharynx re-formation. Finally, we show the usefulness of these assays and landmarks for phenotype

characterization from perturbation experiments.

2. Results

2.1. Oral Regeneration Is Temperature—But Not Age-Dependent

While the age of adult Nematostella cannot yet be determined at a molecular or cellular level,

one can distinguish juvenile and adult polyps from their anatomy (Figure 1). Previous studies

describing regeneration in Nematostella have been carried out either in juveniles [7,34] or in

adults [12,29–33,35]. However, it is not known if the regenerative capacities/mechanisms are

conserved between the two. In order to determine if the timing of oral regeneration in Nematostella

is age-dependent, we performed head amputation (bisection under the pharyngeal region; see red

dotted line in Figure 1a) experiments in Nematostella juveniles and adults while following the timing

of regeneration. This sub-pharyngeal amputation site was used in all of the following amputation

experiments performed in this study. We analyzed the morphology of the regenerating animals at

22 ˝C (temperature used in [7]) each day for one week. We observed that both juveniles (20 out of

20 cases) as well as adults (10 out of 10 cases) regenerate with a similar timing (Figure 2).

We observed a specific sequence of events during the regeneration process (Figure 2). First,

the mesenteries come into tight contact with the amputation site 24–48 h post-amputation (hpa,

only observable in transparent juveniles). Next, at 72–96 hpa the tentacle bulbs become visible in

juveniles and adults. Finally, there is a progressive elongation and formation of those structures up

to 144 hpa (Figure 2). Interestingly, we also observed that the number of new regenerating tentacles

corresponds to the number of tentacles present in the polyp before amputation. The four-tentacle

juveniles regenerate four new tentacles and the 12+ tentacle adults regenerate 12+ new tentacles

(Figure 2, 168 hpa).

In order to investigate if oral regeneration following sub-pharyngeal amputation is

temperature-dependent as a function of age, we performed sub-pharyngeal bisections in Nematostella

juveniles or adults and left them to regenerate at 16 ˝C (Supplementary Figure S2A,B). The timing

of oral regeneration for both juveniles (20 out of 20 cases, Supplementary Figure S2A) and adults
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(10 out of 10 cases, Figure S2B) is considerably slowed at 16 ˝C compared to 22 ˝C. In particular, the

appearance of the tentacle bulbs is delayed by approximately 48–72 h in animals that regenerated at

16 ˝C. This observation is in line with a previous report that showed that the timing of regeneration

for the isolated adult physa is temperature-dependent [30]. All following experiments were carried

out at 22 ˝C for consistency and to be able to compare our findings to those reported by Passamaneck

and Martindale and Bossert and colleagues [7,30].

 

Figure 2. Timing of oral regeneration is similar in juveniles and adults. Comparison of the duFigure 2. Timing of oral regeneration is similar in juveniles and adults. Comparison of the duration of

oral regeneration between six-week-old juveniles (upper panel—four tentacles) and adults (bottom

panel—12 tentacles). From left to right: regenerating polyps at 22 ˝C 24 h post-amputation (hpa), 48,

72, 96, 120, 144 and 168 hpa. At 72 hpa, in both juvenile and adult polyps, the tentacles bulbs are clearly

visible (white arrows), and the pharynx starts to form in some individuals (only visible in transparent

juveniles). Five days post-amputation (120 hpa), the juvenile and adult polyps are regenerated as

indicated by the presence of the pharynx and elongated tentacles. The white asterisk at 168 hpa

indicates the tentacles: four on the regenerating juvenile and 12 on the regenerating adult polyp.

2.2. Cell Proliferation Is Required during Head Regeneration in Adult Tissue

In Nematostella, cell proliferation is required for head regeneration in juveniles [7]. In order to

determine the earliest time-point where this cellular proliferation is detectable, we performed EdU

labeling at 1.30, 6, 12, 24, and 48 hpa. We found that while no staining is detectable at the two earliest

time-points (data not shown), clear cellular proliferation is observed at 12 hpa at the amputation site

(Figure 3Aa).

Cellular proliferation increases massively in this region between 24 hpa and 48 hpa, confirming

a previous report (Figure 3Ab) [7]. Interestingly, and in contrast with previous observations,

EdU-positive cells were not only detected in the ectodermal epithelium and the gastrodermis at the

amputation site, but also in the oral-most regions of the mesenteries (Figure 3Ab).

 

Figure 3. Cont. Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. (A) Localized cellular proliferation in juveniles begins at 12 hpa at the amputation

site. Overlapping confocal images in which the nuclei (DNA, cyan) were stained using DAPI and

proliferating cells (red) were marked using an EdU labeling kit (Aa,Ab). Oral parts of the regenerating

juveniles at 12 hpa (Aa) and 48 hpa (Ab). All animals are oriented with the amputation site to the top.

The white arrow in (b) shows the presence of dividing cells in the most oral part of the mesentery

tissues. Number of cases for the representative phenotype are in white at the bottom right of each

image. m, mesentery; (B) Cell proliferation is necessary for adult tissue regeneration. Cell division is

present during regeneration in adults after sub-pharyngeal amputation (Ba–Bb’). (Ba–Bb’) Confocal

stack images in which the DNA (nucleus) is labeled with DAPI (cyan) and proliferating cells (white)

were marked using an EdU labeling kit. (Bc,Bc’) Blocking cell proliferation using hydroxyurea (HU)

blocks regeneration in the adult amputated polyps (c’) contrary to the regenerated untreated control

(c). Number of cases for the representative phenotype are in white at the bottom right of each images

(Ba,Bb,Bc,Bc’). Scale bar in (Ab) is 20 µm and applies to (Aa). Scale bar in (Ba’) is 50 µm and applies

to (Ba,Bb,Bb’). Scale bar in (Bc’) is 1 mm and applies to (Bc).

In order to investigate if cell proliferation is also detectable during adult regeneration [7], we

performed EdU staining on adult polyps 48 h after sub-pharyngeal amputation (Figure 3(Ba–Bb’)).

While no EdU-positive cells are detected in aboral tissues (Figure 3(Bb,Bb’)), cellular proliferation is

clearly visible at the amputation site in the adult tissue at 48 hpa (Figure 3(Ba,Ba’)). We further tested

if cellular proliferation, similarly to juveniles [7], is required for adult regeneration. To do this we

used the pharmaceutical cellular proliferation inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU). Continuous treatment of

HU for six days post-amputation blocks oral regeneration in the adult polyp (Figure 3(Bc,Bc’)). Thus,

cell division is also required for oral regeneration in adult Nematostella.
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2.3. Wound Healing Occurs at 6 HPA

A recent report analyzed Nematostella wound healing after puncturing the body column with

a glass needle [34]. The authors found that this process is visually completed after approximately

4 h (25 ˝C). In order to determine exactly when wound healing occurs in Nematostella juveniles,

we performed DIC and confocal imaging on regenerating juveniles following sub-pharyngeal

amputation at several time-points. While in some cases we were able to visualize a clear opening

using DIC optics (Figure 4Aa), the three-dimensional folding and contraction of the tissues at the

amputation site often made it hard to distinguish between a real wound or a depression that looked

like an open wound (Figure 4(Ab–Ae)). Thus, determining the wound closure simply by imaging

proves to be difficult. In addition, using classical staining/imaging approaches we are unable to

distinguish between a closed wound or contraction of the surrounding myo-epithelia.

 

Figure 4. (A) Wound closure. Oral opening during Nematostella regeneration. Example of DIC images 

μ μ

Figure 4. (A) Wound closure. Oral opening during Nematostella regeneration. Example of DIC images

of the oral part, oral view (ov), at the amputation site of an example of the opening at 2 hpa (white

arrows in (Aa)) or the closed wound at 6 hpa (white arrows in (Ab)); (Ac–Ae) are confocal images

of the oral-most part of the same polyp in lateral view (lv) or details of the oral view (Ad,Ae);

(Ad) (yellow frame) or (Ae) (green frame) correspond to the double yellow or green arrow slice,

respectively, in (c); Because of the folding that occurs at the amputation site during the first hours

of regeneration, the dynamics of the wound healing are hard to assess in DIC optic or confocal

images. Scale bars are 20 µm in (Aa–Ac) and 10 µm in (Ad,Ae); (B) Diagram of the compression assay

during regeneration. The purple dots represent the nematosomes. The red dotted line represents the

amputation site. The forceps are laterally compressing the regenerating polyp body; (C) Time series

of the compression assay in an opened (Ca–Cc) or a wound-closed (Cd–Cf) polyp. The dotted double

arrow in (Ca) indicates the axial orientation of the animals shown in (Ca–Cf). O, Oral; AbO, Aboral.

In order to have a more robust way to address wound healing after sub-pharyngeal amputation,

we developed a compression assay to assess the state of the opening at the amputation site.

This assay uses nematosomes (Supplementary Figure S3) as a marker to follow the fluid dynamics

present in the gastric cavity of Nematostella (Figure 4B,C).
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Nematosomes are cellular aggregates formed by cnidocytes that are freely circulating within the

Nematostella body [36]. When compressing a juvenile with an open wound, the nematosomes will be

expelled at the amputation site. On the contrary, when the wound is closed, the nematosomes will

either remain in the gastric cavity or leak out of the body cavity through the aboral pore. This pore is

an opening with an unknown function located at the aboral-most region of the body (Supplementary

Figure S4) [37]. We assume that nematosomes will exit the body cavity through the wound or the

aboral pore depending on the wound healing status. To use this wound healing assay, we compressed

the body column of sub-pharyngeal amputated juveniles at 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 12 hpa and followed the

behavior of the nematosomes (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Wound healing assay.

Interestingly, at 1 and 2 hpa in the majority of cases (90% n = 31 and 71% n = 24, respectively), the

nematosomes are forced to exit the body cavity through the amputation site (Figure 5), showing that

the wound is not healed yet. However, at 4 hpa, the majority of the juveniles (67%, 14 out of 21 cases)

exhibited nematosomes leaking through the aboral pore. This is the case for 100% of juveniles

(22 out of 22 cases) at 6 hpa and later time-points (Figure 5). Thus, in Nematostella, the wound is

closed between 4 and 6 hpa following a sub-pharyngeal amputation.

2.4. Mesentery Behavior and Pharynx Formation as Specific Landmarks for Oral Regeneration

The size and transparency of juvenile Nematostella make them more amenable for detailed

imaging experiments than adults. We thus analyzed in detail the tissue behavior during oral

regeneration of juveniles. We performed DNA labeling on regenerating juveniles following

sub-pharyngeal amputation and observed the sequential events every 12 h from 0 to 144 hpa using

confocal imaging (Figure 6).

Focusing on the behavior of the mesenteries and the pharynx reformation, we distinguish four

main characteristic features: (Step 0) 0–12 hpa, no contact between the remaining mesenteries and

the surrounding oral epithelia (Figure 6a); (Step 1) 12–48 hpa, contact of the remaining mesenteries

between each other at their most oral site and with the surrounding epithelia at the amputation site

(Figure 6b); (Step 2) 60–96 hpa, emergence of a space between the mesenteries and the epithelia at

the amputation site (Figure 6c). The epithelia of the amputation site seems dragged down towards
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the aboral region by the remaining mesenteries. This accentuates the protrusion of the developing

tentacle bulbs; (Step 3) 72–120 hpa, the pharyngeal lip (basal part of the future pharynx) forms

(Figure 6d). Interestingly, the pharyngeal lip appears to develop first from the oral-most part of

the remaining mesenteries; (Step 4) 96–144 hpa, the pharynx is fully regenerated and the tentacles

elongate (Figure 6e). Subsequently, the upper part of the pharynx forms (Step 4) progressively

in the space that was previously created (Figure 6e) and corresponds to a highly proliferative

region (Figure 3Ab).

 

Figure 6. Dynamics of the oral tissue during regeneration. The dynamic behavior of the oral tissue 

μ

Figure 6. Dynamics of the oral tissue during regeneration. The dynamic behavior of the oral tissue

during regeneration was analyzed using confocal microscopy. (a–e) Confocal image stacks in which

the DNA (nucleus) is labeled with DAPI (cyan). Five main phenotypes were observed between 0

and 144 hpa and are represented in this figure: (Step 0) the remaining parts of the mesenteries are

separated together and from the epithelia at the amputation site (white dashed circle) (a); (Step 1) the

remaining parts of the mesenteries are fused together and are in tight contact with the epithelia at

the amputation site (white dashed circle) (b); (Step 2) an empty space forms between the remaining

part of the mesenteries and the amputation site (white dashed circle) (c); (Step 3) the pharyngeal lip

forms at the oral-most region of the remaining mesenteries, and the empty space becomes filled with

nuclei (white dashed circle) (d); (Step 4) the pharynx is fully formed at the oral-most region of the

remaining mesenteries (e). Numbers at the bottom of the image panel indicate the total number of

analyzed specimens at 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144 hpa and the number of cases representative of one

of the described five steps in relation to the regeneration time in hours post-amputation (hpa). The

amputation site is represented by a red dashed line in (a). Tentacle bulbs and elongated ones are

shown by the yellow arrowhead (c–e). The white asterisk is the mouth opening (e). m, mesentery; pha

lip, pharyngeal lip; pha, pharynx. Scale bar in (a) is 20 µm and applies to (b–e).

2.5. Fluorescence in the Pharyngeal Region as a Landmark for Pharynx Reformation

Nematostella, like other cnidarians, possesses endogenous fluorescence emitted by fluorescent

proteins and/or fluorescence of the tissues. The six-week-old Nematostella juveniles display a green

(excitation wave length at 488 nm) fluorescence (henceforth referred to as 488+) from a currently

unknown origin (Figure 7A).
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Figure 7. Cont. 

 

Figure 7. (A) Image of 488+ detection in the pharynx. Fed (a,a’), starved (b–c’), regenerating 72 hpa 
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Figure 7. (A) Image of 488+ detection in the pharynx. Fed (a,a’), starved (b–c’), regenerating 72 hpa

(d–e’) Nematostella polyp juveniles. DIC optic images (a–d). Epifluorescent images (a’–d’). The red

dotted line labels the amputation site under the pharynx (c–d’). The green line in (c,c’) shows the

488+ fluorescence localized in the basal part of the pharynx. The area delimitated with the dotted

line in d and d’ is the region where the 488+ re-emerged in the polyp at 72 hpa. (e,e’) Confocal

images at 72 hpa labeled for DNA (nuclei in cyan) on the 488-negative (e) and 488-positive (e’) polyp

juvenile. The area delimitated with the white dotted line in (e’) (488+ regenerating polyps) shows

the pharyngeal lip/pharynx in formation that is absent from the 488-negative regenerating polyps in

which only the contact between the two mesenteries is visible. pha, pharynx; m, mesentery. Scale bar in

(Aa’) is 20 µm and applies to (Aa–Ae,Ab’–Ae’); (B) Biosorter. The dot plot in (a,b) contains the sorting

results of the animal by density (Extension) vs. mass (Time Of Flight—TOF) or by 488 fluorescence

intensity (Green) vs. density (Extension), respectively, using a Biosorter system. (c,d) Examples of the

Biosorter profiles (signal vs. length) of the bright fluorescent group (Bright in b, which corresponds to

the Alive group in (a)) or the non-fluorescent group (unlabeled group localized at the bottom left of

the two dot plots (a,b)). O, Oral; AbO, Aboral. Scale bar is 100 µm in (Bc).

The 488+ is randomly distributed throughout the entire body in freshly fed animals

(Figure 7(Aa,Aa’)). Interestingly, it became more and more localized to the pharynx when juvenile

polyps were starved for one or two weeks (Figure 7(Ab,Ab’,Ac,Ac’)), suggesting a correlation of
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this staining with a metabolic state of the animals. The varied metabolic states within one batch

of animals could explain the asynchrony of regeneration. It may also contribute to differences in the

cell proliferation rate observed between animals (see table below Figure 6; Röttinger, unpublished

data). After sub-pharyngeal amputation, we observed that the 488+ re-emerges in the regenerating

polyp in nearly half of the cases around 72 hpa (Table 1).

Table 1. The 488+ in hand-sorted regenerating polyps. Counting of the 488+ polyp juveniles at 24,

48, and 72 hpa. Two different experimenters performed blind counts. Hand-sorter 1 indicates the first

experimenter and Hand-sorter 2 the second.

– 488 24 hpa 48 hpa 72 hpa

Hand-sorted
+ 0/41 0% 4/66 6% 44/77 57%
´ 41/41 100% 62/66 94% 33/77 43%

Bio-sorted
+ 3/41 7% 2/66 3% 31/77 40%
´ 38/41 93% 64/66 97% 46/77 60%

We thus used the localized green fluorescence in the pharynx of the uncut animal as a proxy

to harmonize a batch of polyps before a series of cutting experiments. Sorting batches of uncut

animals was performed using a large particle flow cytometer (Biosorter system, Union Biometrica)

that enables the analysis of animals based on their length (time of flight, TOF), density (extinction),

morphology (profiler), fluorescence, and the relative localization of the fluorescence along the animal

body. In order to analyze the global amount of fluorescence intensity and its localization within the

animals, we first defined debris (41% of the population; n = 264) based on morphology parameters

(TOF and extinction parameters of each polyp; dot plot Figure 7Ba). We then measured the

488+ fluorescence intensity (the mean of fluorescence intensity is mfi = 4961.1) within the same batch

(59% of the population; n = 264; dot plot Figure 7Bb). This 488+ can be localized within the profile

of the animal using the Profiler software (Profile Figure 7Bc). Strikingly, the highest amount of 488+

fluorescence is localized in the region of the polyp where the pharynx is supposed to be.

In order to sort them in an automatic manner with the Biosorter, we identified a profile

of interest (Figure 7Bc). We then bio-sorted 84 juveniles with this selected profile, performed

sub-pharyngeal amputation, and followed their regeneration. In parallel, we hand-sorted 31 animals

that size-matched and appeared in good condition without the use of the green auto-fluorescence

proxy. All animals were cut below the pharynx, removing the 488+ at 0 hpa. Animals were

then placed back into culturing conditions and the re-emergence of the 488+ was assessed in the

regenerating polyps from hand-sorted vs. bio-sorted batches (Table 2).

Table 2. Emergence of the 488+ fluorescence during oral regeneration in the hand-sorted versus

bio-sorted polyps at 72 and 120 hpa.

– 488 72 hpa 120 hpa

Hand-sorted
+ 14/33 42% 18/31 58%
´ 19/33 58% 13/31 42%

Bio-sorted
+ 38/84 45% 51/84 61%
´ 46/84 55% 33/84 39%

Interestingly, both batches, hand-sorted vs. bio-sorted, displayed a similar heterogeneity in their

individual advancement through the regeneration steps as reflected by the numbers of 488+ vs. 488´

polyps in each batch of animals (Table 2). While the 488+-based selection did not yield a better or

more synchronous regeneration, this experiment shows that the Biosorter system can be used as a

tool to physically sort animals with precise criteria and/or analyze them for a specific phenotype in

large-scale experiments in an unbiased manner. These data also show that the viability of the animals

and their regeneration rate are not affected by the Biosorter system.
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In order to determine if a correlation exists between the emergence of the 488+ and any

previously described steps of regeneration, we sub-pharyngeally bisected juveniles and analyzed

the phenotypes in detail of the 488+ and 488´ polyps at 72 hpa. We observed that the 488+ starts

to emerge in the oral-most part of the remaining mesenteries around 72 hpa (Figure 7(Ad,Ad’)).

Using confocal imaging on DAPI-stained (nucleus) animals we analyzed the detailed morphology

of 488´ and 488+ regenerating juveniles at 72 hpa. We observed that 488´ are mainly at Step 2 (11

out of 12 cases) of the oral regeneration staging system described in Figures 6 and 7Ae. No pharynx

in formation is visible. Interestingly, the 488+ are mainly at Step 3 or 4 (10 out of 12 cases), with

a clear pharyngeal lip or pharynx in formation (Figure 7Ae’). These observations show a strong

correlation between the initiation of pharynx formation (Steps 3 and 4) and the presence of 488+ in

the regenerating juvenile after sub-pharyngeal amputation.

 

Figure 8. Tissue tracking experiment during regeneration. Spectral confocal images of Nematostella

μ

Figure 8. Tissue tracking experiment during regeneration. Spectral confocal images of Nematostella

juveniles expressing Kaede photoconvertible fluorescent protein mRNA (a–c’). The Keade

photoconverted region is represented in magenta and the non-photoconverted region in grey.

Endogenous fluorescence is shown in turquoise to help visualize the morphology of the polyp (a’–c’);

At 24 hpa, regions of interest (the epithelium central to the amputation site (a); the epithelium lateral

to the amputation site (b), or the oral tip of the mesenteries (c)) were exposed to a UV laser resulting

in permanent photo-conversion of the Kaede protein (magenta); The photoconversion at the central

epithelium reveals integration of the converted patch (white arrows in (a’)) into the tentacles and

most oral tip of the pharynx (white dotted line); Photoconversion of the lateral epithelium shows

that this tissue remains in place during regeneration (white arrow in (b’)) or is incorporated into the

adjacent tentacles (white arrows in (b”)); The photoconversion of the oral tip of the mesentery results

in integration of the converted patch (white arrows in (c’)) into the pharynx (white dotted line). Scale

bar is 20 µm in (a).

2.6. The Regenerating Pharynx Forms from the Oral Part of the Remaining Mesenteries

Taken together, our observations of the sequential events (Figure 6) and the 488+ emergence

(Figure 7A) during regeneration led us to hypothesize that the regenerating pharynx after

sub-pharyngeal amputation may come from the oral-most part of the remaining mesenteries. To test

this hypothesis, we performed in vivo tissue tracking experiments in juveniles overexpressing Kaede
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mRNA. KAEDE is a fluorescent protein that can be permanently photoconverted from green to red

by exposing the expressing cells of interest to UV light [38]. For our tissue tracking experiments, we

photoconverted three distinct regions of interest at 24 hpa: (1) the epithelia central to the amputation

site (Figure 8a); (2) the epithelia lateral to the amputation site (Figure 8b); or (3) the oral tip of the

mesenteries (Figure 8c).

It is important to note that when we convert the oral tip of the mesenteries, the laser must

pass through the lateral epithelia and this region is also converted. After conversion we analyzed

the location of the converted red fluorescence at eight days post-amputation (dpa) using spectral

confocal imaging (see materials and methods). Spectral imaging measures the complete fluorescent

spectrum of each pixel and matches these to pre-calibrated profiles. In our experiments we calibrated

the profiles to detect converted Kaede, unconverted Kaede, and endogenous fluorescence. We found

that the central epithelia of the amputation site gave rise to the tentacles in 19 out of 19 cases

(Figure 8a,a’). Additionally, this region also gave rise to the mouth (oral-most part of the pharynx)

in 15 out of 19 cases (four cases were undetermined) (Figure 8a,a’). The lateral epithelia remained

in the lateral tissues after regeneration in four out of 11 cases and in the tentacles in seven out

of 11 cases (Figure 8b,b’,b”). In neither central epithelia nor lateral epithelia conversions did we

observe converted cells contributing to the pharynx. In the case of photoconverted mesenteries

we observed converted KAEDE-expressing tissues in the newly formed pharynx in seven out of

seven cases (Figure 8c,c’; Supplementary Figure S5). These animals also displayed converted tissues

in their lateral epithelia and/or tentacles corresponding to the point of the laser entry during the

conversion process. Since the lateral tissue remains in the lateral regions or ends up in the tentacles

during regeneration but not the pharynx, we conclude that the converted tissue observed in the

pharynx is indeed from the oral tip of the mesenteries, confirming our initial hypothesis (Figure 8c,c’;

Supplementary Figure S5).

2.7. De Novo Transcription Is Induced First in the Gastrodermis at the Amputation Site

In order to reform missing body parts, an injured organism requires rapid activation of rRNA

and tRNA transcription for proper protein biosynthesis of existing or new transcribed mRNA, as

well as for cellular proliferation [39,40]. To characterize the transcription in Nematostella, we used

EU-Click-it chemistry (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to detect de novo transcription in

Nematostella after amputation (Figure 9).

Figure 9. De novo transcription at the amputation site of the regenerating polyp. Overlap of confocal 

μ

Figure 9. De novo transcription at the amputation site of the regenerating polyp. Overlap of confocal

images showing de novo transcription (EU) in red and nucleus (DNA) staining in cyan in the oral

epitheliums (b–f) and gastric cavity (b’–f’) of the amputated juvenile polyp. The uncut control is

in (a–a’). The white arrows in a,b,b’,c,f show the cells that are undergoing de novo transcription.

The white dotted lines in (c’–f’) show the regions in the body gastric cavity that are undergoing

massive de novo transcription, the oral part of the mesenteries, and the epitheliums. All animals are

oriented with the amputation site to the top. Scale bar in (a) is 20 µm and applies to all Figure 9 and

Supplementary Figure S6.
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This technology allows the visualization of EU (Ethynyl Uridine), a modified Uridine analog,

incorporated into nascent RNA [41]. In uncut controls, de novo transcription is barely detectable

and only a few cells were EU-positive (EU+) throughout the body epithelia (Figure 9a,a’). After

sub-pharyngeal amputation, between 1.30 and 24 hpa, the de novo transcription pattern is similar to

controls in regard to the epithelia (Figure 9b,c; Supplementary Figure S6(Aa,Aa’)). However, in the

same time frame, some EU+ cells start to emerge in increasing numbers in the internal oral tissues

such as the mesenteries and gastrodermis (Figure 9b’,c’). At 48 hpa, a strong EU+ signal is detected

in the oral epithelia, both the ectodermis and gastrodermis, and the oral-most part of the remaining

mesenteries (Figure 9d,d’; Supplementary Figure S6(Ac,Ac’)). At 96 hpa, EU+ cells are present in the

elongating tentacles with the exception of the tentacle tips (Supplementary Figure S6Ba). Staining

progressively decreases in the oral epidermis but remains dense in the oral gastrodermis and in the

oral-most part of the mesenteries where the new pharynx is developing (Figure 9e,e’). In the fully

formed pharynx, at 144 hpa, only a few EU+ cells remain at the base of the tentacles and in the lower

part of the pharynx (Figure 9f,f’; Supplementary Figure S6(Ae,Ae’)).

2.8. Inhibition of Transcription or Proliferation has Different Effects on Regeneration

In order to determine the role of de novo transcription during regeneration in Nematostella, we

treated amputated juveniles with the antibiotic Actinomycin D (AMD), an inhibitor of DNA-primed

RNA synthesis [39]. In untreated controls, EU+ cells are massively detected at 48 hpa. As expected, at

the same time-point no staining was observed in the regenerating juveniles that were treated with

AMD from 36 to 48 hpa (Supplementary Figure S7a,b). Interestingly, we also observed that cell

proliferation and regeneration were inhibited in AMD-treated animals (Supplementary Figure S7c,d).

A recent study has used hydroxyurea (HU) to efficiently block proliferation and regeneration in

Nematostella [7]. However, nothing is known about the precise phenotype caused by the inhibition of

cellular proliferation during regeneration. We thus amputated juveniles below the pharynx, treated

them with either AMD or HU from 0 to 144 hpa, and scored wound healing success in addition to the

exact stage at which regeneration was blocked using the above-described assays and morphological

landmarks at 12, 72, and 144 hpa (Figure 10; Figure 11).

Figure 10. Effect of the inhibition of cell proliferation or transcription on the wound healing process. Figure 10. Effect of the inhibition of cell proliferation or transcription on the wound healing process.

Hydroxyurea (HU; orange) was used at 20 mM to block cell proliferation, and Actinomycin D (AMD;

green) was used at 10 ug/mL to block transcription. Both drugs were used in a time window from 0

to 12 hpa. The compression assay was performed at 6, 12, or 24 hpa.
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We used the compression assay we described above (Figure 4) to assess wound healing under

these experimental conditions. At 6 hpa, wound healing is delayed in a fraction of the HU-treated

juveniles (33%, n = 58). At 12 hpa, almost all of the animals treated with HU are completely healed

(91%, n = 47), although the process was delayed by approximately 6 h (Figure 10). However, in

AMD-treated juveniles, 29% (n = 71) are not healed at 6 hpa, and a similar fraction remains open

at 12 hpa (24%, n = 56) as well as 24 hpa (28%, n = 45) (Figure 10). This observation suggests that

wound healing is not blocked but delayed when cell proliferation only is inhibited. However, when

both de novo transcription and cell proliferation are blocked with the AMD treatment, wound healing

does not occur in a subset of animals.

 

μ

Figure 11. Inhibition of de novo transcription blocks regeneration at an earlier step than inhibition

of cell proliferation. The experimental amputated polyps were treated with hydroxyurea (HU) to

block cell proliferation or with Actinomycin D (AMD) to block de novo transcription from 0 to 144 hpa

and analyzed at the indicated time-points. Confocal images showing the morphological phenotype

using nuclear (DNA, cyan) staining in regenerating control (a,d,g) or experimental (b,c,e,f,h) polyps

at 12 hpa (a–c); 72 hpa (d–f); or 144 hpa (g,h); The white arrows in (a,b,h) show the characteristic

depression of the epithelium at the amputated site that correlates with the initiation of the contact

between the remaining mesenteries and the surrounding epithelia (circle white dotted line in (a,b,h));

This depression and contact initiation are absent in the polyps treated with AMD (c). The green arrow

in (d) indicates the forming pharyngeal lip. The white dotted lines in (d) to (f) indicate the mesenteries.

The yellow arrowheads in (g) indicate the tentacles. m, mesenteries; pha, pharynx. All animals are

oriented with the amputation site to the top. Number of cases for the representative phenotype are in

white at the bottom right of each image. Scale bar in (a) is 20 µm and applies to all Figure 11.

Interestingly, we observed two strikingly different phenotypes at 12 hpa in the HU- versus

AMD-treated juveniles. Similar to controls at 12 hpa, HU-treated polyps progress to Step 1 when the

mesenteries are fused together and enter in contact with the surrounding epithelia at the amputation
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site (Figure 11a,b). In addition, a characteristic depression is present in the epithelia at the amputation

site in the control as well as in HU-treated polyps (Figure 11a,b). However, the AMD-treated

regenerating juveniles appear to have been blocked in Step 0, right after the amputation, when the

mesenteries are neither in contact with one another, nor with the epithelia of the amputation site

(Figure 11c). The characteristic depression in the epithelia at the amputation site is absent as well.

To further characterize the phenotypes resulting from AMD or HU treatment, we assessed

pharynx formation using the appearance of 488+ as a proxy at 72 hpa. In untreated regenerating

juveniles, the 488+ fluorescence is observed in 62% (38 out of 61 cases). In AMD-treated juveniles, we

never observed 488+ in 100% (52 out of 52 cases). We obtained similar results in HU-treated polyps

in which 488+ never becomes detectable in 85% (53 out of 62 cases). In addition, no pharyngeal lip or

tentacle bulbs were visible in either of the treatments (Figure 11e,f) as the polyps resulting from AMD

or HU treatment remain blocked at Step 0 or Step 1, respectively. These data show that for both the

inhibition of de novo transcription or cell proliferation, the pharynx never starts to form, suggesting

that cell proliferation is required for pharynx formation.

At 144 hpa, HU-treated polyps still remain blocked at Step 1 (Figure 11h) compared to the

controls in which a fully formed pharynx is present (Figure 11g). At 144 hpa, AMD-treated polyps

were highly opaque and degraded (data not shown), suggesting a lethal effect of long-term inhibition

of transcription. All together these results show that cell proliferation is required for both pharynx

formation and tentacle elongation.

3. Discussion

3.1. Morphological and Cellular Landmarks for Oral Regeneration in Juveniles

In the present study, we describe in detail the morphological and cellular landmarks for

regeneration (Figure 12). We also present in vivo tools that can be used to assess wound healing

and pharynx formation in juveniles after sub-pharyngeal amputation.

Figure 12. Diagram summarizing the morphological and cellular events underly
Figure 12. Diagram summarizing the morphological and cellular events underlying oral regeneration

in the sea anemone, Nematostella vectensis. The table below the illustration provides definitions for the

various regeneration steps.
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From a morphological point of view, we observe a stereotypic timeline of events: wound healing

is completed after 4–6 hpa. Then, the mesenteries fuse together and contact the amputation site

at about 12–24 hpa. This is followed by the emergence of a gap between the mesenteries and the

wound site between 60 and 72 hpa. This space allows proper pharynx formation around 72–96 hpa

by the means of rearrangement of pre-existing mesenteries and cell proliferation. This characteristic

behavior of the mesenteries to form the pharynx is accompanied by tentacle bud formation and

elongation to form a juvenile that is indistinguishable from its uncut siblings. Along with the

morphological timeline, we further describe de novo transcription first in the gastrodermis and

mesenteries at 12 hpa at the amputation site. Then, a massive wave of de novo transcription is activated

at 48 hpa in the epidermis, gastrodermis, and in the mesenteries at the amputation site. Similarly,

cellular proliferation is first detected at 12 hpa at the wound site and increases progressively over

time. It is detected in the oral parts of the mesenteries at 24–48 hpa and remains at high levels until

regeneration is achieved.

While these morphological landmarks can be used to define steps of regeneration, none of

them can be associated with precise temporal information. This is because within a given batch of

animals we observed that regeneration speed varies considerably and not all animals reach a given

intermediate step (e.g., pharynx formation) at the same time (see table at the bottom of the Figure 6).

However, the highest variation in timing seems to occur around 60–72 hpa. At earlier time points, the

batch of regenerating juveniles seems more homogenous in their regeneration stages.

Our present study describes in detail the morphological and cellular events that are initiated

either early (0–24 hpa) or late (60–96 hpa) during regeneration. In fact, we did not observe specific

morphological or cellular events that are initiated in the period spanning this gap. However, it is

known that cellular proliferation progressively increases [7] during this time frame. This suggests

important cellular activity and possibly specification events that will subsequently give rise to the

new body structures. One way to further characterize the regenerative timeline would be to use gene

reporters. Nematostella is amenable for gene editing [42] and thus, to further develop this system for

regenerative studies, an effort needs to be made in the development of transgenic lines that express

genes during a given time span. These could not only highlight the beginning or the end of wound

healing or the reformation of a given structure, but perhaps also indicate events that are currently not

yet definable using morphology only (e.g., between 24 and 60 hpa). Initial efforts have been made to

determine the genes involved in wound healing [34] that could be used for such approaches and this

work should be expanded to other regenerative phases.

3.2. In Vivo Assays to Assess Wound Healing Success and Reformation of the Pharynx

We developed an in vivo assay to determine the success of wound healing after bisection of

juveniles by taking advantage of the existence of nematosomes, free circulating aggregations of

cells/cnidocytes. Upon compression of the animal with tweezers, the nematosomes exit the body

cavity at the amputation site during the process of wound healing and exit through the aboral pore

once wound healing is completed. However, we currently cannot exclude the fact that a reformed

extracellular matrix or massive production of mucus may prevent the nematosomes from leaking

through the wound site during the compression assay before the wound tissue is actually closed.

Unfortunately, the same assay cannot be used to determine the exact timing of mouth re-opening

as in uncut juveniles the nematosomes are released through the aboral pore in all cases (100%, n = 41).

This observation suggests that the fully developed mouth contracts strongly or that the connection

between the body cavity and the tentacles disperses and decreases the mechanical forces that the

forceps apply to the mouth region. We also tried to assess the timing of mouth opening by feeding

the juveniles. However, the size of the animals (100–150 µm) requires that we feed them with smashed

brine shrimp, which makes ingestion very heterogeneous within a batch and very difficult to assess.

Therefore, detailed morphological and cellular analyses are required to determine the timing of

mouth reopening in juveniles (Figure 6e).
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In addition, we observe that an endogenous green fluorescence (488+) that is potentially

associated with nascent nematosomes is detected ubiquitously in freshly fed animals but localized

to the pharynx in juveniles that were starved for one or two weeks, reflecting potentially different

metabolic states. We show that hand-sorting uncut animals by size (and health) or bio-sorting them

by size and 488+ intensity/localization results in a similar proportion of 488+ and 488´ at 72 and

120 hpa (Table 2). We conclude that the Biosorter system is a good way to select a homogenous

batch of Nematostella polyps with high confidence from a batch of thousands of juveniles. These can

be used for experimentation as has been done in other invertebrate and vertebrate models such as

C. elegans or D. rerio [43,44]. In addition, we show that this 488+ correlates with the initiation of

pharynx formation during regeneration (Figure 7(Ae–af’)). As a consequence, we successfully used

this endogenous fluorescent landmark to assess in vivo the reformation of the pharynx in regenerating

juveniles after sub-pharyngeal amputation.

Both of the assays we present in this study, compression and emergence of 488+, enable us to

determine precise events without having to fix and stain the animals. Thus, the same batch of animals

can be followed over the course of the regeneration process. The perturbation experiments we carried

out (AMD and HU), and for which we used the in vivo assays to determine the timing of the wound

healing and the regenerative progression, further underline that these approaches are very useful in

juveniles. Furthermore, adults also contain a large amount of free circulating nematosomes, display a

strong and very characteristic red endogenous fluorescence in the pharynx caused by the expression

of NvFP-7R (not detected in the four-tentacle juveniles), and exhibit green endogenous fluorescence

throughout the body and the tentacles [45]. Thus, it would be interesting to use the nematosomes as

well as the re-emergence of the pharyngeal NvFP-7R as unbiased assays to determine wound healing

and pharynx formation during adult oral regeneration.

3.3. Sequence and Origin of the Regenerating Body Parts

We show that juvenile and adult Nematostella do not display any differences in the timing

of regeneration or the requirement of cellular proliferation after sub-pharyngeal amputation.

Thus, it would be crucial to extend this analysis and perform a systematic comparison of the

isolated body parts in juveniles and adults. This could identify potential age-related differences

or a complete conservation of the cellular (and potentially molecular) mechanisms underlying

whole-body regeneration in Nematostella juveniles and adults. This is of particular importance since in

Hydra, the mechanism involved in head regeneration differs depending on the region of amputation

(sub-tentacle crown vs. mid-body) [9].

We chose to analyze regeneration in juveniles for the ease of imaging morphological details

that are more difficult using adult tissues (due to their opacity, size, and fluorescence). However,

the morphological characteristics and the staging system we describe for juvenile sub-pharyngeal

regeneration cannot be simply extrapolated to adult regeneration and, in particular, it is not intended

to replace or extend the existing staging system for regeneration from isolated adult physa in

Nematostella [30].

In later study, Bossert and colleagues propose (based on macro photographs) that the

regenerating adult mesenteries emanate from the most aboral region of the newly formed pharynx

during oral regeneration from the isolated adult physa [30]. In contrast, using detailed confocal

microscope data and in vivo fate-mapping experiments, our present study shows that, in the juveniles

regenerating from sub-pharyngeal amputation, the most oral tissues of the mesenteries contribute to

re-form a new pharynx.

The precise mechanisms by which mesenteries are formed during embryonic and larval

development are poorly described. A first report proposes that these structures are formed by a

combination of the pharyngeal ectoderm and body wall endoderm (Aman and Technau, unpublished

in [46]). These observations suggest that in the regenerating polyp resulting from adult physa

isolation, the mesenteries form in a similar way to those that form during embryonic development,
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from the already formed pharynx (the origin of which is unclear) [30]. In the regenerating juvenile

resulting from sub-pharyngeal amputation, the already present mesenteries are able to give rise to the

lost pharynx (data observed in our present study). In order to gain greater insight into the plasticity

of pharyngeal and mesenterial fates in all three contexts (embryogenesis, regeneration from isolated

physa, or after sub-pharyngeal amputation), further studies focusing on the tissue/cellular molecular

mechanisms underlying the origins of these tissues are crucial.

3.4. Importance of De Novo Transcription and Cell Proliferation during Regeneration

A previous study on the wound healing process in Nematostella showed that mRNA transcription

for specific genes is upregulated as early as 1 h post-injury and that the wound signal seems to initiate

from the gastrodermis [34]. Interestingly, we also observed a few dispersed EU+ cells, indicative of

de novo transcription, in the gastrodermal tissues at the amputation site as early as 1.30–6 hpa. It is

important to note that even if the size of the injury between these two studies ([34] vs. our present

study) is different, the beginning of de novo transcription seems to correlate.

In the last part of our study, we used the described morphological landmarks as a regeneration

staging system, in addition to our in vivo assays, to assess in detail the phenotypes obtained under

experimental conditions. We showed that inhibition of de novo transcription or cell proliferation

between 0 and 12 hpa delays or blocks wound healing, but only in the minority of cases. These data

are consistent with the timing of de novo transcription and cell proliferation, which begin noticeably

at 12 hpa, followed by massive waves at the amputation site between 24 and 48 hpa. However,

we also showed that the phenotypes observed at 12, 72, and 144 hpa after AMD or HU treatments

in regenerating juveniles are strikingly different. The HU treatment shows that the wound healing

and early (Steps 0–1) of Nematostella regeneration are independent of cell proliferation. Contrary to

this, the AMD treatment shows that the de novo transcription is required for those same early steps:

fusion of the mesenteries to one another and to contact the epithelia at the amputation site (Steps

0–1). These treatments, HU or AMD, block all subsequent regeneration (Steps 2–4) as indicated by

the absence of 488+ re-appearance, pharynx formation, and tentacle elongation. These observations

strongly suggest that de novo transcription is required for the initial tissue dynamics of regeneration

(from Steps 0–1), and that cell proliferation is required for later steps (Step 2–4) such as pharynx

formation and tentacle elongation.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Animal Culture

Nematostella vectensis were cultured at the Institute for Research on Cancer and Aging, Nice

(IRCAN) of the University of Nice. Adult and juvenile animals were cultured in 1/3X ASW

(Artificial Sea Water; Tropic-Marin Bio-actif system sea salt (Tropic-Marin, Wartenberg, Germany) and

maintained at 17 or 22 ˝C for adults and juveniles, respectively. Adults were fed five times a week

with freshly hatched artemia. To obtain juveniles, spawning was carried out as described in [21].

Juveniles for cutting experiments were used six weeks after fertilization. Two-week-old juveniles

were fed once a week for two weeks with 1 mL of smashed artemia and then starved for two weeks

in order to minimize contamination/background caused by food particles.

4.2. Animal Bisection

Juveniles or adults were relaxed by adding 1 mL of 7.14% MgCl2 in 5 mL 1/3 ASW and placed

on a light table for 10 to 15 min. Six-week-old polyps were cut using a microsurgery scalpel n˝15

(Swann-Morton, Sheffield, UK). Each cut was performed perpendicular to the oral–aboral axis of the

body column.
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4.3. Compression Assay

A circle was drawn on a slide with a hydrophobic pen (Dako Pen, Dako) and the relaxed

regenerating polyps were placed on this circle in a droplet of 1/3 ASW + MgCl2 7.14%.

The polyps were then compressed laterally with the tweezers 3C GRIP (Outils Rubis SA,

Stabio, Switzerland). and the expulsion of the nematosomes was assayed. The wound was

considered closed when, under pressure, the nematosomes did not leak through the amputated oral

part. In this case, the nematosomes either leaked through the aboral opening or did not leak at all.

The wound was considered as non-closed when nematosomes were expelled through the oral region.

The compression rate is difficult to measure because of the variability among the polyps of the same

batch (diverse sizes, metabolic rates, robustness of their tissues). However, to standardize the process,

the compression was maintained and accentuated until the nematosomes leaked. In some cases,

compression was increased to its maximum and the two tips of the tweezers met.

4.4. Staining

After relaxing adults or juvenile polyps in MgCl2 for 10–15 min, animals were fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences #15714, Hatfield, PA, USA) in 1/3 ASW for 1 h

at 22 ˝C or overnight at 4 ˝C. Fixed animals were washed three times in PBT 0.2% (PBS1X + Triton

0.2%). To analyze the general morphology, Hoechst staining (Invitrogen #33342, Carlsbad, CA, USA)

at 1/5000 was used to label the DNA/nucleus, and BODIPYr FL PhallAcidin 488 (Molecular Probes

#B607, Eugene, OR, USA) staining was used at 1/200 to label actin microfilaments (cell membranes

and muscle fibers).

4.5. Cell Proliferation (EdU) and De Novo Transcription (EU) Detection

To detect cellular proliferation Click-it EdU (5-ethynyl-21-deoxyuridine) kits (Invitrogen #C10337

or #C10339, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were used following the protocol from [7]. The EdU was used at 300

uM following the protocol from [7]. To detect de novo transcription Click-it EU (5-ethynyl-21-uridine)

kit (Invitrogen #C10337, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used following the manufacturer's protocol. EU

was used at 1 mM.

4.6. Bio-Sorting

The Biosorter system (Union Biometrica, Holliston, MA, USA) equipped with the 2000 µm FOCA

flow cell was calibrated with 500 µm beads. Using the Flowpilot software (Union Biometrica), polyps

were analyzed for their morphology using the extinction coefficient, their length was analyzed using

the Time Of Flight (TOF) between two sensors in the FOCA, and their green endogenous fluorescence

intensity (488+) was emitted after a 488-laser excitation. For each animal, 488+ was characterized by

measuring the intensity, the width, and the height of the peak in real time on live animals. The debris

and small animals were excluded from the analysis based on the TOF and extinction parameters.

The 488+ was localized in real time using the Profiler module that scans the profile of the object and

integrates the measure of this endogenous fluorescence within this profile, allowing us to determine

the relative localization of the 488+ in live polyps. For animal sorting, the optimal drop delay was

determined using 500 µm beads and single-animal sorting was performed in 96-well plates filled with

100 µm 1/3 seawater.

4.7. Imaging

Live animals were imaged using a protocol described in [16]. The imaging setup was composed

of either with a Zeiss Stereo Discovery V8 Discovery or a Zeiss Axio Imager A2 (both Carl Zeiss

Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Canon 6D digital camera, triggering two

external Canon Speedlite 430 EX II Flashes and controlled by the Canon Digital Photo Professional

software (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan). Images were edited using Adobe Lightroom 5 and/or Photoshop
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CS6 software (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Labeled animals were analyzed using a Zeiss

LSM Exciter or Zeiss 710 confocal microscope running the ZEN 2009 software (Carl Zeiss Microscopy

GmbH, Jena, Germany) from the IRCAN imaging platform (PICMI) or the iBV Platform of Resources

in Imaging and Scientific Microscopy (PRISM), respectively. Each final image was reconstituted

from a stack of confocal images using Z-projection (maximum intensity or standard deviation) of

the ImageJ software (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

4.8. Photoconversion Experiment

Fertilized Nematostella juveniles were injected with mRNA encoding the photoconvertable Kaede

(green to red fluorescence) protein. At six weeks the juveniles were subject to sub-pharyngeal

amputation. Then 24 h later, juveniles were relaxed for 10 min with 7.14% MgCl2 in 1/3 ASW and

mounted between slide and coverslip. The region of interest of the juvenile was photoconverted

using a 405 nm wavelength laser on a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope. The specific region was

photoconverted with the 405 nm laser at 100% power for 10 iterations (scans) and up to three

repetitions at a scan speed less than 10 µs/pixel. When photoconverted, the juveniles were left to

recover and regenerate for eight to nine days, then relaxed with 7.14% MgCl2 in 1/3 ASW, mounted

between slide and coverslip, and analyzed for the red patch of converted Kaede on a Zeiss 710

laser-scanning microscope. To separate photoconverted cells from endogenous fluorescence, using

a lambda stack, spectral profiles of converted Kaede-expressing cells, unconverted Kaede-expressing

cells, and endogenous red fluorescence were analyzed using a positive and negative control

(converted Kaede- and unconverted Kaede-expressing juveniles, respectively). Several different red

endogenous fluorescent cells were analyzed to account for variation. Finally, animals were imaged

using the online fingerprinting mode and the 34-channel QUASAR detector (Zeiss LSM 710; Zeiss,

Gottingen, Germany).

4.9. Drug Treatments Hydroxyurea (HU)—Actinomycin D (AMD)

Cellular proliferation was inhibited using HU (Sigma-Aldrich #H8627-5G, St. Louis, MO,

USA) and transcription was blocked using the AMD (Enzo Life Sciences Inc. #ALX-260-020-M001,

Farmingdale, NY, USA). HU was made up fresh at 20 mM in 1/3ˆ ASW before each experiment.

A stock solution of AMD prepared in DMSO and kept at ´20 ˝C was diluted in 1/3X ASW to use

at a final concentration of 10 µg/mL prior to each experiment. Each HU or AMD treatment was

performed in a final volume of 500 µL 1/3ˆ ASW in a 24-well plate using the adequate controls

(1/3ˆ ASW or DMSO). Pharmaceutical drugs were changed every 24 h to maintain their activity for

the duration of the experiments.

5. Conclusions

In summary, our staging system for oral regeneration after sub-pharyngeal amputation,

combined with our in vivo assays for wound healing and pharynx formation using naturally existing

landmarks, is a precise way to assess the phenotypes resulting from experimental manipulation

during regeneration in Nematostella. This study also begins to define the cellular and molecular

mechanisms underlying the intriguing phenomenon of whole-body regeneration, providing a solid

basis for further developing Nematostella as a new cnidarian regeneration system.
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ABSTRACT

For over a century, researchers have been comparing embryogenesis

and regeneration hoping that lessons learned from embryonic

development will unlock hidden regenerative potential. This problem

has historically been a difficult one to investigate because the best

regenerative model systems are poor embryonic models and vice

versa. Recently, however, there has been renewed interest in this

question, as emerging models have allowed researchers to investigate

these processes in the same organism. This interest has been further

fueled by the advent of high-throughput transcriptomic analyses that

provide virtual mountains of data. Here, we present Nematostella

vectensis Embryogenesis and Regeneration Transcriptomics

(NvERTx), a platform for comparing gene expression during

embryogenesis and regeneration. NvERTx consists of close to 50

transcriptomic data sets spanning embryogenesis and regeneration in

Nematostella. These data were used to perform a robust de novo

transcriptome assembly, with which users can search, conduct BLAST

analyses, and plot the expression of multiple genes during these two

developmental processes. The site is also home to the results of gene

clustering analyses, to further mine the data and identify groups of co-

expressed genes. The site can be accessed at http://nvertx.kahikai.org.

KEY WORDS: Embryogenesis, Regeneration, Transcriptome,

Database, Cnidarian, Nematostella vectensis

INTRODUCTION

A long-standing question in the field of regeneration is to what
extent regenerative programs recapitulate development. Comparing
gene expression during these two processes provides clues as to how
genes activated during embryogenesis are re-deployed during
regeneration. The majority of studies performing this comparison
focus on the role of individual or small groups of genes (Binari et al.,
2013; Carlson et al., 2001; Gardiner et al., 1995; Imokawa and
Yoshizato, 1997; Kaloulis et al., 2004; Katz et al., 2015; Millimaki
et al., 2010; Özpolat et al., 2012; Reitzel et al., 2007; Torok et al.,
1998; Wang and Beck, 2014). Studies comparing transcriptomes of
embryogenesis and limb regeneration in axolotls and zebrafish have
been successful in identifying differentially expressed genes
involved in these processes (Habermann et al., 2004; Mathew
et al., 2009). A comparison of whole-body regeneration to
embryogenesis has yet to be performed, and could help with
further improving our understanding of how genes are used during

embryogenesis and re-used during regeneration. One organism is
especially amenable to this line of study: the sea anemone
Nematostella vectensis (Fig. 1A) (Layden et al., 2016; Reitzel
et al., 2007).

Nematostella has been used as a research model for embryonic
development (Finnerty et al., 2004; Kusserow et al., 2005; Matus
et al., 2006; Rentzsch et al., 2006; Wikramanayake et al., 2003).
Nematostella reproduce sexually and, after fertilization, the zygote
undergoes a series of cleavages to form a blastula. Gastrulation
occurs at the animal pole and, shortly thereafter, the embryo enters a
swimming planula stage during which the pharynx and internal
structures, termed mesenteries, develop. After several days, this
planula larva settles, develops tentacles, and enters a juvenile stage.
Nematostella development research entered the age of genomics
with the sequencing of its genome by Putnam and colleagues in
2007 (Putnam et al., 2007; Technau and Schwaiger, 2015). Since
then, a large number of developmental genes have been identified in
Nematostella, and many commonalities between Nematostella and
bilatarian development have emerged (Amiel et al., 2017; Burton
and Finnerty, 2009; Darling et al., 2005; Genikhovich et al., 2015;
Layden and Martindale, 2014; Layden et al., 2012; Lecler̀e et al.,
2016; Matus et al., 2008; Meyer et al., 2011; Reitzel et al., 2007;
Röttinger et al., 2012). With the advent of high-throughput
transcriptomics, several studies have examined gene expression
during embryogenesis at the whole-genome level (Helm et al.,
2013; Fischer and Smith, 2013; Fischer et al., 2014; Tulin et al.,
2013), firmly establishing Nematostella as an embryonic model.

More recently, Nematostella has shown to be a powerful model for
regeneration. Upon bisection,Nematostella is capable of regenerating
the missing body half after ∼6 days postamputation (Bossert et al.,
2013). Following subpharyngeal amputation (head removal),
regeneration occurs via a highly dynamic process: first, there is an
initial wound healing phase of ∼6 h, then regeneration follows a
stereotypic program in which the mesenteries fuse and, via
subsequent cell proliferation, reform the missing pharynx and
tentacles over the course of 6 days (Amiel et al., 2015). This
process has been shown to be both cell proliferation dependent
(Passamaneck and Martindale, 2012) and utilize dynamic tissue
rearrangement, with large portions of unamputated tissue
contributing to the reformed tissue (Amiel et al., 2015). The
existence of adult stem cells and the role they might play in
regeneration have yet to be uncovered. This process is known to use
several developmental signaling pathways originally deployed during
embryogenesis (DuBuc et al., 2014; Schaffer et al., 2016; Trevino
et al., 2011). It remains unclear, however, if these pathways are
deployed the sameway, i.e. with similar or divergent regulatory logic.
One way to address this question is to systematically compare
gene expression profiles during embryonic development and
regeneration, to identify groups of genes originally used during
embryogenesis that are re-used during regeneration. To facilitate
this line of study, we created N.vectensis Embryogenesis andReceived 23 December 2017; Accepted 25 April 2018
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Regeneration Transcriptomics (NvERTx) – a quantitative gene
expression database for comparing embryogenesis and regeneration
in the sea anemoneN. vectensis.NvERTx comprises several data sets
spanning embryogenesis (Helm et al., 2013; Fischer and Smith,
2013; Fischer et al., 2014; Tulin et al., 2013; this study) and
regeneration (this study). We used pooled RNA sequencing
(RNAseq) data from Nematostella embryogenesis and regeneration
to generate a de novo transcriptome assembly. Using this assembly,
we then quantified each of the RNAseq data sets and clustered the
transcripts to discover groups of genes that share similar expression.
This tool can be used to find transcript sequences, identify co-
expressed genes, and directly compare expression profiles during
embryogenesis and regeneration. All of these data can be found in a
searchable database that is accessible at www.nvertx.kahikai.org.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NvERTx database: de novo assembly, annotation and data

quantification

NvERTx is a quantitative gene expression database for embryogenesis
and regeneration, consisting of several RNAseq data sets. It includes
previously published data sets spanning very early embryogenesis to
polyp from Helm et al. (2013) [sampled 2, 7, 12, 24, 120 and 240 h
postfertilization (hpf)] and Fischer and Smith (2013) and Fischer et al.
(2014) (sampled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18 and 19 hpf). To complement these and sample time points during
tentacle genesis and pharynx formation, we generated an additional
data set sampled at 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168 and 192 hpf.
Together, these data sets cover the major hallmarks of Nematostella
development, including blastula (12-24 hpf), gastrula (24-48 hpf),

planula (48-120 hpf) and juvenile (120-244 hpf) stages. The
regeneration RNAseq data were sampled from 6-week-old juveniles
after subpharyngeal amputation at –1 (uncut), 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24,
36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120 and 144 h postamputation (hpa) (Fig. 1B). We
chose these time points because they span themost important events of
regeneration, includingwoundhealing (0-6 hpa), pharynx reformation
(24-72 hpa) and tentacle reformation (72-120 hpa) (Fig. 1A,B) (Amiel
et al., 2015), all stages for whichwe have embryonic data spanning the
initial development of these structures. For each of these data sets, we
obtained the raw sequencing reads and used these as input for our
quantitative workflow.

To quantify the RNAseq data, we performed a de novo

transcriptome assembly, which we term NvERTx. We assembled
this transcriptome using the short-read assembler Trinity (Haas et al.,
2013), with combined paired-end reads from our regeneration data set
and additional embryonic data from Tulin et al. (2013), sampled at 0,
6, 12, 18 and 24 hpf, as input (seeMaterials andMethods for complete
workflow). The resulting assembly includes 234,381 transcripts with
an N50 of 1678 and an average length of 837.30 bp (see Table S1 for
assembly statistics). Each transcript is identified with a unique
NvERTx.4 number. To annotate the transcriptome, we first identified
the 231,294 transcripts with an open reading frame (ORF) and
extracted the coding sequences using OrfPredictor (Min et al., 2005).
We then compared the resultant protein sequences with NCBI’s
nonredundant protein database (NR) and the UniProt database using
the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)-like tool PLAST
(Nguyen and Lavenier, 2009). From these analyses we identified
85,475 transcripts with a significant hit to NR (e-value <5e-5), and
69,335 transcripts with a significant hit to the UniProt databases

Fig. 1. Sampling strategy of data sets used in NvERTx. (A) Nematostella anatomy. Nematostella is a small sea anemone (∼5 cm), with a mouth (M),

pharynx (P) tentacles (Ten) and a body column with internal structures called mesenteries (Mes), the posterior section of which is termed the physa (Phy).

(B) Schematic of RNAseq samples included in theNvERTx database. Three data sets spanning embryogenesis are included: one including data fromFischer and

Smith (2013) and Fischer et al. (2014), sampled hourly from 0 hpf to 19 hpf; one including data from Helm et al. (2013), sampled at 2, 7, 12, 24, 120 and 240 hpf;

and data from this study, sampled daily from 24 hpf to 192 hpf (250 embryos/time point, biological duplicates). Regeneration was sampled from 6-week-old

animals at –1 (uncut), 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hpa (300 juveniles/time point, biological triplicates).
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(e-value <5e-5). Additionally, we compared each transcript with the
current Nemve1 gene predictions (https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/
Nemve1/Nemve1.home.html) using nucleotide BLAST (BLASTn),
and identified 102,581 transcripts with a significant hit (e-value
<5e-5) (Kent, 2002). Of these 102,581 Nemve1 hits, 19,565 represent
unique Nemve1 ‘genes’. We found that 110,531 transcripts did not hit
any of the three databases, a proportion typical of Trinity assemblies
(Conesa et al., 2016), and could be noncoding sequences or other
assembly artifacts (see Table S2 for full annotation statistics). For each
of the 234,381 NvERTx transcripts, we provide all available
annotations. We then used the transcriptome assembly to quantify
each of the RNAseq data sets. We did this by aligning the reads using
Bowtie2 (Langmead et al., 2009) and quantifying each transcript using
RSEM and edgeR (Li and Dewey, 2011; Robinson et al., 2010).
Transcripts with the same best Nemve1 hit were combined to obtain
‘gene-level’ quantification. To validate these data, we compared our
RNAseq quantifications with results obtained by performing
quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) for several target
genes using our in-house generated data sets, and observed a high
level of concordance in their expression profiles (Figs S2 and S3; see
Materials andMethods, ‘RNAseq quality assurance’ section). Finally,
the three embryonic data sets were corrected for batch effects using the
sva R package with time point as a categorical covariate (Leek et al.,
2012) (seeMaterials andMethods for details). The quantified data sets
are reported for each transcript in the database.

Retrieving expression plots, count tables and sequences

The NvERTx database can be accessed using multiple points of entry:
by searching annotations (Fig. 2Ai), using BLAST (Fig. 2Aii) or
exploring the co-expression clusters (Fig. 2Aiv) (see ‘Exploring gene
expression clusters’ section). To demonstrate this, we use the
Nematostella Brachyury protein (NvBra, NCBI GenBank ID
AAO27886.2) as an example. To retrieve transcripts corresponding
to Nvbra, we can use the search function to query the transcript
annotations and enter the Nemve1 gene model ID from the current
genome assembly ( jgi|Nemve1|770), the NCBI GenPept accession
number (gi|122058623), the NCBI GenBank accession number
(AAO27886.2), or the gene name (‘Brachyury’) (Fig. 2Ai). Using any
of these queries identifies several transcripts that correspond to Nvbra
(Fig. 2B). Multiple matching transcripts reflect the different isoforms
predicted by the transcriptome assembler. We can confirm which
transcripts correspond to Nvbra by examining the annotations that are
reported with the search results. It is normal for different isoforms to
have slightly different annotations as each transcript was individually
annotated. Clicking the NvERTx.4 numbers fills in the field on the left
of the screen, enabling the user to directly compare their expression
profiles by clicking ‘Plot!’ (Fig. 2Aiii).
Similarly, the BLAST tool can be used to retrieve NvERTx.4

transcripts using either a nucleotide (BLASTn) or protein
(tBLASTn) query. The reported alignments can be then used to
identify the correct transcripts. For example, using tBLASTn
against the transcriptome with Mus musculus Brachyury (NCBI
GenBank accession number AAI20808.1), we find several
homologous transcripts, the first of which is Nvbra (Fig. 2C).
Again, clicking the NvERTx.4 number fills in the field on the left of
the screen, enabling the user to obtain the expression plots and
annotations by clicking ‘Plot!’ (Fig. 2Aiii).
Once the NvERTx.4 IDs for Nvbra, NvERTx.4.100808 and

NvERTx.4.100809, are selected we can query the database by
clicking ‘Plot!’ on the left (Fig. 2Aiii). The first page that appears
displays the transcripts’ expression during regeneration and
embryogenesis (Fig. 3A). We can see that the expression of

Nvbra exhibits two peaks during regeneration, beginning at 8 hpa
and 60 hpa, while during embryogenesis, Nvbra is expressed early,
rapidly peaks at 20 hpf, then decreases throughout development.
Note that the expression profiles for the two transcripts are perfectly
superimposed and appear as one. This is because transcripts
corresponding to the same Nemve1 best hit are quantified
equivalently as they are from the same ‘gene’. To distinguish
transcript isoforms from separate genes we can compare the
individual transcripts in the ‘alignment’ tab, where a MUSCLE
sequence alignment is reported (Edgar, 2004) (Fig. 3F). In this case,
we observe that NvERTx.4.100809 is a longer assembled isoform
of Nvbra. The results tabset also includes the normalized count
tables (Fig. 3B), transcript annotations (Fig. 3C), the sequences in
FASTA format (Fig. 3D), and links to bibliographical resources
including PubMed articles citing the protein and a PaperBlast query
(Price and Arkin, 2017) (Fig. 3E). In the annotations tab, we can
also see which co-expression cluster the transcript belongs to for
embryogenesis and regeneration. Exploring these clusters is very
useful for identifying co-expressed genes.

Exploring gene expression clusters

Co-expression analysis is particularly useful to identify genes that
function in the same gene regulatory module. Co-expressed genes
can also represent groups of genes that participate in a similar
biological function. One method for identifying co-expressed genes
is to cluster genes or transcripts by expression profile. For NvERTx,
we performed fuzzy c-means clustering to regroup genes by
expression profile, and provide those clusters in the ‘Co-expression
clusters’ section of the site. These clusters can be used to identify
transcripts that are co-expressed with a given gene of interest.
Furthermore, comparing the membership of gene clusters during
embryogenesis and regeneration can be used to identify groups of
genes that function similarly during these processes.

The gene expression clusters can be browsed by either clicking a
cluster in the ‘Co-expression clusters’ section (Fig. S1A) or by
following a direct link from the annotation table of a transcript to its
cluster (Fig. 3C). Using our previous example, Nvbra, from the
annotations results, we can see that Nvbra participates in
regeneration cluster two (R-2). When exploring R-2, we see all of
the transcripts found in the cluster sorted by membership score. The
score reflects how strongly a gene’s expression matches the cluster
core. By plotting several high-scoring transcripts, we can identify
groups of co-expressed genes. For example, when we plot
NvERTx.4.40781 (best NR hit: XP_015758878.1 forkhead
box protein G1-like Acropora digitifera), NvERTx.4.57897 (best
NR hit: AOP31964.1 dickkopf3-like 1 N. vectensis) and
NvERTx.4.100808 (best NR hit: AAO27886.2 Brachyury protein
N. vectensis), we see that they are indeed co-expressed with an initial
expression peak between 4 hpa and 16 hpa, followed by a gradual
rise from 36 hpa onward (Fig. S1Bii). By contrast, these genes are
not co-expressed during embryogenesis and exhibit divergent
expression patterns (Fig. S1Bi), raising the hypothesis that this
particular grouping of genes is unique to regeneration. Using this
method to find co-expressed genes is an effective way of identifying
potential gene-regulatory modules and gene batteries. Importantly,
assessing whether these genes are co-expressed during regeneration
and embryogenesis can shed light on how these gene batteries are
used or re-used during these two processes.

Differentially expressed genes

Comparing which genes are differentially expressed during
embryogenesis and regeneration can provide important clues about
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Fig. 2. See next page for legend.
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how genes are initially deployed during embryonic development and
if/how they are reused during regeneration. Systematically analyzing
genes differentially expressed during regeneration has allowed for the
discovery of ‘regeneration-specific’ genes in other models, including
axolotl, zebrafish and newts (Bryant et al., 2017; Knapp et al., 2013;
Looso et al., 2013; Mathew et al., 2009). To facilitate these lines of
inquiry using NvERTx, we provide the results of intra-data-set
pairwise differential gene-expression testing on the summarized
Nemve1 genes. For each data set, we compare each time point to t0,
which is defined as 0 hpa for the regeneration data, 7 hpf (the
estimated beginning of zygotic transcription) for the Fischer and
Smith (2013), Fischer et al. (2014) and Helm et al. (2013) data, and
24 hpf (the first time point sampled) for the in-house embryonic data.
The results of this testing can be queried on theDEGenes page, and an
interactive volcano plot displaying the negative log10 false-discovery
rate (FDR) as a function of fold change is generated (Fig. 4Ai,Bi).
Each transcript is plotted as a single point, and multiple isoforms for a
single gene are superimposed. Users can use the plot tools to click or
drag-select the transcripts that are then displayed in the table below
(Fig. 4Aii,Bii). These transcripts can then be compared by ticking the
boxes in the table and querying the database as described above.
For example, when we select the three transcripts with the most

dramatic fold change during embryogenesis from 7 hpf to 24 hpf
(Fig. 4Ai, red dotted line box), we identify several transcripts
corresponding to three predicted proteins (Fig. 4Aii). Querying the
database shows that indeed these genes are highly expressed at 24 hpf
(Fig. 4Aiii). Conversely, these genes show little variation during
regeneration (Fig. 4Aiv). Likewise, when we examine differential
expression during regeneration at 24 hpa, three genes show a large
fold change (Fig. 4Bi, red dotted line box). Selecting these genes
shows two predicted proteins and a T-box transcription factor
(Fig. 4Bii). Comparing these genes, we see that all three are indeed
upregulated at 24 hpa (Fig. 4Biv). Of these three, only the two
predicted proteins show significant variation during embryogenesis
(Fig. 4Biii, NvERTx.4.229217, NvERTx.4.119508), while no
embryonic data are found for NvERTx.4.207772, meaning that this
gene is not expressed at a detectable level in any of the embryonic
data sets and could represent a ‘regeneration-specific’ gene.

Conclusion and future directions

NvERTx provides a platform to efficiently compare gene
expression during embryogenesis and regeneration in
Nematostella. Additionally, the comprehensive transcriptome
provides high-quality transcript models that can be used to
identify gene sequences. Using co-expression clusters, one can
explore groups of genes that share similar expression patterns during
embryogenesis and regeneration. Finally, mining the differentially
expressed genes enables the identification of embryogenesis or
‘regeneration-specific’ genes. All of these tools are aimed at
inspiring and building hypotheses concerning embryogenesis and
regeneration for Nematostella and non-Nematostella researchers
alike. Users can use their own groups of co-expressed genes to test

for conservation of regeneration gene batteries, or to explore gene
expression clusters to identify genes that share expression, and
examine these in their own models.

As this web application is intended to complement and expand
upon existing resources, we provided transcript models that have
been annotated using a variety of gene/protein databases (NR,
trEMBL, Nemve1). Sequencing technologies are evolving to
achieve longer reads, and assemblers will soon provide more
robust transcriptomes; in the future, we plan to take advantage of
these technologies to improve our transcript models. We also plan to
grow the database as future data sets examining embryogenesis and
regeneration emerge. Finally, we foresee merging this resource with
an existing spatial gene expression database found at http://www.
kahikai.org/index.php?content=genes (Ormestad et al., 2011). This
will enable the identification of syn-expression groups, genes that
are co-expressed both spatially and temporally (Niehrs and Pollet,
1999), and further facilitate studies comparing differential gene
usage during embryogenesis and regeneration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal culture, spawning and amputation

Adult N. vectensis were cultured at 16°C in the dark in 1/3 strength artificial
sea water (ASW) as previously described (Amiel et al., 2017). Spawning
was induced by feeding the animals with oysters the day before and
transferring the animals to a light table for 12 h. Regeneration experiments
were performed using 6-week-old juveniles as previously described (Amiel
et al., 2017).

Transcriptomic data sets

The sequences that served as input into our de novo assembly consisted of
two data sets: one spanning the first 24 h of embryogenesis originally
reported by Tulin et al. (2013), and another spanning the first 144 h of
regeneration generated in-house (see ‘Library preparation and sequencing’
section). The embryonic data set was downloaded from the Woods Hole
Open Access Server (http://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/handle/1912/
5613, last accessed 1 June, 2017) and includes Illumina HiSeq 100 bp
paired-end sequencing prepared from Nematostella embryos at 0, 6, 12, 18
and 24 hpf. The regeneration data set includes Illumina NextSeq 75 bp
paired-end sequencing from regenerating Nematostella at –1 (uncut), 0, 2,
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hpa (see ‘Library
preparation and sequencing’ section for details). The sequence data that
were used for transcript quantification are composed of four data sets.
Three of the data sets spanned embryogenesis: one originally reported by
Fischer and Smith (2013) and Fischer et al. (2014) (http://darchive.
mblwhoilibrary.org/handle/1912/5981, last accessed 1 June, 2017)
(Illumina HiSeq 100 bp paired-end replicates sampled hourly from 0 hpf
to 19 hpf ), a second embryonic data set originally reported in Helm et al.
(2013) [NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) project, PRJNA189768]
(Illumina HiSeq 50 bp single-end replicates sampled from 2, 7, 12, 24, 120
and 240 hpf ), and a third embryonic data set generated in house, sampled
at 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168 and 192 hpf (Illumina MiSeq 75Bp single-
end replicates). The regenerative data used for quantification are the same
as those used for the transcriptome assembly (Illumina NextSeq 75 bp
single-end triplicates). Raw reads for the in-house generated data sets can
be found in the NCBI SRA BioProject, under accession numbers
PRJNA418421 and PRJNA419631.

Library preparation and sequencing

Two novel RNAseq data sets, one spanning embryonic, larval and
postmetamorphic development and the other regeneration, were generated
for this study. For the embryonic data set,∼250 embryos per time point were
cultured in 1/3 strength ASW at 18°C. At each time point, 24, 48, 72, 96,
120, 144, 168 and 192 hpf, the embryos were transferred to 500 ml Tri
Reagent and homogenized for 15 s with a pestle. The resulting lysate was
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. This was repeated to
obtain duplicates for each time point. After all the samples were collected,

Fig. 2. NvERTx points of entry. (A) Screenshot of the NvERTx portal.

(Ai) Users can search for genes using the gene name, Nemve1 accession

number, or NCBI GenBank accession number. (Aii) The transcriptome can

also be searched using BLASTn or tBLASTn. (Aiii) Multiple transcripts can be

queried simultaneously. (Aiv) Users can also directly explore co-expression

clusters from embryogenesis and regeneration to identify groups of co-

expressed genes. (B) Screen shot of results from searching the annotations

using the term ‘Brachyury’. (C) tBLASTn results using Mus musculus

Brachyury as a query (GenBank AAI20808.1) identify several homologous

transcripts. The top scoring isoform is reported first.
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the RNA lysate was extracted using two phenol-chloroform extractions and
precipitated with isopropanol. For the full extraction protocol, see Layden
et al. (2013). The resulting nucleic acids were treated with the TURBO
DNA-free kit from Invitrogen (AM1907) for 10 min at 37°C. The resulting
RNA was quantified with a Qubit spectrometer, and RNA integrity was
checked on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Then, 100 ng of RNAwas used as
input for an Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNALibrary Prep for NeoPrep Kit,
and the libraries were prepared using an Illumina NeoPrep system. The
75 bp single-end sequencing was carried out on the NextSeq500 sequencer

of the Institute for Research on Cancer and Aging, IRCAN Genomics Core
Facility, Nice, France.
For the regenerative data set, ∼350 6-week-old Nematostella juveniles per

time point were amputated below the pharynx. At each time point, –1, 0, 2, 4,
8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hpa, the juveniles were
transferred to 500 ml Tri Reagent and homogenized for 15 s with a pestle. The
resulting lysate was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C.
This was repeated for each of the three replicates. After all samples were
collected, theRNAwas extracted as described above for the embryonic samples.

Fig. 3. Example results for the transcripts NvERTx.4.100808 and NvERTx.4.100809. (A) Expression plots for regeneration (left) and embryogenesis (right).

The two transcripts are isoforms of the same genes so their expression profile plots and counts are equivalent. (B) Count data from each of the data sets.

(C) Transcript annotations. (D)Sequences inFASTA format (the second sequence is showncroppedowing tospace limitations). (E)Bibliographical resources including

PubMed links and PaperBlast queries. (F) MUSCLE alignment to compare similar transcripts. The alignment shown is cropped to display the homologous region.
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Samples were stored in GenTegra-RNA stabilization reagent (GTR5100-S) and
shipped to the NextGen Sequencing Core at the University of Southern
California, CA, USA, for library preparation and sequencing. The samples were

prepared with a KAPA Stranded RNA Kit (KR0960). Two replicates were
sequenced as 75-bp single-end sequencing, and one replicate as 75-bp
paired-end sequencing, on an Illumina NextSeq500 sequencer.

Fig. 4. Exploration of differentially expressed genes using the ‘DE Genes’ tool. Intra-data-set differential expression testing for summarized Nemve1 gene

models. Each time point is compared with t0, defined as 0 hpa for the regeneration data, 7 hpf (the estimated beginning of zygotic transcription) for the data

from Fischer and Smith (2013), Fischer et al. (2014) and Helm et al. (2013), and 24 hpf (the first time point sampled) for the in-house embryonic data. (Ai,Bi) When

a user selects a comparison, a volcano plot displaying the –log10(FDR) as a function of fold change is generated. Significant transcripts [FC>log2(2) and FDR

<0.05] are colored magenta. Using the plot tools, multiple transcripts can be selected (red dotted line box, Ai,Bi) and a table is generated showing the

corresponding transcripts (Aii,Bii). A user can compare these transcripts by ticking the corresponding box which fills the form on the left of the page. (Aiii,Aiv,Biii,

Biv) The expression profiles shown here are then found on the results page.
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RNAseq quality control

All reads from each data set were processed equivalently. Reads were first
quality filtered to remove low-quality reads and adapter trimmed using
timmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and cutadapt (Martin, 2011), respectively.

Trinity de novo assembly

For the de novo assembly, paired-end reads from regeneration (–1, 2, 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120 and 144 hpa) and embryonic (0, 6, 12, 18
and 24 hpf) (Tulin et al., 2013) data sets were filtered of ribosomal sequences
by aligning to Nematostella mitochondrial and ribosomal sequences using
Bowtie2 (Langmead et al., 2009) and retaining the unmapped reads. These
surviving reads were inputted into Trinity (v2.4.0) for assembly (Haas et al.,
2013). To annotate the assembly, the ORFs were found using OrfPredictor
(Min et al., 2005) and the resulting peptide sequences were compared with the
NCBI NR database using the BLAST-like tool PLAST (Nguyen and
Lavenier, 2009), with an e-value cutoff of 5e-5. The transcriptome was also
compared with the UniProt databases, Swiss-Prot and trEMBL, using
translated BLAST (BLASTx) and protein BLAST (BLASTp), respectively,
with an e-value cutoff of 5e-5. The annotations were then compiled using the
script totalannotation.py from the ‘Simple Fool’s Guide to Population
Genomics via RNAseq’ (De Wit et al., 2012).

Quantification

To quantify the RNAseq data, single-end reads for each data set,
regeneration and the three embryonic data sets [from Fischer and Smith
(2013), Fischer et al. (2014), Helm et al. (2013) and this study], were aligned
to the Trinity assembly using Bowtie2 (Langmead et al., 2009). Read counts
were quantified using RSEM (Li and Dewey, 2011). To account for the
many isoforms per gene reported by Trinity, transcripts were compared with
the Nemve1 filtered gene models using BLASTn, and counts for transcripts
with the same Nemve1 hit were combined. Transcripts with low-read
counts, those that did not have fewer than five counts in at least 25% of the
samples, were excluded. Each data set was then normalized separately using
the R package edgeR and the counts per million (cpm) mapped reads were
calculated (Robinson et al., 2010). Intra-data-set differential expression
testing for each Nemve1 gene model was carried out by comparing each
time point to t0 using edgeR [t0=7 hpf for the Helm et al. (2013), Fischer and
Smith (2013) and Fischer et al. (2014) data sets; t0=24 hpf for the in-house
embryonic data set; and t0=0 hpa for the regeneration data set]. A
significantly differentially expressed gene is defined as having an
absolute fold change (FC) >2 and a false discovery rate (FDR) <0.05. To
correct for batch effects of the embryonic data sets after normalization, the R
function ComBat from the SVA packages was used on log2(cpm+1)
transformed data using time point as a categorical covariate (Leek et al.,
2012).

RNAseq quality assurance

To validate the accuracy of the in-house generated data sets (regeneration,
embryonic) we performed RT-qPCR for several genes that exhibited
variation across several time points. First, 500 ng of the same RNA used for
library preparation for the regeneration and in-house embryonic data sets
was used as input for a reverse transcription reaction using the Iscript
Reverse Transcription Supermix Kit from Bio-Rad (1708840). The resultant
cDNA was used as input for an RT-qPCR reaction using the FastStart
Universal SYBR Green Master Mix from Sigma Aldrich (04913850001),
and analyzed using an Applied Biosystems 7900HT 384-well plate qPCR
machine, running 40 cycles with an annealing temperature of 60°C. Relative
fold change (RFC) was calculated using the equation:

RFC ¼
ðEDCtTargetÞ

ðEDCtReferenceÞ

ΔCt is the difference of the crossing threshold at the reference time point
(defined as 24 hpf for the in-house embryonic data and 0 hpa for the
regeneration data) and time point of interest, and E is the efficiency of
the primer pair (Pfaffl et al., 2002). Actin was used as a reference gene
(Forward: 5′-GGACAGGTCATCACCATTGGCAAC-3′; Reverse: 5′-CG-
GATTCCATACCCAGAAAGGAGG-3′; efficiency, 2.11). All other primer

sequences, efficiencies and resultant traces are listed in Figs S2 and S3.
Overall, the RT-qPCR expression profiles correlate with those of the
RNAseq data sets (Figs S2 and S3).

Fuzzy c-means clustering and gene ontology term enrichment

The expression profiles for each Nemve1 gene model were clustered using
the R package mFuzz (Kumar and Futschik, 2007) on the batch-corrected
combined embryonic data set and the regeneration data set separately. The
cluster number was set to 9 for the regeneration data and 8 for the embryonic
data sets as these numbers represented the point at which the centroid
distance between clusters did not significantly decrease when new clusters
were added (inflection point). For each cluster, gene ontology (GO) term
enrichment was calculated using a Fisher’s exact test and the R package
topGO on the GO terms identified from comparing the transcriptome with
the UniProt database (all identified GO terms were used as a background
model). The resulting GO term list was reduced and plotted using a modified
R script based on REVIGO (Supek et al., 2011).

NvERTx website

The website was constructed using the Django python framework (https://
www.djangoproject.com/). Plots are generated using the Plotly javascript
library (https://plot.ly/javascript/). The source code for the website can be
found at https://github.com/IRCAN/NvER_plotter_django. Data sets from
the database can be found at http://ircan.unice.fr/ER/ER_plotter/about.
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Figure S1:  The NvERTx Co-Expression Clusters Page. A) Screen shot of the Co-expression Clusters page. Users can directly explore co-expression clusters to identify groups of genes that share expression patterns during embryogenesis (blue) or regeneration (red). B) Example output plots from NvERTx comparing multiple gene expression patterns. Three genes from regeneration cluster 2, 
!"#$% (NvERTx.4.100808, yellow), !"&'())*+,- (NvERTx.4.57897, red), and a FoxG1-like protein (NvERTx.4.40781, blue) are co-expressed during regeneration (i) but not embryogenesis (ii). 
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1678 384 837.30 
N50	

Median	contig	length	

Average	contig	length	

Total	assembled	bases	 196247212 

Table S1: Assembly statistics from Trinity assembly. 

234381 231294 3087 85475 69335 102581 19565 

Total	assembled	transcripts	
Transcripts	with	ORF	
Transcripts	without	ORF	
Transcripts	with	hit	to	nr	

Transcripts	with	hit	to	uniprot	

Transcripts	with	hit	to	Nemve1	

Unique	Nemve1	‘genes’	

Transcripts	without	annotation	 110531 

Table S2: NvERTx.4 annotation statistics. 234,381 transcripts map to 19,565 unique Nemve1 genes.  
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Abstract 28 

 29 

For more than a century, researchers have been trying to understand the 30 

relationship between embryogenesis and regeneration (Morgan, 1901). A long-31 

standing hypothesis is that biological processes originally used during 32 

embryogenesis are re-deployed during regeneration. In the past decade, we 33 

have begun to understand the relationships of genes and their organization into 34 

regulatory networks responsible for driving embryogenesis (Davidson et al., 35 

2002; Röttinger et al., 2012) and regeneration (Lobo and Levin, 2015; Rodius et 36 

al., 2016; Srivastava et al., 2014) in diverse taxa. Here, we compare these 37 

networks in the same species, the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis, a 38 

uniquely suited embryonic and whole-body regeneration model to investigate 39 

how regeneration re-uses genetic interactions originally set aside for embryonic 40 

development (Layden et al, 2017). We show that at the transcriptomic level the 41 

regenerative program partially re-uses elements of the embryonic gene network 42 

that are interconnected with many genes which are only activated during 43 

regeneration. We further identified co-expression modules that are either i) highly 44 

conserved between these two developmental trajectories and involved in core 45 

biological processes or ii) regeneration specific modules that drive cellular events 46 

unique to regeneration. Finally, our functional validation reveals that apoptosis is 47 

a regeneration-specific process in Nematostella and is required for the initial 48 

steps of the regeneration program.  These results indicate that regeneration 49 

reactivates gene modules to accomplish basic cellular functions but deploys 50 

novel network logic to activate the regenerative process. Our unique comparative 51 

transcriptomics approach thus highlights regeneration specific gene module 52 

arrangements necessary for activation of the regenerative program and 53 

demonstrates how certain organisms are capable of re-deploying novel 54 

arrangements of gene modules to regenerate.   55 
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Regeneration of cells, tissues, organs, appendages or even entire body parts is a 56 

widespread, however, still rather poorly understood phenomenon in the animal 57 

kingdom. A long-standing question in the field of regeneration is whether and to 58 

what extent embryonic gene programs that are initially used to build and 59 

organism are re-used during regeneration (Morgan, 1901). Several 60 

transcriptomic studies of regeneration have highlighted the importance of re-61 

deployed developmental pathways (Bryant et al., 2017) (Habermann et al., 2004) 62 

(Hutchins et al., 2014) (Mathew et al., 2009) (Rodius et al., 2016) (Schaffer et al., 63 

2016). Other studies have directly compared embryonic and regenerative gene 64 

expression of single or groups of genes. Among these studies, some have 65 

identified genes that are specific to embryonic development (Binari et al., 2013), 66 

while other studies identified genes which are specifically expressed during 67 

regeneration (Gardiner et al., 1995; Millimaki et al., 2010). Again others have 68 

found embryonic genes that are re-used during regeneration to some extent 69 

(Imokawa and Yoshizato, 1997)  (Carlson et al., 2001)  (Torok et al., 1998) 70 

(Özpolat et al., 2012)  (Wang and Beck, 2014). It is clear that this question 71 

warrants further study comparing the global transcriptomic landscape of 72 

embryogenesis and regeneration. The sea anemone Nematostella vectensis 73 

(Cnidaria, Anthozoa) is a uniquely suited embryonic and novel whole body 74 

regeneration model and is ideal for this line of inquiry (Fig. 1A, Layden et al. 75 

2017, Burton et al, 2009). Nematostella has long been used as a model system 76 

for embryonic development, the evolution of body patterning, and gene 77 

regulatory networks (Hand and Uhlinger, 1992; Wikramanayake et al., 2003, 78 

Röttinger et al, 2012). More recently, Nematostella has emerged as a powerful 79 

whole-body regeneration model as it capable of re-growing missing body parts in 80 

less than a week (Amiel et al., 2015; Bossert et al., 2013; Burton and Finnerty, 81 

2009; Dubuc et al., 2014; Passamaneck and Martindale, 2012; Schaffer et al., 82 

2016; Trevino et al., 2011) Regeneration in Nematostella follows a dynamic but 83 

highly stereotypical morphological and cellular program involving tissue re-84 

arrangement and the de novo formation of body structures (Amiel et al., 2015). 85 

Initiation of this process requires a crosstalk between tissues and two 86 
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populations of fast and slow cycling stem cells (Amiel et al, in revision). Many 87 

developmental signaling pathways are deployed during regeneration (Trevino et 88 

al., 2011) (Dubuc et al., 2014)  (Schaffer et al., 2016) however their function and 89 

regulatory logic remains unknown. Here, we take advantage of this model to 90 

definitively address the historical hypothesis that regeneration re-uses embryonic 91 

gene network logic and decipher genetic signatures unique to regeneration. We 92 

performed a genome wide embryogenesis vs regeneration transcriptomic 93 

comparison using deeply sampled transcriptomic datasets in order to identify 94 

gene modules specific to regeneration. 95 

 96 

Regeneration is a partial re-deployment of embryonic development  97 

To compare embryogenesis and regeneration on a global genome-wide scale we 98 

employed four RNAseq datasets, one spanning 16 time points of regeneration 99 

(Warner et al., 2018) and three spanning a total of 34 embryonic time points 100 

(Fischer and Smith, 2014; Helm et al., 2013; Warner et al., 2018). In order to 101 

directly compare the data, raw sequencing reads were processed, mapped and 102 

quantified using the same workflow for all datasets (see materials and methods 103 

for quantification details). As the embryonic data were the result of several 104 

previous studies including this one, we applied a batch correction using 105 

developmental time-point as a categorical covariate (Fig. S2) (Leek et al., 2012). 106 

To assess the transcriptomic states underlying embryogenesis we performed 107 

principal component analysis (PCA) on batch corrected embryonic data (Fig. 1B). 108 

We found that the majority of gene expression changes occur during the first day 109 

of embryonic development from cleavage to blastula stage (Fig. 1B, 7 hours post 110 

fertilization (hpf) – 24hpf, PC1 proportion of variance 61%; PC2 proportion of 111 

variance 19%) indicating large transcriptomic differences in early embryogenesis. 112 

From 96hpf onwards the samples exhibited modest changes in transcriptional 113 

variation indicating that the major events of embryogenesis are completed by this 114 

stage (96hpf-240hpf). When we examined the regenerative program using PCA 115 

(Fig. 1C), we observe three distinct transcriptional programs: a wound-healing 116 

phase (0-8hpa) is followed by the activation of the early regenerative program (8-117 
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20 hours post amputation (hpa)) in which the samples are distributed along the 118 

second principal component (PC2 proportion of variance = 24%, Fig. 1C). From 119 

20hpa onwards, the majority of variation in gene expression is explained by the 120 

first principal component during the late regenerative phase (PC2 proportion of 121 

variance = 48%, 20hpa-144hpa, Fig.1C). Towards the end of regeneration, we 122 

observe the transcriptomics profile approaching the uncut samples indicating a 123 

return to steady state. These profiles correlate with the major events of sub-124 

pharyngeally induced oral regeneration in Nematostella and indicate that our 125 

sampling strategy effectively covers the major transcriptional hallmarks of 126 

regeneration (Amiel et al., 2015). 127 

 128 

We then directly compared the transcriptomic variation of regeneration and 129 

embryogenesis using the same PCA approach and found that the transcriptional 130 

changes during regeneration were relatively modest to those observed during 131 

embryogenesis with the vast majority of variation in the first two principal 132 

components being driven by the embryonic data (PC1 proportion of variance = 133 

67%, PC2 proportion of variance = 16%, Fig 1D). This indicates that the 134 

transcriptional dynamics of embryogenesis is more profound than those of 135 

regeneration. This finding was buttressed by comparing the number of 136 

‘dynamically expressed genes’, those which are significantly differentially 137 

expressed (fold change > log2(2) and false discovery rate < 0.05) at any time 138 

point compared to t0, 0hpa for regeneration and 7hpf (onset of zygotic 139 

transcription) for embryogenesis. Embryogenesis exhibited more than ten times 140 

the number of dynamically expressed genes compared to regeneration (15610 141 

and 1255 genes respectively, Fig. 1E). These results show that regeneration 142 

employs far fewer genes to accomplish the same task of constructing a functional 143 

animal.  144 

 145 

Identification of “regeneration-specific” genes 146 

Among those genes dynamically expressed during regeneration, a small fraction, 147 

124 genes, exhibit differential expression (fold change > log2(2) and false 148 
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discovery rate < 0.05) only during regeneration which we term ‘regeneration 149 

specific’ (supplemental table 1). Indeed 48 of these genes are only detectable 150 

during regeneration indicating they are transcriptionally silent until regeneration 151 

activation (Fig. 1F). Interestingly, several of the 124 regeneration specific genes, 152 

for example Wntless (jgi|Nemve1|100430) and Agrin (jgi|Nemve1|196727), have 153 

previously been reported to be important regulators of regeneration in bilaterians 154 

(Adell et al., 2009; Bassat et al., 2017). Furthermore among these 124 155 

regeneration specific genes, 45 have no known homology in the Uniprot 156 

database (plastp, e-value cutoff <0.05, see methods for annotation details). 157 

These results indicate not only a possible evolutionary conservation of gene use 158 

in regeneration, but also identify additional genes that may play important roles in 159 

regeneration. When we performed a gene ontology (GO) term enrichment 160 

analysis on these regeneration specific genes, we found a suite of biological 161 

process GO terms relating to Wnt protein secretion (e.g. Wntless), metabolic 162 

processes and apoptotic cell death, indicating an essential role for these 163 

processes in regeneration (Fig. 1G).  164 

 165 

Embryonic gene modules are partially re-deployed during regeneration 166 

As regeneration uses less than one tenth the number of genes compared to 167 

embryogenesis we were next interested in how these genes were deployed and 168 

arranged into expression networks to determine if embryonic network modules 169 

themselves are reused in a reduced capacity or if regeneration deploys novel 170 

module arrangements. To investigate this we first used fuzzy c-means clustering 171 

to group the genes by expression profile (Kumar and E Futschik, 2007). We 172 

regrouped the gene expression profiles into eight embryonic clusters (Fig. 2A) 173 

and nine regeneration clusters (Fig. 2D). From this we identified gene modules 174 

that were activated early in both processes (cluster 4-embryogenesis, cluster 6- 175 

regeneration, Fig. 2A,D) and that contained many canonical developmental 176 

genes: wntA (jgi|Nemve1|91822|e_gw.28.3.1), lhx1 177 

(jgi|Nemve1|95727|e_gw.40.28.1) and foxA 178 

(jgi|Nemve1|165261|estExt_gwp.C_580130) in embryonic cluster 4 (Fig. 2B) and 179 
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tcf (jgi|Nemve1|132332|e_gw.308.28.1), spr (jgi|Nemve1|29671|gw.51.137.1), 180 

and runX (jgi|Nemve1|129231|e_gw.262.50.1) in  regeneration cluster 6 (Fig. 181 

2B).  The early activation of these genes was confirmed by in situ hybridization at 182 

24hpf (embryogenesis, Fig. 2C) and 20hpa (regeneration) and (Fig. 2F). From 183 

this analysis we conclude that classical developmental genes are involved in the 184 

early phases of both embryogenesis and regeneration. It remained unclear, 185 

however, if these developmental genes were arranged in the same co-186 

expression modules.  187 

 188 

We next analyzed whether the same groups of genes were co-regulated during 189 

embryogenesis and regeneration, by testing if gene expression observed during 190 

both processes were arranged in similar co-expression modules. We compared 191 

on a gene-cluster membership basis between regeneration and embryonic 192 

clusters to identify significant overlaps. Regeneration modules with high overlap 193 

of a specific embryonic module indicate a shared or re-used network logic since 194 

the same suite of genes are deployed as a bloc in both processes. Regeneration 195 

modules with low overlap to any single embryonic modules on the other hand are 196 

likely to be de novo genetic arrangements specific to regeneration. We found that 197 

the majority of the regeneration modules exhibited significant overlap with one or 198 

more embryonic modules (Fig. 3A, B). These ‘conserved’ modules also exhibited 199 

high preservation permutation co-clustering zStatistics (>2, conserved, >10 200 

highly conserved; permutations = 1000) (Langfelder et al., 2011). Importantly, we 201 

also identified two modules, R-1 and R-6, which exhibited relatively low 202 

significant overlap with embryonic modules, indicating that these are 203 

‘regeneration specific’ module arrangements. To further investigate these 204 

regeneration specific modules, in addition to the conserved and re-used 205 

embryonic modules, we calculated GO-term enrichment for each. We found that 206 

in general, highly conserved modules were enriched in GO-terms corresponding 207 

to homeostatic cell processes while lowly, conserved regeneration specific 208 

modules were enriched in GO-terms describing developmental signaling 209 

pathways (Fig. SX). This suggests that modules containing genes responsible for 210 
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basic cellular functions are largely re-used and co-expressed between 211 

embryogenesis and regeneration, while those including genes that are important 212 

for the activation of developmental processes are regeneration specific 213 

arrangements. Two clusters that exemplify these findings are R-5 and R-6. R-5, a 214 

conserved cluster (zStatistic 6.94) showed strong enrichment of cell-proliferation 215 

related GO-terms (Fig. 3C). When we examined exemplar genes (with intra 216 

module membership scores >0.95) ercc6-like 217 

(jgi|Nemve1|110916|e_gw.103.120.1), rad54B 218 

(jgi|Nemve1|209299|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_103000074), mcm10 219 

(jgi|Nemve1|131857|e_gw.301.8.1), cyclin-B3 220 

(jgi|Nemve1|208415|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_92000031), we observed co-221 

expression patterns that correlate well to the timing of proliferation activation 222 

during Nematostella regeneration with an activation at 24hpa, a peak at 48hpa, 223 

and a taper off thereafter (Amiel et al., 2015; Passamaneck and Martindale, 224 

2012)(Fig. 3C). These exemplar genes are also co-expressed during 225 

embryogenesis (cluster E-1), further demonstrating module conservation. In 226 

contrast to this conserved module is the regeneration specific module R-6. This 227 

module showed strong enrichment of GO-terms relating to apoptosis and 228 

developmental signaling pathways. When we examined 4 exemplar genes tcf 229 

(jgi|Nemve1|132332|e_gw.308.28.1), bax (jgi|Nemve1|100129|e_gw.55.77.1), 230 

runX (jgi|Nemve1|129231|e_gw.262.50.1), bcl2 231 

(jgi|Nemve1|215615|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_232000029), we observed co-232 

expression during regeneration but divergent profiles during embryogenesis 233 

indicating that this grouping of genes is indeed ‘regeneration specific’ (Fig 3D). 234 

 235 

Apoptosis is specifically required for Nematostella regeneration 236 

Having observed a strong enrichment for apoptosis related GO-terms in the list of 237 

124 regeneration-specific genes (Fig. 1F,G) and in the regeneration specific 238 

module R-6 (Fig. 3Di-Diii), we investigated the role of apoptosis during the 239 

regenerative process. Several genes relating to apoptosis, including bax 240 

(jgi|Nemve1|100129|e_gw.55.77.1), caspase-3 241 
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(jgi|Nemve1|100451|e_gw.57.87.1), bcl2 242 

(jgi|Nemve1|215615|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_232000029), and an additional bcl2 243 

(which we term bcl2-B, jgi|Nemve1|128814|e_gw.255.21.1 244 

), belong to module R-6, with bax additionally being a ‘regeneration specific 245 

gene, and are activated shortly after amputation (Fig .4A). We performed a time 246 

series of TUNEL staining to examine the dynamics of apoptosis during 247 

embryogenesis and regeneration and only observed a burst of apoptotic activity 248 

after amputation at the cut site as early as 1.5 hpa which perdured through 249 

60hpa (Fig. 4B, Fig. SX). To test whether or not apoptosis was indeed a 250 

regeneration specific process we used the apoptosis inhibitor ZVAD to block 251 

apoptosis during embryogenesis and regeneration. Nematostella treated with 252 

ZVAD from 0hpf developed normally, showed no developmental defect (Fig. 4C) 253 

and metamorphosed timely (not shown). In contrast, regenerating Nematostella 254 

treated with ZVAD from 0hpa were blocked in a very early regenerative stage 255 

preventing the physical interaction between the fused oral tip of the mesenteries 256 

and the epithelia of the wound site (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, regenerating animals 257 

treated with ZVAD exhibited little to no cell proliferation indicating that a 258 

constructive function of apoptosis is necessary for the induction of cell 259 

proliferation and the ensuing regenerative program (Fig. 4C). While the 260 

importance of apoptosis in regeneration has been previously proposed in Hydra 261 

(Chera et al., 2009), we conclude from our work that apoptosis is a regeneration-262 

specific process in Nematostella.  263 

 264 

In this work we used whole genome transcriptomic profiling and identified 265 

regeneration specific gene signatures. By comparing the embryonic and 266 

regenerative gene expression modules, we identified a gene module deployed 267 

early in regeneration that involves apoptosis, a developmental process we then 268 

show to be specific to regeneration. Furthermore, we show that embryonic gene 269 

modules, including those coding for cell proliferation and homeostatic processes, 270 

are to a significant extent re-activated during the regenerative process. Thus 271 

regeneration is a partial re-use of the embryonic genetic programs but with 272 
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important differences in its activation, which in the case of Nematostella, 273 

depends on apoptotic signals. The approach used to identify these genetic 274 

programs, comparative transcriptional profiling, highlights the utility in considering 275 

not just individual gene use but how those genes are arranged into co-expression 276 

modules. Here we investigated one module and the role apoptosis plays in 277 

regeneration but we anticipate further studies on gene module use during 278 

embryogenesis and regeneration as the community continues to investigate 279 

expression dynamics during these two processes thanks in part to a database 280 

(nvertx.kahikai.org) containing all of the data from this study (Warner et al., 281 

2018). Further studies, especially those comparing regeneration activation 282 

across species, will provide novel insight into our understanding of why certain 283 

organisms can regenerate while others can’t and could unlock hidden 284 

regenerative potential in poorly regenerating organisms.   285 
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Figure 1: Comparison of embryonic and regenerative transcritpomes. (A) 287 

General morphology of Nematostella during embryonic development and 288 

regeneration (black: actin/phalloidin, red: nuclei/DAPI). (B) Principal component 289 

analysis (PCA) of three embryonic datasets: Fischer et al. (red), sampled at 7, 8, 290 

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 hpf; Helm et al. (green), sampled at 7, 12, 291 

24, 120, 240 hpf and Warner et al. (blue) sampled at 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144. 292 

168, 192 hpf. The majority of variation is observed in the first 24 hours of 293 

development. (C) PCA of regeneration dataset sampled at Uncut, 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 294 

16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120, 144 hpa. Regeneration proceeds through a 295 

wound healing phase (0-8 hpa) followed by the early regenerative program (12-296 

36 hpa) and ending with a late regenerative program which approaches the uncut 297 

condition (48-144 hpa). (D) PCA of embryonic versus regeneration samples. 298 

Embryogenesis (red, green, purple) exhibits far greater transcriptomic variation 299 

than regeneration (blue). (E) Comparison of differentially expressed (|FC| > 300 

log2(2) & FDR < 0.05 for any timepoint comparison against t0 where t0 = 7hpf for 301 

embryogenesis and 0hpa for regeneration) ‘dynamic’ genes during 302 

embryogenesis (blue) and regeneration (green). Embryogenesis deploys more 303 

than 10 times the number of genes. 124 genes are only dynamically expressed 304 

during regeneration. (F) Details of the regeneration specific genes expression 305 

and classification. (G) GO term enrichment for regeneration specific genes. 306 

 307 
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$+)!
Figure 2: Embryonic and Regenerative gene expression forms discrete $+*!
clusters. (A) Fuzzy c-means clustering of embryonic gene expression. Each $"+!
cluster is plotted with standardized expression along the y-axis and $""!
developmental time along the x-axis. Black trace denotes the cluster core $"#
(centroid). (B) Exemplar gene expression from a cluster activated early during $"$!
embryogensis (E-4; WntA, Lhx1, FoxA). (C) In situ hybridization at 24hpf $"%!
confirms early activation of this gene cluster. (D) Fuzzy c-means clustering of $"&!
regeneration gene expression. (E) Exemplar gene expression from a cluster $"'!
activated in the early regenerative program (R-6; TCF, Spr, Runx). (E) In situ $"(!
hybridization confirms early activation of these genes. $")!
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 319 

 320 

 321 

Figure 3: Embryonic gene modules are partially redeployed during 322 

regeneration. (A) Overlap table of regeneration versus embryonic modules. In 323 

each cell, the overlap itself is quantified along with the pvalue (fischers exact 324 

test). Color indicates –log10(pvalue), with a brighter magenta indicating a more 325 

significant overlap. R-0 and E-0 contain genes that are not assigned to any 326 

module. (B) Table indicating the size, and the co-clustering zStatistic. A zStatistic 327 

>2 (*) indicates moderate module conservation, >10 (**) high sconervation > 30 328 

(***)very high conservation). (C) The conserved module R-5 with exemplar genes 329 

(ERCC6-like, RAD54B, MCM10, CyclinB6) showing coexpression during 330 

regeneration (Ci) and embryogenesis (Cii). GO-term enrichment identifies terms 331 
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associated with cell proliferation (Ciii). (D) The regeneration specific module R-6 $$#!
with exemplar genes (TCF, BAX, RunX, and Bcl2) showing co-expression during $$$!
regeneration (Di) but divergent expression during embryogenesis (Dii). GO-term $$%!
enrichment identifies terms associated with apoptosis and wnt signaling (Diii). $$&!$$'!$$(!

$$)!
Figure 4: Apoptosis is required for regeneration, not embryogenesis. (A) $$*!
Apoptosis genes (BAX, Caspase-3,Bcl2-like protein 1) found in the regeneration $%+!
specific module R-6 are activated early in response to injury. (B) After $%"!
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amputation, apoptosis marked by TUNEL staining is localized early to the wound 342 

site at 1.5hpa. This staining continues through 60hpa. (Ci) Treatment with the 343 

apoptosis inhibitor zVAD does not affect embryonic development (48hpf). (Cii) 344 

Conversely zVAD treatment blocks regeneration at an early stage. TUNEL 345 

staining of zVAD treated regenerates confirms apoptosis inhibition. Cell 346 

proliferation (Edu, red) is also strongly reduced. Autofluorescence of the pharynx 347 

does not reappear (488, green) indicating a failure of regeneration. Morphology 348 

at 144hpa also shows a clear lack of pharynx (dashed circle) and tentacles in 349 

zVAD treatment.  350 

 351 

Supplementary figures: 352 

 353 

354 

 355 

S1: PCA of individual replicates for embryo and regeneration 356 
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 361 

S3: mFuzz overlap PCA plots. 362 

 363 

(Too big for this manuscript.) 364 

S4: Bubble plots for embryo and regen clusters. 365 

 366 
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Chapter 3: Investigation of the gene regulatory network 

underlying regeneration 

 

This last chapter takes benefit from all the studies I described in the previous 

chapters and focuses on gaining insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying 

regeneration in Nematostella to establish a framework for the first regeneration GRN 

in this model in order to compare it to the Nematostostella embryogenesis GRN. 

 

The sixth article (Johnston et al, in prep, first author, Article 6) focuses on the 

role of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration, its downstream GRN logics and the 

comparison between embryogenesis and regeneration at the GRN level. In this 

study, I designed and carried out almost all experiments/analysis and took as much 

benefit as possible from all the previous studies I was involved in. In a first step, we 

confirmed and refined the importance of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration in 

Nematostella. Most importantly, I then determined that this morphogenetic role might 

be analogous to the one described during embryogenesis (see chapter 1) and I used 

that information to identify that a partial and rewired embryonic program is 

embedded in the regeneration GRN. I thus functionally validate the hypothesis 

emitted by our previous study (Article 5).  
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Finally, the last article (Johnston et al, in prep, first author Article 7) 

summarizes preliminary data from a study for which I designed and performed a 

kinase inhibitor screen to identify additional kinases inputs required for the various 

steps of Nematostella regeneration. Among the several candidate kinases that I 

identified during this screen, I focused in particular on the MAPK JNK and show its 

specific role in the control of the injury induced and regeneration-specific cell 

proliferation. 

Overall, this last chapter takes together all previous studies I was involved in 

during my PhD, unravels particular molecular mechanisms involved in whole body 

regeneration in Nematostella and enables me to compare the relationship between 

embryogenesis and regeneration at the GRN level.   

 

Article 6: Johnston. H., Nedoncelle. K., Röttinger. E. Whole body regeneration 

requires a rewired embryonic gene regulatory network logic. 

In preparation 

 

Article 7: Johnston. H., Gaggioli. C., Röttinger. E. (in prep). A kinase inhibitor screen 

reveals that JNK MAPK regulates regeneration-specific cell proliferation in the sea 

anemone Nematostella vectensis. 

In preparation  
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Article 6: Whole body regeneration requires a rewired embryonic  gene 

regulatory network logic 

 

 

 

Johnston. H., Nedoncelle. K. and Röttinger. E. 

 

In preparation and should be submitted for publication before the end of the year 
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 2 

Introduction 28 

Regeneration is a developmental process, that after autotomy or injury 29 

enables the organism to regrow structures that are functionally identical to the 30 

lost ones (Sánchez Alvarado 2000). To illustrate the variability of this process, 31 

regeneration can be categorized into two broad levels; structural regeneration 32 

and whole body regeneration. The first one, mainly described in vertebrates, 33 

includes regrowth at the cellular (e.g axonal regeneration(Goldshmit et al. 34 

2012; Kroehne et al. 2011)) or tissue/organ levels (e.g liver regeneration 35 

(Michalopoulos 1997; Sadler et al. 2007) as well as the reformation of whole 36 

appendages (e.g salamander limbs (McCusker, Bryant, and Gardiner 2015)). 37 

Whereas whole body regeneration, exclusively described in invertebrates 38 

(Galliot and Schmid 2002; Rink 2013; Gazave et al. 2013; Czarkwiani et al. 39 

2016), encompasses all types of structural regeneration to reform substantial 40 

body parts, or reform entire organisms from small body fragments. Like 41 

structural regeneration, whole body regeneration must integrate polarity and 42 

positional identity cues with pre-existing body structures to re-establish the 43 

body dimensions and the major developmental axes; anterio-posterior, dorso-44 

ventral and left-right(Gurley et al. 2010; Carlson et al. 2001; Makanae, 45 

Mitogawa, and Satoh 2014)). 46 

All of the developmental axes cited above are known to arise during 47 

embryogenesis, the developmental process from which multicellular 48 

organisms arises. Even though embryogenesis and regeneration differ in their 49 

initial context (i.e. one fertilized egg, vs numerous 50 

differentiated/undifferentiated cells), both developmental trajectories grow/re-51 

grow the same structures that are able to carry out the same functions. This 52 
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observation was at the origin of a historical question in regeneration biology 53 

concerning the relationship between embryogenesis and regeneration 54 

(Morgan, 1901). More recently, researchers wondered to what extend 55 

regeneration reuses the molecular mechanisms originally deployed during 56 

embryonic development. By comparing individual gene expression/function 57 

during embryonic development and structural regeneration several studies in 58 

vertebrates have shown that i) notch signalling was not re-activated during 59 

motor neuron regeneration(Binari, Lewis, and Kucenas 2013) or on the 60 

opposite ii) regeneration-specific hox expression or Sox2 function during 61 

axolotl limb and zebrafish inner ear hair cell regeneration, respectively 62 

(Gardiner et al. 1995; Millimaki, Sweet, and Riley 2010). However, additional 63 

studies indicate a conserved and/or modified re-expression of hox genes 64 

during axolotl limb regeneration (Gardiner and Bryant 1996; Carlson et al. 65 

2001). The same observation has been reported during different organ 66 

regeneration, e.g liver, pancreas, lens where genes involved in embryonic 67 

development of the cited organs, are re-expressed during their regeneration 68 

(Jensen et al. 2005; Sadler et al. 2007). While, these studies suggest at least 69 

a partial re-use of the structure/appendage developmental program during 70 

their regeneration, very little is known about the relationship between 71 

embryonic development and whole body regeneration. The reason for this is 72 

that such comparison is difficult to perform in the classical and well-known 73 

whole body regeneration models. Planarians and Hydra are unquestionably 74 

powerful whole body regeneration models that have increased our 75 

understanding of this intriguing phenomenon(Petersen et al. 2015; Galliot 76 

2004; Umesono et al. 2013; Wenemoser et al. 2012). However, they are 77 
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unfortunately rather difficult models to study their embryonic development 78 

because of a more restricted access to embryonic material (Genikhovich et al. 79 

2006; Davies et al. 2017) compared to classical developmental models (i.e 80 

drosophila, c. elegans etc...).  81 

One emerging whole body regeneration model that is perfectly suited to 82 

compare embryogenesis and whole body regeneration at the gene regulatory 83 

network level is the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis (Cnidaria, 84 

Anthozoa,(Burton and Finnerty 2009; Finnerty and Martindale 1999; Warner 85 

et al. 2018) Fig 1A). A body of studies on the embryonic development of 86 

Nematostella has begun to establish the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) 87 

underlying axial patterning and germ layer specification, in order to 88 

understand its development and build a solid groundwork for evolutionary 89 

comparative studies (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Genikhovich et 90 

al. 2015; Layden et al. 2016; Leclère et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017; Botman et 91 

al. 2015; Abdol et al. 2017). Emerging from this consensus work, a 92 

comprehensive GRN of germ layer specification preceding the onset of 93 

morphogenetic movements of gastrulation has been proposed (Amiel et al. 94 

2017). More recently, several studies have focused on the whole body 95 

regenerative capacity of Nematostella that is able to regrow missing body 96 

parts within five days after bisection (Darling et al. 2005; Burton and Finnerty 97 

2009; Trevino et al. 2011; Passamaneck and Martindale 2012; Bossert, Dunn, 98 

and Thomsen 2013; Amiel et al. 2015; Schaffer et al. 2016; Warner et al. 99 

2018; DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014) Fig 1K). Oral 100 

regeneration after sub-pharyngeal amputation in Nematostella is occurring in 101 

a stereotypical manner, following five well-defined steps that lead to the 102 
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reformation of the oral structures (Amiel et al. 2017). The initial proliferation 103 

independent step (Amiel et al. 2017) leads to a tissue crosstalk between the 104 

mesenteries (digestive and reproductive tissue) and the bodywall epithelia at 105 

the amputation site in order to launch a proliferation and stem cell dependent 106 

regenerative response (Amiel et al, BioRxv). While our understanding of the 107 

molecular mechanisms underlying regeneration in Nematostella remains 108 

sparse(Burton and Finnerty 2009; Trevino et al. 2011; DuBuc, Traylor-109 

Knowles, and Martindale 2014), recent studies have developed transcriptomic 110 

resources describing various time points during regeneration (Schaffer et al. 111 

2016; Warner et al. 2018). In addition, we have created a unique and freely 112 

accessible online database to simultaneously compare gene expression 113 

during embryogenesis and whole body regeneration in this research model 114 

(Warner et al. 2018). A thorough bio-informatics analysis of these embryonic 115 

and regeneration datasets has interestingly revealed that regeneration is a 116 

partial redeployment of embryonic development and suggested an important 117 

rearrangement of the embryonic GRN during regeneration (Warner et al, in 118 

submission).  119 

Previous work has described the MEK/ERK dependent gene regulatory 120 

network underlying embryonic development (Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 121 

2017) and suggested a role of this pathway in wound healing and 122 

regeneration (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). Thus, in order 123 

to functionally verify the observation of a rewiring of embryonic network 124 

elements during regeneration, we have investigated in detail the role of 125 

MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration and described its underlying gene 126 

regulatory network at the onset of regeneration. While we show that 127 
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MEK/ERK signaling is not required for wound healing or the initiation of 128 

proliferation, we highlight its crucial role in the maintenance of proliferation 129 

and the onset of the regeneration program. By crosschecking embryonic GRN 130 

information (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2016; Amiel 131 

et al. 2017), with novel information about the molecular dynamics during 132 

regeneration (Warner et al. 2018); Warner et al, BioRxv) and combining them 133 

with a systematic functional analysis, we not only confirm at the GRN level 134 

that regeneration is a partial redeployment of the embryonic GRN, but that its 135 

components are rewired during regeneration and interconnected to novel 136 

downstream targets, including regeneration specific genes. Overall, this study 137 

provides a functional answer to a long-lasting and historical question in 138 

regenerative biology, establishes a first comprehensive framework for the 139 

GRN describing whole body regeneration and defines the bases for further 140 

comparative molecular work to gain insight into the evolution of regeneration 141 

and attempt to understand why certain animals possess whole body 142 

regenerative capacities, while others don’t.  143 

  144 
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Results: 145 

1. ERK signalling is activated in immediate response to injury. 146 

In order to characterise the activity of ERK in response to the 147 

amputation stress in Nematostella, we used a monoclonal antibody directed 148 

against the activated phosphorylated form of ERK (pERK) at various time 149 

points during regeneration. As control, we also detected the total amount of 150 

ERK protein using a monoclonal antibody directed against (tERK). On 151 

western blot (Fig. 1a), tERK as well as pERK, are detected during the whole 152 

time course of regeneration, including in the uncut animal. Upon inhibition of 153 

MEK by U0126, a potent antagonist of ERK(Davies et al. 2017; DeSilva et al. 154 

1998), only pERK is abolished (Fig 1a). A direct comparison of pERK levels 155 

between the uncut and the first 20hpa, is surprisingly showing a rapid 156 

decrease of the activation signal by 6hpa, while tERK level is unaffected (Fig 157 

1i). These results indicate that the activity of ERK is post-translationally 158 

controlled rapidly in response to the amputation stress. Importantly, pERK 159 

level is still detected at 6, 12 and 24hpa and is completely down regulated 160 

when MEK is blocked (Fig. 1a). 161 

When performing whole mount immuno-staining using the same pERK 162 

antibody to analyse the spatio-temporal activation of this kinase (Fig. 1b-l), we 163 

observed a ubiquitous staining along the body column in the uncut polyp and 164 

at 0hpa (Fig 1b). In contrast, as early as 1hpa, pERK is activated in the 165 

ectodermal and gastrodermal epithelia at the amputation site and in the most 166 

oral tips of the endodermal epithelia of the mesenteries (Fig 1c). When the 167 

wound is closed (6hpa) and at 10-12hpa, pERK remains detected at the 168 

amputation site in the body wall epithelia and the tips of the mesenteries (fig 169 
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1c-e). As regeneration proceeds and reaches step 1 at 24hpa (mesenteries 170 

fused together and in tight contact with the epithelia at the amputation site, 171 

(Amiel et al. 2015), pERK staining becomes a merged continuum between the 172 

mesenteries and the amputation epithelia (Fig 1f). Consistent with our western 173 

blot analysis (Fig.1a), pERK staining is completely lost in juveniles that were 174 

treated with U0126 (Fig 1l). 175 

Taken together our spatio-temporal analysis of ERK activation in 176 

Nematostella in control uncut animal and during regeneration, indicates that 177 

ERK is ubiquitously active throughout the tissues of the body and that upon 178 

amputation the overall activity of ERK is only restricted at a precise location of 179 

the amputation site and maintained during the whole head regeneration 180 

process (Fig 1c – 1k) indicating a potential role of this pkinase in the process 181 

of head regeneration in Nematostella. 182 

2. Inhibition of MEK/ERK delays wound healing and is crucial for the 183 

onset of regeneration. 184 

According to a previous study (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 185 

2014) and our observations of an injury-induced localization of ERK activity at 186 

the amputation site, one initial role of pERK in Nematostella could be the 187 

coordination of tissue dynamic during the wound healing process. To test this 188 

hypothesis, we used the in vivo compression assay developed in (Amiel et al. 189 

2015), to address the opening status of the wound – open or closed - in 190 

controls and U0126 treated animals between 0 and 8hpa. Compared to 191 

DMSO treated controls, the percentage of closed wound is lower in U0126 192 

treated animals as soon as 4hpa. At this time, 20% (4 out of 20 cases) of the 193 

controls and only 6% (2 out of 32 cases) of the U0126 treated juveniles exhibit 194 
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a clear healed wound (Fig. 2A). At 6hpa, 82% (19 out of 23 cases) of the 195 

controls closed their wounds, while only 65 % (15 out of 23 cases) do in 196 

UO126 treated conditions. Comparably to the control and previous study 197 

(Amiel et al. 2015), wound healing is nearly terminated at 6hpa and the 198 

control reach the 100% (25/25) at 8hpa). However, only 85% (13/15) of the 199 

treated animals were successful in healing their wounds (Fig. 2A). In order to 200 

test whether wound healing was completely blocked or only delayed after 201 

MEK/ERK inhibition, we continued our wound healng assay after 8hpa and 202 

observed that at 10hpa, UO126 treated animals closed their wound in 94% 203 

(17 out of 18 cases). In conclusion, MEK/ERK inhibition does not block but 204 

significantly delays wound healing. 205 

In order to get insight into a more precise implication of ERK during the 206 

various phases of the stress induced regenerative response, we have treated 207 

sub-pharyngeally amputated juveniles with U0126 during various time course 208 

of regeneration and assessed phenotype at 144hpa using the staging system 209 

of Nematostella regeneration develop in Amiel et al., 2015. Continuous 210 

treatment using U0126, beginning right after amputation up to 144hpa, 211 

resulted in a very reproducible arrest of the regeneration process in step 0.5 212 

(after wound healing) (Fig 2c), indicating a complete arrest of regeneration 213 

and a crucial role of MEK/ERK for transitioning from step 0 to step 1. When 214 

treatment was started at 24 or 48hpa up to 144hpa, regeneration was blocked 215 

at step 2 (Fig 2c), and steps 2 or 3 (Fig 2c), respectively. Taken into account 216 

that at 24 and 48hpa the vast majority of animals are in step 1 (Amiel et al. 217 

2015), the present results suggest that MEK/ERK is not involved in the 218 

transition between step 1 and 2, but for the subsequent and proliferation-219 
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dependent phases of regeneration. Finally treatments between 72 and 220 

144hpa did not affect regeneration, as the amputated animals reached step 3 221 

and 4 (Fig 2c) in the same proportions as controls (Fig 2c). Hence, our results 222 

indicate that MEK/ERK is crucially required for initiating a regenerative 223 

response (steps 0.5-1) as well as enabling proper re-formation of the lost 224 

body parts (steps 2-3). 225 

As described above, inhibition of MEK/ERK signalling causes a 226 

delayed of wound healing (Fig. 2a) and a arrest of the regeneration process in 227 

step 0.5 (Fig. 2c). To distinguish a potential link between the roles of this 228 

signalling pathway during wound healing and the initiation of regeneration 229 

after the wound is healed, we compared the effects of U0126 treatments 230 

starting at 0hpa or at 8hpa (Fig 2d) (when wound healing is completed in 231 

control animals Fig. 2a, (Amiel et al. 2015) or reaching step 1 (Fig. 2c). While 232 

75% (15/24) of control DMSO treated animals reached step 1, in both U0126 233 

conditions (treatment start at 0hpa or 8hpa) all animals are blocked at step 0.5 234 

(Fig. 2e) with the mesenteries separated from the epithelium (Fig. 3c, 3e). 235 

Thus, these results indicate that although MEK/ERK signalling plays a critical 236 

role in reaching step 1, the observed delay in wound healing (Fig. 2a) appears 237 

not involved in this transition. 238 

3. MEK/ERK signalling is required for maintaining cell proliferation 239 

during regeneration  240 

As in most metazoan regeneration research models, cellular 241 

proliferation is activated upon amputation and required for reforming missing 242 

body structures in Nematostella (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012; Amiel et 243 

al. 2015). In order to investigate whether MEK/ERK signalling is required for 244 
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the initiating or maintenance of cellular proliferation during regeneration, we 245 

have carried out U0126 treatments at various timeframes during regeneration 246 

and assessed the amount of cells in S-phase (named EdU+ cells) at the end 247 

of the treatment.  248 

The potential effects of U0126 on the initiation of cell proliferation was 249 

assessed by performing treatments between 0-20hpa and 8-20hpa (Fig 3a), 250 

followed by EdU staining at 20hpa that corresponds to a time point preceding 251 

the burst of cell proliferation observed at 24hpa (Passamaneck et al. 2012, 252 

Amiel et al. 2015). To our surprise, we did not observe a significant variation 253 

of cellular proliferation neither in the localisation (Fig. 3b’-e’), nor in the total 254 

amount of EdU+ cells (Fig. 3f) between U0126 treated animals and untreated 255 

controls for both treatment starting points (0hpa or 8hpa). These results 256 

indicate that the ERK signalling pathway did not affect the initiation of cell 257 

proliferation. These data suggest that the block of the regeneration process in 258 

step 0.5 resulting from the treatment with UO126 between 0 and 144hpa, 259 

seems to come form a role of ERK in the morphogenetic movement occurring 260 

in the early step of regeneration.   261 

Because we previously describe a second role of MEK/ERK in 262 

transitioning from step 2 to 3 (Fig.2c) and that we know from a previous study 263 

that it is a transition cell proliferation-dependent  (Amiel et al. 2015), we 264 

access the effects of U0126 treatment in the maintenance of cell proliferation 265 

in these later steps. To do so, we applied U0126 for 24h starting at various 266 

time points during regeneration (0-24hpa, 24-48hpa, 48-73hpa and 72-96hpa) 267 

(Fig 3g), and we counted EdU+ cells in the body wall epithelia (Fig. 3h) as 268 

well as in the epithelia of the mesenteries (Fig. 3i). Confirming our results (Fig. 269 
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2c), For a treatment between 0-24hpa, we observed that the levels of cell 270 

proliferation at 24hpa is similar to the controls untreated animals (Fig. 3h,i). 271 

However, for a treatment between 24-48hpa, the burst of cell proliferation 272 

detected in controls is drastically reduced in both, body wall and mesenteries 273 

(Fig. 3h,i). This is also observed in animals treated with the MEK inhibitor 274 

when animal are treated between 48-72hpa and 72-96hpa (Fig. 3h,i). 275 

However, the decrease in proliferation is not as drastic compared to the 24-276 

48hpa condition (Fig. 3h,i), suggesting that additional compensatory 277 

mechanisms may be involved in cell proliferation maintenance at later time 278 

points during Nematostella regeneration. Overall, these observations indicate 279 

that MEK/ERK is not required for initiating but rather for maintaining cell 280 

proliferation that is crucial for the step 2 to 3 transition. Taken together all our 281 

results show that the kinase MEK/ERK plays two distinct roles during 282 

regeneration: i) the first one during proliferation-independent steps, in the 283 

initiation of regeneration from step 0.5 to 1, potentially thought the control of 284 

morphogenetic movement; ii) the second role during proliferation-dependent 285 

steps, for the maintenance of cell proliferation required for the transition 286 

between steps 2 and 3. 287 

4. Identification of potential MEK/ERK downstream targets at 20hpa 288 

A detailed GRN involving the MEK/ERK signalling pathway and its role during 289 

embryogenesis has been recently published (Amiel, Jonsthon et al., 2016). In 290 

addition, an extensive unbiased bio-informatics analysis comparing RNAseq 291 

datasets spanning embryogenesis and regeneration in Nematostella has 292 

suggested that regulatory elements that are shared between these two 293 

developmental trajectories are rewired to create a regeneration-specific 294 
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network (Warner et al, in submission). In order to functionally 295 

confirme/validate this hypothesis, we first generate a framework of the GRN 296 

involving MEK/ERK signalling during regeneration, then performed a 297 

comparison between the published GRNs of embryogenesis and the one we 298 

generated for regeneration. To do so, we established a framework for the 299 

MEK/ERK dependent network module of the regeneration process at 20hpa 300 

and compare it to the embryonic GRN that was established for the 24 hours 301 

post fertilization (hpf) time point (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; 302 

Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017). Latter also contains the MEK/ERK 303 

dependent network module involved in tissue specification and the onset of 304 

gastrulation (Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017). Two main reasons justify 305 

the comparison between these two GRNs at these time points: i) they both 306 

are at the onset of morphogenetic movements (i.e. gastrulation (Amiel et al. 307 

2017) and invagination/tissue reorganization of the amputation site (Amiel et 308 

al. 2015), and ii) inhibiting MEK/ERK signalling perturbs both of these tissular 309 

rearrangements (embryogenesis: (Layden et al. 2016), regeneration: this 310 

study). 311 

We have shown that MEK/ERK signalling is required following wound 312 

healing for the transition from Step 0 to 1. In order to identify potential 313 

MEK/ERK downstream targets responsible for launching a regenerative 314 

response during this transition, we took advantage of available Nematostella 315 

transcriptomic regeneration data and recently developed data mining tool 316 

(nvertx.kahikai.org, (Warner et al. 2018); Warner et al, in submission). Using 317 

the differential gene expression feature, we identified 2,263 transcripts that 318 

were differentially expressed with at least a 2-fold change between 0 and 319 
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20hpa (Fig.4a). We then compared the associated genes with all genes 320 

identified to be either WNT or MEK/ERK downstream targets during 321 

embryogenesis (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2016; 322 

Amiel et al. 2017). From the embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets 323 

(Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017) we identified 19 out of 88 upregulated 324 

and 6 out of 88 downregulated genes at 20hpa (Table 1). From the embryonic 325 

WNT downstream targets (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012), we also 326 

identified 10 out of 33 genes that were upregulated and 4 out of 33 genes that 327 

were downregulated at the same time point (Table 2). In order to include 328 

potential regeneration specific inputs into the MEK/ERK regeneration GRN, 329 

we took advantage of the identification of 124 genes that possess a 330 

regeneration specific expression dynamics (Warner et al, in submission). 331 

Interestingly, 84 of those genes display a differential gene expression at 332 

20hpa compared to 0hpa; 40 of them are upregulated and 44 downregulated 333 

(Table 3). When analysing the global temporal expression patterns of the 334 

genes belonging to the three above-mentioned dynamically expressed set of 335 

genes, we observed that four regeneration clusters are recurrent, namely the 336 

cluster R-1, R-5, R-6 and R-7 (Fig 4b – 4e). Among which the most 337 

represented cluster being the cluster R-6 (Fig 4d), which share little 338 

conservation with any other embryonic cluster (Warner et al, in submission). 339 

5. At the onset of regeneration MEK/ERK signalling activates 340 

regeneration-specific, reuses embryonic MEK/ERK and co-opts 341 

embryonic WNT genes. 342 

To assess whether the above-identified genes are downstream targets 343 

of MEK/ERK, we treated sub-pharyngeally amputated animals with U0126 344 
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and analyzed their expression levels at 20hpa by qPCR (Fig 5a). Strikingly, 18 345 

out of 19 embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets that are upregulated at 346 

20hpa (Table 1) were all downregulated by U0126 treatments (Fig. 5b). The 347 

only exception is Nvbmp1-like. None of the six embryonic MEK/ERK 348 

downstream targets that are downregulated at 20hpa, are affected when 349 

MEK/ERK is inhibited (Fig. 5b). When we analysed the embryonic WNT 350 

downstream targets we obtained similar effects: i.e. 10 out of 11 embryonic 351 

WNT downstream targets that are upregulated at 20hpa (Table 2) were all 352 

downregulated by U0126 treatments (Fig. 5c). Only Nvsmad4-like as well as 353 

none of the four embryonic WNT downstream that are downregulated at 354 

20hpa are not affected by U0126 (Fig. 5c). Finally, for the regeneration 355 

specific pool of genes, we assessed only 26 out of the 40 genes that are 356 

upregulated at 20hpa. Among those 26 genes only 19 were downregulated by 357 

U0126 (Fig. 5d). We then sought to uncouple the MEK/ERK downstream 358 

targets i) activated in direct response to the immediate activation of pERK 359 

after amputation and potentially involved in the wound healing process, and ii) 360 

the ones that are involved initiating the regenerative response after the wound 361 

is healed. In order to do so, we treated sub-pharyngeally amputated animals 362 

with U0126 after wound healing from 8-20hpa and performed qPCR analysis 363 

(Fig 5a) with all MEK/ERK downstream targets determined above (Fig. 5b – 364 

5c). Interestingly, our results indicated that all the previously identified 365 

downstream targets of MEK/ERK are also downregulated by the inhibition of 366 

MEK after wound healing, thus, directly linked to the initiation of regeneration. 367 

To have a better understanding of MEK/ERK downstream targets correlated 368 

with regeneration, we characterized their expression domains by whole mount 369 
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in situ hybridization at 20hpa (FIG 6Aa). This analysis revealed that in addition 370 

to a distinct expression domain in the aboral part of the physa (P, e.g. 371 

Nvfgf8A, Fig 6z), MEK/ERK downstream targets are expressed in four distinct 372 

domains of the amputation site and in the mesenteries. In particular, we 373 

distinguish expression within the ectodermal epithelium at the amputation site 374 

(AE, Fig 6a, 6b, Fig 6Aa), the gastrodermal epithelium at the amputation site 375 

(AG Fig 6d – 6g, Fig 6Aa), the oral tip of the mesenteries close to the 376 

amputation site (AMT Fig 6h – 6l, Fig 6Aa) as well as the entire mesenteries 377 

(M, (Fig 6q – 6y, Fig 6Aa). Even though there are five distinct expression 378 

domains, most of the genes are expressed in multiple domains (Fig 66m – 6p, 379 

Fig 6Aa) that is expressed in AG/AMT and M. Interestingly three of the 380 

identified domains (AE, AG and AMT, P) are overlapping with the localization 381 

of pERK (Fig 1f, 1l). This observation is in line with MEK/ERK downstream 382 

targets that are expressed in those domains, and suggest a systemic and 383 

indirect activation (e.g. secreted ligands) of gene expression in the 384 

mesenteries activated by MEK/ERK signalling in response to the amputation 385 

stress.  386 
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 387 

Finally, and in order to confirm our qPCR results, we have performed in 388 

situ hybridization experiments after amputation and inhibition of MEK/ERK for 389 

the following genes: NvfoxB, Nvrunt, Nvaxin-like, Nvtwist, NvHd050, 390 

Nvsprouty, Nvmae-like and NvfgfA2 (Fig 7). For these genes we also verified 391 

their expression profile in the uncut animals before inhibiting MEK. In the 392 

uncut animals (Fig 7ai – hi), four different profile have been drawn out, i) a 393 

ubiquitous expression in the entire body column (Nvfoxb and Nvrunt) (Fig 7ai, 394 

7bi), ii) in the vicinity of the mouth (Nvaxin-like,Nvsprouty, Nvtwist) (Fig7ci , 395 

7di, 7ei), iii) in the pharynx (NvHd050, Nvmae-like) (Fig 7fi, 7gi) and iv) physa 396 

(NvfgfA2) (Fig 7hi). Interestingly the genes already expressed ubiquitinously 397 

and near the mouth have their expression restricted to body wall epithelium at 398 

the amputation site at 20hpa (Fig 7aii – 7ei) (e.i nom des genes), while the 399 

genes already expressed at the pharynx have their expression domain 400 

relocate to the mesenteries during regeneration (Fig 7fii, 7gii) (e.i nom des 401 

genes) and the expression in the physa remain unchanged (Fig 7hii) (e.i nom 402 

des genes). But after a continuous treatment with U0126 from 0 to 20hpa, 403 

except for NvHd050 still present in the mesenteries (Fig 7fiii), all the studied 404 

genes in this experiment are no longer expressed regardless of the 405 

expression domain at 20hpa (Fig 7aiii – 7hiii).  406 
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This comparison of the expression domain between the uncut animal 407 

and the 20hpa polyps, with or without treatment with U0126, suggests that the 408 

oral/aboral axis seems to be maintained during regeneration and that 409 

MEK/ERK inhibition by U0126 affects all the domains. Taken together, we 410 

have identified 39 downstream targets of MEK/ERK and identified four distinct 411 

expression domains in regenerating Nematostella enabling us to draw a first 412 

framework of the gene regulatory network specifically launched at the onset of 413 

whole body regeneration in Nematostella (Fig. 8). Importantly, our comparison 414 

between the embryonic and the regeneration GRNs driven by the MEK/ERK 415 

signalling pathway, highlights a regeneration specific network logic that in 416 

addition to re-deploying embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets, co-opts 417 

embryonic WNT targets and importantly governs the expression of 418 

regeneration specific genes.  419 
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Discussion 420 

The main objective of this study was to functionally investigate the 421 

historical question about the relationship between embryogenesis and 422 

regeneration at a molecular GRN level. To do so, we took advantage of the 423 

emergence of a novel complementary whole body regeneration model 424 

Nematostella vectensis that is particularly well suited to address this line of 425 

inquiry at the molecular and functional levels (Layden, Rentzsch, and 426 

Röttinger 2016). Nematostella has originally been used as a model to study 427 

the evolution of developmental process (Layden, Rentzsch, and Röttinger 428 

2016). Thus, a wealth of functional data have been obtained enabling us to 429 

establish a comprehensive GRN underlying germ layer specification, 430 

neurogenesis and axial patterning at the onset of the morphogenetic 431 

movements of gastrulation in Nematostella (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 432 

2012; Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017). One of the key signalling 433 

pathways involved in the coordination of the above mentioned developmental 434 

processes in Nematostella is the MEK/ERK pathway (Layden et al. 2016; 435 

Amiel et al. 2017). A recent unbiased large-scale bio-informatics analysis 436 

comparing embryonic development and regeneration of Nematostella has 437 

suggested that the regeneration GRN reuses embryonic components but in a 438 

dramatically rewired manner (Warner et al. 2018), (Warner et al, in 439 

submission). Our current data focus on the GRN driven by MEK/ERK 440 

signalling pathway during regeneration and its comparison with the one that 441 

have been established during embryogenesis. A recent unbiased large-scale 442 

bio-informatics analysis comparing embryonic development and regeneration 443 

of Nematostella has suggested that the regeneration GRN reuses embryonic 444 
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components but in a dramatically rewired manner (Warner et al. 2018), 445 

Warner et al, BioRXiv). Our current data not only verify and validate this 446 

hypothesis. We therefore i) deciphered the role of MEK/ERK signalling in 447 

response to the amputation stress in Nematostella, ii) determined a relevant 448 

comparison point between regeneration and embryogenesis, iii) identified 449 

downstream targets of MEK/ERK signalling at the onset of regeneration 450 

enabling us to draft a first whole body regeneration GRN and iv) compare it to 451 

the MEK/ERK GRN module underlying Nematostella embryogenesis. Using 452 

this approach, our data functionally show that core elements of the embryonic 453 

gene regulatory network are partially re-deployed and connected to 454 

regeneration specific elements in order to reform a functional organism.  455 

 456 

Distinct implications of the MEK/ERK signalling in various steps of 457 

regeneration.  458 

The present work has revealed that MEK/ERK signalling in Nematostella is 459 

activated in immediate response to amputation and its inhibition has only 460 

limited impact on wound healing as wound closure is delayed for few hours. In 461 

a similar manner, Dubuc and colleagues have reported a rapid activation of 462 

MEK/ERK after puncture of the body wall epithelia of Nematostella (DuBuc, 463 

Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). In contrast however, it appears that 464 

blocking MEK/ERK signalling in those conditions prevents wound closure 465 

(DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). This divergent observation 466 

might either be linked to the different injury context (puncture - (DuBuc, 467 

Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014) vs amputation - this study) or the 468 

timing of assessing wound healing success (6hpi - (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, 469 
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and Martindale 2014) vs 10hpa - this study). Nonetheless, those results 470 

clearly show that pERK activation is a conserved injury response feature 471 

among metazoans. In fact, pERK is activated immediately after amputation at 472 

the injury site in Hydra (Manuel et al. 2006; Petersen et al. 2015), planarian 473 

(Tasaki et al. 2011; Agata et al. 2014; Owlarn et al. 2017) as well as in 474 

vertebrates models regeneration (zebrafish heart regeneration (liu2017), 475 

axolotl spinal cord regeneration (Sabin2016). It is interesting to note that in 476 

planarians, a recent study has shown that inhibition of MEK/ERK does not 477 

block wound-healing neither (Owlarn et al. 2017). This observation suggests 478 

that the involvement of this signalling pathway in a generic wound response 479 

(Owlarn et al. 2017) is conserved among whole body regeneration models, 480 

without being essential for wound closure.  481 

While not being essential for wound healing in Nematostella, we have 482 

nonetheless revealed that the MEK/ERK pathway is crucial for tissue 483 

remodelling, launching the genetic network and maintaining proliferative 484 

activity in order to reform tissues and body parts. More precisely, we showed 485 

that during regeneration per se, this pathway has two distinct roles; in a cell 486 

proliferation-independent manner during the transition from step 0.5 to step 1 487 

and in a cell proliferation-dependent manner during the transitions of later 488 

steps (Fig 2c). Importantly, these results are in line with previous observations 489 

describing proliferation-independent (wound healing and initiation of 490 

regeneration up to stage 1) one proliferation-dependent phases (reformation 491 

or lost body parts) of the wound healing/regeneration process in Nematostella 492 

(Amiel et al. 2015). Further analysis of the upstream activator of MEK/ERK 493 
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and the downstream effectors in each context will contribute to have a better 494 

understanding of how this single pathway is reused in multiple contexts. 495 

MEK/ERK signalling has been shown to activate programmed cell death 496 

(apoptosis) in the well known cnidarian whole body regeneration model 497 

Hydra, causing the release of Wnt3 and the induction of cellular proliferation 498 

at the amputation site (Chera et al. 2009; Kaloulis et al. 2004). In 499 

Nematostella, puncture or sub-pharyngeal amputation induces apoptosis 500 

shortly after injury at the wound site (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 501 

2014) Warner et al, in submission). In contrast to Hydra though, in none of the 502 

two wounding conditions U0126 treatment has a visible effect on the 503 

activation of apoptosis after injury (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 504 

2014). These results are in line with our results showing that inhibition of 505 

apoptosis using Z-VAD blocks the onset of proliferation (Amiel et al. BioRXiv), 506 

while inhibition of MEK/ERK using U0126 does not affect the onset but the 507 

maintenance of the stress induced mitotic activity (this study). This scenario is 508 

compellingly similar to what has been observed in planarians. In fact, in this 509 

whole body regeneration model amputation-induced pERK activation is 510 

required for tissue remodelling and regeneration-associated proliferation, 511 

however, not for wound healing, the induction of apoptosis or the onset of 512 

wound-induced proliferation (Owlarn et al. 2017). Overall these results 513 

suggest a conserved early apoptosis-independent role of MEK/ERK signalling 514 

in Nematostella and planarians for creating the proper conditions to initiate 515 

and maintain the regeneration program after wound healing. This appears 516 

different to the apoptosis-dependent role in Hydra. Thus, further studies using 517 

additional whole body regeneration models are required to gain additional 518 
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insight into the evolution of the role(s) of MEK/ERK signalling in launching the 519 

reformation of lost body parts.  520 

Potential activators of MEK/ERK signalling during regeneration 521 

The analysis of the role of MEK/ERK during regeneration has highlighted 522 

several events regulated by this pathway. Notably it is implicated in the 523 

response to injury by controlling gene expression (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, 524 

and Martindale 2014), participating in timely wound healing (Fig 2a), the 525 

transition to step 1 (Fig 2c, 2e) and also for maintaining of cell proliferation in 526 

later steps (Fig 3h, 3i). This naturally questions the upstream signals of 527 

MEK/ERK during these different events. 528 

Receptor Tyrosine Kinases are largely associated with the activation of 529 

MEK/ERK signalling in a large variety of physiological and pathological 530 

contexts (Lemmon and Schlessinger 2010). We thus investigated the RTKs 531 

present in the genome of Nematostella and analysed their expression 532 

patterns during regeneration. A previous study has described a total of 19 533 

metazoan RTK families, of which 10 contain cnidarian orthologs (D'Aniello et 534 

al. 2008). In order to gain insight into the entire RTK complement of 535 

Nematostella, we screened the genomic (Putnam 2007) as well as 536 

transcriptomic resources (Warner et al. 2018) and identified genes encoding 537 

for 26 putative RTKs (Supp Table 1). We further performed a phylogenetic 538 

tree analysis using the predicted kinase domains (Supp Fig 1) and confirmed 539 

the existence of 9/10 cnidarian RTK families. Interestingly, among the growth 540 

factor receptors of Nematostella, we noticed the absence of members of the 541 

Pdgfr or Vegfr families. Instead, we confirmed the presence of four genes 542 

related to both families, previously described as pdvegfr-like genes (D'Aniello 543 
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et al. 2008). While most Nematostella genes clustered to one or the other 544 

RTK family, three genes were not directly linked to any of the distinct families; 545 

two of them that are closely related to the DDR subclass, named ddr-likeA 546 

and ddr-likeB and one, named rtk8, that does not cluster with any family and 547 

thus, possibly representing a cnidarian or Nematostella specific RTK. 548 

By taking advantage of a recently developed Nematostella embryogenesis 549 

and regeneration transcriptomic database (nvertx.kahikai.org, (Warner et al. 550 

2018) we extracted the temporal expression profiles for each identified RTK 551 

(Table S1). Out of the nine defined co-expression clusters (Warner et al. 552 

2018), Warner et al. in submission), the identified RTKs are distributed in six 553 

of them; R1 (1 out of 26, upregulation between 4-8hpa), R3 (5 out of 26, 554 

upregulation between 24-120hpa), R4 (3 out of 26, progressive 555 

downregulation between 16-96hpa), R6 (12 out of 26, two peaks of 556 

upregulation at 4 and 20hpa), R8 (3 out of 26, one peak of upregulation at 557 

4hpa) and R9 (2 out of 26, progressive downregulation between 0-24hpa 558 

followed by a progressive upregulation). A part from the whole Fgfr family 559 

(NvfgfrA, NvfgfrB and Nvfgfr-like) found in the regeneration cluster R6, we did 560 

not observe any expression cluster preference associated to the RTK family; 561 

3 out 5 Eph in R6, 3 out 5 Tie in R3 and 2 out of 4 Pdvegfr-like in R8 (Fig.S2). 562 

Nevertheless, those temporal expression patterns indicate that the identified 563 

RTKs are expressed at every stage of regeneration, from early injury-564 

response (R1, R6, R8) to early (R6) and late (R3, R9) regeneration steps. 565 

This in turn suggests a possible and complex activation cascade of MEK/ERK 566 

during Nematostella wound healing and regeneration that is orchestrated by 567 

the various identified RTKs. 568 
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To pursue this line of inquiry, we performed a more detailed expression 569 

analysis of the growth factor receptor families Fgfr and Pdvegfr-like as well as 570 

their potential ligands by whole mount in situ hybridization. Both of the 571 

expression profile of Nvpdvegfr-like A and Nvpdvegfr-likeD display a pic at 572 

2hpa (Fig.S1b) and their expression domain is restricted to the AE (Fig. S1c, 573 

S1d). While Nvvegf-like and Nvvegf-like2 also present an expression pic at 574 

2hpa (Fig.S1e) but the localization is on the gastrodermis side (Fig.S1f, S1g). 575 

These expression profiles are suggesting a crosstalk between the two 576 

epithelium at the amputation site, potentially involved in the wound healing 577 

response or an early regeneration response starting at 2hpa. But more 578 

precise gene specific perturbation experiments are needed in the future to 579 

understand the precise activation/crosstalk of RTKs and pERK. 580 

Rewired re-deployment of the embryonic GRN during whole body 581 

regeneration 582 

Recent studies on the role of MEK/ERK/Erg signalling during 583 

embryonic development in Nematostella has highlighted the crucial 584 

implication of this pathway in specifying and invaginating the endomesoderm, 585 

specifying the nervous system and axial patterning prior to the onset of 586 

gastrulation (Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017). In the following section we 587 

will discuss to what extend these roles have been maintained during the 588 

regenerative process.  589 

Tissue re‐specification and morphogenetic movements 590 

Comparing two developmental trajectories such as embryonic 591 

development and regeneration naturally raises the questions about the 592 
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potential comparable analogies of these processes. Besides terminal 593 

differentiation that must lead to the identical cellular and physiological 594 

functions, the early phases of wound-response and regeneration initiation are 595 

particularly difficult to analogize {Vervoort:2011ch}. Indeed, embryonic 596 

development begins with the fertilization of a totipotent cell (the oocyte), while 597 

wound healing/regeneration is initiated by the physical stress of amputation in 598 

a tissue that is defined by its positional information and that is composed of 599 

terminally differentiated and in most cases lineage specific progenitor and/or 600 

multi-potent stem cells. Nonetheless, in our study we were able to define roles 601 

of MEK/ERK signalling during embryogenesis and regeneration that may 602 

represent analogous features in both trajectories.  603 

By focusing on the role of MEK/ERK in the launch of the regenerative 604 

program we observed that this pathway is crucial for the tissue rearrangement 605 

leading to the contact of the mesenteries with the amputation epithelia (step 1, 606 

Fig. 3b, (Amiel  et  al.  2015). This might be comparable to the morphogenetic 607 

movements of gastrulation that is blocked when embryos are treated with 608 

U0126 (Layden  et  al.  2016). During embryonic Nematostella development, 609 

MEK/ERK/Erg signalling is required for specifying endomesoderm and it has 610 

been proposed that the role of this pathway in the onset of gastrulation is 611 

indirectly caused by the missing germ layer (Amiel  et  al.  2017). The same 612 

logic can also be applied for the mesenterial movement towards the 613 

amputation epithelia as the lost NvfoxB (Fig 7aiii), Nvrunt (Fig 7biii), Nvaxin-614 

like (Fig 7ciii) and Nvtwist (Fig 7eiii) gene expression at the amputation site 615 

gastrodermis may indicate the loss of tissue re-specification that in turn is 616 

required for triggering these tissular rearrangements. Interestingly, the 617 
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phenotypes of U0126 in both developmental trajectories affect morphogenetic 618 

movements (direct or indirect) without impairing cellular proliferation ((Layden 619 

et al. 2016), this study). Further investigating this relationship between tissue 620 

specification and morphogenetic movement will help strengthening the 621 

analogy of the implication of MEK/ERK signalling during both developmental 622 

during both developmental trajectories. 623 

Following this analogy, we performed qPCRs at 20hpa during the 624 

transition towards step 1. Interestingly, all downstream targets of MEK/ERK 625 

normally expressed in the forming and invaginating endomesoderm during 626 

embryonic development (Amiel  et  al.  2017)that are also highly expressed at 627 

20hpa, are with only one exception all down regulated by U0126 during 628 

regeneration (Fig. 5b, 5e). When we reused the same workflow at 48hpa, as 629 

we did at 20hpa, with the 88 embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets, when 630 

MEK/ERK is required for regeneration maintaining cell proliferation, not all 631 

genes are downregulated following U0126 treatments (Fig.S2). These result 632 

suggest a different rewiring, compare to 20hpa, of these embryonic genes at 633 

48hpa (Table S2). Taken together this further supports the analogous role of 634 

MEK/ERK between the onset of gastrulation and the onset of regeneration 635 

and that the underlying network at 20hpa is more related to the embryonic 636 

network than the network downstream of MEK/ERK at 48hpa. 637 

In addition to embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets, we also identified 638 

embryonic cWNT downstream targets (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) 639 

as well as regeneration specific genes (Warner et al. in submission) that are 640 

highly upregulated at 20hpa (Table 2 and Table 3). Their characterization at 641 

20hpa, as well as their response to inhibition of MEK/ERK signalling during 642 
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regeneration led to the assembly of the first GRN framework underlying the 643 

initiation of whole body regeneration (Fig 8). Surprisingly, but in line with the 644 

potential analogy described above, more than half (14/25) of the genes 645 

expressed in the amputation gastrodermis (AG) and/or the mesenteries (M) 646 

such as runt, axin-like, musk-like, porcupine-like, smad4-like, sprouty, fz10, 647 

nkd1-like, mae-like, bicaudalC-like, hd050, phtf1-like, pdvegfr-like and fox1, 648 

have previously been described to be part of the central domain at the onset 649 

of gastrulation (Röttinger,  Dahlin,  and  Martindale  2012;  Amiel  et  al.  2017). 650 

However, while all of them are MEK/ERK downstream targets during 651 

regeneration (Fig. 5), it is important to note that not all of them are embryonic 652 

MEK/ERK downstream targets. Indeed, 12 out of 28 are embryonic cWNT 653 

downstream targets that have been integrated into the MEK/ERK GRN 654 

module during regeneration. This observation further supports the rewiring of 655 

the embryonic GRN during regeneration.  656 

Axial patterning along the oral‐aboral axis during regeneration 657 

During embryonic development MEK/ERK/Erg signalling controls 23 658 

genes, such as Nvfgfa, Nvsix3/6, Nvfz5/8, that are involved in axial patterning 659 

of the embryo/larva (Amiel et al. 2017; Rentzsch et al. 2008; Sinigaglia et al. 660 

2013; Leclère et al. 2016). While during the onset of oral regeneration these 661 

aboral genes are not upregulated at 20hpa and not downstream of MEK/ERK 662 

either such is the case of Nvsix3/6 (Fig. 5b). Therefore suggesting that the 663 

program underlying embryonic aboral patterning is not required during oral 664 

regeneration. 665 

Among those 23 genes, only fgfA2 which was expressed in the aboral 666 

domain during embryogenesis (Amiel  et  al.  2017;  Rentzsch  et  al.  2008; 667 
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Sinigaglia  et  al.  2013) is still expressed in the most aboral end of the polyps 668 

(Fig. 7hi) and it appears to be upregulated at 20hpa at the tip of the physa 669 

(Fig.6z, 7hii). While U0126 treatments block NvfgfA2 expression in the physa 670 

(Fig 7hiii). Hence, suggesting that the oral/aboral axis is maintained during 671 

regeneration and an indirect control of MEK/ERK over the aboral domain 672 

during regeneration at least. Also it appears that during the homeostasis of 673 

the tissue some downstream targets of MEK/ERK are already expressed 674 

nearby the mouth ephitelia, such as Nvaxin-like (Fig. 7ci), Nvsprouty (Fig. 7di) 675 

and Nvtwist (Fig. 7ei) or in the pharynx e.i Nvhd050 (Fig. 7fi) and Nvmae-like 676 

(Fig. 7gi), furthermore supporting the conservation of the oral/aboral axis. In a 677 

different manner some downstream targets of MEK/ERK, previously 678 

described in the endomesodermal domain at 24hpf (Amiel et al. 2017), seems 679 

to be ubiquitiously expressed in the body column e.i NvfoxB and Nvrunt (Fig. 680 

7ai, 7bi). While upon sub-pharyngeal amputation, their expression domain is 681 

relocated to the amputation site at 20hpa (Fig. 7aii, bii) suggesting a reuse of 682 

the embryonic expression domain. 683 

Neural re‐genesis 684 

The MAPK ERK has been described to be also upstream of the 685 

neurogenic program occuring before gastrulation (Layden et  al.  2016). In this 686 

study a precise circuit have been described upstream of NvashA-dependent 687 

neurogenesis, in which Nvath-like and NvsoxB(2) are the most upstream 688 

genes of the circuit, and 15 additional genes (table S3) with a salt and pepper 689 

expression profile. Among these additional genes only Nvhes1/3 is 690 

upregulated at 20hpa and is at the same time downstream of MEK/ERK at 691 

20hpa (Fig. 5b, 5e) and at 48hpa (Fig. S2). While Nvath-like is upregulated at 692 
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48hpa (table S3) without being downstream of MEK/ERK (Fig. S2). Moreover 693 

the embryonic cluster of these salt and pepper genes (table S3) have no 694 

correlation with their regeneration clusters. Beside all these genes are highly 695 

expressed at 24hpf before gastrulation in contrast to regeneration where the 696 

regeneration clusters have various activation time points e.i, R6, R5, R3, R2 697 

(nvertx.kahikai.org, (Warner  et  al.  2018)). Overall these data are supporting 698 

the idea of a different network underlying the neural re-genesis during 699 

regeneration in comparison to the embryonic neurogenic program. 700 

Interestingly during regeneration the genes are clustered between the 701 

regeneration clusters R6 (Nvpea3-like, NvsoxB(2)), R5 (Nvcouplike1, Nvath-702 

like, Nvhes3), R3 (Nvcouplike2, Nvgcm, Nvhd145) and R2 (Nvsox10-like, 703 

NvpaxA, NvashA, Nvhes-like3, nvfoxD3-like, Nvsox2) (Table S3). Which all 704 

have an activation phase after different time point e.i, 8hpa, 16hpa, 24hpa and 705 

36hpa respectively, thus suggesting that the neurogenic program occurring 706 

before gastrulation seems to be stretched during regeneration. Even though 707 

the most upstream genes of the NvashA-dependent neurogenesis circuit, 708 

NvsoxB(2) and Nvath-like still belongs to the earliest activated regeneration 709 

cluster.Altogether these preliminary data on putative neurogenic program 710 

during regeneration are suggesting a different wiring in comparison to 711 

embryogenesis but a more precise characterization their spatial and temporal 712 

expression profile is still required. 713 

Regeneration specific re-wiring of the embryonic GRN 714 

Using an unbiased large-scale bioinformatics approach to compare 715 

embryonic and regeneration gene expression at a global scale, a recent study 716 

has shown that regeneration is a partial redeployment of regeneration, has 717 
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identified a list of genes with a regeneration specific expression dynamics and 718 

importantly, has suggested that regeneration follows a regeneration specific 719 

network logic (Warner  et  al.  2018). The present work functionally tested and 720 

validated this hypothesis by dissecting the role of the MEK/ERK signalling 721 

pathway during embryonic development and regeneration in the same 722 

organisms, the sea anemone Nematostella. We have characterised the role of 723 

MEK/ERK during regeneration and identified a potential analogous implication 724 

in germ layer/tissue specification and the coordination of morphogenetic 725 

movements, the absence of an axial patterning program (not needed) and a 726 

disconnected neural program. We have further shown at a signalling pathway 727 

scale, that indeed regeneration is a partial re-activation of the embryonic 728 

program. Importantly, our data functionally validate the re-wiring of the 729 

embryonic network as MEK/ERK signalling during regeneration integrates 730 

embryonic cWNT genes. During embryogenesis, MEK/ERK and cWnt 731 

signalling have both been described to be involved in endomesoderm 732 

formation and patterning the primary axis (Wikramanayake et al. 2003; Lee et 733 

al. 2007; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Leclère et al. 2016; Layden et 734 

al.  2016;  Amiel  et  al.  2017). While both pathways are important for those 735 

developmental processes, their downstream targets display no overlap with 736 

the exception of 14 genes antagonistically regulated by both pathways 737 

(Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2016; Amiel et al. 2017). 738 

Moreover, during embryogenesis cWnt signalling appears to be active prior to 739 

MEK/ERK signalling (Röttinger,  Dahlin,  and  Martindale  2012;  Leclère  et  al. 740 

2016;  Layden  et  al.  2016;  Amiel  et  al.  2017). Thus it is intriguing to see that 741 

during regeneration their respective downstream targets are redeployed at the 742 
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same time (20hpa) and that now MEK/ERK signalling controls members of 743 

both embryonic pathways. To get a better idea of the extend of rewiring, 744 

additional experiments are required to decipher the role of cWnt signalling 745 

during regeneration, to understand the cWNT network module and to see if 746 

the chronological order of cWnt and MEK/ERK pathway activation is 747 

conserved, synchronized or inverted.  748 

 The ultimate evidence of a regeneration specific network logic comes 749 

from our results showing that genes with regeneration specific expression 750 

dynamics (Warner et al. in submission) are expressed at 20hpa and part of 751 

the MEK/ERK downstream gene network. Among those genes one, Nvbax, 752 

has been associated to apoptosis ((Moya  et  al.  2016). Functional studies 753 

blocking apoptosis during embryogenesis and regeneration has revealed that 754 

programmed cell death is specifically required for very early phases of 755 

regeneration and not for embryonic development (Warner et al. in 756 

submission). This observation suggests that additional members of the 757 

MEK/ERK regeneration GRN may have specific roles in initiating the whole 758 

body regenerative response in Nematostella. Thus, additional functional and 759 

cis-regulatory studies are required to properly understand this regeneration 760 

specific network logic and enable us to discover regeneration specific 761 

regulatory elements that could be use to control pro-regenerative factors, as it 762 

has recently been done to modulate the regenerative potential of vertebrate 763 

organs (Kang et al. 2016).   764 
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 766 

Figure 1: pERK expression profile during regeneration and after inhibition 767 

with U0126 . a) Western blots against the phosphorylated form of ERK (pERK) 768 

and total ERK (tERK). Alpa-tubulin is used as a loading control in both pERK 769 

and tERK. The protein were extracted from control treated polyps (0.1%Dmso) 770

or treated animals with 10!M U0126 (U0126), at 6hpa, 12hpa, 24hpa,48hpa, 771 

72hpa, 96hpa, 120hpa and 144hpa. b – k) Immuno-staining against pERK 772 

(green) and counter staining with DAPI (grey). The polyps were fixed whole (b) 773 

or after amputation at 1 (c), 6 (d), 12 (e), 24 (f), 48 (g), 72h (h), 96 (i), 120 (j) 774 

and 144h (k). l) Immuno-staining against pERK and DAPI counter staining of the 775 

nuclei at 1, 6, 12, and 24hpa comparing the control treated (0.1%Dmso) to 776

polyps treated with 10!M of U0126 after sub-pharyngeal bisection.  777 
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 778 

Figure 2: Effect of MEK inhibition by U0126 at the tissuelar level and on the 779 

wound healing.  780 
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 a) Regeneration diagram of the tissular and cellular hallmarks of N.vectensis 781 

regeneration; step 0: the mesenteries and the body wall epithelium of the 782 

amputation site a separated, step 1: connection between the mesenteries tips 783 

and the body epithelium at the amputation site which display a characteristic 784 

depression, step 2: appearance of the tentacles buds, step 3: elongation of the 785 

tentacles buds and formation of the pharyngeal l ip and step 4 elongation of the 786 

tentacles and formation of the pharynx with a mouth opening. Underneath the 787 

regeneration diagram is represented the associated workflow of MEK’s inhibit ion 788 

after various time of regeneration e.i 24hpa, 48hpa, 72hpa, 96hpa and 120hpa. 789 

b) Dot plot displaying the distribution of the five regeneration steps at 144hpa, 790 

within each treatment with 10µM of U0126 compared to control condition with 791 

Dmso (0.1%Dmso). The five steps are placed on the y-axis and the different 792 

treatment are displayed on the x-axis. The size of the dots represent the 793 

number of polyps per steps per treatment and the bleu shade defines the 794 

percentage each of polyps per steps per treatment. c) Diagrams of the 795 

compression assay results after U0126 treatments (10µM) (in red) compared to 796 

control treated Dmso (0.1%Dmso) (in blue) at 2hpa, 4hpa, 6hpa, 8hpa and 797 

10hpa. The exact numbers are reported in the table underneath the graph. d) 798 

Regeneration diagram with the performed treatment with U0126 (10µM) between 799 

0hpa and 20hpa or 8hpa and 20hpa (grey solid l ines), compared to Dmso 800 

control conditions (0.1%Dmso) (grey dash lines). e) Dot plot displaying the 801 

repartit ion of polyps between step 0 and step 1 for the different treatment and 802 

associated controls. 803 
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 804 

Figure 3: EdU staining of proliferation and counting of EdU+ cells after 805 

inhibition of MEK.  806 
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a) Regeneration diagram with the performed U0126 treatment (10µM) between 807 

0hpa and 20hpa or 8hpa and 20hpa (grey solid l ines), compared to the control 808 

treatment with 0.1%Dmso (grey dash lines). b-f) DAPI staining of the nuclei 809 

(cyan) to visualize the polyp’s morphology after treatment with either U0126 810 

(10µM) or 0.1%Dmso. b’-f ’) EdU staining of proliferating cells (EdU+ in red) in 811 

the whole animal delimited by dashed lines. g) Graph of the EdU+ cells counting 812 

in the whole polyp after treatments performed in a). The y-axis represent the 813 

number of EdU+ cells per 100µM and on the x-axis are all the different 814 

treatments while each dot represent a single animal. A Kruskall-Wallis test was 815 

performed to assess if there are significant differences between each condition. 816 

h) Regeneration diagram with the performed U0126 treatment (10µM) of 24 817 

hours (grey solid l ines), compared to the control treatment with 0.1%Dmso (grey 818 

dash lines). The polyps were fixed at the end of every treatment. i- j) Graph of 819 

the EdU+ cells counting in the whole body wall epithelium (i) and in the whole 820 

mesenteries (j) after the treatments performed in h). The y-axis represent the 821 

number of EdU+ cells per 100µM and on the x-axis are all the different 822 

treatments while each dot represent a single animal. A Student t-test was 823 

performed between treatment control of each (* p-value < 0,01, N.S p-value 824 

>0.01).  825 
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 826 

 827 

Figure 4: Volcano plot comparing time regeneration time point 0hpa and 828 

20hpa from the regeneration transcriptomic data base NvERTx. a) The 829 

transcriptomic data have been extracted from the NvERTx database of 830 

N.vectensis  regeneration (Warner et al., 2018). All the genes with a log2 fold 831 

change superior to 1 (vertical dash line) and a –log10 FDR superior to 1 832 

(horizontal dash line) are significantly up regulated or down regulated at 20 hpa 833 

compared to 0 hpa (l ight grey dots) conversely they are not signi f icantly 834 

different from 0hpa (dark grey dots). The embryonic downstream targets of erk 835 

with an expression level significantly different between 0hpa and 20hpa are in 836 

pink, the embryonic downstream targets of wnt with an expression level 837 

significantly different between 0hpa and 20hpa are in purple and the 838 

regeneration specific genes (regen_spe) with an expression level signif icantly 839 

different between 0hpa and 20hpa are in orange. b-e) Regeneration clusters 840 

represented among the all the genes with an upregulation of their expression at 841 

20hpa compared to 0hpa, b) R-cluster 1, c) R-cluster 5, d) R-cluster 6 and e) R-842 

cluster 7.  843 
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 844 

Figure 5: qPCR data of the selected candidate genes after inhibition of 845 

MEK by U0126 before and after wound healing  846 
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a) Regeneration diagram and the inhibit ion experiment of MEK by U0126  847 

starting before wound healing (0-20hpa) and after wound healing (8-20hpa). b-848 

d) qPCR performed with the cDNA extracted from the polyps treated with U0126 849 

between 0-20hpa. e-g) qPCR performed with the cDNA extracted from the 850 

polyps treated with U0126 between 8-20hpa. In b) and e) represent the set of 851 

genes from the embryonic downstream target of Erk, c) and f) the set of genes 852 

from the embryonic downstream target of wnt and in d) and g) a set of genes 853 

from the regeneration specific pool. Each set of genes are composed of genes 854 

upregulated between 0-20hpa from the volcano plot (green bar) or 855 

downregulated between 0-20hpa from the volcano plot (red bar). The y-axis 856 

represent the expression fold change difference between U0126 treated versus 857 

the control 0.1% Dmso and the fold change superior to -2 are in grey. e-g) are 858 

all the genes from each set with a fold change expression inferior to -2 in the 859 

experiement in a).  860 
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 861 

Figure 6: Whole mount in situ hybridization of the genes affected by U0126 862 

at 20hpa. 863 
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a-b) Genes expressed in the ectodermis of the amputation site (AE). c-g) genes 864 

expressed in the gastrodermis of the amputation site (AG). h-l) genes 865 

expressed in the tips of the mesenteries at the amputation site (AMT). m-p) 866 

genes expressed in the whole mesenteries (M) and the AMT and also the AG. q-867 

y) genes expressed only in the mesenteries. z) genes expressed at the opposite 868 

site of the amputation site in the physa. Aa) Matrix of all the expression profi le 869 

presented in a-z). 870 

 871 

Figure 7: Whole mount in situ hybridization after inhibition of MEK by 872 

U0126 ai-hi) Genes expression profi le in uncut polyps. aii-hii) genes expression 873 

profi le at 20hpa after control treatment with 0.1%Dmso. aii i-hii i) genes 874 

expression profi le at 20hpa after a continuous treatment with 10µM U0126. 875 
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Figure 8: Framework work of the GRN downstream of MEK/ERK inputs 877 

during regeneration at 20hpa . a) Diagram of a polyp’s morphology after a sub-878 

pharyngeal bisection at 20hpa depicting the various expression domains 879 

identif ied by whole mount in situ  hybridization, AE (orange), AG (green), AMT 880 

(pale green), M (l ight pale green) and P (purple). b) Framework work of the 881 

GRN downstream of MEK/ERK inputs (brown arrows) during regeneration at 882 

20hpa containing all the genes downregulated by U0126 at 20hpa and from 883 

which the expression domain have been identif ied among which there is the set 884 

of genes from the embryonic downstream targets of Erk (pink star), the set of 885 

embryonic downstream target of Wnt (purple stars) and the set of regeneration 886 

specific genes (blue stars). All the other genes without an identif ied expression 887 

domain are place under GRN framework in the undertermined expression profi le 888 

(grey zone).  889 
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Figure S1: Phylogeny of Nematostella RTK members A) Phylogenetic 891 

analysis based on the kinase of domain of 11 RTK familly  : Epherin, Igfr, DDR, 892 

Musk, ROR, PTK7, Fgfr, TIE, Pdgfr, Vegfr, Egfr and RYK. SYK members has 893 

been used as outgroup. The 26 RTK of Nematostella are indicated with an red 894

arrow. B) Transcripts expression profi le of 2 members of  Nematostella Pdvegfr -895 

l ike family, Pdvegfr-l ike A (bleu) and Pdvegfr-l ikeD (orange) with their spatial 896 

expression profi le at 2hpa. C) Transcripts expression profi le of 2 putative l igand 897 

of  Nematostella Pdvegfr-l ike family, Vegfr-l ike (bleu) and Vegfr-l ike2 (orange) 898 

with their spatial expression profi le at 2hpa.  899 

 900 

Figure S2: qPCR at 48hpa on juveniles treate with U0 between 24-48hpa. 901 

Embryonic downstream targets of MEK/ERK upregulated at 48hpa (Table 902 

S2). The genes significantly affected by U0126 are in blue while the non-903 

affected are in grey.  904 
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Table 1: Embryonic downstream targets of MEK/ERK significantly regulated at 905 

20hpa. The genes from the list of downstream targets of MEK/ERK from 906 

(Layden et al. 2016) was queried against the regeneration transcriptomic 907 

data. All the genes with a significant fold change superior to 2 (up- and down- 908 

regulate) between the time point 0hpa and 20hpa are listed. 909 

 910 

Table 2: Embryonic downstream targets of cWnt significantly regulated at 911 

20hpa. The genes from the list of downstream targets of cWnt from (Röttinger, 912 

Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) was queried against the regeneration 913 

transcriptomic data. All the genes with a significant fold change superior to 2 914 

(up- and down- regulate) between the time point 0hpa and 20hpa are listed. 915 

Table 3: Regeneration specific genes significantly regulated at 20hpa. The 916 

genes from the list of regeneration specific genes from Warner et al. in 917 

submission was queried against the regeneration transcriptomic data. All the 918 

genes with a significant fold change superior to 2 (up- and down- regulate) 919 

between the time point 0hpa and 20hpa are listed. 920 

 921 

Table S1: Identified RTK in Nematostella genome. List of RTK from the 922 

Nematostella genome analysed in the phylogenetic analysis of RTK families. 923 

 924 

Table S2: Embryonic downstream targets of MEK/ERK significantly regulated 925 

at 48hpa. The genes from the list of downstream targets of MEK/ERK from 926 

(Layden et al. 2016) was queried against the regeneration transcriptomic 927 

data. All the genes with a significant fold change superior to 2 (up- and down- 928 

regulate) between the time point 0hpa and 48hpa are listed. 929 



Table 1: Embryonic downstream targets of MEK/ERK significantly regulated at 20hpa

NvERTx.4 Gene name R_Clust Foldchange20hpaNemve1_tophit

NvERTx.4.120132 FoxJ1 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|65438|gw.34.211.1

NvERTx.4.130710 Bmp 1 like 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|94984|e_gw.38.33.1

NvERTx.4.132141 WntA 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|91822|e_gw.28.3.1

NvERTx.4.136435 K50‐5 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|113102|e_gw.116.148.1

NvERTx.4.202662 Pdgfr‐like/htrl‐like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|158493|estExt_gwp.C_40076

NvERTx.4.220026 Hd050 / NK‐like 17 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|57885|gw.15.184.1

NvERTx.4.51828 Hes3 5 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|204200|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_49000009

NvERTx.4.52739 FoxD1 5 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|165603|estExt_gwp.C_620176

NvERTx.4.54137 Musk‐like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|125819|e_gw.223.23.1

NvERTx.4.57017 Hd058 / Q50‐4 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|69041|gw.55.217.1

NvERTx.4.64399 Sprouty 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|29671|gw.51.137.1

NvERTx.4.65412 Fgf2A 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|196402|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_2000024

NvERTx.4.6665 Fox1 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|123903|e_gw.205.1.1

NvERTx.4.75546 Wnt7b  1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|210076|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_116000032

NvERTx.4.77035 MoxD 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|128296|e_gw.248.4.1

NvERTx.4.77043 Mox1 5 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|128275|e_gw.248.7.1

NvERTx.4.77307 Sp8/9‐like 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|99612|e_gw.53.52.1

NvERTx.4.82946 Mae like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|39874|gw.31.152.1

NvERTx.4.92297 Runt 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|129231|e_gw.262.50.1

NvERTx.4.127819 Perlecan‐like 3 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|213715|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_183000001

NvERTx.4.35183 Hd010 / Emx1 3 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|117718|e_gw.148.118.1

NvERTx.4.52057 Hox2 2 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|91593|e_gw.27.3.1

NvERTx.4.59503 Hd145 / Not‐likeE 3 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|239167|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_120143

NvERTx.4.60787 C‐Myc‐like 5 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|82891|e_gw.6.263.1

NvERTx.4.63085 Rx3‐like 4 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|184843|estExt_GenewiseH_1.C_620202



Table 2: Embryonic cWnt significantly regulate at 20hpa

NvERTx.4 Gene name R_Clust Fold.change.20.hpaNemve1_tophit

NvERTx.4.114443 wnt2 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|242584|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_670032

NvERTx.4.116641 axin‐like 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|182113|estExt_GenewiseH_1.C_340142

NvERTx.4.121117 porcupine‐like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|51461|gw.85.146.1

NvERTx.4.127048 smad4‐like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|18576|gw.137.32.1

NvERTx.4.161677 nkd1‐like 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|245445|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_1600029

NvERTx.4.166798 phtf1‐like 7 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|239957|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_220086

NvERTx.4.183809 bicaudalC‐like2 6 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|135116|e_gw.351.22.1

NvERTx.4.35039 foxB 7 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|187332|estExt_GenewiseH_1.C_990063

NvERTx.4.48250 wnt4 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|194914|estExt_GenewiseH_1.C_4440001

NvERTx.4.59627 twist 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|234699|estExt_fgenesh1_pm.C_530001

NvERTx.4.80873 fz10 1 up‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|168924|estExt_gwp.C_1170009

NvERTx.4.142825 snailA 3 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|236363|estExt_fgenesh1_kg.C_50021

NvERTx.4.185247 nk2‐like 4 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|68616|gw.26.321.1

NvERTx.4.68610 fgf1A 3 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|247007|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_2620002

NvERTx.4.97389 six3/6 4 down‐regulated jgi|Nemve1|130873|e_gw.286.29.1



Table S3: Salt and pepper embryonic MEK/ERK downstream target at 20hpa and 48hpa

NvERTx_ID Gene_name Mfuzz_R_Clust Fold  0_20 Fold  0_48 Uniprot_ID Nemve1_tophit

NvERTx.4.14710 Sox2 2 n.s up Q6RVD7 jgi|Nemve1|239130|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_120063

NvERTx.4.95111 FoxD3‐like  2 n.s n.s Q9DEN3 jgi|Nemve1|39632|gw.32.224.1

NvERTx.4.59801 Hes‐like3 (Hl3) 2 n.s n.s Q01071 jgi|Nemve1|242118|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_570049

NvERTx.4.69501 AshA 2 n.s n.s Q6XD76 jgi|Nemve1|136184|e_gw.370.17.1

NvERTx.4.59856 PaxA 2 n.s up Q90268 jgi|Nemve1|243681|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_950002

NvERTx.4.47955 Sox10‐like 2 n.s n.s Q6RVD7 jgi|Nemve1|120772|e_gw.173.50.1

NvERTx.4.82519 Coup‐like2 / NR13 3 n.s n.s Q60632 jgi|Nemve1|189134|estExt_GenewiseH_1.C_1360001

NvERTx.4.230051 Gcm 3 n.s n.s Q27403 jgi|Nemve1|130307|e_gw.278.27.1

NvERTx.4.59502 Hd145 / Not‐likeE 3 n.s n.s Q91770 jgi|Nemve1|239167|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_120143

NvERTx.4.44368 Vsx‐like 5 n.s n.s Q61412 jgi|Nemve1|244054|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_1060041

NvERTx.4.139645 Coup‐like1 / NR12 5 n.s n.s P43135 jgi|Nemve1|165424|estExt_gwp.C_600191

NvERTx.4.35293 NvAth‐like  5 n.s up O42202 jgi|Nemve1|19204|gw.168.50.1

NvERTx.4.51828 Hes3 5 up up O57337 jgi|Nemve1|204200|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_49000009

NvERTx.4.102249 Elav‐like 6 n.s n.s B5DF91 jgi|Nemve1|214798|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_210000018

vERTx.4.102227 SoxB(2) 6 up n.s Q21305 jgi|Nemve1|207820|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_84000076

NvERTx.4.141644 Pea3‐like 6 n.s n.s Q9CXC9 jgi|Nemve1|16815|gw.138.35.1

NvERTx.4.122746 FoxQ2‐like3 9 n.s n.s Q6P2Z3 jgi|Nemve1|96685|e_gw.43.186.1



Table S2: Embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets upregulated at 48hpa

NvERTx_ID Gene_name Mfuzz_R_Clust Fold change 0_48hpa Uniprot_ID Nemve1_tophit.x

NvERTx.4.220026 Hd050 / NK‐like 17 1 up‐regulated P53547 jgi|Nemve1|57885|gw.15.184.1

NvERTx.4.132141 wntA 1 up‐regulated P28047 jgi|Nemve1|91822|e_gw.28.3.1

NvERTx.4.77035 MoxD 1 up‐regulated F1Q4R9 jgi|Nemve1|128296|e_gw.248.4.1

NvERTx.4.77307 Sp8/9‐like 1 up‐regulated Q0VA40 jgi|Nemve1|99612|e_gw.53.52.1

NvERTx.4.107815 Wnt3  1 up‐regulated Q2LMP1 jgi|Nemve1|241352|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_440031

NvERTx.4.75546 NvWnt7b  1 up‐regulated Q3L254 jgi|Nemve1|210076|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_116000032

NvERTx.4.6665 Fox1 1 up‐regulated Q64731 jgi|Nemve1|123903|e_gw.205.1.1

NvERTx.4.14710 NvSox2 2 up‐regulated Q6RVD7 jgi|Nemve1|239130|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_120063

NvERTx.4.59856 NvPaxA 2 up‐regulated Q90268 jgi|Nemve1|243681|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_950002

NvERTx.4.74420 NvDkk3‐like3 2 up‐regulated Q90839 jgi|Nemve1|247589|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_3190005

NvERTx.4.73097 FoxA 5 up‐regulated Q7T1R4 jgi|Nemve1|165261|estExt_gwp.C_580130

NvERTx.4.52739 NvFoxD1 5 up‐regulated Q61850 jgi|Nemve1|165603|estExt_gwp.C_620176

NvERTx.4.56073 NvWnt1  5 up‐regulated P24257 jgi|Nemve1|158342|estExt_gwp.C_30479

NvERTx.4.36348 NvRx1 / NvQ50‐1 5 up‐regulated Q9I9A2 jgi|Nemve1|39668|gw.15.164.1

NvERTx.4.63365 NvHd037 / NvQ50‐3 5 up‐regulated Q06453 jgi|Nemve1|99140|e_gw.52.186.1

NvERTx.4.77043 Mox1 5 up‐regulated F1Q4R9 jgi|Nemve1|128275|e_gw.248.7.1

NvERTx.4.51828 Hes1/3 5 up‐regulated O57337 jgi|Nemve1|204200|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_49000009

NvERTx.4.35293 NvAth‐like 5 up‐regulated O42202 jgi|Nemve1|19204|gw.168.50.1

NvERTx.4.145168 NvTbx4/5‐like 5 up‐regulated Q9IAK8 jgi|Nemve1|242507|estExt_fgenesh1_pg.C_650052

NvERTx.4.92297 Runt 6 up‐regulated Q01196 jgi|Nemve1|129231|e_gw.262.50.1

NvERTx.4.82946 Mae like 6 up‐regulated Q9Y603 jgi|Nemve1|39874|gw.31.152.1

NvERTx.4.57017 NVHd058 / NvQ50‐4 6 up‐regulated A1A546 jgi|Nemve1|69041|gw.55.217.1

NvERTx.4.64399 Sprouty 6 up‐regulated O43597 jgi|Nemve1|29671|gw.51.137.1



Table S1: Identified RTK in Nematostella vectensis genome

NvERTx_ID R_Clust Uniprot_IDRTK.family Tree.name Nemve1_tophit

NvERTx.4.114279 1 Q01973 Ror ror jgi|Nemve1|21450|gw.43.17.1

NvERTx.4.176916 3 Q07497 Eph eph‐like2 jgi|Nemve1|116411|e_gw.138.27.1

NvERTx.4.148161 3 Q62838 Ddr‐like ddr‐likeB  jgi|Nemve1|92237|e_gw.29.11.1

NvERTx.4.60705 3 P16092 Tie rtk2 jgi|Nemve1|122799|e_gw.193.14.1

NvERTx.4.106986 3 Q06807 Tie rtk4 jgi|Nemve1|132322|e_gw.308.1.1

NvERTx.4.62705 3 Q90Z00 Tie rtk5 jgi|Nemve1|87477|e_gw.16.150.1

NvERTx.4.72887 4 Q62838 Ddr‐like ddr‐likeA  jgi|Nemve1|109636|e_gw.95.30.1

NvERTx.4.183666 4 Q8AXC7 NA rtk8  jgi|Nemve1|119330|e_gw.161.36.1

NvERTx.4.158465 4 Q02763 Tie rtk6 jgi|Nemve1|120496|e_gw.171.13.1

NvERTx.4.65599 6 Q16832 Ddr ddr jgi|Nemve1|163453|estExt_gwp.C_400097

NvERTx.4.136364 6 O13146 Eph eph‐like jgi|Nemve1|10376|gw.212.5.1

NvERTx.4.130817 6 P09759 Eph eph‐like3 jgi|Nemve1|234961|estExt_fgenesh1_pm.C_770008

NvERTx.4.215906 6 P29323 Eph ephB‐like jgi|Nemve1|207152|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_77000049

NvERTx.4.161255 6 O42127 Fgfr fgfr‐like jgi|Nemve1|81258|e_gw.4.95.1

NvERTx.4.175940 6 P18460 Fgfr fgfrA jgi|Nemve1|98570|e_gw.50.142.1

NvERTx.4.142367 6 P18460 Fgfr fgfrB jgi|Nemve1|31143|gw.4.71.1

NvERTx.4.153884 6 P22607 Pvr‐like pdvegfr‐likeB jgi|Nemve1|94997|e_gw.38.20.1

NvERTx.4.192904 6 Q8BKG3 Ptk7 ptk7 jgi|Nemve1|229403|fgenesh1_pm.scaffold_74000014

NvERTx.4.71788 6 Q02858 Tie rtk3 jgi|Nemve1|1620|gw.470.9.1

NvERTx.4.202662 6 Q95YM9 Tie rtk7 jgi|Nemve1|158493|estExt_gwp.C_40076

NvERTx.4.153210 6 Q01887 Ryk ryk jgi|Nemve1|1139|gw.239.8.1

NvERTx.4.92528 8 Q25197 Igfr igfr jgi|Nemve1|198971|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_12000194

NvERTx.4.153889 8 P18460 Pvr‐like pdvegfr‐likeA jgi|Nemve1|94990|e_gw.38.17.1

NvERTx.4.78874 8 P18461 Pvr‐like pdvegfr‐likeC jgi|Nemve1|87445|e_gw.16.43.1

NvERTx.4.205755 9 Q07496 Eph ephB2 jgi|Nemve1|173481|estExt_gwp.C_2540048

NvERTx.4.112536 9 P11362 Pvr‐like pdvegfr‐likeD jgi|Nemve1|199615|fgenesh1_pg.scaffold_16000065
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Table S3: Salt and pepper embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets. The 930 

genes from the list of salt and pepper downstream targets of MEK/ERK from 931 

(Layden et al. 2016) was queried against the regeneration transcriptomic 932 

data. All the genes are listed with their regulation between the time point 0hpa 933 

and 20hpa and also between 0hpa and 48hpa. 934 

Material and methods 935 

Animal care and handling 936 

The sea anemones are cultured in 1/3 ASW (Artificial Sea Water; 937 

Tropic-Marin Bio-actif system sea salt (Tropic-Marin, Wartenberg, Germany)) 938 

at the Institute of Research on Cancer and Aging of Nice of the University of 939 

Nice. The Adults are reared at 16°C and fed three times a week with freshly 940 

hatched artemia. The spawning cycle is kept monthly between four colonies 941 

and it is carried out as described in (Hand and Uhlinger 1992). The juveniles 942 

are reared differently at 22°C and feeding starts from week two with smashed 943 

artemia until week 8 once a week, thereafter lived artemia are used. 944 

Animal bisection, wound healing and regeneration experiment 945 

Regeneration experiments were all performed on six weeks old 946 

juveniles starved for two weeks for proliferation experiment and less than one 947 

week for whole-mount in situ hybridization.. Prior the cutting animals are 948 

relaxed for 5 min in 5ml of 1/3ASW on a light table then 1ml of 7.13% of 949 

MgCl2 in ASW is added to keep the animals paralyzed. The bisection under 950 

the pharynx is done using a microsurgery scalpel n°15 (Swann-Morton, 951 

Sheffield, UK). At the end of cutting the animals are washed three times with 952 
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1/3 ASW and incubated at 22°C in darkness for regeneration. Whereas for the 953 

wound healing experiment were performed following the protocoled from 954 

(Amiel et al. 2015). 955 

The MEK inhibitor, U0126 was purchased from Sigma (ref: U120-1MG) and 956 

resuspended in Dmso for a stock solution of 10 mM. Each treatment with 957 

U0126 where performed with a final concentration of 10 µM in 1/3 ASW while 958 

incubated in darkness. 959 

Fixation and animal staining 960 

Before the fixation, the juveniles are relaxed for 5 to 10 min on light 961 

before adding 7.13% MgCl2 for another 5 to 10 min. Then the animals are 962 

gently transferred to eppendorff tubes, coated with PBw 0.1% (1X PBS + 963 

0.1% Tween-20), for fixation. The fixation is carried out by incubating the 964 

samples with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences #15714, 965 

Hatfield, PA, USA) in 1/3 ASW for one hour at room temperature or overnight 966 

at 4°C. Thereafter the samples are washed five times with PBw 0.1%. 967 

To analyze the general morphology, Hoechst staining (Invitrogen #33342, 968 

Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 1/5000 was used to label the nucleus, and BODIPY® 969 

FL PhallAcidin 488 (Molecular Probes #B607, Eugene, OR, USA) staining 970 

was used at 1/200 to label actin microfilaments (cell membranes and muscle 971 

fibers). Additionally, for cell proliferation analysis was carried out using the 972 

Click-it EdU kit (Invitrogen #C10337 or #C10339, Carlsbad, CA, USA) 973 

following the protocol from (Passamaneck  and Martindale  2012). To visualize 974 

the activity of MEK/ERK we used an antibody directed against its active form, 975 

p-ERK (Cat.#4377; Cell Signaling Technology) and the protocol was used as 976 

described in (DuBuc, Traylor‐Knowles, and Martindale 2014). 977 
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Whole‐mount in situ hybridization 978 

The whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) was performed as 979 

described in (Genikhovich and Technau 2009). The juveniles were relaxed and 980 

were fix as described in (Genikhovich and Technau 2009) then stored in 100% 981 

Methanol (MeOH) at -20°C. Upon analysis the samples where rehydrated 982 

before being transferred into 24-wells plate (Falcon® 24-well multiwall plate 983 

with low evaporation lid) for the rest of the protocol. The pre-treatment was 984 

performed with 0.01mg/ml of Proteinase K for precisely 20 min at 22°C and 985 

stopped with two washes of 5 min with PBw 0.1% + 2 mg/ml of Glycine. 986 

Thereafter the samples were treated with three different baths of 5 min with 987 

triethanolamine. The first one composed 1% of triethanolamine in PBw 0.1%, 988 

the same second one was supplemented with 3 µl of acetic anhydride per 500 989 

µl and the third one with 6 µl of acetic anhydride per 500 µl. The pre-treatment 990 

ended with two washes with PBw 0.1%. 991 

After the pre-treatment the samples were refix with 4% paraformaldehyde in 992 

PBw 0.1% for one hour at room temperature and washed with five bath of 993 

PBw 0.1%. 994 

Thereafter the samples were pre-conditioned in hybridization solution 995 

(Formamide 50%, SSC 5X pH 4.5, heparin 50µg/ml, Tween-20 0,1%, SDS 996 

1%, Salmon sperm DNA 100µg/ml) for 10 min at room temperature before 997 

being pre-hybridized in fresh hybridization solution overnight at 62°C in a 998 

humid chamber. The probes used in this study were synthetized according to 999 

the protocol described in (Amiel  et  al.  2017), and were diluted to 0.1 ng/µl in 1000 

fresh hybridization solution. Before use the probes are denatured at 85°C for 1001 

10 min then added to the samples overnight at 62°C in a humid chamber. 1002 
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The probes were washed out with three bath of decreasing percentage of 1003 

hybridization solution and increasing solution of SSC 2X pH 7 (25%, 50% and 1004 

75%) at 62°C. Followed by three washes in solutions of decreasing 1005 

percentage of SSC 0.2% and increasing percentage of PBw 0.1% (25%, 50% 1006 

and 75%) at room temperature before the blocking solution of Maleic acid 1007 

buffer pH7.5 with 1% Boehringer-Mannheim blocking reagent in for two hours 1008 

at room temperature. 1009 

The revelation relied on the detection of the antibody anti-Dig/AP used at 1010 

1:5000 in blocking solution and incubated at 4°C overnight. The excess of 1011 

antibody was removed with ten washes of PBw 0.1%. Finally the sample were 1012 

conditioned for the revelation with bath of alkaline phosphatase buffers (NaCl 1013 

100nm, MgCl2 50mM, Tris pH9.5 100mM, Tween-20 0.5%). The first wash is 1014 

without MgCl2 and two following are with MgCl2. At last the revelation is 1015 

carried out with 3.3µl NBT (100mg/ml) and 3.3µl of BCIP (50mg/ml) per ml of 1016 

alkaline phosphatase buffer on ice. 1017 

Protein extraction and Western blot 1018 

The proteins were extracted from 15 adults per replicate and each 1019 

experiment was performed in triplicate. The animals where placed in 1.5 ml 1020 

eppendorff tubes and spin on bench centrifuge to pellet the animals and 1021 

remove as much 1/3 ASW as possible. Immediately after, 300µl of lysis buffer 1022 

(HEPES 50mM, NaCl 150mM, NaF 100mM, EDTA 10mM, NA4P207 10mM) 1023 

was added for five round of 10 sec sonication with incubation on ice between 1024 

each round. Thereafter 200µl of Lysis buffer with 1% Triton X-100 and the 1025 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Apoprotine 20µg/ml, Vanadate 1mM, AEBSF 1026 

250µg/ml, Leupeptine 5µg/ml) is mixed to the sonicated samples. Finally the 1027 
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samples are centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 20 min at 4°C, to pellet the 1028 

remaining tissue and transfer the supernatant into a new tube that will be 1029 

store at -80°C. The protein concentration of the samples was assessed using 1030 

the BC assay protein quantification kit (Interchim Upima, 40840A) and each 1031 

sample was subsequently aliquot by mixing 75µl of protein extract with 25µl of 1032 

Laemmli buffer 4x (Bio-Rad #1610747) and stored at -20°C. Before loading 1033 

the aliquoted samples onto the 7.5% SDS polyacrylamide gel, they were 1034 

denaturated with an incubation at 85°C for 5 min. 1035 

The electrophoresis was performed with 30µg of protein following the protocol 1036 

described in (Gilmore, Wolenski,  and  Finnerty  2012) in migration buffer (Tris 1037 

3g/L, Glycine 14.2g/L, SDS 1%), while the transfer was performed in transfer 1038 

buffer (Tris 3g/L, Glycine 14,4g/L, 20% Ethanol). Afterward the nitrocellulose 1039 

membrane was saturated with salin buffer (Tris 0,24g/L, NaCl 1,63g/L, 5% 1040 

BSA, 0.5% Tween-20), the membrane was incubated 1 hour at room 1041 

temperature with the primary antibody anti-pERK (Cat.#4377; Cell Signaling 1042 

Technology) diluted 1/2500 into the salin buffer. Revelation was carried out by 1043 

chimioluminescence (EMD Millipore™ Substrats de chimioluminescence HRP 1044 

Western Luminata™) on a chemioluminescence Imaging –Fusion SL (Vilber). 1045 

RNA extraction and quantitative PCR (qPCR) 1046 

RNA Extraction and quantitative PCR (qPCR) were performed 1047 

following protocol described in (Röttinger,  Dahlin,  and  Martindale  2012). In 1048 

order to obtain enough material approximately 160 juveniles were pooled per 1049 

replicate and each experiment was performed in three biological replicate. 1050 

qPCR analysis using a 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System with 384-Well 1051 

Block Module (Applied Biosystem) utilizing Faststart universal SYBR Green 1052 
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Master (FSUSGMMRO Roche) was carried out as described previously 1053 

(Layden,  Boekhout,  and  Martindale  2012). The full list of qPCR primer pairs 1054 

and their efficiency used in this study can be found in Table S2 or (Layden et 1055 

al.  2016). The houskeeping genes Nvactin and/or Nvgadph were used to 1056 

normalize relative fold changes between control and treated juvenile and each 1057 

qPCR analysis was repeated on independent biological replicates. 1058 

Phylogenetic tree reconstruction 1059 

Amino acid sequences of Pkinase_Tyr domain (Pfam:PF07714) 1060 

(Sonnhammer et al. 1998) from RTKs of N. vectensis and of other selected 1061 

metazoan species were retrieved. Sequences were aligned using Clustal 1062 

Omega (Sievers et al. 2011) using the HMM profile of the Pkinase_Tyr 1063 

(PF07714) domain. Sequences for which the domain sequence was too short 1064 

were deteled from the alignment. Bayesian inference (BI) tree was inferred 1065 

using MrBayes 3.2.6 (Ronquist et al. 2012), with the model recommended by 1066 

ProtTest 1.4 (Darriba et al. 2011) under the Akaike information criterion 1067 

(JTT+I+Γ), at the CIPRES Science Gateway portal (Miller et al. 2015). Two 1068 

independent runs were performed, each with 4 chains and one million 1069 

generations. A burn-in of 25% was used and a fifty majority-rule consensus 1070 

tree was calculated for the remaining trees. The obtained tree was 1071 

customized using FigTree v.1.4.0. (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). 1072 

Imaging 1073 

in situ hybridization images were taken on either a Zeiss Axio Imager A2 1074 

mounted with an Axiocam camera triggered by Axiovision software (Carl 1075 

Zeiss). Scoring of treatment phenotypes was performed on either a Zeiss Axio 1076 
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Imager A2 microscope or a Zeiss LSM710 for confocal imaging running the 1077 

LSM ZEN software (Carl Zeiss). Fluorescent images were false-colored, the 1078 

fluorescent channels merged using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/ ) and 1079 

cropped to final size in Photoshop Cs6 (Adobe Inc.). 1080 
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Abstract 29 

Regeneration is the developmental trajectory during which organisms restore 30 

cell  structures,  organs,  appendages  or  even  entire  bodies  after  injury.  During  this 31 

process,  injured  tissues have  to  integrate  the  cellular  states  and positional  cues  in 32 

order to rebuild the  lost structures. Signaling pathways play  important roles  in this 33 

sensing  as  well  in  the  immediate  stress  response  initiating  wound  healing  and 34 

regeneration. The sea anemone Nematostella vectensis  is an emerging whole body 35 

regeneration  models  that  has  biological  features  that  are  complementary  to 36 

historical models such as Hydra and planarians. However,  little  is known about the 37 

signaling pathways driving its regenerative process. Given the pivotal role of kinases 38 

in  most  of  the  signaling  pathways,  we  thus  performed  a  medium‐sized  kinase 39 

inhibitor screen to uncover those implicated in Nematostella regeneration. Doing so, 40 

we uncovered 14 kinases that seem to be involved in coordinating various steps of 41 

whole  body  regeneration,  among  which  we  focused  on  the  role  of  JNK  MAPK. 42 

Interestingly,  JNK appears  to be constitutively active  in  the homeostatic  tissue and 43 

only slightly up‐regulated upon injury. Nonetheless, this MAPK plays a critical role in 44 

launching  the  regenerative  program  specifically  via  the  injury  induced  cell 45 

proliferation leading to the reformation of all lost body parts.  46 

   47 
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Introduction 48 

Regeneration  is  considered  as  an  alternative  developmental  trajectory  that 49 

leads to the reformation of a fully functional organism after injury or the loss of body 50 

parts.    Although  this  regenerative  ability  is  widely  spread  among  metazoans,  it 51 

doesn’t necessarily occur at the same levels in all animals (Bely and Nyberg 2010). In 52 

particular,  one  can  distinguish  regeneration  at  i)  the  cellular  level  (e.g  axonal 53 

regeneration)  or  tissue/organ  levels  (e.g  liver  regeneration  (Michalopoulos  1997; 54 

Sadler et al. 2007) as well as the reformation of whole appendages (e.g salamander 55 

limbs  (McCusker,  Bryant,  and Gardiner  2015)). Whereas whole  body  regeneration, 56 

exclusively  described  in  invertebrates  However,  the  most  extreme  level  of 57 

regeneration,  is  iv)  the  so‐called  whole  body  regeneration  during  which  isolated 58 

body  parts  can  reform  entire  animals  within  a  few  days.  This  whole  body 59 

regeneration  is  observed  exclusively  in  invertebrates  such  as  the  historical 60 

regeneration models planarians and Hydra (Elliott and Sánchez Alvarado 2013; Bosch 61 

2007). Disregarding the regeneration level or the used research model, regeneration 62 

involves common cellular processes such as the activation of stem cells, potential de‐63 

, or trans‐differentiation, cell migration and proliferation (Jopling et al. 2012; Tanaka 64 

and Reddien 2011). The observation of shared cellular processes between some or 65 

all  regeneration  models,  suggests  potential  common  molecular  mechanisms  that 66 

govern these different regenerative contexts. Accordingly, some signaling pathways 67 

(e.g. ERK signaling) have been associated to specific injury‐induced cellular behaviors 68 

such cell proliferation or migration in a variety of research models (Varga et al. 2014; 69 

P. Liu and Zhong 2017; Makanae et al. 2013; Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011; 70 

Manuel et al. 2006). In this regards kinases play a particular interesting role, as they 71 
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have  been  associated  to  a  large  variety  of  cellular  processes  during  regeneration. 72 

Kinases are phosphorylating enzymes recruited for  transducing extracellular signals 73 

to  the nuclei,  by  activating effectors  such as  transcription  (Seger  and Krebs 1995). 74 

For  instance  the MAPK  ERK  is  involved  in  the  blastema  formation  in  Zebrafish  fin 75 

regeneration  (Varga  et  al.  2014),  Axolotl  limb  regeneration  (Makanae  et  al.  2013) 76 

and planarian  (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011) or  the EGFR receptor kinase 77 

regulating cell proliferation  in Zebrafish  fin  regeneration  (Rojas‐Muñoz et al. 2009) 78 

heart regeneration (Gemberling et al. 2015) and Axolotl limb regeneration (Farkas et 79 

al. 2016). 80 

In addition, in a recent study we studied the role of MEK/ERK signaling during 81 

regeneration  of  the  sea  anemone Nematostella  vectensis  (Johnston  et  al,  in  prep) 82 

and our results suggest a very conserved role of this pathway in response to injury as 83 

it  was  reported  during  regeneration  of  the  planarian  Schmidtea  mediterranea 84 

(Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011). In fact, in both models, MEK/ERK is rapidly 85 

activated at the amputation site after injury.   86 
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 87 

The anthozoan cnidarian Nematostella vectensis  is an emerging whole body 88 

regeneration  model  with  unique  features  to  study  embryonic  development  and 89 

regeneration  in  the  same organisms  (Layden et al.  2016). Cnidarian are  the extant 90 

sister group to bilaterian animals, and Nematostella has been developed since more 91 

than  two  decades  primarily  (but  not  exclusively)  for  investigating  the  evolution  of 92 

axial pattering and germ layer formation (Wikramanayake et al. 2003; Darling et al. 93 

2005).  More  recently,  Nematostella  is  getting  increasing  attraction  (Passamaneck 94 

and Martindale  2012;  Schaffer  et  al.  2016; Amiel  et  al.  2015; Warner  et  al.  2018), 95 

Johnston  et  al,  in  prep,)  in  regard  to  its  extreme  regenerative  capacity  and 96 

complementarity  with  existing  cnidarian  regeneration  models  (e.g.  Hydra, 97 

Hydactinia).  Regeneration  in  Nematostella  undergoes  well‐defined  stereotypical 98 

morphological  changes  and  after  wound  healing  depends  on  cellular  proliferation 99 

(Amiel et al. 2015). In addition, regeneration requires a tissue crosstalk between the 100 

mesenteries  and  the  epithelia  of  the  amputation  site  that  is  involved  in  activating 101 

two potential stem cell populations. Those in turn migrate towards the amputation 102 

site  and  actively  participate  in  the  reformation  of  lost  body  parts  (Amiel  et  al,  in 103 

revision).  Although  extensive  transcriptomic  data  for  regeneration  are  available 104 

(Schaffer  et  al.  2016;  Warner  et  al.  2018),  information  about  the  molecular 105 

underpinning remains sparse. In fact, so far only cWnt and MEK/ERK signaling have 106 

been associated to regeneration (Burton and Finnerty 2009; DuBuc, Traylor‐Knowles, 107 

and Martindale  2014),  Johnston  in  prep).  Latter  pathway was  used  to  functionally 108 

test  an  hypothesis  resulting  from  a  global  transcriptomic  comparison  between 109 

embryonic  development  and  regeneration  (Warner  et  al,  in  submission). 110 
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Importantly, this functional study enabled us to show that the embryonic MEK/ERK 111 

gene  regulatory  network  is  partially  redeployed,  rewired  and  interconnected with 112 

regeneration specific elements to allow the reformation of lost body parts (Johnston 113 

et al, in prep). Unfortunately, this works covers only a small portion of Nemastostella 114 

regeneration. 115 

Nematostella  is  a  research  model  with  easy  access  to  large  quantities  of 116 

biological  material  and  for  which  the  entire  life  cycle  can  be  covered  in  the 117 

laboratory  (Hand  and  Uhlinger  1992).  While  Nematostella  would  be  suitable  for 118 

genetic,  mutagenic  or  small  molecule  screens,  so  far  no  such  projects  have  been 119 

reported. Therefore, and  in order  to  identify elements/signaling pathways  that are 120 

involved in coordinating the various process of Nematostella regeneration program, 121 

we  performed  a  kinase  inhibitor  screen  and  assessed  their  effects  on  the 122 

reformation of oral body parts. In total, we screen 78 compounds described to block 123 

activities of a large range of kinases. Following the primary screen that revealed 28 124 

compounds  affecting  regeneration  in Nematostella,  we  pursued  our  study  with  a 125 

detailed  characterization  of  one  of  them,  the MAPK  JNK.  Building  on  our  current 126 

knowledge and tools available to study oral regeneration in Nematostella, we have 127 

been able to show that JNK activity is crucial for the onset of regeneration through 128 

the regulation of regeneration‐specific cell proliferation. 129 

   130 
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Results 131 

 Nematostella vectensis is amenable for screening 1.132 

pharmacological compounds affecting whole body 133 

regeneration 134 

In  order  to  gain  insight  into  the  roles  that  kinases  play  in  the whole  body 135 

regeneration process  of Nematostella, we used  a  library  of  commercially  available 136 

kinase  inhibitors.  This  library  is  composed  of  80  pharmaceutical  inhibitors  of 137 

described  activity,  targeting  a  total  30  different  membrane‐associated  or 138 

cytoplasmic  kinases  (ENZO  BML‐2831  SCREEN‐WELL®  Kinase  Inhibitor  library).  The 139 

overall  screening  strategy  is  illustrated  in  Figure  1A  and  described  in  detail  in 140 

material & methods. Basically, the screen was performed in 24‐well plates and each 141 

drug was tested at 10µM on 40 sub‐pharyngeally amputated juveniles (Amiel et al. 142 

2015).  The  tested  kinase  inhibitors  were  added  right  after  amputation  (0hpa), 143 

renewed every 48 hours post amputation (hpa) to maintain activity and screened for 144 

the  final phenotype 144hpa. During  the entire period, animals and  inhibitors were 145 

kept protected  from  light  to  avoid any potential  photosensitive  inactivation of  the 146 

drugs. After 144hpa, the effects of the treatments on the regeneration process were 147 

assessed under a binocular and scored for the presence (Fig. 1B) or absence (Fig. 1C) 148 

of  a  reformed  head  (indicated  by  the  presence  of  a  new  pharynx  and  a  tentacle 149 

crown),  as  well  as  for  any  toxic  effect  (Fig.  1D).  We  further  took  into  account 150 

whether the added compound precipitated at 10µM in 1/3X ASW (Fig. 1E).   151 
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  A summary of the obtained results from this screen is shown in Figure 152 

1F.  28  out  of  the  78  tested  kinase  inhibitors  had  no  visible  effect  on  oral 153 

regeneration and resembled control animals (Fig. 1B, Table 2), while 22 were toxic or 154 

precipitate  at  10µM  (Fig.  1D,E  Table  3).  However,  for  28  kinase  inhibitors  we 155 

determined clear perturbations  in  the  reformation of  the  lost oral body parts  (Fig. 156 

1C,  Table  1).  Importantly,  the  screened  compound  included U0126,  a  potent MEK 157 

inhibitor  that  was  previously  shown  to  be  crucial  for  oral  regeneration  in 158 

Nematostella  (DuBuc,  Traylor‐Knowles,  and  Martindale  2014),  Johnston  et  al.  in 159 

prep) that served us an  internal positive control  for  the efficacy of  the screen. The 160 

identified candidate kinases can be assembled into seven signaling pathways which 161 

have  all  been  investigated during  various  regeneration  context  i.e MAPK  (ERK  and 162 

JNK)  signaling  is  crucial  for  early  steps  of  planarian  regeneration(Tasaki,  Shibata, 163 

Nishimura, et al. 2011; Agata et al. 2014), PI‐3k/akt antler regeneration (Z. Liu et 164 

al.  2018), PI3‐K/BTK, pancreas regeneration (Lee  et  al.  2018), PI3K/ERK for Hydra 165 

regeneration(Manuel et al. 2006), the cAMP/PKA for rat liver regeneration (Cheng 166 

et al. 2012), Src signaling for zebrafish fin regeneration (Yoo et al. 2012), and mTOR 167 

pathway  in mice  liver  regeneration planarian  (Fouraschen  et  al.  2013;  González‐168 

Estévez et al. 2012)..  169 

 JNK kinase plays a crucial role in Nematostella regeneration 2.170 

In  total  14  different  kinases  are  targeted  by  the  28  pharmacological  drugs 171 

that  inhibit  regeneration  in Nematostella. Namely,  the EGFR, VEGFR, PDGFR, Mek, 172 

Btk,  JNK,  Src,  CamkII,  PKA,  PKC,  PKG, MLCK,  CDK  and mTOR  kinases  appear  to  be 173 

crucially required for the reformation of lost body parts (Table 1). It is important to 174 
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note that among those compounds, not all  inhibitors potentially affecting the same 175 

kinase  have  redundant  loss  of  regeneration  phenotypes  in  Nematostella.  For 176 

example,  U0126  inhibits  MEK’s  activation  level  (Davies  et  al.  2000)  and  blocks 177 

regeneration, while PD‐98059 that also blocks MEK’s activation (Davies et al. 2000) 178 

has  no  visible  effects  (Table  1  &  2).  As  the  kinase  inhibitors  used  in  the  present 179 

screen have been validated for mammalian cells, this observation indicates potential 180 

differences  in  the  protein  sequences  and  domain  organization  of  the  targeted 181 

kinases that make the tested compounds no equally potent. The roles of Mek and its 182 

potential activators,  the Receptor Tyrosine Kinases PD/VEGFR and FGFR have been 183 

studied  in  detail  in  a  previous  study  (Johnston  et  al.  in  prep).  Among  the  other 184 

kinases  that  appear  to  affect  regeneration  in Nematostella  when  their  function  is 185 

perturbed (Fig. 1F, Table 1), we focused in the present study on the stress‐associated 186 

MAPK JNK (c‐Jun N‐terminal kinase).  In fact,  JNK has been shown to be  involved  in 187 

the immediate stress response following injury in distant models such as planarians 188 

and zebrafish (Almuedo‐Castillo et al. 2014; Gauron et al. 2013). Here we investigate 189 

the precise role of JNK during early stress response, wound healing and the onset of 190 

regeneration in Nematostella.  191 

The pharmacological  JNK  inhibitor  SP600125  is  among  the  compounds  that 192 

blocked oral regeneration in Nematostella  in 100% of the cases at 10μM (Fig. 1C,F, 193 

Table  1).  Using  a  previously  published  staging  system  (Amiel  et  al.  2015),  we 194 

characterized the inhibitor phenotype more detailed at the morphological levels and 195 

determined  that  inhibiting  JNK  blocks  regeneration  at  step  1,  right  after  wound 196 

healing and the moment when the oral tips of the mesenteries enter in contact with 197 

the  amputation  site  (Fig.  2A,E,E').  In  contrast,  control  DMSO  treated  juveniles 198 
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reached  steps  3  (reforming  tentacles  and  pharyngeal  lips,  33%  ‐  4/12)  and  4 199 

(reformed  tentacles,  pharynx  and  opened  mouth,  66%  ‐  8/12)  after  144hpa  (Fig. 200 

2A,B,B'.  In  order  to  define  a  lower  optimal  concentration  for  the  following 201 

experiments  and  thus  limiting  the  potential  off‐targeting  effect,  we  repeated  the 202 

experiment but with slightly  lower concentrations of SP600125, namely 7,5µM and 203 

5µM (Fig. 2). Amputated and SP600125 treated juveniles at 7,5µM were blocked in 204 

100% of  the cases  (23/23)  in  step 1  (Fig. 2A,D,D').  This  is  identical  to  the numbers 205 

obtained  for  10µM  treatments  (Fig.  2A,  E,E’).  However,  when  the  treatment  was 206 

performed at 5µM only 75% (18/24) of the animals were blocked in step 1, while the 207 

remaining  25%  (6/24)  were  blocked  in  step  3  (Fig.  2A,C,C').  We  thus  decided  to 208 

proceed with SP600125 treatments at 7,5µM for the subsequent experiments.  209 

 Slight up-regulation of Nve-jnk expression and Nve-JNK 3.210 

activation upon injury 211 

Using the mammalian (MmMAPK8 (JNK), UniProtID: Q91Y86) we searched an 212 

extensive  Nematostella  transcriptomic  database  (Warner  et  al.  2018), 213 

nvertx.kahikai.org)  and  identified  one  gene  (jgi|Nemve1|92175|e_gw.29.1.1)  that 214 

has  72,5%  identity  with  its  murine  counterpart  and  for  which  the  best  NrHit 215 

corresponds  to an Acropora digitifera  (coral)  JNK prediction  (data not  shown). The 216 

identification  of  only  one  jnk  gene  in Nematostella  is  in  line with  the  presence  of 217 

only one JNK in Hydra (Philipp, Holstein, and Hobmayer 2005) as well as the recent 218 

identification and characterization of a single JNK in the coral S. pistillata (Courtial et 219 

al. 2017) and suggests that cnidarians possess only one copy of this MAPK. Further 220 

taking advantage of  the Nematostella  temporal gene expression database  (Warner 221 
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et  al.  2018)  we  analyzed  expression  of  the  Nve‐jnk  transcript  (NvERTx.4.177983) 222 

during  the  process  of  regeneration  (Fig.  3A).  Interestingly, Nve‐jnk  appears  to  be 223 

homeostasically  expressed  in  uncut  juveniles  and  only  slightly  (less  than  2‐fold 224 

variation)  up‐regulated  upon  injury  (Fig.  3A).  Nonetheless,  a  first  up‐regulation  is 225 

observed between 2‐4hpa and a second one after wound healing between 8‐36hpa 226 

(Fig. 3A) suggesting an active role in the immediate stress response and the onset of 227 

regeneration after 8hpa.  228 

However, MAP Kinases  such as  JNK,  require  the phosphorylation of  specific 229 

residues  for  their  functional  activation  (Davis  2000).  Thus,  in  order  to  gain  insight 230 

into the JNK activation pattern following injury, we used a polyclonal antibody that is 231 

specifically directed against the dually phosphorylated and active form of JNK (pJNK, 232 

Promega  #  V7931)  during  24  hours  following  amputation  (Fig.  3B).  The  following 233 

results  are  preliminary  results  that  need  to  be  confirmed  by  additional 234 

experiments.  In  line with  our  observation  of  homeostatic Nve‐jnk  expression  (Fig. 235 

3A),  but  in  contrast  to  what  is  observed  in  human  fibroblasts  and  coral  extracts 236 

under  physiological  conditions  (Courtial  et  al.  2017),  we  clearly  detected  pJNK  in 237 

uncut  juveniles  (Fig.  3B). As  only  one  JNK has been  identified  in Nematostella, we 238 

were puzzled to observed two bands in our western blot analysis: one major band at 239 

about  40kDa  that  is  close  to  the  predicted  size  of  39,6kDa 240 

(https://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/prot_mw.html) and one very minor band that 241 

is close to 50kDa. Anisomycin, a known agonist of JNK is frequently used to test the 242 

specificity of the antibody (Rosser et al. 2004; Courtial et al. 2017). In Nematostella, 243 

anisomycin  treatments at 1µg/ml, only  slightly  increases  the 40kDa band, but very 244 

strongly  increased  the detected amount of  the 50kDa band  (Fig. 3B).  Interestingly, 245 
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after amputation the 50kDa band does not vary during the first 24 hours. However, 246 

the 40kDa band intensity seems to increase slightly after injury up to 4hpa (Fig. 3B) 247 

compared  to  uncut  controls,  suggesting  that  pJNK  is  activated  upon  injury.  In  the 248 

following  hours,  the  pERK  levels  remain  at  this  slightly  increased,  but  stable  level 249 

(Fig. 3B). While this observation appears to be in line with what we observed at the 250 

Nve‐jnk gene expression levels (Fig. 3A), the loading control required to perform a 251 

quantitative analysis of the western blot results, was not useable and thus, needs 252 

to be redone. Unfortunately the antibody against pJNK couldn’t be use to assay the 253 

effectiveness of the inhibition of JNK by SP600125 because this drug doesn’t prevent 254 

the  phosphorylation  of  JNK  but  rather  the  phosphorylating  activity  of  this  kinase 255 

(Bennett et al. 2001). 256 

Taken together, these observation suggest that a) the homeostatic and basal 257 

40kDa activity observed in uncut animals can only slightly increased after stimulation 258 

with either anisomycin or after injury and b) that either a bigger splice variant of JNK 259 

or  another  JNK‐like MAPK  that we missed,  is  also  recognized by  the polyclonal AB 260 

and sensitive to anisomycin. Additional studies to understand the entire phylogeny 261 

of  the MAPK complement  in Nematostella  is  required  to  shed  further  light on  this 262 

question. 263 

 JNK is important for the onset of regeneration 4.264 

  Our  experiments  during which we  continuously  treated  amputated  animals 265 

with SP600125 have shown that JNK  in Nematostella  is blocking regeneration after 266 

reaching  the  first  step  (Fig.  2E,E').  In  order  to  obtain  a  better  resolution  of  the 267 

window  of  action  of  JNK  in  response  to  amputation,  SP600125  treatments  were 268 
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started at different moment after bisection; 24, 48 and 96 hpa and were maintained 269 

up  to  144hpa  (Fig.  3C).  Regenerating  animals  were  fixed  at  every  beginning  of 270 

treatment (DMSO 0‐24hpa, DMSO 0‐48hpa and DMSO 0‐96hpa) as well as at the end 271 

of regeneration at 144hpa (DMSO 0‐144hpa, SP 24‐144hpa, SP 48‐144hpa and SP96‐272 

144hpa). A schematic representation of the experimental design is shown in Figure 273 

3C.  Figure 3D is the statistical analysis of the obtained phenotypes and the majority 274 

phenotype for each condition is shown in the panels of Figure 3E. In agreement with 275 

a previous study (Amiel et al. 2015), DMSO treated controls are in step 1, steps 1 and 276 

2, steps 3 and 4, and step 4 at 24, 48, 96 and 144hpa respectively (Fig. 3D‐H). When 277 

amputated  animals  were  treated  with  SP600125  from  24‐144hpa,  the  final 278 

phenotype is identical to a continuous 0‐144hpa treatment that blocks regeneration 279 

in  step  1  (Fig.  2E,E',  3D,I).  Moreover  the  step  1  phenotype  observed  after  the 280 

inhibition of JNK from 24‐144hpa, exhibits an apparent thickening of the tissue at the 281 

tips  of  the mesenteries  in  100% of  the  cases  (Fig.  3F)  compared  to  control  step  1 282 

after  0‐24hpa  DMSO  treatments  (Fig.  3E).  Interestingly,  animals  treated  with 283 

SP600125  from 48‐144hpa  or  96‐144hpa,  reached  systematically  the  final  steps  of 284 

regeneration  3  and  4  (Fig.  3D,H,J)  with  the  same  proportions  that  DMSO  treated 285 

animals  from  0‐96hpa  (Fig.  3D,J).  Taken  into  account  that  not  all  animals  reached 286 

step 4 like 0‐144hpa DMSO treated controls (Fig. 3D,K), this observation suggests a 287 

slight delay in the late regenerative processes caused by the inhibition of JNK.  288 

  All  together  these  results  indicate  that  JNK  in  Nematostella  plays  an 289 

important role in pushing the stress response phase to an advanced step 1 and thus 290 

preparing the tissue at the amputation site to the transition towards step 2 and all 291 

subsequent steps of  regeneration.  In  fact, when JNK  is  inhibited at 24hpa when all 292 
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animals  reached  step  1,  regeneration  is  blocked  at  this  stage. However, when  the 293 

process proceeds and  the animals  are  in an advanced  step 1  / early  step 2 phase, 294 

inhibition has no/only minor effects on the final success of regeneration. This clearly 295 

shows the importance of JNK signaling in early phases of regeneration.  296 

 Regeneration-specific cell proliferation regulated by JNK 5.297 

Cell  proliferation  is  witnessed  in  Nematostella  as  part  of  the  tissue 298 

homeostasis (Fig. 4A’) (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). It is also known that sub‐299 

pharyngeal  amputation Nematostella  induces  cell  proliferation  at  the  amputation 300 

site and  that  it  is  strictly  required  for  reforming  lost body parts  (Passamaneck and 301 

Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2015). In addition, the transition between steps 1 and 302 

2 is proliferation dependent as inhibition of this cellular process blocks all animals in 303 

step 1 (Amiel et al. 2015). Interestingly, the results described above strongly suggest 304 

a crucial role of JNK signaling for the transition between steps 1 and step 2. Thus, we 305 

investigated the relation between JNK and cell proliferation under homeostatic and 306 

regenerative conditions  (Fig. 4). As Nve‐jnk expression and JNK activity are present 307 

homeostatically  in  uncut  animals,  we  first  wondered  whether  JNK  signaling  is 308 

involved  in homeostatic cell proliferation  in Nematostella.  In order to test that, we 309 

treated  uncut  animals  with  DMSO  or  SP600125  for  24  hours  and  analyzed  cell 310 

proliferation  via  the  presence  of  EdU+  cells  (cells  in  S‐phase)  (Fig.  4A,A',E,E'). 311 

Interestingly,  we  did  not  observe  a  significant  difference  between  these  two 312 

conditions where Edu+ cells are observed throughout the body column in the body 313 

wall epithelia, the pharynx as well as the mesenteries (Fig. 4A,A',E,E',I,J). 314 
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  We then wondered whether JNK signaling was involved regeneration‐induced 315 

cell  proliferation  that  participates  in  the  reformation  of  the  oral  structures  in 316 

Nematostella (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2015). To address this 317 

question, we performed three different 24 hours SP600125 treatments, between 24‐318 

48hpa  (Fig.  4F,F'),  36‐60hpa  (Fig.  4G,G')  and  48‐72hpa  (Fig.  4H,H').  At  the  end  of 319 

every window of treatment, EdU was incorporated for 30 minutes prior to fixing the 320 

regeneration  animals.  As  it  was  previously  reported  from  DMSO  treated 321 

Nematostella (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2015), proliferation is 322 

increasing progressively at  the amputation site  in both the body wall epithelia and 323 

the  oral  tips  of  the  mesenteries  (Fig.  4B',C',D').  However,  when  bisected  animals 324 

were  treated  with  SP600125  between  24‐48hpa,  cell  proliferation  is  significantly 325 

reduced in all tissue types (Fig. 4F',I,J). To our surprise, we observed that  inhibiting 326 

JNK signaling in amputated Nematostella between 36‐60hpa or 48‐72hpa drastically 327 

and  significantly  inhibits  cell  proliferation  within  the  body  wall  epithelia  (Fig. 328 

4G',H',I),  while  cell  proliferation  in  the  mesenteries  is  barely  and  not  significantly 329 

affected (Fig. 4J) compared to controls. While, experiments are missing to test the 330 

role  of  JNK  signaling  on  the  onset  of  regeneration‐induced  cell  proliferation, our 331 

data  suggest  an  important  role  of  JNK  signaling  in  the  early  phases  of  the 332 

proliferative burst at the amputation site during the transition from step 1 to step 2. 333 

In  later  phases  of  regeneration,  JNK  appears  to  be  differentially  required  for 334 

maintaining cellular proliferation of particular cell populations within the body wall 335 

epithelia at the amputation site, but not the mesenteries.  336 

   337 
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Conclusion 338 

In  this  study  we  have  shown  that Nematostella  is  amenable  for  screening 339 

approaches  of  pharmacological  inhibitors  in  a  regenerative  context.  As  a 340 

consequence we have screened 78 pharmacological kinase inhibitors and identified 341 

28 compounds targeting 14 different kinases that inhibit regeneration. Among these 342 

hits,  this  study  has  focused  on  the  implication  of  the  JNK MAPK  pathway  during 343 

whole body regeneration in Nematostella.  Intriguingly, this stress‐associated kinase 344 

appears constitutively expressed and active during homeostasis of  the animals and 345 

only  slightly  up‐regulated  upon  injury  and  during  regeneration.  A  precise 346 

morphological and cellular characterization of the JNK inhibition phenotype further 347 

highlights the importance of this kinase for the initiation of the regeneration process 348 

(transition step 1 to step 2) and by regulating regeneration‐specific cell proliferation. 349 

Interestingly,  inhibiting  JNK  in  uncut  controls  does  not  affect  cell  proliferation  in 350 

homeostatic  conditions,  thus  opening  the  path  to  investigate  the  genetic  program 351 

underlying the control of regeneration specific cell proliferation. Taken together, our 352 

results  suggest  that  the  slight  increase  in  JNK  activity  upon  injury  is  sufficient  for 353 

launching  the  stress  response  and  induce  regeneration‐specific  cell  proliferation 354 

required for reforming lost body parts.      355 
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Discussion 356 

Nematostella regeneration is amenable for screening compound 357 

libraries  358 

Based on the biological features of Nematostella, such as a controlled a fairly short 359 

life  cycle  (~2  months,  Röttinger  unpublished),  the  access  to  large  amounts  of 360 

biological  material,  the  small  size  of  juveniles  and  that  maintaining  laboratory 361 

cultures  is  cheap  and  straight  forward  (Hand  and  Uhlinger  1992),  this  cnidarian 362 

offers  the  great  opportunity  for  mutagenesis,  genetic  or  compound  screens. 363 

However,  no  such  experimental  approaches  have  been  reported  so  far  in 364 

Nematostella.  In  the  present  study,  we  performed  a  semi‐large  screening  of 365 

pharmacological compounds by using regeneration as a proxy and identified kinases 366 

involved during whole body  regeneration  in  this  sea anemone. While we observed 367 

loss of regeneration phenotypes, we did not identify any compound that accelerates 368 

the regeneration process or led to ectopic oral structures. 369 

  As seen above, we were able to successfully carry out this compound screen, 370 

however,  we  nevertheless  observed  certain  caveats  that  need  to  be  taken  into 371 

account  in  future  compound  screening  efforts.  The  fix  concentration  of  10µM we 372 

used  for  the  screen  was  the  same  for  all  compounds.  This  concentration  was 373 

determined  according  to  the  range  of  concentrations  used  in  Nematostella  to 374 

perturb specific pathways during embryonic development or adults (Rentzsch et al. 375 

2008;  Trevino  et  al.  2011;  Röttinger,  Dahlin,  and  Martindale  2012;  Marlow  et  al. 376 

2012;  DuBuc,  Traylor‐Knowles,  and  Martindale  2014).  As  a  drawback,  setting  a 377 

unique  concentration  may  lead  to  false  negative  results  could  explain  the 378 
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ineffectiveness of some drugs at 10µM. For instance the kinases CDK, EGFR, PDGFR, 379 

Mek, PKA, PKG and PKC had many  inhibitors blocking regeneration at 10µM, while 380 

other  inhibitors  targeting  the  same  kinases  didn’t  affect  regeneration  at  the  same 381 

concentration (Table 2). Another example for which the 10µM concentration might 382 

be  to  low,  is  the  inhibitors  for  PI3K.  In  fact,  in  our  screen  none  of  the  two  PI3K 383 

inhibitors were visibly affecting regeneration in Nematostella (Table 2). As Pi3K plays 384 

a  crucial  role  during  Hydra  regeneration  (Manuel  et  al.  2006),  we  performed 385 

preliminary  test  on  the  effects  of  LY297002  at  15µM  and  observed  the  loss  of 386 

tentacle  regeneration after 144hpa  (data not shown). On the other hand, a similar 387 

logic  is  also  applicable  to  compounds  that  are  toxic  for  a  given  concentration.  For 388 

example, H9HCL that targets PKC (as well as PKA and PKG) will block regeneration. 389 

However,  Hypermicin  a  specific  inhibitor  of  PKC  will  show  no  phenotype,  while 390 

palmitoyl‐D‐carnitin another specific  inhibitor of PKC will be toxic at 10µM. In sum, 391 

this  clearly  indicates  that  by  performing  medium  or  large  size  screens  at  fixed 392 

concentration we can support that compounds that cause a phenotype are indicative 393 

of a  role of  the  targeted pathway  in  the  regeneration process. On  the other hand, 394 

the absence of  a phenotype, or  toxicity  is  clearly not  indicative of  the dispensable 395 

role  of  pathways  in  this  process. More  concentration  depended  assays  and more 396 

importantly, gene specific approaches are required to fully address this question. 397 

Another  aspect  to  take  into  account  is  that  the  kinase  inhibitor  library  we 398 

used  in  our  study  contains  compounds  for  which  the  kinase  specific  effects  have 399 

been validated in mammalian cells. This does not necessarily mean that the targeted 400 

sites are conserved throughout evolution and cause the same effects  in cnidarians. 401 

In this study, we identified 28 inhibitors that in theory target 14 different kinases and 402 
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block  regeneration  in  Nematostella.  For  most  of  the  kinases  targeted  by  these 403 

inhibitors,  homologs  are  found  in  the  sea  anemone  genome  (Putnam  2007). 404 

Intriguingly, 9  inhibitors that appear to affect specifically EGFR in mammalians, this 405 

growth  factor  receptor  has  not  been  identified  in  the  Nematostella  genome 406 

(D'Aniello  et  al.  2008),  (Johnston  et  al,  in  prep).  This  naturally  raises  the  question 407 

about  the specificity of  the compound  in Nematostella,  i.e.  targeting other growth 408 

factor receptors. Thus, additional experiments are required to precisely address the 409 

mode  of  function  of  these  EGFR  inhibitors  in  Nematostella  and  gene  specific 410 

approaches  needed  to  confirm  the  preliminary  results  issued  by  the  compound 411 

screen. 412 

Conservation of JNK signaling during regeneration 413 

The  MAPK  JNK  has  been  described  in  multiple  regeneration  contexts, 414 

including vertebrate and invertebrates (Ishida et al. 2010; Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et 415 

al. 2011; Philipp, Holstein, and Hobmayer 2005). The activation of this kinase by the 416 

ROS has been link to two roles during fin regeneration of the Zebrafish (Ishida et al. 417 

2010).  One  role  of  JNK  is  to  regulate  the  expression  of  genes  in  the  blastema 418 

epidermis, which is mediate by the transcription factor Junb, while the other role is 419 

mediated by  the  transcription  factor  Junl1  (Ishida  et  al.  2010).  The  latter  signaling 420 

pathway  is  up‐stream  of  the  regeneration‐specific  proliferation  necessary  for  the 421 

blastema formation (Ishida et al. 2010). 422 

In  invertebrates,  such as Planarian,  JNK  is  also  controlling various aspect of 423 

regeneration  (Tasaki,  Shibata,  Sakurai,  et  al.  2011;  Almuedo‐Castillo  et  al.  2014; 424 

Tejada‐Romero  et  al.  2015).  At  the  anterior  pole,  its  first  role  is  related  to wound 425 
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healing, during which it is responsible for the activation of the wound healing genes 426 

runt  and  egrl1  (Tasaki,  Shibata,  Sakurai,  et  al.  2011).  While  in  the  next  step  of 427 

regeneration, JNK is responsible for promoting the neoblast proliferation during the 428 

formation of the blastema by modulating the cell cycle  (Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et 429 

al.  2011).  In  comparison,  at  the  posterior  pole,  JNK  signaling  pathway  has  been 430 

dissected  and  the  MKK7  (hem)  have  been  describe  to  pJNK,  which  in  turn 431 

phosphorylate the transcription factor Junl‐1 (Tejada‐Romero et al. 2015). 432 

In  another  cnidarian,  JNK  pathway  has  also  been  implicated  with 433 

regeneration  (Philipp,  Holstein,  and  Hobmayer  2005).  In  Hydra,  HyJnk  and  its 434 

putative effectors Hvfos and hvJun are upregulated  in  response  to  the amputation 435 

(Petersen et al. 2015). Moreover, it has been demonstrate that JNK pathway is also 436 

signaling through HvJun (Philipp, Holstein, and Hobmayer 2005). 437 

The role of JNK in these various regeneration contexts is supporting the role 438 

of  NvJnk  in  promoting  the  regeneration‐specific  proliferation  we  reported  in  this 439 

study.  Moreover,  it  also  reveals  an  important  conservation  of  JNK  role  in 440 

regeneration  between  vertebrates  and  invertebrates.  Additionally,  there  is 441 

apparently  also  an  apparent  conservation  of  JNK  signaling  through  its  putative 442 

effectors Jun (Davis 2000). Therefore investigating this  link between JNK and Jun in 443 

Nematostella  would  bring  more  evidence  of  this  conservation  but  furthermore  if 444 

true,  it  would  be  a  valuable  proxy  to  validate  the  specificity  of  JNK  inhibitor 445 

SP600125. 446 
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Next step of the study 447 

The present study  lays  the  foundation  for  further  investigations concerning the 448 

molecular  implication  of  JNK  signaling.  Although  the  upregulation/activation  of 449 

expression  is  only  limited,  it  nonetheless  appears  to  be  involved  in  initiating  the 450 

regeneration‐specific  phase of  the  stress  response program.  It would be  therefore 451 

interesting to figure out what signal(s) are activating JNK at the gene expression and 452 

activity  levels.  In  Hydra,  ROS  appears  to  be  involved  in  this  process  and  it  would 453 

therefore be interesting to investigate if this role of ROS signaling is conserved also 454 

in  Nematostella.  Another  important  aspect  is  to  identify  the  genetic  program 455 

downstream  of  JNK  signaling.  Using  a  comprehensive  transcriptomic  database 456 

(Warner  et  al.  2018),  we  have  access  to  all  genes  expression  profiles  during  the 457 

regeneration process and in particular the expression profiles of putative effector of 458 

the JNK pathways such as atf, elk or c‐jun, genes encoding for transcription factors 459 

(Davis  2000).  Interestingly,  six  putative  effector  genes  of  JNK  are  present  in 460 

Nematostella  genome: Nvjun1  (NvERTx.4.74934) Nvjun2  (NvERTx.4.59115), Nvatf2 461 

(NvERTx.4.99632), Nvelk (NvERTx.4.4.92233), Nvelk‐1 (NvERTx.4.17448) and Nvelk‐4 462 

(NvERTx.4.70389).  These  putative  effector  can  be  regroup  according  to  their 463 

expression  profile,  a  first  group  with  an  early  activation  of  their  expression  after 464 

12hpa  (Nvatf2, NvElk  and NvElk‐1)  and  another  group expressed  later  after  36hpa 465 

(Nvjun1,  Nvjun2  and  Nvelk‐4).  Therefore,  suggesting  two  different  role  of  JNK 466 

mediated by different effectors.   467 
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Based  on  their  expression  profiles  we  could  subsequently  identify  candidate 468 

downstream  targets  with  similar  expression  patterns.  Refining  the  JNK  activation 469 

pattern  in  situ,  combined with  the  spatial  expression  pattern  of  the  effectors  and 470 

potential  downstream  targets will  further  enable  us  define  syn‐expression  groups, 471 

potentially involved in the same signaling pathway. Ultimately, the true downstream 472 

targets need to be validated by gene specific KO or KD experiments followed by gene 473 

expression assays 474 

   475 
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Figure 1: Screening of the kinase inhibitors library during N.vectensis  %()!

regeneration. In a) is presented the workflow of the screening. In a 24-well %(*!

plate 40 cut juveniles were placed per well and treated with 10!M of drug in 1/3 %)+

ASW. Two wells were kept as control: one was dedicated for 1/3 ASW+0.5% %)"!

Dmso and the other one only contained 1/3 ASW as a control for regeneration. %)#!

Over the 144 hours of treatment each drug was renewed every 48 hpa. In total %)$!

22 drugs where tested per 24-well plate. In b-e) are image of the phenotypes %)%!

used to assess the effect of the drugs on regeneration, b) fully regenerated %)&!

polyp, c) inhibited regeneration, d) complete degradation of the polyp and e)%)'

when drugs precipitate (yellow arrows). In f) the overall results from the %)(!

screening of 78 kinase inhibitors. A drug was retained as affecting regeneration %))!

i f  there where less than 50% of the juveniles that have regenerate (red bars). %)*!

Inversely, over 50% of regeneration in the well, the drugs where classif ied as %*+!



! #%!

none affecting regeneration at 10!M (blue bars). Lastly some drugs couldn’t be %*"!

tested at 10!M because either they precipitate or were toxic (n.s). Hpa, hours %*#!

post-amputation; ASW, artif icial seawater; n.s, not significant ; T , tentacles; Ph, %*$!

pharynx; M, mesenteries .%*%

!%*&!

!%*'!
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Figure 2: Dose-dependent regeneration assay of the JNK’s inhibitor %*)!

SP600125. %**!

In a) is a Dot plot of the different steps after 144 hpa of continuous treatment &++!

with SP600125 at different concentrations . The size of the dots represent the &+"!

number of animals per steps while the color intensity represent the percentage &+#!

of animals. In b-c) and b’-c’) the morphology of each major phenotype with a &+$!

dual straining of DAPI (cyan) and phalloidin (green) staining to visualize the &+%!

nuclei and the actin respectivel. In b) and b’) a fully regenerated head, in c-e) &+&!

and c’-e’) a step 1 phenotype.*, the mouth opening; Ph, pharynx; m, &+'!

mesenteries. &+(!
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Figure 3: JNK expression profile and its window of action &+*!

In a) the transcript expression profi le of Nvjnk  from the transcriptomic data base &"+!

NvERTx and its associate NvERTx identif ication code. In b) Westernblot of &""!

pJNK with protein extracted from uncut polyps (UC) and polyps at 0.5hpa, 2hpa, &"#!

4hpa, 8hpa, 12hpa and 24hpa with a positive control for the antibody pJNK with &"$!

protein extracted from uncut polyps treated for 30 minutes with 1µg &"%!

anysomycine (An). In c) work flow of the time window experiment performed &"&!

with 7.5!M SP600125 (JNK inhibitor)  starting at different t ime post-amputation, &"'!

24hpa, 48hpa and 96hpa and fiwed at 144hpa, with the associate control 0.75% &"(!

Dmso started at 0hpa and fixed at the beginning of each treatment, 24hpa, &")!

48hpa, 96hpa. In d)  Dot plot of the time window experiment. In e-k) DAPI &"*!

staining of the most represented steps in Dmso controls (e , g , I, k) and treated &#+!

with SP600125 (f, h, j) animals. The dashed box (e  and f) highlight the different &#"!

morphology of the mesenteries of Dmso controls step 1 at 24hpa and treated &##!

animals from 24-144hpa (m, mesenteries; b, buds; Ph, pharynx; T, tentacles; *, &#$!

mouth opening;, Ph. Lip, pharyngeal l ip).  &#%!
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Figure 4: The effect of inhibiting JNK on cell proliferation by EdU staining &#'!

In  a – h and a ’  – h’ ) proliferating cells stained with EdU click-it technology with &#(!

the EdU+ cells are in green aditioned with counter staining of the nuclei with &#)!

DAPI in grey. The animal where treated for 24 hours, with 0.075% Dmso &#*!

(Control) (a - d and a’ - d’) or 7.5!M SP600125 (e  – h  and e’ - h’), before 30 &$+!

minutes of EdU incorporation and fixation at 48 hpa (b  and b’), 60 hpa (c  and &$"!

c’), 72 hpa (d  and d’) and in the uncut animals (uc) (a  and a’). Box plot of &$#!

separated EdU+ cells counting (cells per 100!M) between the body wall &$$!

epithelium ( i) and the mesenteries (j) for each window of 24 hours treatment. &$%!

  &$&!



Table 1: List of kinase inhibitors affecting regeneration at 10µM

Kinase Inhibitor   Target(s) % of regeneration

Terreic acid BTK 0%

LFM-A13 BTK 26%

KN-62 CaMK II 0%

Roscovitine CDK 38%

AG 1478 EGFRK 0%

BML‐265 EGFRK 0%

TYRPHOSTIN 47 EGFRK 29%

TYRPHOSTIN 23 EGFRK 39%

Lavendustin A EGFRK 40%

TYRPHOSTIN 51 EGFRK 46%

RG‐1462 EGFRK 52%

AG‐825 EGFRK (HER1‐2)  45%

lavendustin C EGFRK,  CaMK II 0%

AG‐494 EGFRK, PDGFRK 0%

SU5402 FGFR 32%

SU 4312 Flk1 (VEGFR 2) 5%

SP 600125 JNK 0%

lab's U0126 Mek 0%

U‐0126 Mek 0%

Rapamycin mTOR 0%

AG-1296 PDGFRK 0%

HA-1077·2HCl PKA, PKG 0%

H‐9∙HCl PKA, PKG, MLCK, and PKC. 0%

H‐7∙2HCl PKA, PKG, MLCK, and PKC. 29%

lab's PP2 Src 0%

SU6656 Src 18%

PP2 Src 0%

Genistein Tyrosine Kinases 32%

TYRPHOSTIN 1 Tyrosine kinases  16%



Table 2: List of kinase inhibitors not affecting regeneration at 10µM

Kinase Inhibitor   Target(s) % of regenerationEffect on regeneration

Triciribine Akt signaling pathway 70% no

N9-isopropyl-

olomoucine
CDK 68%

no

Olomoucine CDK 80% no

BML‐259 Cdk5/p25 88% no

DRB CK II 86% no

ZM 336372 cRAF 59% no

TYRPHOSTIN 23 EGFRK 65% no

TYRPHOSTIN 25 EGFRK 77% no

TYRPHOSTIN 46 EGFRK,  PDGFRK 100% no

Indirubin GSK‐3beta, CDK5 73% no

SC-514 IKK2 68% no

AG‐126 IRAK 70% no

HNMPA IRK 64% no

AG‐490 JAK‐2 80% no

PD‐98059 Mek 78% no

Daidzein Negative control for Genistein. 74% no

Iso‐olomoucine Negative control for olomoucine. 52% no

SB-202190 p38 MAPK 66% no

2-Aminopurine p58 PITSLRE beta1 71% no

AG‐370 PDGFRK 92% no

LY 294002 PI 3‐K 67% no

Quercetin∙2H2O PI 3‐K 78% no

HA-1004·2HCl PKA, PKG 66% no

H‐8 PKA, PKG 100% no

Hypericin PKC 90% no

HBDDE PKC alpha, PKC gamma 83% no

Y-27632·2HCl ROCK 85% no

Piceatannol Syk 100% no

TYRPHOSTIN AG 1295 Tyrosine kinases 67% no



Table 3: List of kinase inhibitors toxic or precipitating at 10µM

Kinase Inhibitor   Target(s) % of regeneration Effect on regeneration

KN-93 CaMK II n.s toxic

GW 5074 cRAF n.s toxic

Erbstatin analog EGFRK n.s toxic

TYRPHOSTIN AG 

1478
EGFRK n.s toxic

TYRPHOSTIN AG 

1478
EGFRK n.s toxic

5‐Iodotubericidin
ERK2, adenosine 

kinase, CK1, CK2, 
n.s toxic

Indirubin‐3'‐

monooxime
GSK‐3beta n.s toxic

BAY 11‐7082 IKK pathway n.s toxic

ZM 449829 JAK‐3 n.s toxic

ML-7·HCl MLCK n.s toxic

AG‐879 NGFRK n.s toxic

Staurosporine Pan‐specific n.s toxic

TYRPHOSTIN 9 PDGFRK n.s toxic

Wortmannin PI 3‐K n.s toxic

H‐89∙2HCl PKA n.s toxic

D‐erythro‐

Sphingosine
PKC n.s toxic

GF 109203X PKC n.s toxic

Palmitoyl‐DL‐

carnitine
PKC n.s toxic

Ro 31‐8220 

mesylate
PKC n.s toxic

Rottlerin PKC delta n.s toxic

PKC‐412 PKC inhibitor n.s toxic

TYRPHOSTIN AG 

1288
Tyrosine kinases n.s toxic
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Material and methods 536 

Animal care and handling 537 

Sea anemones are cultured  in 1/3 ASW (Artificial Sea Water; Tropic‐Marin Bio‐actif 538 

system sea salt, Wartenberg, Germany)) at the Institute of Research on Cancer and 539 

Aging of Nice of the University of Nice. Adults are reared at 16°C and fed three times 540 

a week with freshly hatched Artemia. The spawning cycle  is kept monthly between 541 

four  colonies  and  it  is  carried  out  as  described  in  (Hand  and  Uhlinger  1992; 542 

Fritzenwanker  et  al.  2007;  Stefanik,  Friedman,  and  Finnerty  2013).  Juveniles  are 543 

reared at 22°C and feeding starts from week two. Juveniles are fed once a week with 544 

smashed Artemia, until week 8. Until adulthood, animals are then fed with hatched 545 

brine shrimps. 546 

Animal bisection and regeneration experiment 547 

Regeneration experiments were all performed on six weeks old juveniles that were 548 

starved for two weeks. Prior cutting, animals are relaxed for 5 min in 5ml of 1/3ASW 549 

on  a  light  table  then  1ml  of  7.13%  of MgCl2  in  ASW  is  added  to  anesthetize  the 550 

animals. Sub‐pharyngeal bisection is done using a microsurgery scalpel n°15 (Swann‐551 

Morton,  Sheffield,  UK).  After  dissection,  animals  are washed  three  times with  1/3 552 

ASW  and  incubated  at  22°C  in  darkness  for  regeneration.  The  JNK  inhibitor, 553 

SP600125 was purchased  from Sigma  (ref:  S5567‐5MG) and  resuspended  in DMSO 554 

for a stock solution of 10mM. For each treatment, the culture medium and animals 555 

were incubated in darkness. 556 
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Screening protocol 557 

Approximately 1,000 juveniles were cut per 24‐well plate (Falcon® 24‐well multiwall 558 

plate with  low  evaporation  lid)  and  40  juveniles were  distributed  in  each well.  To 559 

analyze the effects on whole body regeneration of the entire kinase inhibitor library 560 

approximately 4,000 juveniles were used. One well served as a regeneration control 561 

with  only  1/3  ASW  and  another  one  was  reserved  for  the  DMSO  control  that 562 

contained 1/3ASW + 0.5% Dmso. The  library was purchased  from Enzo  life  science 563 

(BML‐2831  SCREEN‐WELL®  Kinase  Inhibitor  library).  All  compounds were  stored  in 564 

DMSO as a stock solution at 10mM. Based on available functional information on the 565 

effects of kinase inhibitors in Nematostella (Rentzsch et al. 2008; Trevino et al. 2011; 566 

Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Marlow et al. 2012; DuBuc, Traylor‐Knowles, 567 

and Martindale 2014), we performed the screen using a fixed concentration of 10μM 568 

for each compound. Thus, each compound was diluted freshly to 10µM in 1ml of 1/3 569 

ASW and mixed for 1 min before adding it to the well. Inhibitors were renewed every 570 

48hpa  during  which  regenerating  animals  were  checked  for  survival  under  a 571 

binocular.  After  144hpa  of  treatment  animals  where  relaxed  and  imaged  alive 572 

directly within  the wells.  For  each  compound  the  percentage  of  regeneration was 573 

calculated  according  to  a  scoring  system  described  in  (Amiel  et  al.  2015).  The 574 

threshold was set at 50%, meaning that every treatment that blocked regeneration 575 

in more than 50% of the analyzed animals were considered regeneration  inhibiting 576 

compound (Figure 1b). 577 
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Fixation and animal staining 578 

Prior to fixation,  juveniles are relaxed for 5 to 10 min on light before adding 7.13% 579 

MgCl2  for  another  5  to  10  min.  Then  animals  are  gently  transferred  to  1,5ml 580 

Eppendorf  tubes,  coated  with  PBw  0.1%  (1X  PBS  +  0.1%  Tween‐20).  Fixation  is 581 

carried  out  by  incubating  the  animals  with  4%  paraformaldehyde  (Electron 582 

Microscopy  Sciences  #15714, Hatfield,  PA, USA)  in  1/3 ASW  for  one hour  at  room 583 

temperature or overnight at 4°C. Thereafter the samples are washed five times with 584 

PBw 0.1%. To analyze the general morphology, Hoechst staining (Invitrogen #33342, 585 

Carlsbad,  CA,  USA)  at  1/5000  was  used  to  label  the  nucleus,  and  BODIPY®  FL 586 

PhallAcidin  488  (Molecular  Probes  #B607,  Eugene,  OR,  USA)  staining  was  used  at 587 

1/200 to label actin microfilaments (cell membranes and muscle fibers). Additionally, 588 

cell  proliferation  analysis  was  carried  out  using  the  Click‐it  EdU  kit  (Invitrogen 589 

#C10337 or #C10339, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following the protocol from (Passamaneck 590 

and Martindale 2012). 591 

Protein extraction and Western blot 592 

Proteins were extracted from 15 adults per condition. Animals where placed  in 1.5 593 

ml  eppendorf  tubes  and  spun  using  a  bench  centrifuge  to  pellet  the  animals  and 594 

remove as much 1/3 ASW as possible. Immediately after, 300µl of lysis buffer (HEPES 595 

50mM,  NaCl  150mM,  NaF  100mM,  EDTA  10mM,  NA4P207  10mM)  was  added 596 

followed  by  five  rounds  of  10sec  sonication.  Between  each  round,  samples  were 597 

incubated on ice for 1min. Thereafter, 200µl of lysis buffer with 1% Triton X‐100 and 598 

an  protease  inhibitor  cocktail  (Apoprotine  20µg/ml,  Vanadate  1mM,  AEBSF 599 

250µg/ml,  Leupeptine  5µg/ml)  is  mixed  to  the  sonicated  samples.  Finally  the 600 
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samples  are  centrifuged  at  12,000  rpm  for  20 min  at  4°C  to  pellet  the  remaining 601 

tissue and transfer the supernatant into a new tube that will be store at ‐80°C. The 602 

protein  concentration  of  the  samples  was  assessed  using  the  BC  assay  protein 603 

quantification  kit  (Interchim  Upima,  40840A)  and  each  sample  was  subsequently 604 

aliquoted by mixing 75µl of protein extract with 25µl of Laemmli buffer 4x (Bio‐Rad 605 

#1610747) and stored at ‐20°C. Before loading the aliquoted samples onto the 7.5% 606 

SDS polyacrylamide gel, they were denaturated with an incubation at 85°C for 5 min. 607 

  Electrophoresis was performed with 30µg of protein in migration buffer (Tris 608 

3g/L,  Glycine  14.2g/L,  SDS  1%),  following  the  protocol  described  in  (Gilmore, 609 

Wolenski,  and  Finnerty  2012).  The  transfer was  performed  in  transfer  buffer  (Tris 610 

3g/L,  Glycine  14,4g/L,  20%  Ethanol).  Afterwards  the  nitrocellulose membrane was 611 

saturated with saline buffer (Tris 0,24g/L, NaCl 1,63g/L, 5% BSA, 0.5% Tween‐20) and 612 

the membrane incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with the primary antibody 613 

anti‐pJNK (Cat.#9251; Cell Signaling Technology) diluted 1/1000 in the saline buffer. 614 

For  positive  controls  of  the  antibody,  proteins  were  extracted  from  uncut  adults 615 

treated  with  1µg/ml  of  Anisomicyne  (Sigma  A9789‐5MG)  for  30  min  at  22°C. 616 

Revelation  was  carried  out  by  chimioluminescence  (EMD Millipore™  Substrats  de 617 

chimioluminescence HRP Western Luminata™) on a chemioluminescence Imaging –618 

Fusion SL (Vilber). 619 

Imaging 620 

Scoring of phenotypes and counting EdU+ cells was performed on either a Zeiss Axio 621 

Imager A2 microscope or a Zeiss LSM710 for confocal imaging running the LSM ZEN 622 

software  (Carl  Zeiss).  Fluorescent  images  were  false‐colored,  the  fluorescent 623 
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channels merged using  ImageJ  (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) and cropped  to  final  size 624 

in  Photoshop  Cs6  (Adobe  Inc.).  Analysis  of  the  screening  plates was  done  using  a 625 

Zeiss Stereo discovery V8 mounted with a Canon 6D digital  camera,  triggering  two 626 

external Canon Speedlite 430 EX II Flashes and controlled by the Canon Digital Photo 627 

Professional software (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan). 628 
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Discussion	&	Future	directions	

During my PhD I have strongly contributed to the development of an emerging 

whole body regeneration model and set up the bases for molecularly comparing 

embryogenesis and regeneration in the same organisms. In particular, I have studied 

the MEK/ERK/Erg dependent gene regulatory network underlying embryonic 

development in Nematostella vectensis (Articles 1 and 2), contributed to developing 

a detailed morphological and basic cellular characterization of regeneration (Article 

3) as well as transcriptomic resources to bio-informatically compare embryogenesis 

and regeneration (Article 4 and 5). I then focused on functionally dissecting the role 

of MEK/ERK during regeneration, establish its gene regulatory network module and 

compare it to the one described from embryonic development (Article 6). Finally, I 

performed a kinase inhibitor screen that highlighted the potential role of 14 kinases 

families in the Nematostella regeneration process and have identified that one of 

them, JNK, is crucial for controlling regeneration-specific proliferation (Article 7).  

In the following sections I will discuss how the work from my PhD has 

contributed to the development of the novel whole body regeneration model 

Nematostella, how I addressed the century old hypothesis concerning the reuse of 

the embryonic program during regeneration and finish with an opening on the 

similarities and differences of the GRN architecture between regeneration and 

embryogenesis.  
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1 Regeneration of Nematostella vectensis 

The first description of Nematostella regeneration after fission dates back to a 

publication from 1995 (hand1995). Since then and until the beginning of my PhD 

studies on Nematostella regeneration remained sparse and heterogeneous in regard 

to, the bisection site, the animals “age”, their metabolic state and the temperature 

condictions ((Reitzel et al. 2007; Burton and Finnerty 2009; Renfer et al. 2010; 

Trevino et al. 2011; Tucker, Shibata, and Blankenship 2011)). Therefore the goal of 

the first project I participated in when I started my PhD, was to carefully characterize 

regeneration of Nematostella at the morphological and cellular level, and this under 

defined conditions(Amiel et al. 2017). This work laid down a common groundwork for 

future studies within the lab, but also in order to facilitate comparisons across 

laboratories working on this model of regeneration. 

This work has also consolidated the data concerning the importance of cell 

proliferation during regeneration (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). In fact, we 

were able to determine a proliferation-independent phase (wound-healing, transition 

from step 0 – step 1) as well as a proliferation dependent phase (step 2 to step 4) 

(Amiel et al. 2015) . This observation naturally raises additional questions such as i) 

the nature of the signal initiating proliferation, ii) the cells that are proliferatin and iii) if 

it is a homogeneous population of cells that are proliferating? While these question 

are at first instance aspects of cellular behavior, these questions also point out the 

lack of molecular information (e.g. signaling pathway and molecular markers) 

concerning the control of the various steps of oral regeneration after sub-pharyngeal 

bisection. This lack of molecular resolution is discussed further down in this chapter. 

At the end of this study, the only additional molecular data I provided was a 

global transcriptional dynamics concerning the neo-synthesis of all types of RNA 
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(e.g. rRNA, tRNA and mRNA, (Amiel et al. 2015)). The visualization of neo-

transcription by incorporating EU (Ethynyl Uridine) into nascent RNA, revealed an 

increasing transcriptional activity at the amputation site starting from 1.5hpa until 

144hpa. These results suggest an early deployment of the genetic/signaling program 

underlying regeneration, that is supported by transcriptomic data (see Article 4 – 

Transcriptome database) in which genes are already upregulated between 0 and 

2hpa. Interestingly, a recent review has suggested that activation of 

hypertranscription (i.e. what we called neo-transcription) is utilized in adult stem 

/progenitor cells to support organ renewal by contributing to fueling the biosynthetic 

demand imposed by regeneration(Percharde,	 Bulut-Karslioglu,	 and	 Ramalho-Santos	

2017). It would thus be interesting to assess whether the cells that are in a state of 

hypertranscription/neotranscription are associated to the activation of stem or 

progenitor cells during regeneration in Nematostella.  

1.1 Kinases implicated during regeneration 

The approach chosen to gain insight into potential signaling pathways 

involved in regeneration in Nematostella was to perform a screening of kinase 

inhibitors, rather than a candidate approach. The choice of targeting this class of 

enzyme was based on two facts, i) it is a widespread family of enzymes (Hanks 

2003) and ii) they play a pivotal role in many signaling pathways (Petersen et al. 

2015). By analyzing the effects of 78 kinase inhibitors, I have been able to identify 14 

kinases that affect reformation of the lost body parts; EGFR, VEGFR, PDGFR, Btk, 

JNK, Src, CamkII, PKA, PKC, PKG, MLCK, CDK, mTOR and MEK. Given the 

obtained results, this approach has been proven to be fruitful. Interestingly, 

according to the literature these 14 candidate kinases have been associated to 

seven different pathways involved in various contexts of regeneration: For example 
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MAPK (ERK and JNK) signaling is crucial for early steps of planarian 

regeneration(Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, et al. 2011; Agata et al. 2014), PI-3k/akt 

antler regeneration (Z. Liu et al. 2018), PI3-K/BTK, pancreas regeneration (K. E. Lee 

et al. 2018), PI3K/ERK for Hydra regeneration(Manuel et al. 2006), the cAMP/PKA 

for rat liver regeneration (Cheng et al. 2012), Src signaling for zebrafish fin 

regeneration (Yoo et al. 2012), and mTOR pathway in mice liver regeneration 

planarian (Fouraschen et al. 2013; González-Estévez et al. 2012). 

For the sake of the experiment, a fix concentration of 10µM was used for all 

the treatments, based on the range of pharmacological drug treatments usually used 

in Nematostella (Rentzsch et al. 2008; Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; 

Marlow et al. 2012; DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). One of the 

drawbacks of such approach is the false-negative result generated by the use of a 

unique concentration, since some drugs might be more effective at higher 

concentrations. Interestingly, the library of kinase inhibitors I used, contained many 

redundant drugs targeting the same kinase. Among the 14 candidate kinases 

identified to be important for regeneration, some had multiple compounds affecting 

regeneration, thus providing an additional evidence for an involvement of a given 

kinase in this process. For instance, EGFR (8 out 13), Btk (2 out 2), Src (2 out 2) 

were blocked by redundant inhibitors. While Mek (1 out 2), PDGFR (1 out 3), CamkII 

(1 out 2) and CDK (1 out 3) had at least one inhibitor blocking regeneration. The 

other compounds targeting theses kinases were either not affecting regeneration or 

toxic at 10µM. But still their could be verified with through optimization of the 

concentration, which can be use to validate their effect on regeneration. 

When using a unique drug concentration, the inverse, i.e. getting false 

positive results caused by off-target effects is also true. Therefore additional rounds 
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of screening, by i) increasing the concentration of the drugs not affecting 

regeneration and ii) decreasing the concentration of the drugs that are toxic at 10µM, 

would have been necessary to identify more precisely the kinases involved in 

regeneration in Nematostella.  

This preliminary screening was performed based on macro-morphological 

phenotypes e.i the presence of a clear pharynx and tentacles. This approach has the 

advantage to provide a fast way of assessing the affects of the various treatments on 

regeneration. However, this approach lacks the resolution to identify subtle effects, 

such as an inhibition of regeneration at late stages such as step 3, i.e. no mouth 

opening. The molecular data that I and other members of my team obtained during 

my PhD, may provide useful information to create transgenic lines to molecularly 

define the regeneration steps and increase the in vivo resolution of our approach.  

Nevertheless, this screening was set up as a preliminary approach to provide 

a list of candidate kinases that has successfully allowed me to identify a large pool of 

kinases that are involved in Nematostella regeneration. In fact, almost 50% (14/32) 

of the kinases targeted by the library I used appear to prevent proper regeneration 

when blocked. As mentioned in the discussion of article 7, in order to validate the 

implication of these candidate kinases in the regeneration process, a more thorough 

experimentation, i.e. gene specific approach, is still required given the potential non-

specific effects of the drug treatment. Thus, it is crucial to identify the presence of the 

targeted candidate gene in the genome by a basic alignment and/or an advanced 

phylogenetic analysis if there is no clear homology. This was performed in regard to 

the RTK complement in Nematostella, which has revealed the absence of EGFR 

orthologs in this sea anemone (Article 6), suggesting non-specific effects of these 

compounds on the PDVEGFR family of GFRs. Thus, the uses of antibodies directed 
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against its activate form is crucial to validate the effect of the inhibitor on a specific 

kinase (Bain et al. 2007). Alternatively, one could also take advantage of the 

amenability of Nematostella for gene editing via CRISPR/cas and develop a 

inducible KD/KO transgenic line (Ikmi et al. 2014; Servetnick et al. 2017; He et al. 

2018). 

1.2 MAPK kinases orchestrating the regeneration events of 

Nematostella vectensis 

The first study on regeneration from our lab has established a chronological 

map of tissular and cellular events underlying the reformation of lost body parts. 

Briefly, this time line can be separate in three phases, i) wound healing (DuBuc, 

Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014; Amiel et al. 2015), ii) the initiation of 

regeneration correlating with the initiation of proliferation at the amputation site at 

12hpa amie(Passamaneck and Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2015) and the transition 

from step 1 to step 2 (Amiel et al. 2015) and iii) the actual reformation of the head 

structures (step 3 and step 4) supported by a high mitotic activity (Passamaneck and 

Martindale 2012; Amiel et al. 2015). These various events are suggesting multiple 

signaling inputs for coordinating the regenerative process (Fig 20). My first choice 

was to investigate the input of MAPKs, given their implication in many regeneration 

contexts (see section 2 table 1). And the results obtained during the kinase inhibitor 

screen are in line with this idea, in particular the roles of ERK and JNK in the early 

phases of the regeneration process (see Article 6 and Article 7). 
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1.2.1 The MAPK ERK 

The MAPK ERK has already been proposed to be involved in wound healing 

in Nematostella were it is activated soon after injury (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and 

Martindale 2014). While my work has mostly focused on regeneration rather than 

wound-healing, loss of ERK function has revealed that this signaling pathway is not 

required for wound healing but delays this process for several hours (Article 6). We 

further described the activation pattern of this MAPK in the tissues at the amputation 

site and implicated in the regrowth of the head. Furthermore, we where able to 

demonstrate the importance of this signaling pathway for the initiation of 

regeneration and the transition to step 1, as well as for maintaining cell proliferation 

during later phases of regeneration (Article 6) (Fig 20) 

Interestingly the various roles of ERK described during Nematostella 

regeneration display conserved traits compared to other cnidarian and bilaterian 

regeneration models. For instance, in Hydra, planarian, zebrafish and urodele, the 

response to injury is also associated with a swift activation of ERK (Manuel et al. 

2006; Varga et al. 2014; Makanae et al. 2013; Owlarn et al. 2017). Beside its 

activation after injury, the MAPK ERK is also associated with the control of the 

mitotic activity in a context specific manner. It controls apoptosis-dependent 

proliferation during Hydra regeneration (Kaloulis et al. 2004; Chera et al. 2011), the 

mitosis exit of neoblasts during planarian regeneration (Tasaki, Shibata, Nishimura, 

et al. 2011; Umesono et al. 2013; Agata et al. 2014) and it activates proliferation of 

the cardiomyocytes during zebrafish heart regeneration (P. Han et al. 2014; P. Liu 

and Zhong 2017). 

 Overall, the role of ERK signaling seems to be conserved as a 

response mechanism to injury and its involvement in the regulation of mitotic events. 
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1.2.2 The MAPK JNK 

The other MAPK I have been studying during my PhD is the stress-associated 

kinase JNK (see Article 7). Inhibition of JNK using the drug SP600125, for which the 

target site in Nematostella JNK is conserved (data not shown), dramatically blocked 

head reformation. Characterization of JNK expression and activation revealed that 

transcript levels and the level of phosphorylation of the protein is only slightly 

increased upon injury. However, this study is still lacking spatial data on its domain 

of activation or even the expression domain of the genes, which could point out a 

potential domain of activation. By treating the amputated polyps at different time 

points, I have been able to highlight an essential role of JNK for transitioning from 

step 1 to step 2. Since this transition is cell proliferation-dependent (Article 3), I 

investigated the link between JNK and the regeneration-associated mitotic activity. 

The treatment with SP600125 in uncut polyps didn’t affect significantly the 

proliferation in both the body column and the mesenteries. However, during 

regeneration, when animals were treated between 24-48hpa, proliferating cells 

decreased in both the mesenteries and the body wall epithelia, with a most dramatic 

effect in the latter. Inhibition at later time windows of treatment (36-60hpa, 48-72hpa) 

interestingly affected significantly only the population of proliferating cells from the 

body wall epithelium. Overall these results suggest that the regeneration phenotype 

in step 2 is linked to the inhibition of a sub-population of proliferating cells present 

mainly in the body wall epithelia. 
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When compared to other regeneration models, we observe a striking 

conservation of JNK signaling in controlling the mitotic activity necessary for 

blastema formation in planarian (Tasaki, Shibata, Sakurai, et al. 2011) and zebrafish 

regeneration (Ishida et al. 2010). Interestingly, blastema associated proliferation in 

both models is linked to the pool of stem cells and in flies JNK is also regulating 

intestinal stem cell proliferation (Cordero et al. 2012; Biteau, Hochmuth, and Jasper 

2008). Thus, is it plausible that in Nematostella JNK controls proliferation of 

stem/progenitors cells that are located within the injured body wall epithelia. . 

Altogether the data gathered on the MAPKs ERK and JNK during 

Nematostella regeneration suggest no overlap between their respective roles (Fig 

20). While ERK is crucial to reach step one and to maintain cellular proliferation after 

step 2, JNK is required for launching the regeneration specific proliferation and for 

reaching step 2. However, additional experiments are required to; i) finalize the study 

on JNK is required to better understand the precise role of this pathway and ii) gain 

insight into the relationship between ERK and JNK during Nematostella 

regeneration.  
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Figure 20: 

 

Regeneration time line and kinase input. Morphology of the steps occurring during oral 
regeneration in Nematostella. The black arrow represents the tissuelar events of head regeneration 
and the red arrow represents the proliferation supporting head reformation. Each the candidate kinase 
are listed with a color code associated to their input during regeneration represented by the colored 
triangles. 

 

1.3 Other Kinases 

During my PhD I also initiated the investigation of several other kinase during 

Nematostella regeneration (Article 7: Additional data), such as growth factor 

receptors of the Pdvegfr-like family, PI3K, PKC, Raf and Src. Although the obtained 

results are still preliminary, an interesting panel of phenotypes has been 

characterized, spanning the whole process of regeneration (Article 7: Additional 

data). For instance if all the results were to be confirmed, Src would be implicated 
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like MEK/ERK in the transition to step 1, Raf in the transition to step 2 like JNK 

(Article 7: Fig. 2a), PKC would be a key player in the formation of the pharyngeal lip, 

therefore in the transition to step 3 and the Pdvegfr-like family in the transition to step 

4 while PI3K would be regulating the formation of tentacles (Fig 19). The detailed 

investigation of these various kinases would open the path to decipher the molecular 

program underlying each of these regeneration events in Nematostella by 

associating this kinase mapping along the regeneration timeline with the 

transcriptomic resource NvERTx (http://nvertx.kahikai.org, Article 4, (Warner et al. 

2018)). This would create important opportunities to predict signaling/gene 

interactions that once functionally verified would give rise to a global regeneration 

GRN spanning all major phases of this process.  

1.4 Investigating the genetic program downstream of the candidate 

kinases 

The primary goal of the kinase inhibitor screening was to gain novel molecular 

insight into the regeneration program of Nematostella, and to link it to the 

morphological and cellular staging system (Article 3, (Amiel et al. 2015)). Besides 

identifying candidate kinases involved in this process, the long-term goal is to gain 

insight into the genetic program underlying the morphogenetic and cellular events of 

regeneration in Nematostella. 

The database NvERTx contains the regeneration transcriptomes of 

Nematostella and is a valuable resource to begin investigating the genetic program 

supporting this developmental process (Article 4, (Warner et al. 2018)). This 

database regroups the expression profile of all the transcripts expressed in uncut 

juveniles and in dissected polyps  from 0 to 144hpa for a total of 16 time points. In 

order to gain a more comprehensive view of the transcriptional dynamics, all 
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transcripts have been clustered using the fuzzy c-means clustering method ((L. 

Kumar and E Futschik 2007) in nine co-expression groups (Article 4, (Warner et al. 

2018)). This approach has the advantages of  identifing genes that are potentially i) 

regulated by the same inputs (similar regulatory module) and ii) involved in the same 

biological functions.  

The obtained regeneration cluster (Article 5, (Warner et al. 2018)) can be 

categorize according to their expression dynamics, indicating the increase or 

decrease of the transcripts during regeneration. For instance the clusters R1 and R2 

are increasing early between 0 and 8hpa, the clusters R2, R3 and R5 increase later 

between 16-60hpa, while other clusters (e.g. R6 and R7) have two distinct phases of 

up-regulation both increasing first between 0-4hpa and later between 8-16hpa or 12-

36hpa. Other clusters however, indicate a steady decrease of transcript levels during 

regeneration such as cluster R4 that decreases between 20-144hpa or R9 that 

decreases right after injury, between 0-24hpa.  

Altogether these co-expression groups provide a global view of the activation 

or repression period of each cluster that could be mapped together with the 

morphological and cellular hallmarks of regeneration (Article 3, (Amiel et al. 2015)). 

In addition, one can include the potential kinase inputs within the same diagram and 

predict the potentially associated genetic program, i.e. downstream targets. To refine 

this large pool of potential downstream targets, the first approach would be to select 

signaling molecules and transcription factors, which are the main component of a 

gene regulatory network (GRN). Secondly, and given the fact that Fuzzy c-mean 

clustering is not strict and can regroup somewhat related profiles (L. Kumar and E 

Futschik 2007) , a refinement of the selected clusters is required to gain a better 

resolution and build a hierarchy between the set of genes. Thus, in addition to an 
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often-used candidate approach (discussed in section 2.3), the presented alternative 

strategy corresponds to an unbiased way to create testable hypotheses that can 

subsequently be validated/invalidated functionally. 

2 The relationship between embryogenesis and 

regeneration in Nematostella vectensis 

Previous studies using a variety of regeneration models have proposed that 

gene expressed during embryonic development are re-activated during regeneration 

((Gardiner and Bryant 1996; Carlson et al. 2001; “Distal Expression of Sprouty (Spry) 

Genes During Xenopus Laevis Limb Development and Regeneration.” 2014)). 

However, these studies have mainly analyzed expression patterns of individual or a 

small set of gene in both developmental contexts. Using a similar approach other 

studies have highlighted “embryonic-specific” or “regeneration-specific” gene 

expressions or expression patterns (Gardiner et al. 1995; Brzóska et al. 2009). 

Overall, these studies indicated an overall resemblance between embryogenesis and 

regeneration when looking at specific genes in a given context and that such 

comparison could highlight the existence of regeneration-specific genes.  

Thus, the overall goal of my PhD was to provide a novel unbiased, large-scale 

and functional insight into the relationship between embryonic development and 

regeneration aiming and potentially highlighting a regeneration specific regulatory 

logic. I did this using the uniquely suited whole body regeneration model 

Nematostella vectensis. 
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2.1 Partial reuse of the embryonic program during regeneration 

 To overcome any bias based on timing and/or tissue we performed a 

large-scale comparative transcriptomics analysis spanning 35 embryonic and 16 

regeneration time points extracted from entire embryos or regenerating juveniles 

(Article 4 and 5). The first results gathered from this global comparison was the 

striking difference in the number of dynamically expressed transcripts between the 

two datasets. In fact, we observed a ten-fold difference between embryogenesis 

(~14 000 genes) and regeneration (~1 250 genes), Interestingly, 90% of the 

regeneration transcripts are shared with embryogenesis, indicating that about 10% 

(126 genes) have a regeneration specific transcriptional dynamics (Article 5). To dig 

deeper in the potential network logic, we analyzed to what extend genes that belong 

to a given regeneration cluster are conserved in any of the embryonic co-expression 

clusters. This analysis revealed that clusters associated to cell proliferation or 

differentiation process appear conserved, while one cluster in particular (R6) 

contained genes encoding members of developmental signaling pathways, 

morphogenesis or apoptosis has no embryonic pendent (Article 5). Taken together, 

these results strongly suggest not only that regeneration is a partial reuse of the 

embryonic program but also that it rewired to include regeneration specific elements 

(Article 5). Latter hypothesis is what I functionally tested/validated by analyzing the 

role of MEK/ERK signaling and by comparing the resulting regeneration GRN (Article 

6) with the one deployed during embryonic development (Articles 1 and 6).  

 Part of the reason the relationship between embryonic development 

and whole body regeneration has never been addressed before as we did, is that the 

historical and powerful regeneration models Hydra and planarians are poor models 

to study embryonic development. Molecular embryonic data from Hydra 
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((Genikhovich et al. 2006; Fröbius et al. 2003) are sparse and transcriptomic data to 

date are existing. Recently the first detailed description of planarian embryonic 

development and its associated transcriptomes have been published (Davies et al. 

2017). In this study the authors have focused on the embryonic origin of the 

neoblasts (adult piwi-positive stem cells) and observed that i) embryonic and adult 

piwi positive cells have a different molecular signature and that ii) the adult neoblast 

signature appears during organogenesis (Davies et al. 2017). By taking advantage of 

this novel resource, combined with the existing regeneration datasets from this 

species (Sandmann et al. 2011; Kao, Felix, and Aboobaker 2013), it would be 

interesting to repeat the type of study we did to see to what extend our conclusions 

are also valid in a different phylum and if there are evolutionarily conserved 

'regeneration-specific" genes. This should and could also be extended by including 

other cnidarian or lophotrochozoan regeneration models in which one can study 

embryogenesis and regeneration such as Hydractina (Kraus et al. 2014; Gahan et al. 

2016), Macrostomum(Ladurner et al. 2004; Egger et al. 2006) or Platynereis 

(Gazave et al. 2013; Chou et al. 2016) to further validate any evolutionary 

conservation. One could push this even further and include data from Zebrafish that 

is extremely well suited for such intra-specific approaches. In fact, a wealth of 

transcriptomics data describing embryogenesis and organogenesis (Howe et al. 

2013) as well as organ regeneration such as the heart(Cao	et	al.	2017) in this system. 

But unfortunately such study hasn’t been performed yet. 
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2.2 Analogous role of MAPK in Nematostella embryogenesis and 

regeneration 

The study in which the authors compared piwi-positive cells during embryonic 

development and regeneration in planarians (Davies et al. 2017), illustrates nicely 

the general concern about what is comparable between these two developmental 

trajectories. In fact, this observation suggests that for this specific question (i.e. 

appearance of adult neoblasts), comparing regeneration to late embryonic program 

is the most relevant. 

To address this concern, I took advantage of the characterized role of 

MEK/ERK during embryogenesis (Article 1 and Article 2) and discovered a 

potentially analogous role of this MAPK during regeneration (Article 6). Indeed in 

both developmental trajectories, this kinase is involved in the initiation of the 

morphogenetic movements underlying gastrulation and the tissue rearrangements of 

the mesenteries towards the epithelia of the amputation site (step 1).  

According to this potential analogy I have investigated the genetic program 

activated by MEK/ERK during the initiation of regeneration. To do so I have 

combined an unbiased differential gene expression approach to identify all the genes 

up-regulated at 20hpa (Article 6) and a candidate approach based on the genes 

described in the embryonic GRN of gastrulation (Article 2) and the "regeneration-

specific" genes identified in the comparative transcriptomics analysis (Article 5). This 

strategy allowed me to build the very first framework of the GRN underlying 

regeneration initiation and functionally show that regeneration is a partial and rewired 

redeployment of the embryonic GRN that is connected to regeneration-specific 

elements (Article 6) (discussed in more detail in the next section). In addition, this 

approach has provided additional evidence for a potential analogous role of 
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MEK/ERK during embryogenesis and regeneration. In fact, during embryogenesis 

this MAPK signaling is responsible for the specification of the endomesoderm 

domain and its loss is indirectly responsible for a failed gastrulation phenotype 

(Article 2). During regeneration the inhibition of the same pathway also causes the 

loss of specifying specific domains at the amputation site domain (Article 6). Thus, in 

both contexts it is plausible to suggest that the MEK/ERK-dependent specification of 

gene expression domains is indirectly responsible for initiating the morphogenetic 

movements leading either to gastrulation or to the regeneration step 1 

In addition, the candidate approach applied at 20hpa revealed that only 19 out 

of the 90 embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets are highly upregulated 

significantly upregulated between 0-20hpa and all being still downstream of 

MEK/ERK at 20hpa. Interestingly, the same gene candidate approach carried out at 

48hpa revealed that 23 embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets are up regulated 

(0-48hpa). In contrast following the inhibition of MEK/ERK between 24-48hpa, only 

10 downstream targets of MEK/ERK are conserved with embryogenesis, supporting 

the idea that MEK/ERK has analogous roles at the onset of these to morphogenetic 

movements initiating gastrulation and regeneration. Overall this comparison between 

the initiation of embryogenesis and regeneration suggest that not only the re-

/formation or differentiation of structures are comparable between the two 

developmental trajectories, but that there are evidences that indicate the presence of 

a core embryonic program that is redeployed but regeneration-specifically rewired 

during the initiation of regeneration.  

In the future it would be interesting to applied the described strategy to the 

process of tentacle morphogenesis and regeneration. The molecular program 

underlying tentacle formation during embryogenesis has been investigated (Fritz et 
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al. 2013) and morphologically, the genesis and reformation of tentacles are 

undoubtedly analogous. Fritz and colleagues have observed that Notch signaling 

and its down stream targets are required for the formation of the tentacles after 

metamorphosis. They thus set a solid groundwork for comparing this process to the 

one involved in tentacle regeneration in Nematostella. While it is not clear in what 

step regeneration is blocked, interestingly, Notch inhibition prevents the reformation 

of lost body parts in Nematstella, including the reformation of tentacles (DuBuc, 

Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014). Thus, this presents a solid groundwork and 

a great opportunity to perform an additional comparative study of embryogenesis 

and regeneration in Nematostella by focusing on the Notch GRN underlying tentacle 

formation and regeneration. 

2.3 Rewiring the embryonic program during regeneration 

While the global transcriptomic comparison between embryogenesis and 

regeneration has revealed that regeneration is transcriptionally modest compared to 

embryogenesis, this analysis has also revealed that among the genes activated 

during regeneration a large proportion (90%) are re-deployed embryonic genes 

(Article 5). This of course raises the question to what extend the architecture of the 

genetic program is re-deployed in a conserved or in a rewired manner. The 

comparative cluster analysis performed in the same study hypothesized that 

embryonic developmental regulatory modules are reused in a rewired manner during 

regeneration (Article 5). 

 The first evidence supporting this hypothesis is the observation that in 

addition to embryonic MEK/ERK targets, several embryonic cWnt downstream 

targets are under the control of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration (Article 6). 

Interestingly, during embryogenesis, cWnt signaling is active prior to MEK/ERK 
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signaling (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Leclère et al. 2016; Layden et al. 

2016; Amiel et al. 2017) and these two pathways have distinct and non shared 

downstream targets (Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012; Layden et al. 2016; 

Amiel et al. 2017). Thus, the observation of co-opted downstream targets clearly 

highlights a re-wiring of the embryonic network during regeneration. In this regard a 

thorough analysis of the role of cWnt signaling during regeneration would be crucial. 

In particular to investigate if the cWnt network is still upstream of the MEK/ERK 

network or if the hierarchy has been inverted during regeneration. 

The second evidence of a regeneration specific re-wiring, is the 

implementation of "regeneration-specific" genes (Article 5) in the MEK/ERK GRN 

(Article 6). In fact, I have identified 15 regeneration specific genes that are 

downstream of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration (Article 6). This clearly 

highlights the different composition of the MEK/ERK downstream networks between 

embryogenesis and regeneration. The regeneration-specific inputs of the 

regeneration GRN are further discussed in a section below.  

In addition to these two strong evidences, I made additional observations that 

underline my point but certainly require complementary experiments to be 

considered evidences for a deployment of a deconstructed/rewired embryonic GRN 

during regeneration. These observations concern the neurogenic role of MEK/ERK 

during embryonic development. In fact, putative neuronal markers are expressed 

prior to gastrulation in a salt and pepper pattern, where 18 of them have been 

described to be downstream of MEK/ERK at 24hpf (Article 1). Curiously, out of the 

18 embryonic neurogenic MEK/ERK downstream target genes only Nvhes1/3 is 

upregulated at 20hpa and downstream after MEK/ERK inhibition (Article 6: Fig. 5). At 

48hpa three additional salt and pepper genes are upregulated (Nvsox2, NvpaxA, 
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Nvath-like), however, Nvhes1/3, appears still to be the only downstream of 

MEK/ERK (Article 6: Fig. S3, Table S3). At 60hpa, only the genes Nvcoup-like1, 

Nvhes1/3, Nvath-like, NvpaxA and Nvsox2 appear to be upregulated (data not 

shown). However, I have not tested if they are controlled by MEK/ERK at this later 

phase of regeneration.  

It is noteworthy to mention that aside the potential neuronal genes mentioned 

above, all other embryonic salt and pepper genes are not significantly upregulated 

during the entire time course of the regeneration. Which doesn’t exclude their 

activation during regeneration. Accordingly, they are distributed among the clusters 

R6, R5, R3 and R2 (Article 6: Table S3), displaying a general upregulations starting 

at 8hpa, 16hpa, 24hpa or 36hpa (Article 4, nvertx.kahikai.org,). This distribution is 

suggesting that the initial network regrouping these salt and pepper genes during 

embryogenesis at 24hpf is not conserved during regeneration. It further suggests 

that during regeneration the onset of the neurogenic program is stretched out 

between 8hpa and 36hpa. Altogether, these data strongly suggest that neural 

regeneration happens in a different way during regeneration compared to embryonic 

neurogenesis 

The difference between the neurogenic program during embryogenesis and 

regeneration could be explained by the presence of an existing neuronal network in 

the body column of regenerating polyps. This network could be supporting the re-

establishment of the neuronal network in the reforming head without the need to re-

launch an embryonic program. To confirm this hypothesis it will be essential to define 

exactly when the neuronal network is re-established in the reforming head and 

perform functional assays.  
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2.4 Nematostella vectensis regeneration GRN 

The investigation of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration, specifically 

during the transition to step 1 has enabled me to establish the first GRN framework 

during regeneration in Nematostella (Article 6: Fig. 8). This framework is composed 

of three expression domains at the amputation site i.e amputation ectoderm (AE), 

amputation site gastroderm (AG), amputation site mesenteries tip (AMT), in addition 

to the entire mesenteries (M) and the physa (P) at the opposite side. The current 

version of the regeneration GRN framework contains only genes that have been 

validated by qPCR and in situ hybridization after MEK/ERK inhibition. In total, 23 

embryonic genes (12 MEK/ERK and 11 Wnt) and one regeneration-specific gene 

(Nvwls), representing the identified and confirmed regulatory state at 20hpa. In order 

to establish the link between all these genes, the next step would be to define 

accurately their activation prior to 20hpa by using the NvERTx database 

(NvERTx.kahikai.org, Article 4). This will help to get a better understanding of the 

potential hierarchy among the genes and have an approximation of their mutual 

inputs. Besides establishing this hierarchy, it will be crucial to identify the effectors of 

MEK/ERK and Wnt signaling. This can be achieved by using a candidate approach 

based on the embryonic data, since we have shown that the transcription factor 

NvErg is one of the MEK/ERK effectors during embryogenesis (Amiel et al. 2017)  

and the transcription factor NvTcf the main effector of the cWnt pathway.(Röttinger, 

Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) Interestingly, the temporal expression profiles indicate 

that high Nverg transcript (NvERTx.4.84016) levels after injury progressively 

reduces, while Nvtcf (NvERTx.4.100051) is strongly upregulated at 20hpa (data not 

shown). This observation fuels the idea of an inverted chronological input of these 
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signaling pathways during the process of regeneration compared to the one during 

embryogenesis.  

Finally, to establish the links between the putative effectors and the genes 

composing the GRN framework at 20hpa, functional studies of NvErg and NvTcf are 

required. During embryogenesis this was performed by morpholino or dominant-

negative-based knock-down approaches via micro-injections into fertilized eggs 

(Röttinger, Dahlin, and Martindale 2012) (Article 2, (Amiel et al. 2017). Other studies 

on Nematostella embryonic development, were by performing constitutive F0 knock-

outs of the genes of interest using the CRISPR/cas9 technology (Servetnick et al. 

2017; Wijesena, Simmons, and Martindale 2017; Nakanishi and Martindale 2018; He 

et al. 2018). 

Unfortunately, these approaches currently cannot be used to investigate the 

role of the putative MEK/ERK and cWnt effectors during regeneration. The reason 

being that the phenotypes obtained after knock-down of NvErg and NvTcf are to 

severe (lack of gastrulation or pharynx, respectively) for proper metamorphosis and 

subsequent growth. Unfortunately, this is a common limitation when studying 

regeneration. In order to overcome this issue, the establishment of inducible 

transgenic line would offer the best solution to induce genetic perturbation in post-

embryonic development that would otherwise be lethal. Although the CRISPR/Cas9 

and or meganuclease technology is amenable to create transgenic lines in 

Nematostella (Renfer et al. 2010; Ikmi et al. 2014), until this day no inducible system 

has been reported.  

However, one opportunity that resulted from the comparison of transcriptoms 

from embryogenesis and regeneration approach (Article 5), is the regeneration 

specific pool of genes, and in particular the one upregulaetd at 20hpa and 
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downstream of MEK/ERK (Article 6: Fig. 5h). Since these genes are potentially not 

required for embryonic development, they offer the possibility to perform constitutive 

knock-out approaches that may specifically affect regeneration. 

 

While the Nematostella regeneration GRN framework I established during my 

PhD lays down the foundations, an important amount of work is still required to 

complete it. Although, this era of high-end high-throughput technology can 

participate to accelerate the process of building the GRN. For instance, by using 

single-cell RNA sequencing (sc-RNA seq) it is possible to reach a cellular resolution 

for the GRN. For instance, performing a sc-RNA seq at 20hpa, we could question 

inquire the 20hpa GRN in distinct population of cells e.g cells exhibiting a progenitor 

state (Sebé-Pedrós	et	al.	2018), and define in which cells this GRN is deployed.s 

Furthermore, in the same sc-RNA seq study, the authors have also used the 

ATAC seq technology, allowing to sequence the accessible genomic region 

(Buenrostro et al. 2015), therefore highlighting potential active promoter regions. The 

ATAC seq, thus allowed the authors to screen for enriched sequence motives in 

neural cells (Sebé-Pedrós et al. 2018). This, if applied during regeneration could 

facilitate the identification of downstream target according to motif enrichment 

corresponding to a candidate transcription factor. While this high-throughput 

workflow would accelerate considerably the building of the GRN, it nevertheless 

would necessitate experimental validation. 
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3 Concluding remarks on the relationship between 

embryogenesis and regeneration 

In the last two sections of my discussion, I will be proposing a model on the 

relationship between embryo and regeneration. A time line of regeneration has been 

proposed to be subdivided into three major phases; 1) wound healing, 2) the 

activation/recruitment of stem/progenitor cells and 3) morphogenesis/differentiation 

(Tiozzo and Copley 2015). This time line can also be transposed to Nematostella 

regeneration, to which I implemented additional information according to the data we 

gathered in-house (Fig 21A). In Nematostella, the injury-induced stress response is 

translated into wound healing by re-arrangements of the remaining tissue 

(Amiel2015). This step is followed by the activation/recruitment phase of stem 

cell/progenitor cells (Amiel et al, in revision) and finally leading to morphogenesis 

and differentiation to reform the missing head. It is based on that model that I will 

expose the comparison between embryogenesis and regeneration in Nematostella. I 

will be starting from the potentially most conserved features and finish with the 

regeneration specific elements. 

3.1 Similarities between embryogenesis and regeneration 

Regeneration is proposed to be comparable to embryogenesis in terms of 

reformation of the missing structures (Tiozzo and Copley 2015). Indeed it is 

supported by several evidences, such as the resemblance of tissue patterning 

between developing and regeneration limbs (Muneoka and Bryant 1982). 

Additionally, embryonic genes are reactivated and have been reported to exhibit 

similar patterning during the regeneration process (Imokawa and Yoshisato 1997; 

Carlson et al. 2001; Gardiner and Bryant 1996; Gardiner et al. 1995). These 
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observations raise the question to what extend the embryonic-like patterning GRN is 

conserved within the regeneration GRN. 

On the other hand, the identity of cells supporting regeneration is different 

from the embryonic stem cell and appears to have various origins according to the 

level of regeneration (Introduction – 1.3 Regeneration levels and cellular process). 

This has been shown in adult planarian neoblasts (Davies et al. 2017). Besides 

invertebrate stem cells, vertebrates also display major differences in the cell types 

involved in development and regeneration. For example, satellites cells, involved in 

adult muscle regeneration appear to have a different embryonic origin than the 

myoblast that are involved in muscle development (Daughters, Chen, and Slack 

2011; De Angelis et al. 1999; Gussoni et al. 1999; Seale and Rudnicki 2000). 

Therefore, raising the question of the activation/recruitment program during 

regeneration and the identity of the cells re-expressing the embryonic program. 

 

In Nematostella embryogenesis and regeneration display some similarities in 

late phase of development and reformation, which is supported by transcriptomic 

data. Indeed co-expression cluster comparisons between these developmental 

trajectories, have highlighted the strong conservation of the regeneration cluster R-2 

with the embryonic clusters E-6 and E-8. All three display a late activation during 

regeneration and embryogenesis respectively, suggesting their involvement in 

terminal differentiation (Article 5 – Warner et al, in submission).  

In terms of stem cells/progenitors recruitment during Nematostella 

regeneration, a few proliferating cells are witnessed after Step 0.5 (12-18hpa) at the 

amputation site (Amiel et al. 2015), while the bulk of proliferation supporting 

regeneration is activated after Step 1 (Passamaneck and Martindale 2012). 
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Concerning the recruitment process, unpublished data from the laboratory report, in 

addition to the proliferation of resident cells, a migration of proliferating cell when the 

regeneration process transitions to Step 2 (Amiel et al, in revision). My data on 

MEK/ERK during regeneration have shown no effect on the initial proliferation event 

(Article 6 – Fig. 3), suggesting that the embryonic-like role of MEK/ERK may not 

influence the activation of these early proliferating cells, but rather potentially the 

recruitment of those cells, which could involve a more specific regeneration program. 

Regarding, the specification events, I have previously highlighted that a 

rewired embryonic program is connected to regeneration-specific genes during the 

initiation of Nematostella regeneration. In the case of the signaling pathway I studied 

in detail, there are evidences that MEK/ERK is involved in re-patterning and re-

specifying the amputation site. For instance, NvfoxB and Nvrunt are expressed in the 

entire body column in uncut polyps, and Nvaxin-like, Nvsprouty and Nvtwist are 

expressed at the most oral side of the pharynx (Article 6: Fig. 7). Upon, sub-

pharyngeal amputation, the expression domains of these MEK/ERK downstream 

genes are all relocated to the amputation site at 20hpa, thus demonstrating a re-

patterning. If one considers that MEK/ERK may have partially analogous roles during 

embryogenesis and regeneration, it is important to note that during embryonic 

development MEK/ERK is involved in specifying and patterning the presumptive 

endomesoderm, where its downstream targets Nvrunt and Nsprouty are expressed 

in stacked embryonic domain at the oral pole (Article 2 – Fig. 7) together with the 

cWnt downstream targets NvfoxB, Nvtwist, Nvaxin-like (Röttinger, Dahlin, and 

Martindale 2012). These results therefore re-enforce the idea, that the embryonic 

and regeneration specification role of MEK/ERK is maintained during regeneration, 

but to which a re-wired embryonic GRN is associated. 
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As a concluding remark, in Nematostella, I believe that not only 

morphogenesis shares comparable features between embryogenesis and 

regeneration but also earlier events appear to reuse embryonic-like programs that 

are embedded in the regeneration GRN. In particular, I am convinced that the 

program involved in regulating tissue specification during regeneration might display 

a certain similarity with the one initially set up for specifying germ layers in the 

embryo. Nevertheless the link with stem cell/progenitor activation recruitment has to 

be clarified and investigate if this embryonic-like program could be part of the stem 

cell/progenitor program to re-pattern the reforming head. 

 

 

Figure 21: 

 

Model representing the relationship between embryogenesis and regeneration in 
Nematostella. A) The chronology of regeneration events associated with the regeneration step of 
Nematostella. B) Representation of the hypothetical proportions regeneration (green) and embryonic 
(blue) program inputs. 
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3.2 Regeneration specific program 

In the previous sections, I have discussed the relationship between 

embryogenesis and regeneration and what might be comparable in those two 

developmental trajectories. In this section I will be discussing the specificity of 

regeneration in regard to embryogenesis. Before initiating regeneration, the wound 

has to be properly closed, which implies a proper re-epithelialization (Bibb and 

Campbell 1973; Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark 1998; Tanner et al. 2009; Bryant, 

Endo, and Gardiner 2002; Brockes and Kumar 2008), which doesn’t occur normally 

during embryogenesis. 

In Nematostella, the transcriptomic comparison between embryonic and 

regeneration has led to the identification of a regeneration-specific cluster (R-6) that 

displays little conservation with any of the embryonic clusters (Article 5 – Fig. 3). 

Strikingly, this cluster is enriched in apoptosis-related GO terms, and inhibition of 

caspase-dependent apoptosis during embryonic development and regeneration has 

revealed that it is indeed a regeneration-specific feature of Nematostella. Ultimately 

its inhibition blocks regeneration in which a disorganized epithelium at the 

amputation site is witness (Article 5 – Fig. 4). Suggesting, that tissue re-arrangement 

mechanisms during the wound healing process that relying on apoptosis, are specific 

to regeneration in Nematostella. 

As mentioned, wound healing is most likely a regeneration specific event in 

the injury-response program. Interestingly, in Nematostella there are already 

valuable resources available that could be used to build a GRN underlying wound-

healing: a microarray of the downstream targets of MEK/ERK during wound healing 

(DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and Martindale 2014) and a comparative transcriptomic 

analysis between oral and aboral regeneration of Nematostella (Schaffer et al. 
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2016). In latter study the authors have characterized, among others, the phase 

following wound healing at 8hpa. Doing so they demonstrate that approximately 70% 

of genes differentially expressed during wound healing are common between oral 

and aboral regeneration (Schaffer et al. 2016). Characterizing in detail this gene set 

and cross-referencing it with the data obtained from (DuBuc, Traylor-Knowles, and 

Martindale 2014), offers therefore a solid groundwork to establish the generic GRN 

underlying the wound-healing phase of Nematostella. The establishment of this GRN 

will be beneficial for future study on identifying the genetic program supporting the 

recruitment of progenitor cells to complete the GRN associated to the initiation of 

regeneration. Additionally, a comparison with the embryonic GRN can participate to 

identify a strict regeneration GRN. 

 The approach of identifying a specific regeneration GRN will ultimately 

be also beneficial for the comparison with non-regenerative contexts to potentially 

identify the barriers that need to be lifted to re-activate a regenerative potential. For 

instance, wound closure is vital for both regenerative and non-regenerative context 

but the major difference relies in a successful wound healing. In fact, a disorganized 

epithelial structure is a hindrance for the reformation of lost structure (Mescher and 

Neff 2005b; Farkas et al. 2016; P. Liu and Zhong 2017). While in a permissive 

regeneration context, the wound is closed by a proper re-epithelialization (Bibb and 

Campbell 1973; Sánchez Alvarado and Newmark 1998; Tanner et al. 2009; Bryant, 

Endo, and Gardiner 2002; Brockes and Kumar 2008). Another important aspect 

differentiating a permissive regenerative context to non-regenerating context is the 

recruitment of competent cells, including the stem cells in invertebrates (Lai and 

Aboobaker 2018) or the progenitor cells during appendage regeneration (Morrison et 

al. 2006; Sánchez Alvarado and Tsonis 2006).  
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Overall, according to the chronological events of regeneration, there are many 

evidences supporting that wound healing and the activation and recruitment of 

progenitors are crucial factors to allow regeneration to proceed. Importantly, I believe 

that these processes are controlled by “regeneration-specific” GRNs. In accordance 

to my PhD, a potential hypothesis on the loss of regenerative ability could be link to a 

default of wound healing affecting the recruitment of competent cells for 

regeneration, in which an embryonic-like program is re-deployed to support 

patterning and morphogenesis. 
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